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This dissertation seeks to examine the development of Giriama 

society during a period of transition after the mid-nineteenth century 

and to examine the Girianm rising of 1913-1914 as a microcosm of . 

Giriama politics - one embodying the difficulties and qon^lexities 

emerging within Giriana society during the initial years of British- 

colonial rule in what is now the modern Republic of Kenya,

The Giriama are an anonaly among'the Kenya peoples. After 

living for at least a century inside a forest cleeiring (kaya) where 

they were organized through loosely-structured-councils of elders of a 

designated generation, they developed an extremely diffuse political 

system after the mid-nineteenth century. The Giriama regard themselves 

as a peaceful people, who fought only defensively;, yet they are best 

remembered for their participation in wars - particularly for their role 

in the 1914 rising. Although they were among the first people to be 

exposed to Islam and Christiai^ty, they chose, for •^-most part, to

-ft..
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accept neither,- During the last century, the Siriana were: forced to 

make many adaptations to life as they formerly knew it in their forest 

clearing. They have, however, atten^jted to nainta^ their political 

and cultural independence in the face of colonial and national adminis- 

trative demands, becoming regarded as a. people unwilling to change.

Field research, conducted in 197.0-1971, included archival 

sources as wejl as extensive oral interviewing among the-Giriana, Con

trary to casual interpretations of the rising as being one in which the 

Giriana were deceived by a woman through the power of witohor2ift, the 

research demonstrated that the Giriama action had mass support and . 

that the fighting was conducted without strong leadership. The war 

itself, fought in the opening weeks of the first World War, was hot 

'■ solely a part of that wider conflict. On the contrary, the wider con

flict provided the Giriama with hope for British weakness. The Giriama 

did not all share the same reasons for participating. Some wanted to 

retain their land, others were refusing war service, and still others 

were showing strong disapproval of those Giriama who had been co-opted 

into British service. The division of Giriama into several geogra

phical units which experienced different administrative heritages from 

the British also has a parallel in the organization and intensity, of 

the fighting and the siibsequent p^iioipation in colonial administration.

Despite these differences, the Giriam shared a strong spirit 

for independence which was fed by the availability of land and thus the 

opportunity to move away from untenable.circumstances at a time when 

most Africans had to choose the labour market for such freedom. It was 

also fed ty the-economic self-sufficiency they gained through maize

V
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pr.oduction and though trade,

"^Despite their losing the war, the Giriam ultjjnately bene

fited from the internal inconsistency of British administrative polioyi 

pressure for labourers without the mechanisms or authority to seciire 

_ them. The Giriama were able to retain their land, they never provided 

the labour support demanded of them; and they maintained considerable 

political independence throughout the cblonial period.

c.
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INTRODUCTION

When the research on which this dissertation is based was 

begun there were five main alms, derived from the same number of as

sumptions.

First, it was assumed that a atudy of- the Giriama could make 

a contribution of the historiography of African resistance to-the 

is^osition of colonial rule. Despite the lack of aggressive fighting 

traditions and of a centralized political organization, the Giriama

were said to have launched a 'full-scale revolt' against the British 

in 1914.
■

How the Giriama were able to stage such a revolt and why 

they chose to do so needed to be discovered.

Secondly, a study of the Giriama could allow for the oppor

tunity to make use of an insight first expressed by Jao^Aja^,

Ajayi has stressed that too much emphasis has been given to the dis-,.. 

ruptive forces of colonialism at the expense of recognizing the 

continuity of African institutions, but he has further argued that the

study of the process of adaptation is a still more useful approach,^
>

Despite the alleged 'backwardness' and conservatism of the Giriama, it 

seemed that the idea of adaptation would prove valuable for under

standing their history, ,

Thirdly, previous accounts of the Giriama rising appeared to

These accounts have come exclusivelybe inadequate in tholr syi^athies.

from British reports and the memoirs of colonial officers. During the

1



colonial period no historian studied the affair because no British 

lives wore lost and little property was damaged. One task of modern 

African history should be to review events in terms of the intact on 

Africans as well as on the colonial government. What was of lasting 

import to the Britlsji because of its small cost to them was of con

siderable and obvious in^iort to the Giriama, given the high price they 

paid. Xo move beyond studying those events in African history which 

Europeans interpreted to be most noteworthy it would be necessary to 

look at problems from the perspectives of the Africans who participated 

in them. This meant esrtensive oral'research among the Giriama would

be crucial.

Fourthly, since existing accounts of the Giriama were, appar-
■i . ■

ently, not only inadequate in their sympathies but also misleading in 

their accounts of Giriama'' history and political structures, and since 

British interpretations of the Giriama political system differed con

siderably from the interpre'tations of the Giriama themselves, the 

historical study would remain distorted until the Giriama view was

recovered.

Finally, since the rising had been a moment of. supreme crisis 

for the Giriama, it could reveal in a cmdensed way the difficulties

and complexities which had developed among the Giriana prior to and 

during early-colonial rule. The intention was to work back from a 

study of the rising to an understanding of these difficulties and

complexities.

These questions are discussed in the following chapters. As

the discussion proceeds it will readily be seen that some assumptions..
\V\
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turned, out ,to be more valid than others. The idea of adaptation did 

indeed turn out to be the key to understanding Giriana history, De- 

spite the constant assertion that they haVe 'no sense of history,* 

the Giriama demonstrated anaeing richness of knowledge and keenness of 

interest. Their oral testimony oonq^ls far-ranging modifications of 

previous ideas of Giriama history. On the other hand, the Giriana 

rising itself txumed out to be an event^of profound ambiguity and not 

at all a straight-forward case of 'primary resistance,* The rising 

remains at the center of this study but in a rather different way than 

was first anticipated.

These initial aims and the final conclusions between them

shape the structure of the dissertation. The work was begun by posing 

some of the obvious questions about the rising. What was its relation

ship to earlier attempts ..by the Giriama to frustrate British policy? 

What was the nature of its l^dershipT British acooimts suggested that 

the rising had been led by a woman, Mekatalili, who was variously de

scribed as a 'witch' or a 'prophetess,' and who was assisted by a male
a

'helper,' Wanje wa Mwadorikola, Had Mekatalili really led the rising? 

If so, what was the source of her legitimacy in a society where woman 

had little- political authority? Had ^lie used religious belief to bind 

the Giriama to a single goal and as a means to execute their plans?

Did the Giriama even have precise plans?

Another set of questions concerned the cause of the rising. 

Why did it happen when it did?' Could the British war with Germany, 

which was just beginning in East Africa, have been the major influence 

which sparked this rising, as some British accounts have suggested?

3



And what did the Giriama themselves mean when they said that they 

fought over the rape of a woman, or the killing of a chicken? And why 

had the Giriana been the only ones of the Mijikenda peoples to fight, 

given the similar traditions and lifestyles of their neighbours?

• Those questions could not be answered without a general view . 

of the situation in which the Giriama found themselves and the ways in 

which they^had tried to respond to British demands. Clearly it became' 

necessary to go back to the very beginnings of the contact with the 

British. Soon it became clear that many events of inqjortance had oc- 

curred considerably earlier. It was' inqjosslblo to understand the. 

Giriana political and social structure at the time of the rising with-, 

out understanding that it had been changing and developing over a long- 

period of time. To comprehend the dynamics of these changes investi

gations needed ^6 be pushed back to the mid~nineteenth century, when 

they first began to take place.

As historical investigations wore moved 6aok into the nine

teenth- century two additional questions cams to assume a special
4 '*

significance. It became clear that not only Giriama political and 

social institutions had been changing but also the Giriama ecological 

environment. It was obviously important to unders-tand the relationship 

between social and ecological change. Secondly, it became vital to 

discover and analyze the history of the Giriama encounters with their 

various neighbours in order to review the pat-terns of contact and 

interaction. This involved probing the history of the Galla, -with 

whom the Giriama had the most extensive contact, of the Kwavi (Masai),

of the Kamba of the interior, the Mazrui and Swahili on the coast, and

4



of the other -lajikenda.

Just as research was led in this way back into the nineteenth 

century, so this dissertation has to begin with introductory chapters 

which set the nineteenth century background. So the first chapter in- 

■ eludes not only an, introduction to the Giriama, but also to their 

environment, which changed in size and kind over the period in question. 

In addition;^because of the impact of'the Galla on the peoples of the 

hinterland, the chapter also includes an account of the history of the 

Galla and of their changing relationships with the Giriama, It has ' 

proved difficult to combine all this necessary introductory material 

smoothly in one chapter but at least it can be claimed that very little 

has previously been known about either ecological change or about' Galla 

history so that, as well as setting the scene for the Giriama, the ' 

chapter begins to open investigations on these two broader subjects.

Since the Giriama process of diffusion was well underway by 

the time the British arrived in 1895, the second chapter is an examine- 

tion of Giriama social and political structures around the mid-nine

teenth century. This provides a base line against which to measxu-e 

later adaptations.

The third chapter outlines the process of political change, 

the new conditions confronting the Giriama, their altered relationships 

with their neighbours, particularly the Galla, and the northwards migra

tion of a large part of the hinterland population.

■ The early relationships of the Giriama and the British were

Indirect and were overshadowed by an intense conflict between the 

British and some' of the coas-tal Mazrui, By forceful persuasion, -the

5



Girlama shifted from giving secondary support to the Massrui to agreeing 

to stay out of the conflict altogether. By remaining neutral toward 

the Mazrui, the Giriama' were actually lending their support to the 

British, Their neutrality hold them in good stead until 1912 when the 

British policy of 'active administration* demanded more from them than 

ostensible neutrality and moral support. Chapters IV and V deal with 

the initial encounter with the British, the short period of cooperation, 

and the advent of active British administration.

AH this material was initially conceived as an introduction 

to what was assumed to be the key event in the Giriama reaction to the 

British, overshadowing all elhe - the rising of 191^. But by the time
n

this inquiry into previous Girlama history had been carried out the 

rising began to look very different. Chapters VI and VH are an ac

count of the two phases of the rising. But they are also an-attempt to 

demonstrate the misleading nature of previous discussions of the rising 

and to set-it in a more accurate perspective. In particular these chap

ters- enqshasize the many different levels of Giriam reaction and
i * 

resistance, of which, it is omlntained, the actual fighting was the

least, important.

Chapter VHI describes the difficulty both sides had in ob

taining peace - the absence of authorities who could speak for the

people, the lack of an administrative mechanism which was not dlscred-

, ited by both sides, and the British insistence on punishment with

conditions which were impossible to meet.

Chapter H is used to 

long-range ia^act of the rising on both Giriana society and the British

jie the initial, secondai'y and

6



colonial administration. To anal^e all this fully would require a

fxiU study of its own, so this study has been limited to an e^qsloratlon

of the ironic situation in which the Giriama-ultinately-achievadJihelr_

goals despite the fact that the British had won the initial confronta

tion.

The dominant theme became Glriama adaptation. The Giriama 

modificatibn and operation of the^ political system after the loss of 

elaborate age-sets, institutional rituals, and traditional leaders 

demonstrated the iisefulness of this adaptation.

Finally, in a Conclusion an attempt has been made to resolve 

the tension between the original assuii5)tions and the realities revealed
(i

by research, seeking to arrive at. a just estimate of the significance

of the Giriama rising and to establish the rhythms of adaptation in 

the last hundred years of GLriam history.

7r-
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CH&PIER I

THE ENV3R01JMENT, 'THE PEOPLE 
• AND THE GIRIAMA PAST ’ »

The Envlroniiient
A

The Giriana are the largest group of the nine peoples inhabi- 

ting the hinterland of the coast of Kenya between Mombasa said Malindi, 

The others are the Digo, the Durum, the Eahai (Rabai), the Rihe (Ribe), 

the Chonyi, the Kauma, the Kambe, and the Daihana (Jibana). Their ter

ritorial boundaries have undergone many changes - all of which have 

been integrally related to their history over the last^ century.

The ecology of this hinterland has crucially affected the 

political and social development of the people who occupy it. In fact 

the harsh nat\ire of this area is partly responsible for our sparse 

historical knowledge of its inhabitants. It has never attracted many 

visitors. Even Lewis Krapf, who established the first mission station 

in East Africa neeir the Giriama at I^^i in 1846, guided European inter

ests deep into the interior to Mt, Kilimanjaro, Dkambani, the Kikuyu 

highlands, Buganda and the source of the Nile rather than to the bush 

of the hinterlaaad,^

The coastal lowlands provide scenic and fertile contrast to 

the adjacent hinterland. It is to these lowlands that the Arabs came 

to trade and live and it is here that Swahili society emerged, Mombasa, 

, an Island which forms part of the coastline and idiich is surrounded by

■ <i9



““zr^atWal^Kaa-boors, booams the most pirominent oity on the ooast. To the 

north, several creeks and rivers floH into the Indian Ocean, in that 

area settlements grew at Ittwapa, Takaunga, Eillfi, Gedl, Malindi, and 

Mambrui, First the Portuguese and the Arabs and later the British 

fought to establish hegemony over the'peoples of the ooast and to se- 

cure the promising trade from the interior.

The rain that makes the coastal lowlands so productive is 

much depleted before it reaches the hinterland, making rich agricultural 

.development there impossible. Because of its thickets, thorns, and arid 

nature, this hinterland is called simply KiSwahill, the Hyika. or bush. 

The farther northwest one travels, the less water one finds until, 

finally, the land beoolnes desert.

For centuries, the coastal peoples called the inhabitants of 

this hinterland, Kyika, after their environment. These hinterland peo

ple resented this derogatory appelation and have recently begun to call 

themselves the Mijikenda from the Swahili interpretation of the looal 

word, Makayaohenda, the Nino Kayas.^ This name refers to the forest 

clearings, usually on hilltops, which are called kayas. There the peo

ple fortified themselves against the Orma Galla who were cattle-raiding

A ridge twelve miles Inland and parallel 

to the coastline from the Shimba Hills in the south to Kilifi Crook in 

the north is dotted with the kayas of the Digo, the Duruma (at 

Mnyensenal), the Rahal,'the Rihe, the Kambe, the Dzlhana, the Chonyi 

and the Kaima, respeotlvely. The Giriama, interested in maintaining 

their cattle-keeping alongside their bush-fallowing cultivation, chose ■

where, cattle had difficulty graBlng,3 instead,

■ they made a clearing in a dense forest about twenty miles northwest of

I

pastoralists from the north.

. »
not to go to the
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At least As eArly as I7OO, all nine of the Mijiker^ peopes; 

had established themselves inside'their own kaya in this coastal hin

terland.^ ^

Mdinbasa.

The Mijikenda share cultural, linguistic, and political cus

toms as well as a historical tradition of migration into this hinterland 

from Singwaya, a site supposedly near Bur Kao in the Somali Republic, 

This early migration history is a complicated and controversial one,

our inquiry here,^ However, one aspect 

-■the impact of the Galla on the history of the peopled of^ this hinter

land - was a major factor in determining the changing patterns of 

Mijikenda settlement.

and not all of it is. orifoial to

The Galla

Much of our information concerning the origin and history of

the Galla remains indefinite, Prins* attempt to define these people

indicated the difficulty even qf identifying them:

The Galla themselves do not,form a tribe or nation ‘ 
at all, but rather an ethnic division of remotely , 
related tribes with a more or less uniform o\J.ture,°

They can meaningfully be divided into five branches: Harar, Northern

(Metsha), Shoa, Central (Boran, Arusi, Baratuma) and Southern (Tana),

I. M. Lewis and E. Cernlli have argued that the Galla inhabited most of

the Horn of Mrioa around the tenth century until some of the Somali

coming from Aden in the,twelfth century displaced the Galla, forcing

them southward.'^ However, H, S. Lewis has taken exception to this ^ •

theory and has placed the origin of the Galla in Southern Ethiopia

Lake Shamo and environs, southeast of Lake Abaya and northwest of

near

n



^eseiit-day Bbram.' He ■based liis theory upon'the oral traditlons-of "the ■ ,

Galla themselves emd the agreement of these traditions with written and 

linguistic evidence.-® Reliable wr^ten evidence begins in the sixteen^ 

century,^ Currently, H, S, Lewis's revision has received considerable

acceptance.

Despite uncertainties about their origin undoubtedly the (lalia 

were living in Southern Ethiopia in the sixteenth century and began at

tacking E-thiopian states to the north around 1537.^® By the end of the’ 

century, both Baratuma and Borana Galla. had co'nq.uersd land as far as 

five hundred miles from the Lake Shamo tegion,^ Why 'the Galla suddenly 

began this conquest renains in the realm of speculation.

The crucial question for our purpose, however,^is the role 

of the pastoral Southern or Tana Galla who lived in Southern Somalia, 

Kenya, and, perhaps, Tanzania. Once again we are 

historical records. Whereas we have evidence of Somali presence in 

Southern Sonalia in the twelfth and fourteenth centuries from lakut and 

Ibn Battuta,^ the first historical reference which identifies Galla.on 

the coast is dated IbS^, when Father Lo^ found -them at the Juba River 

and at Ifalindi.^^ The Galla west of the Juba River have been called 

at variovis times 'Warde* or 'Warday,*-.'.Barata,'' 'Wajoli, * and 'Orona. 

Their attacks on Arab ^d Swahili towns from Singwaya in the north to 

Mtwapa in the south probably began in the late sixteenth century and 

had forced evacuation of these towns by the mid-seventeenth century.^5 

Several suggestions have atteB5)ted to aooount^or this aggres-
'r

sive movement by the Galla. It may-have been duo to their defeat ly 

■ the Amhara and the Portuguese in the late sixteenth century.It is

A

1
plagued jith sparse

.14
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also possible that the dessioation of the northern part of Africa grad

ually drove cattle-keepers southward. When they encountered agricul

tural peoples, the dual population and the dual use of the land posed 

sufficiently diffieiilties to cause the friction.In any case, the 

Galla were remembered by the Arabs, the Swahili and the Bantu of the 

coast and hinterland as fierce, agressive, powerful warriors.

^ Whatever the. initial relationship between the Galla and the 

hinterland people the end result for the latter was flight or de

struction. Singwaya, the large settlement considered.to be the home of 

Persian (Shiraz) and Arab settlers, the Bajun, the Mijikenda, some 

highland Bantu, and perhaps even some Somali and Galla, was attacked in

the sixteenth century. Many of the inhabitants migrated southward,
' T ft

some naking their way eventually to Mombasa and its hinterland, 
the close of the seventlwith century, Singwaya was merely a small 

settlement inhabited by the Bajun.^^

The destruction of other coastal settlements is attributed to . 

Gflllft invasions. The Bajoni (Guniah or Watiku), who had lived along 

the coast from Singwaya to Lamu, fled to Faza on Pate Island as a result 

of Galla incursions,^®

By

Malindi survived the attacks by the Zimba in 

1589 but was abandoned because of'the Galla in the first half of the 

seventeenth century,^ James'Kirknan's evidence from excavations at 

Gedi indicated the Galla were probably responsible for its evacuation 

at the same time.^^ Kilifi, which was originally on the southern side 

of the creek at Mnarani, was occupied from the end of the fourteenth 

century until some time after 1612.^3 Owen reported the Galla

burned 'Killeefy' and ’butchered its unfortxmate inahbitahts. t24
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Thus by the mid-seveiiteenth century, the Galla had virtualHy 

pushed out sany of the peoples of the coast and the hinterland as far 

south as Mtvraipa, just north of Mombasa,

stretched even farther eouth,- Paulltsohke's mp of Galla regions

Their influence, houever.

showed them penetrating to the Pangani River, and he stated that in the

Such anfifteenth century they were driven northwards by the Ifasai, 

early date may be suspect, but' the GaHa could have .inhabited the hinter

land for a long time befoi^ coming to the coast, since the coast was 

less suitable for grasing, C, W. Hobley located the Galla as far south 

Panganij too,^^ Krapf was told that the Galla formerly ruled as far 

south as Tanga and Usanl^ara and that they had virtually possessed a
pO

large portion of East Africa. A, C. Hollis said they overran the en

tire region around the Uiiiba River north of Tanga in the slscteenth 

century, so again the dates serve to confuse more than to clarify,

Certainly, though, traditions of coastal and hinterland peo

ples corroborate the fact that the Galla' dominated the territory during 

most of the seventeenth, and part of the eighteenth, centuries. The 

ivory escported from the coast was obtained by the Galla, and they nay 

have controlled the trade routes. An indication of their importance 

in the trade as opposed to their penchant for devastation comes from a 

Portuguese account of the early eighteenth century. It notes that the 

Galla had changed their ivory route from Brava to Pate because three 

Surat boats came to Pate each year,^®

At some point, probably during the late eithteenth century, 

the Galla grew less dominant from the Tana River to Southern Kenya,

: Again, our external accounts seem contradictory, but it may be that
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two activities were talcing place simultaneouslyi I^knsin mentioned 

the nnTIft as still aggressive during this time since Vumba(the old 

Vanga) was destroyed by one of their raids.3^ The missionary W. E. 

Taylor wrote that the Galla were slowly withdrawing from the Takaungu 

and Ifalindi hinterland in the l?80's.32

What happened to the Galla in the late eighteenth century?

It appears that, for various reasons, they retreated north and may have 

declined in population," First, they became involved in conflict with 

the fightirig pastoral Masai to the south and west, l&sai encroachment 

may have been intensified as a result of their own civil war which began 

in the late eighteenth century. The main group of the Masai (rimaasai) 

fought the Wakwavi (HoUcop) throughout the nineteenth century. This 

latter group, called tlie Kwavi by the hinterland peoples, are those 

who raided the region of the Mijikenda.33

Second, the Galla encountered-Kamba to the west and northwest 

who, were challenging their land and cattle holdings. Prior to the eigh

teenth centnny, when the Kamba were entirely mobile and pastoral, they 

raided the Galla for cattle,3*^ However, during the eighteenth century, 

they established a mixed sedentary life at Mbooni and at mid-century, 

they were peacefully settled, BjTthe end of the century, though, por

tions of the Kamba had developed a pattern of successful hunting 

expeditions and semi-pastoralism which no longer tied them to the con

straints of sedentary life. The interregional trade led by these 

hunters eventually emerged into the long distance trade with caravans 

well-protected by accouqjanying warriors. During this period, particu

larly from 1790-onward, the Kamba began raiding the GaUa again and
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developed a new; extremely successful fighting method to oppose the 
Gaila,^^

Third, the Galla relationship with their northern neighbours, 

the Somali, was changing. In the eighteenth centiry the Southern 

- Somali had moved south as far as the Juba River. One group of these 

Somali peoples, the Dar8d, had settled at Afmadu in the early nineteenth 

century. Whereas beforb, the Galla had clearly been the stronger, now 

• the Somali were achieving a more powerful position, probably due to 

their increasing numbers in that area. Around 1820, these two peoples 

developed an allied relationship with the Sonali as clients of the 

Galla. left the Galla free to concentrate on their conflicts with

'the Ifesai and the Kiamba.^^ Though this alliance was, still in effect 

when Guillain visited the southern Souall coast in iSb?, thb peace with 

the Somali was to be only a temporary onb,37

Arabs'and Swahili, who did not actively challenge the Galla, 

nonetheless ready to re-ocoupy the coast when the Galla pressure 

Once these people began retvuming to the coast, they made con

stant efforts to defend their settlements. Confronted, then, with other 

people who were actively raiding for cattle and with the situation where 

they no longer had weapons or war techniques superior to those of their 

neighbours, the rmlla began to lose their control of the coast and its 

hinterland.

were

eased.

Although the now offensive activities of their neighbours - 

the Masai, -the Kamba and the Somali, especially - were probably the 

najor reason for the Galla’s loss of dominance on the coast, several 

b'ther factors could have contributed to their decline. Hobley suggested 

the Galla situation to bo a case whore;
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pastoral peoples fron the healthy highlands enootmtered 
in the south diseases intolerant to their qattle and 
eventually malieffia whie^ took nany lives. They could not 
maintain themselves as veil as the Bantu living there,38

The outtoreaks of cholera on the coast in 1821 and 1836^^ might well have

contributed to the Galla's problem, and the fact that the Galla did,

Indeed, move northward suggests that they Referred that ecological

region to the one f j^’om which they were moving.

By mid-nineteenth century, then, the Galla were victims of a

series of circumstances forcing their steady loss of dominance south of

the Sabaki River (Gallana), The further question of the disappearance

of the Galla as a political' force by the turn of. the twentieth century

will be dealt with in chapter three.

The Giriama and the Galla to 1858

The-Giriama remember traditions of previous.good relations’

with the Galla, In many accounts, they herded cattle alongside the

At least three different accounts areGalla, perhaps near Singwaya,

given for causing the changing relationship. The first story centered

around a conflict over cattle, A Galla killed a Giriama cow and the

Giriama demanded a replacement, which the Galla gave, later, when a

Giriana killed a Galla cow and a replacement was demanded, the Giriama

refused. This caused a fight which the Giriama found they could not
hi

win, so they took their cattle and moved away to the south, 

second story indicated a more unequal relationship between the two.pe.o- 

ples,

have the privilege of first intercourse with his wife. Instead, a Galla 

man came to their marriage house and slept with her first before

The

The tradition was that, when a Giriama smn married, he did not
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leaving her to her new husband.. One day, a Giriama nan refused to obey 

■ this custom of allowing a Galla to sleep id.th his new wife first. When

the Galla'^came into the house, the Giriama killed him. This brought

Finally a third story toldupon the Giriama, who fled southwaz^. 

of the custom of needing to kill a stranger for'their ritual of

Mun’garo. On one occasion, a Galla was murdered for this purpose, and

war

the Giriana could not hide this infornation'from the dead man's family 

who came looking for him. A fight was, inevitable, and the Giriama

^3--. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ ■ -fled.

Although none (or all) of these stories may be true, they are 

consistent in their picture of the differences in fighting ability.

Given a circumstance of conflict, the .Giriama were no match for the

Giriama bamboo arrows could not com^te with 

When they did fight, it

. Galla, so they moved away,

Galla spears, bows, and metal-tipped arrows, 

was not in direct confrontation,

of Galla following the Giriama on their southward Journey, 

would come at night into Giriama villages and spear through the thatch 

of houses, killing people, stealing cattle and then disappearing

into the darkness.

The Giriama persistently gave accounts

^ The Galla

V..

For a while,' protebly-around 1680-1700, the Giriama and Some 

other Mijikenda lived on Mt. Mangea, south of the Sabaki River (Gallana), 

But the Galla followed them there and forced them farther south. The 

Giriama moved into small wooded areas of slight ridges where they could 

find protection, - Finally, they developed murikwa. groups of houses 

plastered with clay. The house was filled with wood which was lit and 

allowed to burn itself out. This fired the clay to nake it ertremely 

hard. These baked walls protected the ^i^bitants from spears thrust

18



The Giriaoa.' continued moiving southward, establishing
kg

Finally, a group of Alaa 

(hunters) led them to a large forest and gtiided them into its center 

where the Giriama cleared their kaya.^^ . Here, they were well-enough

from outside.

mnrikwa at Kwa Demu, Kinarfini, and Hwijo,

protected that they no longer had to move southward. They first called

All of48' their kaya, Dgapp«'n^g’-ini, the place where one can get lost.

the Mljikenda kayas were accessible by only one or two paths, and each
-s.

entrance was barricaded by three wooden gates. The paths in the forest 

to py-nnpyttnizinl were so idnding that an enemy trying to follow them 

could easily i attacked at several locations by pedple hidden along- 

Today, the Giriama kaya is called Kaya Giriama or Kaya Fungo - 

the latter being the name of ^ famous nineteenth century Giriama warrior. 

Since the conflict with the Galla was largely over livestock, 

most of the Mijikehda of the hill-top kayas became exclusive!^ land- 

rotation cultivators for a period. Although they lived in their 

respective kayas , they went out in the daytime to the hill sides to

cultivate their shanibas (farms), where they grew naize (muhindi),
%

eleusine (wimbi), millet (mawele), beans (knnde), sorghum (mtana), 

pulses (nojo). and rice (mpunga). All of their homes and.their goats 

and chickens remained inside li.he kaya. Only the Giriama .and tHe Duruma 

tried to keep any cattle.

The historical accounts given by the Mljikenda ingjly that they 

lived in these hidden, stockaded protective kayas because of the threat 

of the Galla. This meant that unless the Galla disappeared, or ceased 

to bo threatening, the Mijikenda were likely to retain this life-style ' 

as one necessary for survival. By the early nineteenth century, the 

constant threat of the Galla had lessened for the Mijikenda. This was

side.

1
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at' least one: reason why- some Mi jikenda be^ living ootside-their-kayas— 

pernanent basis. After 1850,' the Giriana began an extensive mi

gration north.

on a

Giriamaland

As a result of this migration and subsequent expansions» the 

land occupied by the Mijikenda today is much more extensive than that 

which imme^tely surrounded their kayas during the early eighteenth 

century. Today the Mijikenda have spread south as far-as Tanga

(Tanzania), north almost to the Tana Hiver, west to the Taru Desert

The area now occupied by theand east, in some places, to the coast,

Giriama emd known as Girianaland is mostly north of Kaya Giriama. It

is shaped rather like a parallelogram, bounded by Mariakani and

In the north,Kaloleni in the south and the Thru Desert in the west, 

the Giriama have moved past the Sabakl River (Gallana) as far as Itoafa,

Hadu, and Gogoni, Some Giriama have even gone to the valley of the 

Tana River, The eastern boundary persistently fluctuated* as more

are participating in government settlement schemes on the coast, 

Girianaland has both pockets and regions of ecological varia

tions which change from time to time. There are two rainy seasonsi the 

nwaka (long rains) cone from March through June; the vuri (short rains) 

fall sometimes in November and December, if they come at all, Soinetime 

even the nwaka fail. Food production, even in the more fertile,regions, 

has always depended on the rains. The major Giriama gra^ is maize and 

they try to produce two crops a year. Droughts plague this hinterland, 

and without water, the maize dies on the stalk, leaving the Giriana to
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face, an nzala (hunger, or in severe cases, famine). Since the Girjana 

are without pernanent sources of water, except on the BaliM River 

(Gallana)t^en a^inst ah hzala is iSpoSsible, Furthermore,

almost every decade, the Sabaki River floods, disastrousJy rujuiag the 

• crops of the najor season and taking much of the richest 

the Indian Ocean, •

oil into

All soil of the hinterland, however v^ied, is of marginal 

fertility. At the time the Giriana began dispersing from the kaya. the

“S.

amount of available land seemed unlimited. Initially, they practiced 
what W. H. Allan terms voluntary 'shifting cultivation,'^^

. abandoning a depleted area without feeling it necessary to return to

This meant

that particular region when the soil became fertile enough to'produce 

another dhort series of corps. However, within f if fey yBai:s the Giriama 

had reached the limits of the available land. The poor quality soil 

still produced only about three years of cfops before it had to be left 

fallow, making Giriana shifting cultiration 'obligatory.

The Giriama divide their countiy into four regions: Weruni,

.50

Birysa, Godoma, and Gallana. Weruni is the southern region around the 

kaya and the town of Kaloleni, The western portion of this area, where 

good land once surrounded the kaya. has become unfit for agriculture

due to the exhaustion of the soil. Today it is more usable for heading 

cattle. In 1862, when most of the Giriama were still living in Weruni,

In 1887.51
Charles New described it as 'worse off than any district,

the Rev. W. E. Taylor saw evidence of nmny previous settlements in
52

this region, but almost no remaining population.

Today, very little can be cultivated successfully in the im

mediate area of the kaya. Weruni, in general, cannot support extensive
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shnmhftB. except around the Mwabayanyundo settleiaant and Kaloleni._ So

mny of the Glriaoa bad left Wenml by the turn of the nineteenth cen

tury that the British in 1913 saw it as a vacant but potent^lly fertile 

area. People living north of the Sabaki River (Gallana) were encouraged

the Giriana were forced to vacateto return to Werunl, When

the tran^-GallanaI the action helped to set off the rising against the 

British in 1914-,

Kaloleni.

This action contributed to the rise of the towp of

As late as the 1920's, Kaloleni*s main economic subsistence

Then cocoanut trees wera planted and. within a decade.cams from cattle.

the produce from these trees had supplanted cattle as the economic 
base.^^ In the l930's, oranges and other citrus trees were planted, and 

in the 1940's, cashews. Kaloleni became the trading center of southern

Giriamaland, Despite many Giriama attenqjts to grow the cash crops of

fruit and nuts and despite a British administration scheme to grow cotr 

ton, none have been successful west of Kaloleni because the land would
54not support the crops.

Biryaa, the region northwest of Weruni, produces maiae and

millet, but since it edges on the^Tapu Desert, water shortage has nat

urally been acute much of the time, 

in the town of Bamba in the late*'sixties, Biryaa had become land best

Until a water scheme was developed

used.for herding cattle.

Godoma region minly encompasses the basins of the Ndzovunl, 

Njoro, and Voi/Vitengeni/Rare Rivers, all of which flow into Killfi

On the face of it this should be an extremely fertile area, butCreek,

the rivers are either dry much of the time, or else they form brackish

pools rendering the water unusable. A^in, like that around Kaloleni,
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+.Vift TflnH ^Tuprores In the direction of tlie coast. Where the Bar.e -River 

flows near Dida and into the Sekoke forest, good maize crops are fre- 

- quently guaranteed, and at Sekoke itself, oocoanut plantations still 

produce fruit from trees planted around the turn of the oenl^ory. In 

both the southern and northern ertrernes of this region, the Gtti 

collected gum copal, \ised for varnishes and polishes, and. sold it to 

TnrflATi merchants.^^ North of Kilifi, the Arabuko forest separates the 

coast from the hinterland. In.addition to collecting gvun copal, the. 

Giriama gathered rubber from the wild rubber trees native to this 
largely uninhabited'area and used it as a medium of OTchange,-^^ .

Only in the last decade have the Giriam occupied the major 

oocoanut-produoing areas. In most instances, they moved into the hin

terland to settle in small homesteads. However, there is one exception 

. to this, Dida, under the leadership of Muavud and his son Ngonyo, be

came a large plantation and village somewhat akin' to those es'tablished 

by the Qigo half a century earlier. In fact, Hva'vuo wa Menza and 

Ngonyo-were originally Digo and cams from the Digo area in order to 

■take advantage of the -trade at Mtanganyiko en-trepot. They became 

Giriama by joing the Akiza clan,'^'^ At some time after 1870 a large 

'town' developed as described Kenneth MacDougall in 1895«

Ngonio's-town is beautifully situated on a forest clad 
ridge surrounded with oonqjarativeiy light forest, and 
consisting of about 200 largo huts, with his own house 
built in Arab fashion, in the centre, and about 1200 
people - there are about 1,000 oocoanut -trees in the 
village, all nicely bearing. The village is remarkably 
clean in every particular, Wa saw 
Wasania /Langulo/ present in it,5“

several Galla and

Therefore, quite early, Dida becfune a permanent settlement 

where oocoanut and maize were successfully grown through crop ro-tation.
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Ngonyo became an influential Giriaaa due to his prosperity.

He eventually assisted the British-in their fight against the Ifazrui 

rebels in 1896,5^ As a reward, he was granted permission to settle far 

north of the Gallana.River at Marafa, where he developed a second 

plantation village. 

sary for ejqjansion,

> Marafa became one of two major centers in the fourth region,

Gallana. This is the basin of the Gallana River, extending from the 

south at Mt. Mangea, Kakayiini, and Jilore to the northern locations of
V..

Hadu, Marafa, and Gogohi, The Gallana River (Sabaki) valley provides 

fertile land farther inland than at any other place occupied by the - 

Giriama, North of the river, new clearings were nade not only by 

Glriama, but also by the Kauma, the Chonyi, the Dzihana, and the Kambe. 

The area contained wild rubber and had successfully supported one 

Swahili rubber plantation. The quantities of pineapple, sim-sim 

(sesame), bananas, cotton, cashews, mangoes, tobacco, rice, cassava, 

and millet produced there inqaressed W. W. A. Fitzgerald when he trav

elled up the valley in 1891.^^

A major center of southern Gallana is Jilore, located on the 

banks of Lake Jilore, south of^the river about twenty miles inland from

■ct

His descendants explain this move as one neoes-

" Malindi, The Church Missionary Society established their mission there 

in 1890 and, within a year, three thousand Giriama were reported by
(A’

Fitzgerald to be living in and around the station, 

the lake would usually be joined with the river, but durijsg the re

mainder of the year, the flat between the two provided excellent land 

This river-lake combination made constant cultiva-

During the mwaka.

for growing crops.
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tion possible, GaUana bas continued to be the most consistently 

. fertile region of all Giriamaland, and today most Giriama inhabit this 

region of their comitry,

Kaloleni, Dida, Jilore, and Iferafa - all of which support 

permanent tree crops and grains - are located in exceptionally fertile 

spots and provide a stark contrast-to the areas farther inland. The 

hinterland is spotted with a few hills and patches of forest, dense sage 

which sometimes reaches eight feet, thorn trees of acacia and mimosa, ■ 

and thick oatus clumps. The parched and arid-looking country is so'bad

ly watered that the Giriana were forced to dig water‘holes, or mitsara, 

the use of which they jealously guarded,^^ The few open glades often 

have considerable surface rook, so the Giriana prefer "the wooded land. 

These features of the hinterland constantly change the beauty and util

ity of the Giriana environment.

When the Giriana began to migrate north from their kaya 

around I85O, they were, in a sense, returning to familiar territory.

In the sixteenth century when they had moved southward from Slngwaya, 

the Giriamk had passed through much of the hinterland oh their way to 

the final location of their kaya. Those ancestors who had settled for 

a while on Mt. Mangea or at Kwa^Demu in Godona or Kibwawani in Weruni 

told their sons what the land was like and where the richest spots were 

to be found. However, when the Giriama, moving northward iji the l860's 

reached these areas, they noticed that the area was narkedly changed 

from what they anticipated. It was less fertile and the water sources 

less reliable. They attributed the change in the ecology to the devas

tation wrought by grazing Galla herds which destroyed much of the vege

tation, As a portion of the vegetation disappeared, the rainfall
49
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66became less frequent

Despite its fertility not meeting their ejqwotations, the 

newly-cleared land’s productivity was far superior to that immed^tely 

surrounding the kaya. Althou^ the land of Godoma was not as rich as 

their forefathers had found it to be, the Giriama still produced, enough 

maize and millet during the years after 1880 to provide Takaungu with 

grain to export on a'fairly regular basis.When the Mazrui had came 

to Takaungu earlier in the century, they had made the Mijikenda of the

hinterland (mostly Kauma,-initially) promise to give to the Mazrui fam-

The Giriama'settiements there, .ily a monopoly of their ^ain exports. 

especially Ngonyo's at Dida, provided a continuing supply. The Giriama

developed an Increasingly strong trading position. They successfully 

opposed this Ifazrui monopoly demand sometime between 1877 and 1883 when 

the Mazrui tried to force lit. The Giriama their wives, families, 

and herds in the forest and lured the Mazrui into waterless country and"

The organization and

success of such a plan was possible due to two things especially, - Angry ■ 

because some of their members who had gone to Takaungu'were captured and

68subsequently defeated them, killing 250,

taken away into slavery, the Giriama were united in their plan to fight 

In addition, Ngonyo was able to influence his people and

Whether

the Mazrui.

those of many siu?rounding homesteads to assist in this effort.

W' not this fightin-g-plan originated from or ^Jas organized by any of .the

Giriama elders in the kaya remains uncertain, but it has been suggested 

that this was so.^^

Trade with Mazrui was resumed after peace was declared, and 

Ngonyo himself became a trading blood brother of Aziz and Baraka, the 

Mazrui of Takaungu,.^® After 1890, the Giriama expanded their grain
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tra^e farther north of supply Malindi and Ifembrui, In 1889, Lugard

noted an already 'considerable export of grain in natiye crafts to ^

gy 1906, 6,000 to 10,000 glslas (1 gisla - 60.71■» Persia la.ndj Arabia.

pounds) of naize were being exported annually from Takaungu and 5,000

- 8,000 from teUndi, Most of it was sent to MombaSa, Lamu, and some 

to Arabia and Zanzibar.In the next six years, the Arabs at Mambrui 

^ were to declare themselves totally dependent upon Giriama grain for
food.73

With the exception of that portion immediately adjacent to the 

coastal lowlands, the land of the'‘Giriama was insufficiently fertile for 

an expanding population. The areas of Weruni and Biryaa-were the first 

to be depleted, and then those of Godona and southern Gallana. This may 

have been due partly to the treatment of the land by the Giriama and 

partly to an excessive-number of droughts which,brought famine. In any 

case, production on land beyond the coastal strip depended more and more 

on the quality and frequency of the rains. A shanfca which produced much 

one-year might provide almost nothing the following year. The impor

tance of the quality of the soil is reflected in the large number of 

tree and vegetation names given to places in Giriaaaland, for certain
74

types of vegetation were indicative of better soil than were others.

Colonial officers were amazed that the rains could be sO un-

FfrTJ, Lugard, between 1889 and 1891,

. ■>

reliable for any particular area, 

described the enormous cultivated fields which constantly suffered from
•,1'

drought, forcing the people of Fuladoyo who had no food to buy excess 

from Ifeikongeni.^^ Rainfall measurements are^difficult to obtain for 

Giriamaland, but even Jiloee, which S not far from the coast, recorded 

43 inches in .1893, 9 inches in 1894- ([coming twice in the year) and only
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2i inches in 1895 (all in the month of Mareh).7^ Giriama todpy say 

that the time-of their fathers was more prosperous than now, because 

the rains don't come anymore,."

The tppo^aphy as well as the weather has changed. According 

to Fitzgerald there were numerous lakes around the drainage of the 
Sabaki River (Gallana) in 1891.^® Only one of these lakes remains to- 

day - Jilore. . Some years this lake stays v^tually dry, although 

Fitzgerald described it as some miles in length. The lake flat, five 

or six feet deep in the rainy season then, is now sometimes dry all 

North of the Sabaki River, a chain of swamps' used to form the 

Komori River during the rainy season. South of the river was a narah 

lake, Baratumu.^^ Neither of these remains.

According to the Giriana, when they went to Mangea in the 

1880*s, the land gave good crops, but after four or five srears, they 

were forced to move away. They speak of the fertility of Weruni and 

Biryaa which seems to have so quickly disappeared. One of the two sub

sidiary kayas established by the Giriama was called Jurore, in Biryaa. 

Today, few people even know of itfe existence, and those who can identify 

it say that maize is no longer grown in the surrounding area, 

kaya. Kidzini, between Kaya Giriam and Kaloleni, is also uninhabited 

and overgrown, but some Giriama have returned to the nearby area to es

tablish shambas additional to those they have elsewhere,
t

This changingsecology and the uncertainties of the rain im- 

• posed a pattern of great mobility on Giriama settlement and agriculture. 

Most moved out into snail homesteads which were hidden if pos

sible in the nearesfVoods. They cut long circuitous patto and fenced 

the homestead with poles and,thorns, ,This allowed the Giriama to

year.

The other

80

.1
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continue Iving in protected areasbut these were hardly as effective 

the kaya had been. When the-threat of their enemies, the Galla and 

the Kwavi, no longer existed, the Giriama continued to buiid their vil

lages far off the-main routes, but they no longer fenced them in,'

Lack of rainfall ^th resulting serious., famines, the poor 

quality of the soil, and the danger from the Kwavi kei)t the Giriama fre-

as

quently on the 'move. Famines were particularly unsettling. Before

and Naala ya-81
1880,' the Giriama had experienced the Nzala ya Kingo

During Kingo. they soaked their sleeping 'sjdns' for eating, 

and during Fungayo, they 'tied' their goats to. take to market for food.

82
Fungayo.

Before the century was out, three serious famines forced much migration.
83

marked the period when the 
- 84

first Giriama were said to have arrived as far north as Mt, Mangea.

• In the early 1880's, Nzala ya Mwakasenge

85
, During the 1890 Nzala ya Mkufu,-^ the Giriama began to cross the Sabaki

and fought at Mtanganyiko on Kilifi'*86
River (Gallana) in large numbers 

Creek with the Kauma who had maize although the Giriama crops had
■ failed.®^ Mkufu is named after the women's neck chains which were sold

for food. The worst famine of all lasted for three years at the turn
’ ^ 88 

of the twentieth century and is remembered as Nzala ya tfagunia named

after the 'sacks' in which relief food came from the Britihh, Soma of

these famines were accompanied by epidemics of cholera and smallpox.

With Mkufu in 1890- came the devastating rinderpest. This epidemic vir-

A

tually ruined the Galla and Kwavi herds and destroyed those which the

Famines and epidemics forced the89
Giriama were trying to rebuild,

Giriama to move more frequently and over wider distances than they
/

might have otherwise. Rather than progressing constantly northward at 

a-regular pace, Giriama migration took place in spurts and was aimed
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nain^ at the Sabaki River (Gallana) valley.

These factors'of poor soils, drought, and natural disasters 

Increased Giriam mobility and also Bade settlenionts of seller'hbn»- 

steads necessaiy. During Ifagunia. many starving Giriaua. went to the 

coast to steal mangoes, and only at this Juncture did soiae Giriasa offer 

themselved for work - on the railroad. Not until the mid-twentieth cen

tury in general and especially in the 1960’s did the major population 

centers of Girianaland today - Kaloleni, Dida, Sekoke, Jilore, Harafa, 

and Gogoni - grow in population. Considerable nnnibers of Giriama live 

in Kilifi because it is the administrative oenter'and the site of "a

The population of Basiba has grown due to a hospital, 

a secondary school and finally, to a water scheme, situated there.

For the Giriamaj then, it is evident that the most fertile 

lanH available to them is that of the coastal strip and that of the 

lower nnllATiA valley, both of which usually receive rain. Here permar: 

nent crops such as cocoanuts, pawpaw, bananas, Bmngoes, and cotton are 

grown with increasing enthusiasm and success. Cashews, growing wild 

when Krapf and New were travelling, were widely cultivated by the 19^'s 

and are today, along with cocoanuts, the basis of the cash-crop economy 

of the Giriama, .

settlement scheme.

Due to Giriama migration, the question of the rights to land 

has becoBie complicated during the last century. As the Giriama moved 

northward and coastward, so coastal plantations expanded inland. Since 

the Giriama had not cultivated land north of the Sabaki River (Gallana) 

until 1890, and were regarded as recent inhabitants there, it is pos- 

sible that an outsider could see their rapid move as a greedy pursuit 

of land. When the Imperial British East Africa Comapny was established
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in 1888, one of its first efforts was to develop coastal plantations 

>diich had deteriorated because of the scar&Lty of labour after the 

slave trade was abolished in the 1870*s. Fitzgerald was one of their 

officials especially en^jloyed to explore the region and 'report on the 

agricultural capabilities'.of the coast and its hinterland. He was 

placed in charge of Marini oocoanut plantations, inland from Mambrui 

•north of the Sabaki River. In order to nake this plantation or any

others succeed, ho had to depend on, the Mijikenda for labour - a. task

In addition, hewhich ha found broixght nany jsromises but few workers, 

travelled extensively' to determine the sui-tability of the soils for pro

ducing cash crops, and he encouraged the hinterland peoples to grow' 

them. In this, he had some initial sucess around Jilore.

In 1898, throe years after the East African Protectorate was 

declared, the District Officer, H. C. Hollis., established a government 

station at Rabai,^^ From that point on, the Giriama population was 

usually divided between two British administrative dis-tricts, one cen

tered around Mombasa and Rabai in the south and the other ■variously 

around Takaungu and Ifalindi in the north, ‘ When the Provincial .Commis

sioner, C. S. Hindo, decided in 1911 to send an assistant District 

Commissioner to es'tablish a s'tation in the Giriama hin'berland, his 

" purpose was to pull the Giriama into the labour market. In addition.

the long-range plans included the opening up of the trans-Gallana land

Therefore, in 1912» Arthur Mortimer Chan^jion■for European cultivation,

.. sot up a S'tation at Mt, Mangea and began enthusiastically collecting

a 'tax idiich was designed to force the Giriama to work on the planta

tions.^^ The following year all the Mijikenda wore told to ret\irn south
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of the Sabaki River (Gallana), The twin demands-for their best land 

and for their men to work as labourers helped to spark the Giriama Ris

ing of 1914-15, Losijig this war, the Giriama were forced to evacuate 

the trans-Gallana in 1915. Most returned south, but a large number

went instead to the Tana River valley. In 1919, by order of the

Governor following a land commission report, the Giriama were allowed
94
^ In addition, they oon--,to return to their lands across the river, 

tinued to cross the boimdaries of the 'Nyika Reserve* and the ten-mile 

coastal,strip, as famines and taxes and especially the fine after the 

'war forced them coastward for food, ' .

Throughout the twentieth century, the British administration 
remained as impermnently based as did ^e Giriana, After the station 

at Mt, l&ngsa failed, subsequent atten^ts to build a station at Kakoneni 

on the Sabaki River (Gallana) were thwarted by a change in the river's 

coin*se and by the debilitation of manpower caused the frequency of 

malaria. In the south, the construction of a station at Kinarani ceased 

because of insufficient water resources,' On the coast, even, the 

British continued to move their stations among Takaungu', Malindi,

Kilifi, and Mombasa, The British failed to devise adequate administra

tive arrangements for the Giriama people primarily because they had in 

mind their own use for the Giriama and their land. Already accustomed 

to frequent migrations imposed by the ecology- of their homeland and by 

the vagaries of natural disaster, the_ Giriama easily adjusted their ' ■ 

movements to avoid becoming ensnared by British colonial rule.

During the 1960*3, soma Giriama have been involved in4;wo 

additional migrations. Most Giriama from the Tana returned to Gallana 

during the years of the Somali Shifta rebellion, joining their kinsiMn
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in their homesteads. Since independence, settlement schemes on coastal 

lands have brought significant numbers of Giriam into the coastal strip, 

- where they are becoming more permanently settled.

Conducting research among the giriama is a frustrating pro

cedure precisely because of their highly mobile settlement pattern.

But recognition of this phenomenon is basic to understanding Giriama 

^ political development -since their dispersdl from the kaya after I850,

The changing ecology and’ unpredictable rainfall, interrelated with the 

famines and epidemics of the nineteenth century imposed this pattern 

of mobility upon them,.' And just as the Giriama migration into the 

Malindi hinterland in the nineteenth century was partly determined by

ecological conditions and relationships with their neighbours so have 

their migrations of -the twentieth centtary been shaped by the ecology

and by external political developments.
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NOTES

Lewis Ifirapf and his co-worker, Johannes Robmann, were both 
German-LutE&ans-worliing-f or-the Chvireh -Misionary Sooietyi Rebmann is 
the first European of whom we have record of going into the Interior 
and the fijst to see Mt. Kilinanjaro^, krapf saw Mt. Kenya and jour-: 
neyed northward to the Tana River, Their reports and naps,stirred the 
adventurous and the Royal Geographic Society to look for the' source of 
the Nile River, Krapf, Reports in the Church Missionary Intelligencer, ' 
Vols, U-Df (London, 1851-1853). Krapf, Travels, Researches, and 
Mission^y Labours, During an Eighteen Years* Residehee in Eastern
Africa (London. 1860). Krapf, Church Missionary Society Archives,
Documents 166-179, CA 5/0/l6,

^The name Mijikenda emerged in the mid-forties when the nine 
tribes felt the need of a term to identity themselves collectively as a 
political group. They had been referred to by writers prior to that 
only by the derisory term ¥aNyika,' tbkayachenda has been contracted to 
be Hidgichanda, but the Swahili Mijikenda CnlniS cities') is the best 
known, I shall follow the praference of t^se people by using the name, 
Mijikenda, throughout the historical period unless the older form,
Nyika, is necessitated by the context of the disoxissioh,

^Giriama Historical Texts (hereafter GHT)t Masha Murumwengu 
(Kizuruni) 8.30.71. The transcripts of these oral interviews conducted 
by the author are deposited in the History Department Archives, Uni
versity of Nairobi, Kenya, and are also in the possession of the author.

. "V

0

^A Portuguese intelligence report of January 10, 1728, lists 
twenty-eight kings over which the Portuguese had power the last time 
they.were in Mombasa (1698), Of these twenty-eight kings, fifteen 
were governed by ‘Kaffir kings' and thirteen by 'Moors,' All of the 
Mijikenda' except the Ribe and Dzihana are easily rec.ognigeable, (Livro 
das Monco es # 9^-B, folio 6l8, ai\on,, n.d,, enclosed in Viceroy to 
Crown, Goa, Folio 6l5r, Historical Archives of India, Panjim, Goa);

. I am extremely grateful to Professor E. A. Alpers for this reference a 
and for his translation from the Portuguese, Representatives from the - 
Mijikenda groups also accompanied the l&izrui and the Mombasa tribes on 
a journey to Unan around..l728. The Giriama are easily recognizable once 
again, and this,list of groups on the voyage comes from two sources.
The first is Shaykh al-Amin b. 'Ali al-Mazrui (1890- ), "Ta'rikh
al-lfezurai' (A History of the l&zru'is of Mosibasa). I am most grateful 
to Professor B. B, Martin who called this t.o my attention-and .Sent me a 
translation of the pertinent passage, quoting the Arabic original folia. 
He notes that a xerox of this manuscript is in the possession of G. S,
P, Ereeman-^Grenvillo, The second source is from W. B, W. Owen's Narra- 
tive Voyages. Vol I. •

This date of 1698 from the Portuguese intelligence report ai«i 
the 1728 voyage are two of the’few dates which are not based on calcu
lations of chronology from the list of Giriama marika (generations) 
based on 45 years.

GHTi Mwinga wa Gunga (Kinarani) 4.6,71. says the kaya was 
established during the generations of Mijoga and Kalalake which would
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place the in the hinterland Huoh earlier than previously
supposed.

^inigwaya (or Shungwaya) has generally fceen regard^ as the 
origin of the north-eastern Bantu peoples who dispersed from there under 
the pressure of Galla and Sonali eaqpansion around l600, (Neville 
Chittiok, 'The Coast before the arrival of the Portuguese' in B, A.
Ogot and J. A. Kieran, eds., Zamani (Nairobi, 1968) .p. Ills Cashmore,
'A Note on the'Chronology of the Wanyika of the Kenya Coast,' Tanganyika 
Notes and Records, Vol, 57 (September, 1961), pp. l67-178j B, G, 
McIntosh, 'The Eastern Bantu Peoples'.in Ogot and Kieran, Zamani, pp, 
100-103; A,.-H, J, Prins, The Coastal Tribes of the Northeast Bantu, 
Daryll Forde, ed., Ethnographic Survey of Af ricai rEAst and Central 
Africa, Part HI, International African Institute (London, 1952), pp, 
35-95, It is located at the present' day area of Port Bur Gao (the old 
Port Dunfoj*d) in the Somali Republic. McIntosh, 'The Eastern Bantu 
Peoples,' p, 200, notes that it appeared on old maps by J, H, van 
Linschoten (1596), William Blaeu (1662), de la Feuille (1700), Ogilby 
(1700), Rebaann (1850)’ and Rebmann and Erhardt (I856), V, L,
Grottanelli claims to have located the ruined site netir Bur Gao where 
Singwaya once stood* V, L, Grottanelli,*A. Lost African Metropolis'

. Afrikanistische Studien No. 26 (Berlin, 1955).. James Kirknan, the 
curator of Ft, Jesus, argues that the Mijikenda came from Singwaya, but 
that they must have been in the Gedi region between 1350/l400 and 1500 

. as evidenced by a particular fingernail marking on the pottery found 
there, James S, Kirkman, The Arab City of Gedi> Excavations at the 
Great Mosque (London, 195^), pp. 7^771 James S, Kirkman, 'Observa- 
tions on the History of theGiriama’ Kilifi Political Record Book, DC/ 
Mai 2/3 Anthropological-Historical, 1913-19^9, Kenya National Archives, 
(hereafter, KNA), Chittick, 'An Archeological.Reconnaissance of the 
Southern Somali Coast,' Azania, Vol, IV (1969), pp. 115-130 does not 
date the.migration but claims the Mijihenda came from the general area. 
After he conducted an archeological investigation of the Btir Gao area, 
-he failed to find the site which so persuaded Grottanelli, There seems 
to be little dispute that the Shirazi of Mombasa have traditions of mi
grating from Singwaya but a Singwaya origin for the northeastern Bantu 
seems less' acceptable to some, ' Kikujni and Embu origins from Singwaya 
have been recently questioned by two authors, J, Forbes-Munro, 
'Migrations of the Bantu-Speaking Peoples of the Eastern Kenya High*, 
lands; A Reappraisal' Journal of African History VIII No. 1 (I967), 
pp. 25-28. S. C. Saberwal, 'Historical Notes on the Embu of Central - 
Kenya' Journal of African History. VIH. Np, 1 (1967),'PP. 29-38.' 
Another fascinating paper proposes that the Singwaya origin of the 
Mijlkenda was added to their traditions in the late nineteenth, century. 
Roger Frederick Morton, 'The Myth of Shungwaya Origins of Mijikenda;
A Problem of Late Nineteenth Century Kenya History,' mimeo. This was 
kindly sent to me by the author in October, 1971.

^A. H, J, Prins, East African Age-Class Systems (Groningen, 
1953; Conn., 1970), p.2.

^I, H, Lewis, 'The Galla in. Northern Somaliland.' Rasseena

. i
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di Stiidi Etlopicl. XV (1959), pp. 21-38) .I, M.-Lewis, 'The Somali Con- 
qnest of the Horn of Africa/ Jottmal of African History Ii2 (i960),

- - - rr, -Pl-3-53n; Bj -r:nriini. Somalia,-scritti-vari-edlti-ed-inediti, 2
vols. (Romei 1957) as cited in H, S. Lewis, 'The Origins of the Galla 
and Sonali* Journal of African History, VII:1 (I966), p, 2?^ I.- M, 
Lewis based his research on oral traditions and blood group research of 
K, L, G, Gol^mith, The Blood tooups of Somali Tribes with special 
reference to Anthropology. tB (1959).

®H. S. Lewis, 'Origins of the Galla* pp. 27-46.

^hrey, an Ethiopian priest who lived in Gamo region of Lake 
'' Abaya Which was one of' the earliest areas attacked by the Galla, wrote 

A History of the GflllA sometime around 1593, His accounts can bo 
found in E. A. Budge, A History of Ethionia 2 vols, (London, 1928) and 
in C. F, Beckingham and G, W, B. Huntingford, Some Records of Ethiopia, 
1593-1646 (London, 1954). ,

^^brey,. History (1928) II, p. 603. ,•

^H. S. Lewis,.'Origins of' the Galla,' p. 33, fn 9.
r

l^lbid.p. 30.

Lobo, A Voyage to Abyssinia. York, 1886), p, 24,
14

C. H, Stigand, The Land of Zin.1. (London, 1966, 1913), p. 
179. Krapf, Travels. p. 115) K. MaoDoi;)gall, 'Notes on the decline and 
extermination of the Gallas* 3.31.14, Anthropological-Historical 1913- 
1949,^DC/Mal^2/3, KNA. This source lists five groups) , Borana, Kofira, 
Kokuba, Warchob, and Barareta, Rev, Charles New, Life, Wanderings and 
and Labours in Bast Africa (London, 1874), He calls them Orma or 
Oorojna, p. 270. D, A. Low says the Tana Galla lost contact with the 
main body in Ethiopia. 'The Northern Interior, 1840-1884' in R, Oliver 

. and G, Matthew, eds.. History of East Africa, Vol, I (Oxford, 1963), p.
321.

James Kirkman, 'The Galla' in Appendix Hi Topographical 
and Historical Notes of Justus Strandes, The Portuguese Period in East 
Africa (Nairobi, 1968) Berlin, 1899), p. 291.

^^Ibid.. p. 291. ■

17C, W. Hobley, Ke^ from Chartered Company to Crown Colony 
(London, 1970) London, 1929), p. 177. ^

^^Mclhtosh, 'Eastern Bantu,' p, 202, Note 5 to this chapter 
' discusses Singwajra. as the origin of various peoples,

19■'James Kirkman, 'Shungsya' in Strandes, The Portuguese Period.
P. 311.
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20w, W,. A. Fitzgerald, toavels in Brltiah East Africa. 
Zanzibar, and Penba (London, 1898). pp. 381-82; Jajaes Klrkman.~Men and 
Monuments on the-Sast-African-Goast- (London, 196^) \ rVnwn, 'Faza?- in 
Stranded, The Portuguese Period, p, 290, -

21j^j2q2 Kirknan, 'The Great Pillars of Mallndi and Hanbrui,' 
Oriental Art IV:2 (1958); Kirkman, Gedi; P, S, Garlake, The ^ly ; 
Islamic Architecture of the East African Coast (Oxford, 1966); larkmn, 
•Malindi'in Strandes, The Portuguese Period, pp, 296-7, Kirknan says 
Owan described Malindi as deserted, Guillain (184^) found it deserted, 
and Burton (I856) just mentions it in passiSg, ■

-V .^^irkman, Gedi; Krapf, 'Forty Mile Journey to Takaungu, 28
June-4 July, 1845' Church Missionary Archives, London, C/A5/0/16, I68, 
(Hereafter, CIB,)

23Jamas Kirkman, 'Mnarani of Kilifl' Ars Orientalls. Ill 
(1959); Garlake, Islamic Architecture; Kirknan, 'Kilifi' in Strandes, 
The Portuguese Period, p, 292,

■ 24,

but abandoned.
Owen, Narrative Voyages.'!. 402, He describes it as large

}

^^It is indeed possible that the Galla were not solely respon
sible for the evacuation of the coastal towns, since the inhabitants 
were constantly at war with various Arab forces ^lnd, sometimes each 
other. However, the oral traditions 
final dest^otion, .

^^Ph, Paulitschke,
Ostafritos' Mittell d, Anthrop, Ges zu Vfein (1889) as cited in Gerhard 
Lindblom, The Akamba in British East Africa (New York, 1969; 1920), pp, 
20, 570, Ph, Paulitschke, Harar Forschungsreise nach den Somali und 
Gallalandern Ost-Afrikas (Leipzig, 1888), as cited in Prins, Age-Ciass 

: Systems, pp. 5. 128. ^

these people blame the Galla for

'Die Vanderimgen der Oromo oder Galla

^^Hobley, Kenya, p, I77,

^®Krapf, Travels .-p. 182,

^^A, C. Hollis, 'Notes on the History of Vumba' East Africa 
Journal of the Antrhopological Institute (1900), p, 281,

Letter, King of Pate to Viceroy, Sultan Babucar bin Sultano, 
Omar bin Dau and his brother Bwaiu Muoa bli Sultan, Balucar Fumovay, . 
fcing of Jagaya, n.d,, translated 10,10,1728, L, M, # 95-B, folio 585 r 
'and v. Historical Archives of India, Eanjim, Goa, This reference was 
•kindly given to me by Professor E, A, Alpers.

3^Kirkman, 'Galla' in Steandes, The Portuguese Period, p, 291, 

3%ev, W, E, Taylor, Giriama Vocabulary- and Collections
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XLondon, 1891)i p. vii.

“■^^Al^SaTJacoBs,“ 'A' CbfonoIogy'of the'Pastoral'Haas'ai' in B,' A, ‘ 
Ogot, ed., Hadlth I, (Nairobi, 1968), pp. 2-31.

^John Lanph'ear, 'The Kamba and the Northern Mrina Coast' in 
Richard Gray and'David Birmingham, eds,, Pre-Colonial African Trade 
(London, 1970), pp. 78-9i Kennell Ardoway Jackson, Jr,, 'An Ethnohistor- 
ical Study of the Oral 'fraditions of the Akamba of Kenya,' Unpublished 
Ph,D, dissertation (UCLA, 1972), Chapter VIi 'Trade and Traders in 
Akamba Society! 1775-1850,' pp. 219-284, I am grateful to Professor 

■ ^ Robert Griffeth for allowing mo to read his copy of this dissertation.

35jackson, Ibid.

. M. Lewis, 'Origins,' p. 226,

^^Lewis, Ibid., p. 226 cites this from Gbillain.

^®Hobley, Kenya, pp. 177-8,

^%eginald Coupland. The Exploitation of East Africa (London,
1939), p. 53.

40
GHTj Luganje wa Masha (Vitengeni) 12.23.70) General discus

sions with..Giriama, Dec.-June, 1970-71.
^GHTi Luganjo wa Masha (Vitongeni) 12,23.70) Ziro wa Mao

(Madisimbani) 12.28.70.
42

GHTi Pembo wa Bombere (Kayafungo) 12.31.70) Malta wa Mweni 
(Kayafungo) 12,31.70) Musage wa Hagongo (Kayafungo) 12.31.70,

-^3gHTj Karisa Kifudu (Bamba) 12,22,70) Mboga wa Galoa 
(Kayafungo) 12,31.70) of. the traditions of the Seguju and Digo in 
Ptins, Coastal Tribes, p, 45.

^GHTi Yaa wa Mangl and Musage wa Magongo (Kayafungo) 12,31, 
70) Kenga wa Hare (Vitongeni) 12,23,70) Mungela wa Kalama (Bamba) 
12,22,70) Pemba wa Bombere (Kayafungo) 12,31,70,

^■^GHTi Pombe wa Bembere (Kayafungo) 32*31.70) Luganjo wa 
Masha (Vitongeni) 12,28,71) Mwlnga wa Gungs (Klnarani) 4,6,71) Mukiza 
wa Birya (Hadu) 12,18.71. ...

^^ghTi Mulanda wa Wanje (Msabaha) 4,5,71) Pombe wa Bombere 
.(Kayafungo) 12.31.70. . .

^^GHTi Ifahsa Murumwongu (Kiaurini) 9.30.71) Pembo wa Bembere 
(Kayafungo) 12.31.70,

^®GHT: Charo wa Malta (Bungalo) 12.17.70) Mwlnga wa Gunga
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(Kinarani) 4.6.71; Pembe wa Benbore (Kayafungo) 12.31.70,

H.,Allan.-The African Husbandmm (London, 1965), pp. 5-6. 

50ibid
- •-<*

p. 6.

Life and Waiderlngs. p, 81,
•'

^^Taylor, Girlam Vocabulary, yii.

^^David Parkin, 'Politics of Ritual Synoretismj Islam among 
the Non-Muslim Giriama of Kenya* Africa-XL:3 (July, 1970), p.224.

^This information was determined from many discussions with 
the Giriama in the area.

■55prihs, Coastal Tribes, p. 57.

^^Fitzgerald, Travels. p. 88. '

^^GHTj Mwavuo wa Menze (Ifarafa) 12.16,70; James Ponda
(Marafa) 12.16.70.

5®*Mbaruk’s Rebellion from Halindi,' Kenneth MacDougall, D, 0. 
Takaungu to.Senior Commissioner, Mombasa, 12,22,95. CP 75/46, KNA,

' 59iyt«j.ujj»3 Rebellion from Ifalindi,’ letters from 7.9.-95 to
. 12.3.95.. CP‘75/467icNAr . . . .

^®GHTi H»avuo wa Menza (Marafa) 12.16,70. AG. D. C,' Malindi. . .
to P, C. Mombasa, 2,27.W and 3.7.14,. 'Ihe Giriama Rising, Vol, I' ,eP 
5/336, KNA, The 'Giriama Rising* file has five volumes and oonprises 
the most.useful archival record of this rising, ‘ .

. ^%HTi Mwavuo wa Menza (Marafa) 12.16,70.
62
Fitzgerald, Travels. p, 9.

C. Malindi-to P. C, Mombasa, 4-.23.12, CP 6/425; A. M. 
Champion, 'History of the WaGiryama* Kilifi District Political Record 
Book, KFl/13. KNA.

^Fitzgerald, Travels, p, 97.

^^F. D, Lugard, The Rise of our East African Empirei Early 
Efforts in Nyasaland and Uganda. (London, 1893)» P.. 263.

• ^Taylor, Giriama Vocabulary, p, viii,
^^GHTi

(Vitengeni) 12.23.70,

•Ris.-

Nsrando wa Mwamure (Sekoke) 12,22.70, Mtfalimu Hamisi

68
GHT: Hwinga wa Gunga (Kinarani) 4,6.71.' Kenneth
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MacDougall, 'Kotes on the History of the Wanylka' Kilifi Distriqt 
Political Record Book, KFl/13, KNA.

... Mwihga wa Gtnga '
(Kinarani) 6,15,71; Jamas Ponda (Ifarafa) 12,16,70, IfaoDougall, 'Notes,' 
Cashmore,'Chronology,' p, I67,

_ _ _ _ _ _ ,^?Kemeth Mao^^ D, 0, Takaungu to S, C, Mombasa,
'Mbaruk's' Rebellion from Ifalindi,' 12,3.95< CP ,75A6,

^^Lugard, East African Empire, p. 273,

0, felindi to Ag, S, C. Mombasa, 9.19.06, 'Malindi 
Iiward, 1906' CP 85/115. KNA.

73d^ 0. Ifalindi to P. C, Mombasa, 12.13.13. ’GiriaDa Rising, 
Vpl .1,.' CP 5/336. KNA. . »

74Allan.• African Hnsbandman, p. 5.

^^Lugard, East African anpire, p. 235.
^^FltBgerald, Travels, p. 662.

^GHT: Bambare wa Charo (Garashi) 12,18.70; Muganda wa Birya 
(Ganze) 12,23.70. Nyundo wa Hwamure (Sekoke) 12,22,70; Karisa wa Mweni 
CGarashi-):-12.18.-70._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. . . .  .  . . ^ _ _ _ _ _ _

‘^®Fltzgerald, Travels, pp. 73-116, 17^-190. 

79^1(1
P. 113.* t

80
This information was determined from nany i^ormal discus

sions with the Girlama in the area.

®^GHT: Pembe wa Bembere (Kayafungo) 12,31.70; Mwinga wa 
Gunga (Kinarani) 4.6,71; Mwavuo wa Monza (tfarafa) 12,16,70,

®^Ibid.

QO

•^Mwakasenge (to send) comes from sengerako. or selfishness. 
The Giriama say they sent their sons away so they could oat the little 
remaining food alone. This famine was son»time between I883-I885.

84,
Taylor, Giriama Vocabula-ry. p. vii, Arthur M, Chaaqjion, 

The Agiryama of Kenya, ed., John Middleton (London, I967), p. 6; 
Chan^jion, 'History of the WaGiriana,* Kilifi Political Record Book, 
KFI/13. KNA.

®^GHTj Pembe wa Bembere (Kayafungo) 32,31.70; Muinga wa 
Gunga (Kinarani) 4,6.71; Mwavuo -wa Menza (iferafa) 32,16,70,

V.
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®%'itag8rald, Travels, passim found only a few Girlama across 
the river in 1891o By 1900, many-Giriama lived north of the Gallana,

~®^GHTi itHinga wa Gunga (Kinarani)- 4,6,71; Chau^don, 'History 
of the WaGiriama' Kilifi Political Record Book, KFl/13. KM,

®®GHT; Penbe wa Bembere (Kayafungo) 12,31,70; Mwinga wa 
Gunga (Kinarani) 4,6,71; thravuo wa Menaa (Mrafa) 12,16.70,

®9cashmore, 'Chronology,* pp, I67-I68,

^Sisal was first tried at Malindi in 1903.- 'Eabai Inward,
^ 1907' CP 87/127, KM. -It became significant as a cash crop by the

' 1930's, but has remained largely in the hands of e^qaatriates.

^Ipitzgerald, Travels. p. lx and supra.

Eabai Political Record Book' CP 2/2/73. KM,

Instructions fof- new ADC Giriama' 12,24.12, Glriama Dis
trict, Administration, CP 6/425, KM.

^Governor C, C, Bowring to Secretary of State for the 
Colonies, Walter Long, 1.3.18, Kilifi District Political Record Book, 
KFI/13, KM, Malindi Commission of Inquiry, Report, C. 0. 533, Piece. 
No. 180, Docket 30914, 4.7.17. Public Record Office, London.

92,

93.
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CHAPTER U

THE GIRIAM POLITICAL COMMONITI 
ARODSD 1850

The intimate relationship between environment and history 

makes it in^ierative to be specific about both place and time when dis

cussing the Giriama political community. The central•political 

institutions which existed during the period when the Giriama lived 

inside their kaya are virtually non-existent today. In order to under- 

stand the extent and quality of the cha^e in Giriama political 

development during the second half of the nineteenth century, it is 

necessary to reconstruct the political system prior to Grirama dispersal, 

around the middle of the nineteenth century.

Obviously, the memories which Gir^ma have today of those po

litical processes during kaya days have been affected by the changes 

since-then. Because the~Giriama population became so scattered and be

cause a large number of Giriama living today in Gallana have never 

visited the kaya. the process of reconstructing the political system 

for 1850 requ^ed interviews with many Giriama living in every part of _ 

Giriamaland, Only then could the written accounts of Eiuropeans^ be 

ssmthesized'with a broad survey of the history given by the Giriama.

It was possible to confirm the elements of the political system point 

by point through subsequent interviews. In this way, numerous

. r*
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Individual Interpretations were obtained which corroborated each qther 

but which had-not been determined by-active group decision. Each man's 

father and grandfather had passed on his knowledge to his sons, but 

the sons of homesteads fifty miles apart had never discussed these 

things with each other.

Finally, in addition to recontructing the Giriama kaya po- 

litical system around I85O, the subsequent variations which emerged 

after the dispersal df the Giriama from that central stronghold were 

also measured. In the following-discussion reference will be made to 

the Giriama political system around I85O, when they were all living in

side their kaya. The changes which subsequently took place are discussed 

in chapter three.

Marika

The Giriama were organized into generation-sets (marika, 

rika) which served as the basis for their political organizationsing

and for measuring the,ir historical past. According to tradition, seven
2

- marika have ruled since the Giriama left Singwayat

• I

Amwendo (the going)
KalSlake
tti-joga (the warlike)

' Ngunyeli
Kaumba (the creative)
Mkwavi (the Kwavi)
Kavuta (the poor) ^

Within each of these marika. Giriama males were divided into thirteen

age-sets^ of a specifically ordered set of names;

Wulumbere (first rains) _
Wulakahi (middle rains)
Wulanyuma - (latter rains)
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(large, wild rats)
(large tomatoes)

(particular, colored cloth) 
(pigs)

Puku
■ICangndza

ICitaiabi
Ngoluue

Mitseka (mats) 
AbiKizi (Kizi's father)

(wizards) 
(puff adders)

(hatchet)
(feathers)

Atsai
Mafira

Kitsoga 
Nyoga ■

A nmn's position in these age-sets determined seniority. Since a new 
age-set was designated approxiaately every thi;Be years,^ then a full 

generation, or rika, composed of thirteen age-sets, represented men 

born during a time-period spanning almost-forty years,^ Once a rika

•ir

was installed to 'rule,' it took almost forty years for the next rika

■ to complete its age-sets, so the members of one rika were ruling at

least during that entire' forty years.? Each rnTihg~rlka consisted 6T all

the males who had been initiated into a full generation of age-sets from 

Wulumbere to Nyoga. However, the privilege of participation in Giriama 

government was reserved for the elders of the ru^g rika who, sitting 

together in council as kambi, decided the affairs of the people. The 

term, .'kambi,' cams to mean the councillor (singular or plural) or the 

council^ Within the rika. when it was first installed to rule, only

the Wulumbere were allowed to be kambi. The remainder were called

nyere, or warriors. Then, approximately every three years, the next- 

senior age-set was initiated, as kambi.

Three separate processes actiially occurred and will be dis-, 

cussed in turn. First, every three years or so, the males were placed 

into age-sets. Second, some time after the entire rika of thirteen



age-rsets was ooi^jlated, it was installed as the ruling rika by means of 

a single ceremony, which also retired the old rika. Third, within the 

ruling rika, the age-sets were initiated, according to seniority into 

kambi.

Giriania' sales were divided into age-sets by the elders of the 
8

rika which ruled before theirs. For instance, Mkwavi Rika, which was 

ruling, in 1850, had been divided into age-sets under the direction of 

Kaumba Rika, which ruled immediately before them. The Giriam use the

concept 'trim' or 'cut' to describe the marking off of one age-set from

another,^ This was aoconqjlished through a special ceremony of Mwanza 

M'Kulu.^° Under normal conditions, each age-set was trimmed approxl- 

nately every three years. This extended over the period between the 

births of the first two sons of any single wife. This probably oc- 
ourr.ed-when^Ahe -boyjwas—between the ages of nine and twelve.^

Mwanza M'Kulu ceremony took its name, 'the big drum,' from a large fric

tion dnim (mwanza) which was central to the initiation ritual. The 

drum was made from a log about six feet long. The log was hollow 

except for one end, where about an inch of wood renained. A sheep skin 

was stretched over the open end. A thong, knotted on one end was ex

tended .through a small hole in the center of this skin,^ 

the thong inside the drum prevented the thong from being pulled all 

the way out, but moving the taut thong against the drumheid caused loud 

vibrations. The emerging sound simulated that of a hyaena howling in 

the night. Becauise of the nystery of the noise, the Mwanza M'Kulu 

sound was fearsome for those who had not been initiated during these 

ceremonies.! On^ the initiated were allowed to look at the drum. The

The

The knot on.

4
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actual drum, mwanga m*kulu. had another inqportont function* it was 

played at the funeral of all Yaya (meinbers of a secret society).

Therefore, a boy had experienced many occasions when the drum was

played near his home, yet he was forbidden to look at it. Those who

bad defied this prohibition against viewing the drum were said to have

become plagued with a constant ringing in their ears and had to go to
14

a medicine nan to have the citrse removed.

Since-the initiation fee for Hwanea M’Kulu was snail, so

every yoTing boy could be initiated along with the other boys of his age
• '■*. * 

at the proper time. 'Therefore, all the boys of an age-set were shown

the Mwanza M'Kulu for the first time, learned the secrets of its sound, 

and were allowed,henceforth to attend perfornances where it was played. 

Whan the kambi of the ruling rika announced that the Mwanza M'Kulu cere- 

mrmy hn hold to trim an age-set, all of those boys who had not

bean initiated into the previous age-set, and who were-now of 'herds

boy age* (9-12 years), became members of the new age-set,

For some reason the age-set was not given a name during this 

time. This meant that the initiates knew who their age-mates were, but 

they were not yet allowed to be called by a name, such as ’Mitseka,' 

However, for the three eldest age-sets in particular (Wulumbere, Wula- 

,kahi, and Wulanyuma) it was not difficult to guess what name their age- 

set would have, for they would become the leaders when their rika was 

installed and the old rika retired,

This initiation into Mwanza M'Kulu involved no particular in

struction beyond how the drum itself was manipulated. Even though the
• Y?

Giriama did circumcise, these age-sets were not circumcision cycles.
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circumcision probably occurred when the boys were between the ages of

nine and twelve, but this operation was probably perforawd on the boys
T 8

in SESill groups, not all at the same time.

The second process, after^ the completion of a full rika of 

Giriama diride.d into thirteen age-sets, was the installation of the 

.entire group as the new ruling rika. 

installed through an elaborate, prolonged ceremony, Mung'aro.^^ At thb'. 

same time, the old rika was closed and its leaders were retired. 

Therefore, when Kaumba Rika retired and Mkaavi Rika came into poWer, 

the adult male population ranging in age from about ten to fifty years 

of age, became members of this new corporate group, Mkwavi Rika.

Hung'arp. (king'ara - to shine) takes its name from the red

Institutiomlly, a new rika was

•-H

clay around the kaya which the Giriana used to smear their bodies during 

the ceremony. The men of the rika which was to be Installed had pe-

titioned the kambi of the retiring rika vltb. beer, maize and the
21

The ritual began with three days ofequivalent of thirteen bullocks,

dancing in the kaya, during which time the retiring kambi consumed the

food and drink. The men of the incoming rika then left the kaya wearing

marinda, short gathered skirts of lea.ves similar to the ones the Giriama
22

women traditionally wore, 

pants were giving re-birth to the Giriama people,With their hair and 

bodies still decorated with c^y, the men .of the incoming rika searched

Vr

This costume signified that the particio-

for a foreigner, killed him and cut off his genitals which they brought 

The purpose of this remains obscure, but the tradi-24 :back to the kaya. 

tion extended back to Singwaya days and it is shared by the other, 

Mijikenda. 25 ■

The Mung'aro. then, served several purposesi it provided an
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opportunity for widespread celebration; it symbolized the rebirth of 

the Giriaiaa people; it installed a new ruling rika; and it provided the 

names for the thirteen age-sets included wlthin.it. All of these fac

tors combined to bring now vitality into the government,- - - - - - - -

However, Mung'aro itself failed to provWe the instruction 

which was needed for this rika to rule. Therefore, beyond the division 

of the Giriama into age'sets and the installation of the new ruling 

rika,^a third process existed - elevation to the position of kambi and 

instruction in tribal traditions of government. When the new rika was 

installed, all of the men had been officially designated as nyere, but 

not all were'Tmmediately eligible to become kanbi. Only the Wulumbere 

were initiated' into kambi. This initiation involved two major steps,

.

each celebrated by a ritual. First there was Sayo re Mudhanga which

elevated an age-set to akomu, or those nyere who had become 'full
26

Instruction ofgrown' and were therefore eligible to become kambi.

tribal traditions involving formal procedure of Giriama government and 

rituals began at this point in a man's life, 

the next three years, this age-set of akomu »

Then, probably within

tinted as kanbi by

means of. the ceremony of Klrao, the most important G^it^ma ritual.

This ceremony provided^fuU instructions of the tribal traditions given

by those who had themselves been most recently initiated, 

if the Mafira age-set danced Kirao, their arisa (teachers, shepherds) 

would have been the Atsai.

Prior to the Kirao ceremonies, some men of that age-set which 

had become akoma by dancing Sayo Ka Mudhanga had nade themselves respon-

Therefore,

sible for collecting sufficient gifts from the menbers of their age-set 

to pay the expensive fees for their Kirao. The payments of fees for
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Itambi membership took several years to'complete, When this was accom

plished, and when they understood that the time was ri^t, some man of

This involved athe akomjrjbegan kuvaka, 'seeking the way' to Kirao. 

formal procedure of persudddng.rtheir immediate seniors that the Kirao 

should be held. The akomu had to findi the msiohana cha kirao which was 

kept by one of those men who had 'sought the way' of the previous Kirao. 

(The Glrlama do not divulge precisely what this msiohana Cha 'kirao is, 

but some have suggested a snail figurine and others, a drum.) These 

akomu began by taking a calabash of^ uchi (beer) to one of the men who 

had 'sought the way’ of the previous Kirao. He took some of the beer 

and gave them the name of another man. This continued until finally 

they were led to the man who kept the msiohana cha kirao. Once the 

keeper wa.s found, these akomu wore still not allowed to see the msiohana 

cha kirao, but they were given a date to dance their Kirao. and during 

the ceremony the akomu who had 'sought the-■Kirao' would get to see it.

At the Kirao, those men (approximately 12 to 20) who had gone 

to kuvaka had expressed their wish to have the Kirao hold and were for

mally designated Akirimii. They had 'qualified' as leaders of the age- 

set because they had taken the initiative. They did not dance while

\-■■N

.

the others of the age-set'*were dancing; instead, they sat in front of- 

the big fire which was burning strongly during the entire ceremony for 

These men were the only ones allowed to see the msiohanaseven days.

oha k irao which was thought -toJjavo^pOTjei* 

was Impor-tant because ^

Identified them as o;sn who oould hold back the rain because they had

s of the sun. This procedure 

ignated the leaders of the ago-set and

seen the msiohana cha kirao and had sat by the fire. When Kirao was 

finished, the Akirima and the rest of their age-set were kambl. This

- 49
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gave them the privilege of sitting on the council and taj^g part in
9ft - - ^

the judidiardecisibha of the Giriama.

When the Mkwavi Rika, which was ruling in I85O, was installed 

(perhaps in the late l830's) by their Mung'aro ceremony, the Wulumbere 

had very lively already danced their Sayo ra Mudhanga and had boon led 

by some of their akomu through the process of kuvato. Therefore, the 

date for their Kirao was sot immediately following the Mung'aro cere

mony which Installed the rika.^^

Wulumbere became kambl.

V

After participating in Kirao, the 

The Wulakahi, next in line, then had to peti

tion to the now kaabi for their own Sayo ra Mudhanga which elevated

them to akomu and later had to undertake kuvaka for their own Klrao.

After dancing Klrao, they would’ join the kambi ranks. This process
T

continued until all of the men who had been installed into the Mkwavi

Rika by that same Mung'aro ceremony subsequently had been initiated into

Sayo ra Mudhanga' and finally into Klrao and had become kambl. % the

■' - time the last age-sot, Nyoga, had become kambi, the ruling rika was

nearing its last days of power and a now Mung'aro would begin to install

the next rika.

Precisely what determined the time for a now rika to be in

stalled and the old rika.to be retired? The answer is not clear. 

Champion became confused over the concept of 'generation' and figured 

that the average physical generation was 2Z\ years. Ho interpreted 

- Giriama explanations-of their.system to moan a government consisting 

of two generationsj nyere and kambi. Thinking that one rika included

two generations, he calculated the installation of a rika at every ^5
30years.-' Although his calculations were based on -the wrong premise,

Transforral of rule from one rika toChas^ion was not far in error.
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the next could not occur until the next rlka had been coagjleted with 

the full thirteen age-sots. According to this, each rika ruled for at 

least thirty-nine years. Even this estimate is dependent upon a regu

larity of initiations of the age-sets into Mwanza M'Kulu every three 

If indeed, the con^iletion of a new rika signalled the auto.- 

matic preparation for a new Mung*aro ceremony and the installation of 

this new rika into the ruling position, then we can assume that each 

rika remained in power approximately the same number of years - around 

forty. If, on the other hand, the decision to install a new rika was
••r. *

left ultimately to the retiring one-, and if this decision depended 

largely on their health and ability to rule, then some marika could 

have ruled for much longer than forty years,

As this indica'feed, th^ structure of Giriaraa government, com-

bined the-functionB-of^sge-sets,-marfka,-and-the-counoil-of—kambi—^

Membership in an age-set had the effect of including all Giriama as 

participants in the activities of the Giriama as a whole. The rika. 

on the other hand, provided a council of elders who were respected as
A

the most knowledgeable in the society; therefore, by appealing to 

oiistom and controlling the judiciary process, the kambi emerged as the 

rulers of the Giriama.'

The Giriama judicial procedure was designed to mintain order 

and oonpand respect for the kambi. who received gifts for their consul

tation, When a'case was brought before the kambi, both plaintiff and 

defendent brought food and beer as fees. Punishment for the guilty 

was frequently a large fine of food and beer paid to, and consumed by, 

the kambi. Wearing a special cotton cloth called kitarabi, held at the

31.
years.

c

V
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waist by a red belt, toe kambl carried a tall forked stickysthe synbol 
of-their office, and a leather bag to hold their possessions;?^ ' Kambi 

' were always greeted with respect and were considered the rightful recip

ients of surplus Giriama goods. Although as a group sitting in council, 

toe kanibi could, by mutual agreement, change regulations for behavior 

and set penalties for misbehavior, they were nainly instruments of 

appeal. Every decision had to be accepted, ultimately, by all parties 

concerned. The kambi mintained several sanctions to enforce their de-

-s

cisions. They could impose fines, ostracize, or appeal to the power of -

oaths and ordeals, which gave supernatural strength to their ability to 

Thna it was difficult to defy a final decision of-thesettle disputes. 

kambi and continue to live with the Giriama in,the kaya^

Clans and Secret Societies

The social organization of the Giriama is founded upon six 

clans (mbari) t Amililani, Aparwa, Akikzini, Amilulu, Akiza, and 

Amagunjoni,^ All of these are said to be those who originally settled 

at the kaya. These six clans are further divided into sub-clans (also 

called mbari by the Giriama), (See Figure 1,) These divisions resulted 

either from fissiparation among existing clans or assimilation of for

eigner^ (usually other Mijikenda) into the Giriana clan. An instance 

of fissiparation is the Amwanzaro and AmwaHkare of the Akidzini clan(##)

who say they are one because they have the same father but different 

mothers. This occurred when one of the sons of the-second mother de-

These two Akidzini clans, then, cannot interaarry.cided to move away.

The AfflwaBaya and.AmwaNgari sub-clans have split in somewhat the same
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FIGURE Is GIRIUa CL4MS MD SUB-CIMS

• Sub-clans. Clans

Alfaganjoni AntfaZlro
AawaKiti
AmHaGowa
AnwaUgore
AmHaKlbohe

Akldssini AmwaThoya 
AnwaNyundo 
AamaMitsanse 
AmfaNzaro #
AnwaMkare ##

■ AnwaBaya - AswabayanHaro 
'Anwabayagunga 
Anorandoora

%

. j

AnnraHkweha
AnsraMtranl - Anitraiaurainba 

Anwanaitha 
Amwakifflbi

-...—AjwaKombe- - -Anwakipa----------
Amvaruwa

AMl-1-ilani-----

AsoraNdundl
AmvaDundu
AnwaNgari - Anwayeri

AsaraKadzangala
AnwaKiringi

AMilulu AuwaShungu 
- AmraMbora 

AmvaBogo

AmwaFondo
ABWaNguma
AswaKlwe (or Amwaidza)

AParwa

AmvaWale'
AnwaFondo (or AnwaChuku)
Amwalha
AuwaHinzano

AKiaa
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The most prominent case of sub-clan assimilation is that of the 

AnwaHinzano (**) of the Akiza clan. This family had originally-been 

Digo, but they joined the Giriama Akiaa-and formed the AmwaHinzano, a 
sub-clan of their own. under Mwavuo, who was the father of Ngonyo,^^

The influence of all clans in Giriama society has been largely re

stricted to matters concerning birth, marriage, and death, as well as 

the hnwriUng of internal quarrels through arbitration of the senior

elders of the clan,.  Clans had no special functions within Giriama

government nor did they have any. separate controls over land.

In addition to rika and clans, the Giriana had secret socii* 

eties (vyama,sinK., chAma) which incorporated both political and social 

functions. At least one,-£ifudu, was primarily for women. The men had

Hfthafli. Kinvanzi. Gohu. and Vaya._ The first three_of^hejLeJg.era.

open to any man who could pay the fees, although Gohu was reserved for 

older men. The functions of each of them differed, so that, ideally,

—every-Giriama-male joined all three, Habasi and Kinyenzi could both 

be joined by children, if their fathers could pay the fees which usu- ■ 

ally included some combination of goats, fowl, pots of maize meal and 

calabashes of beer, Arthur Chan^sion's records in 1912 show Habasi
• 3^7

me^ership requiring seventeen lengths of cloth and Kinyenzi, five,- 

These two societies were not only social groups deriving public esteem 

from membership} they also provided a source of social control through 

^ their oaths (viraho. sing., kiraho). In each society, the most able 

of its ranks were trained as medicine men who could place or remove 

the oaths of that society.3® Normally, these oaths wore tised to pro

tect property or to appeal judicial decisions. Kinyenzi kiraho, once 

broken, caused numerous signs of damage to its victims, Habasi kiraho

way.

jConn
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caused profuse bleeding to its victims who happened upon the secret

OMs oath was particularly dreaded be

cause it caught both the thief who stole from a protected house or field

meeting-plaoe,•. or Habasini.

and the innocent victims who stumbled upon the meeting-place in the 
39 , .bush.

Gohu, the Giriama marriage society, required all members to 

be married and to‘pay a bullock for membership, 

activities were undertaken to ensure the fidelity and good behaviour of 

the members' wives and to provide prestige for its members. Festivities 

surrounding initiation were expensive; attaining membership' was an 

honour, Gohu members were recognized by the buffalo horn bracelet 

(luvoo) worn on their upper arm,^^ Ppon death, they were the only

Giriama buri^ in a wooden“~coff±nr“Over-the-ir-gravo-was-plaoed_a_Koqden__

marker or kigangot a three-foot tall wooden sculpture with a circular
X . . . . T

head carved from a flat piece of wood. Geometric designs depicted the 

face and the'limbs, and small pieces of cloth were tied around the neck 

to sjmbolize clothing. The graves of Giriama who were not members of 

Gohu were marked with a small round wooden stick or kibao,^^ Gohu

Ifeiny of the society's

institutionalized, differences in wealth but prevented individuals from 

displaying such wealth-for their own selfish ends.

Besides being a social club, the fourth secret society, the 

Vaya, had political function. It was composed of the most privileged 

social group of men - those who had enough wealth and esteem to gather 

frequently in their secret meeting place, the saka, for feasting and 

drinking. In addition, the Vaya had a special relationship with the 

kambi council's activities in the kaya involving special judicial pro

cedures and the Fisi was in their control.
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Soasr judicial cases were determined by all the kambl sitting 

in council, where evidence was presented by the accuser and the accused. 

The kambl members then nade their decision in the presence of the liti

gants, Other cases were tried by the Vaya. who retired to their saka 
£ifter they hak'been given prior evidence,^^ No one except members could 

go near the saka. Because they nade their decisions in total secrecy 

and merely announced judgment when they were ready, appealing the Vaya's 

decisions was almost impossible.

In addition to making secret judicial decisions the Vaya also 

provided the medicine men of Fisi (hyaena), ' 'Hie Fisi path was considc 

ered the most powerful and influential ampug the Giriana. Usually only 

two members from each of the six clans trained to be Fisi waRanga.

Since this curse,and its medicine were considered so powerful, the 

Girlama entrusted this honour only to those who they felt could handle 

the responsibility. A careless man might use it for disposing of some

one who had offended him. Lengthy training and the purchase of the 

medicines were required of a man before he became a Fisi mganga and was 

allowed to install this oath, Fisi members trained a new candidate 

only after the potential member had- been fulljr approved. Since few 

men could install or remove a Fisi oath, its use was restricted. No 

mn was supposed to install the oath alone, and a Fisi mganga would not 

participate in an oath involving a clansnan. It was the final appeal

\
.. A

\

available to a man to prove his innocence and it had to be administered

The Fisi oath was also admin-before the kambi in a public ceremony.
44

istered to people accused of witchcraft.

Almost all oaths involved a combination.of the medicine and

the curse which indicated the results to all who did not follow the



proscription. An oath was generally used.for protection of property or 

for appeal to discern the agents of witchcraft, theft, rape, murder, 

assault, incest, abduction, adultery, seduction. The kambi council 

allowed oaths of Habasi and Kinyenzi to be used for appeal, and also 

called upon medicine men to administer oaths of ordeal involving hot

axes, needles th^ou^ the lips, hot stones in the hand, and swallowing

The Fisi oath was only used after one orpoisoned bread or pawpaw, 

several of the others had failed; the Giriana believed the Fisi oath (

Therefore, ..within the kaii±>i and the Vaya, the fewalways succeeded,

Fisi waganga had power over social control.

. *.

Kaya Organization

The most senior elders of the six clans were collectively 
called Enyetsi, or owners of the land,^^ 

ship for all Giriama and not separate ownership by clans. When one of

This meant communal owner-

them died, his clan members chose his replacement. From among the
^ He was chosenEnyetsi, one elder was given the office of mwanamuli. 

for this office according to a system of rotation through the six elans

As mwanamuli, he convened the councilsand he held the office for life.

and served as spokesman for the Giriama, .

Very likely, these six Enyetsi were also Fisi waganga, but no

circumstances existed when these six men alone made decisions for all

the Giriama, Any situations which affected everybody - such as warfare, . 

disease, famine or foreign relations - wore controlled by the entire 

kambi sitting in council.

Inside the kaya, people of each clan grouped their houses
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together and snb-clans lived nearby. The graves of the Gohn were 

Dialed with vigango in their clan areas. In the center of the kaya 

was the moro, the official council house, and a large shade tree where 

the kambi met to discuss latters broT;ght before thea,^^ Anyone could 

listen to the general discussion but the kambi conference was always 

private, A small house sits today in the moro of Kaya Giriama, but the 

original Mkwa.iu shade tree did not survive the dynamiting by the Bri

tish in 1914.^®

. Some Giriama, particularly those who had served as mwanamuli 

of the kambi, were regarded as communal anodstors when they died, and 

their koma (spirits) were considered to belong to the whole community, 

Fungo wa Gona of the Amiluln, probably the mwanamuli in I85O, was the 

single most important man in the last century of Giriama history. 

baobab tree was planted on his .grave, and today it stands almost fif

teen feet tall.

A

On my second visit to the kaya, I saw that a piece of 

broken pot along with ashes had been placed at the foot of this tree 

. where the elders of the kaya had been praying for rain,^*^

In order for life to be prosperous, the Giriama felt that 

their own ancestor spirits and those of the entire community had to be 

Therefore, when a particularly important adventure was under

taken, or when the rains failed or famine threatened, sacrifices were

content.

made to those koma. usually in the form of maize, beer or fowl, When 

some trouble plagued a man's house, he feared he had neglected a 

departed spirit. A diviner was summoned to diagnose the trouble and to 

prescribe the proper remedy. If the source of the misfortune was not

determined to be a displeased ancestor, then witchcraft was usually 
blamed. In order to get the spell removed, a mn. had either to consult
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an mganga who had the power to remove the spell or to accuse the witch 

and.bring the person before the council of kambi. If the witch did not 

admit guilt, then the kambi council called on an mganga to administer 

oaths to both the accuser and the accused. After drink^gd^he medicine., 

the person who was lyitog was expected to die or to confess, in which 

case the spell would be removed.

The Giriama'believed strongly in the effectiveness of such 

oaths in identifying the guilty party. Oaths were used by one individ

ual against another to protect his property or person. Also, oaths 

protected Giriama custom by forcing obedienoel/through fear of reprisals, . 

The council of kambi, through the secrecy and exclusiveness of the 

Jaya’s control,of the most effective medicine and oath available, had 

the power and authority to maintain tight corporate, control within the 

kaya.

. 4

Giriama government inside the kaya, then, consisted of

several elementsi age-sets, the council of kambi of the ruling rika,

clans, secret societies and ancestor spirits (koma). Every Giriama

male, as a member of an age-set, progressed through several stages to

become a member ,of the council of elders. The system of judication was

maintained by the elders sitting together to discuss matters involving

all the Giriama and to decide cases of luiresolved individual (or clan)

conflict. These elders were much respected because of their knowledge
*

of Giriama tradition. They received their legitimacy after being in

stalled as members of the ruling rika and being trained as kambi during 

their initiation into Kirao. The council of kambi was supported by the 

Vaya (particularly those few Vaya members who controlled the Fisi 

oath and medicines) and the Enyetsi, representing the six clans,. The
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tfoTiiVi'i as a governinsnt tried to balance the needs of the Individual 

Giriaiaa and the community as a whole, while at the same time maintaining 

the respect' 6f the ancestor spirits, who were believed to have the power 

to effect for bo:th good and evil in the existence of their living de-

scendetits.

Although'theoretically the Giriama were ruled by all of their 

elders as a group, in reality, every age-set did not have equal partici-. 

pation in Giriama government. Several factors indicate this to have 

been the case. . f

First, since no two brothers were-members of the same age-set, 

then elder sons had more chance to Remain active kaiiiii for a longer 

I^riod than did youhger'^dn^ Second, since a~rika~was determined “ 

chronologically rather than geneologioally (as is the case with the 

liasai, the Karimojong and the Embu),^^ it was possible for a father and 

a son to bo in the same rika, leaving sons little power so long as their 

fathers were still alive.

Third, since a person served with his age-mates within each 

ruling rika, those who were eldest when it was installed bore a greater 

amoimt of responsibility and privilege as kambi than did those who were 

young during its installation, A nan who was a Wulumbere served as 

kambi throughout the entire ruling rika period until he died, A nan 

who was a Nyoga was a kambi only during the last years of the ruling 

rika. The last age-sets of a ruling rika bore more of the responsibil

ity of ins-tailing the next rika. By the time a new ruling rika was to 

be ins-tailed, most of the Wulumbere, Wulakahi, and Wulanyuma of the 

ex^-ting rika had passed away.
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Fourth, age-sets had no corporate activities beyond their 

participation in jrittials together, Dnlike many African societies, such 

as the Maaai, Jie, and Karimojong, in which the age-sets had extensive 

corporate identity,^^ the Giriama age-sets were less signigioant as 

units, of corporate activity. The Giriama did not jjlace any en^jhasis on 

the peiiiod of warriorhbod,' ' The older nyere fought when the need arose.

the kambi gave-guidance! but the Giriama did not have an institution

alized war council like the Embu and Kikuyu,^ Since the purpose of- 

Giriana warfare was protective rather than aggressive, Giriama warriors^ 

dW. not organize raids on their neighbour to prove or to announce their

warriorhood. Instead, they learned the techniques of warfare through 

-observation and participation! none of their ceremonialrituals included 

training for warfare.

Fifth, instruction into the customs of the Giriama came at an 

old age and was concentrated in the two ceremonies of Klrao (primarily) 

and Sayo ra Hudhanga (to a lesser extent). Government procedures be-

came vulnerable, if a series of Klrao could not bo held.

Finally, no overlap in kambi existed from one ruling rika to 

This encouraged the rika in power to remain so until it wasthe next.

no longer able to function. By that time, many of the Giriama who had 

been entrusted with special maada (customs) had died.

The end result of this combination of factors was that in 

each .ruling rika, the.positions of leadership arid the secrets of ritual 

for Mung?aro, special occasions, and certain traditions were held by 

the senior two or three age-sets, Wulumbere, Wulakahi, and WuJanyuma.

As long as any of them remained alive, they held the positions of 

Enyetsi, mwanamuli, and Fisi. By the time most of them had passed away.
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a new rika was ready. Therefore, the men in the ’junior'age-sets, 

those from Puka through Nyoga, knew that they would have a chance to 

become tomW, ljut could not emerge in positions of leadership. Further

more, those men younger than they, who would be the Wulumbere, Wulakahl 

and Wula'nyuma■ of the next niling.rika, had considerable potential power, 

but they were not yet allowed even to become kambi, in spite of their 

age. The situation'which emerged, then, during the closing dasrs of a 

mling rika, was one whereby the tfulnmbere^ Wu^kaM and Wulanyuma of 

the- retiring rika were old and tired and depleted in numbers, The 

kambi might still be sufficient but the leadership was shrinking. The 

Wulumbere, Wulakahi and WuT«'nyiima of the incoming rika were not much 

"—younger than-the Hyoga of the expiring rikai yet, when they were in-r 

stalled, they would wield considerably more power. Thus, the younger 

• members of the ruling rika were reluctant to install the next rika,^ 

even though they had none of the positions of leadership.

The tension was alleviated somewhat because even the retired 

kambi remained members of Vaya and Fisi. It is also possible that 

soma Giriama welcomed the freedom of not having to participate in the 

leadership of Giriama society and were perfectly willing to let those 

men who were interested fulfill this function. This combination of 

each man's having an active part in the government as a kambi while at 

the same time having certain customs and inysteries entrusted to a 

select few may account for the strong independent spirit among the 

Giriama,

The above obseirvations Indicate that the Giriama government

was non-adaptable, and was vulnerable to uncertain conditions. How

ever, these characteristics of Giriama government may have given it
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flexibility. The other Mijikenda had developed some of the same 

iostitTitions (marika, Mimg'ara; Kirao, age-sets, councils of elders, 

secret societies) but with" significant variations. This Is^lies that 

their.government systems have been adaptable and have, in fact, under

gone nany changes. The. following chapter will examine the changes 

whinh t.Vifl f;^T^^nTM> gystem underwent in the, second half of the nineteenth
•*s.

century when they moved out into snail homesteads extending as far as

a hundred miles from their kaya.

♦

, t.
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NOTES

two major published soi?roes on the Giriama are A, H, J, 
Prins, The Coastal Tribes of the North East Bantu (1952) and A. M, 
ChampioiTThe Aglryama of Kenya (19^771 Prins' work is an admirable 
collection of the varied sources about all the Mijikenda and other 
northeastern Bantu, The Mijikenda information is so spares that he,was 
forced to rely on bits and pieces from any one of-them to try to dis
cuss them as a group. Most of the Giriama material he drew from Alice 
Werner, a lecturer in Swahili at,the University of London who travelled 
through Galla, Pokomo, and Nyika country in 1911. Her accounts on the 
lilriama come from informnts exclusively available to her either through 
the Muslim Liwalis of the coast, the British administration, or the 
missions. She did not visit the Giriama kaya, but she did collect a 
list of Giriama clans and a bit of Giriama tradition. Some of her notes 
can be found in 'Giriama District - Administration Of* CP 6/4’25, KNA,
She has published three articles on the Nyika or.the Giriama» Alice ,» 
Werner, 'The Bantu Coast Tribes of the. Bast Africa Protectorate' The 
Journal of the Royal Anthropological Inatitute~ of Great Britain and
Ireland. 45 (1915). pp. 32^-35^1. Alice Werner, 'The Native Tribes~of
British Africa,' Journal of the African Society. 19 (1919-20), pp, 285- 
294-j Alice Werner, 'WaNyika' in R, ilastings, ed 
Religion and Ethics. Vol. 9 (1917), pp. 4-24-427. Extensive material 
for the Giriama touches on only two subjects! age groupings and genera
tional councils of elders. For both of these, Prins relied almost ex
clusively on Rev. W. E. Taylor, a C, M, S, missionary who travelled 
through Giriamiland in the 1880's but was never stationed there. He 
published his Giriama Vocabulary and Collections in 1891. On age 
grouping and generational councils. Rev, Taylor seems to be in error, 
Prins got his information for age groupings under the category 'circum
cision cycles,' the Giriama did not circumcise in annual groups - or in 
age groups at all, for that matter, Taylor's Information on generations 
and councils of elders is entered under 'freemasonry.' By combining 
Giriama age-sets, rika. secret societies and rituals wUch advanced a 
nan to kambi, ho telescoped them into one system of 'grades' through 
which a nale passed from infancy to Fisi. Chan^don's account was not 
published until I967, when John Middleton found a copy in the Nairobi 
archives and edited it for publioationj but Prins did rely on some of 
Champion's unpubUshod,accounts. They were probably written around 
1914' after he served two years as the Assistant District Commissioner 
for the Giriama, Champion's lists of clans, rika, and age-sets differ 
slightly from Werner's, but his were more accurate. On the subjects of 
age grouping and councils, Champion was much more reliable than Taylor, 
even though he also misinterpreted several aspects of Giriama life.
For the GiriaiSa, Prins' other main sources are the travel accounts of 
Krapf, New, Fitzgerald and C, Guillain (Documents sur I'histolre, la 
geographie et le commerce de I'Afrigue orientale, Vols, I, II, HI 
(Paris, .1656-1857), The major disadvantage to Prins' work is that ho 
is unable to give a full account of any single Mijikenda group,* so ha 
draws on information from each of then!. The end result is a rather dis
torted picture of all the 'Nyika,' By so doing, ho not only perpotua 
the term, Nyika, but also made them appear to bo much more alike than

.7
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they were.
The ijjfluenoe of Rev, Taylor’s work upon subsequent written 

works makes him the major source for our knoaiedge about Giriama gov
ernment, W, W, A, Fitzgerald quotes extensively from Taylor in his 
own Travels and Hardinge, the first Commissioner of the Protectorate, 
gives direct credit to- Taylor in his own report discussing Giriama 
political organization, 'Report by Sir Arthur Hardinge on the Condition 
and Progress of the East African Itotectorate from its Establishment to 
the 20th July, 1897’ December, 1897, Parliamentary Papersi Africa 
(no, 7) 1897. ' .

The uhppblished accounts on the Giriama are located in the - 
fjj.es of the Coast Province, Mombasa, Ki1i.fi, or ,Malindi Districts,

• Kenya National Archives, Especially crucial are the files of the 
•Giriama Rising’ (five volumes) CP/5/336j ’Giriama Labour,' CP/4-/308; 
'Political Record Book,' 191^ DC/MSA/3/1j 'Anthropologioal/Historical, 
1913-19^' DC/MAL/2/31 and ’Rabai Political Record Book’ CP/272/73. 
Important entries in the Giriaaa Rising file are made by Arthur Cha^ion, 
C, W, Hobley, J, B; Person, and FTanois Traill, ..Extremely useful ma-o . 
terial by Kenneth MacDougall and Changdon are in the Anthropological/ 
Historical file. Other in^xjrtant entries include those of the following . 
mem A, C, Hollis, 'Some of the Customs of the WaNyika People of the 
Mombasa Distriqt, I898’ in 'Native Tribes and their Customs,' Vol, I, 
part IIi2jd in the archives reading room} Jamas Weaver, 'Malindi Inward, 
1895-98,' GP/75/46} a, J, HaoLean, 'Nat'ive Criminal Law Procedure and 
Customs as Found Among the Wanyika Tribes, May 7» 1909' DC/KFl/3/ll J,
M, Person, 'Giriama General Report, I916’ CP/2I/I63, and’A Comparison 
of Giriama and Digo Customs' DC/MAL/12/13} R, W. Laibert, 'Malijidi Sta
tion Diary, 1925,' DC/MSA/6/2} j, D, Stringer, ’Correspondenca/Reports, 
1947-48' DC/KFl/l/5j Oi S. Knowles, ’Safari Reports’ DC/MiL/2/3; and 
W. F, P, Kelley, 'Kilifi District Gazetter, 1960.' One copy of this 
latter is at Methodist Mission, Ribe,

^Cf, Werner’s list in 'Giriama District - Administration 0f,' 
CP/6/425, KNA and Chan^jion, Agiryama, p, I6,

^Kaumba, the eighth,is now mling. It was due to begin around 
1912 when the British began active administration. Its installation 
was delasrad so long that nobody remained alive who knew how to install 
them, KAtanba,''then, rules out of default, not authority.

^Due to the fact that the Girianm call both generation-sets 
and age-sets by the same term, marika, I shall use the term rika for, the 
generation-set and maintain the English term 'age-set' for the latter,

%,_ _ Champion, Aglryama, p, 5^, Werner, 'Bantu Coast Tribes,'
p. 3'*’7i Prins, Coastal Tribes, p. 63, and Taylor, Giriana Vocabulary.
P. 25.

Taylor, Giriama Vocabulary, refers to circumcision cycles 
which determine.this but gives,no indication of the time lapse between
cerempnies, p..25, Prins, Coastal Tribes, p. 72, interprets this to be 
annual oiromcision cycles,- - - - - - - - -
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7cf. Chan^jion's 'physical generation' of 45 years and Prins' • 
annual circimcision groups totaling thirteen shioh he places, somewhat 
mysteriously, into groups of three to provide a generation. The one 
advantage would be that thirteen multiplied by three would conveniently 
equal thirty-nine:- a comfortable span for a generation to rule, 
chronology will be discussed on page 50 of this chapter. Champion, 
Agiryama, p. l6 and Prins, Coastal Tribes, p, ?2,

®This was determined from extensive oral interviews which 
asked specific questions such as this. Historical Texts, Phase 5, 
Question 10. (Hereafter, HT:5!Q10.)

%utsindza /rika/ meaning to cut or slaughter.

10hT:5:Q4.

■^his estimate comes from HT:5iy7.

^Cf. New's description of the Ribe mwanza in Wanderings, p,
225 and Krapf's on the Rabai in Travels. pp. 136, 322.

^^Krapf, Jravels', p. 136, regarded the mwanza drum .of the
Rabai as the-Oenter of their goye};-nmont which, because-of—the Troainjf- -
the drum and the demand that everybody participate, he saw as based on 
fear. He openly defied the rule forbidding non-initiates' looking at 
the drum and refused to shut his door. Ho despised the festivities and 
dances of mwanza ceremonies which he regarded as obscene.

%T;3iQ5.

^^Taylor, Giriama Vocabulary, p, 44 (imder the heading 'Free- 
nmsonry and in discussing the 'firstdegree,' Habasi) called this 
ceremonial dance 'Gawe' and described it as the distribution or parti
tion of those who may not wear the full-size loincloth. According to 
him, the 'mysteries' were called 'Mwandza M'Kulu.' 'The candidates 
Ku'tsindza rigo,' 'flay the Great Skin' jjJ i.e. they are shcJwn the 
Mwandza by the Initiator.' Very likely, this is a misunderstanding on 
Taylor's parti Ku-tsindza means to slaughter, or to cut. There is no 
word, rigo. Skin is kingo. However, the Giriama do use the phrase 
'kutsindza rika' to explain how one rika is divided from another,

l%~see this delay in the actual naming of the age-sets at 
this early stage as a mechanism for ensuring that the power remained 
wlthip the initiated ruling rika. Cf. pp. 6l and 62 of this chapter.

This

-
. L

■- ^

^'^Without exception, Giriauia in oral intdirviews said that a 
Giriama male was usually o'troiuacised as a young boy and normally with 
•other boys participating in the ceremony. However, they insisted that 
the circumcision could •bake place at any time, but that it never had 
anything to do with either the installation of a rika or membership in 
an age-set. Champion, Agiryam, p, l6, supports this as do two of my 
colleagues working in the field at the same time as nyself, R,Frederick 
Morton and. Tom' Spear.
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%T!5:Q2.

GSjiana I spoke with knew nothing more about Hung'aro 
than its association with the killing of a stranger and marika. 
HT:5il311, 12.

^®HT«5:Q13.

• 21

Kavuta Rika later, 
had not jret been victims of Kwavi cattle-raiding.

22qjjj. Huinga wa Gunga (Kinarani) 6,15,71; Kazungu wa Kigande 
(Mavueni) 3.30.70; Kaleso wa Ruwa wa Jumwa (Malamweni) 8,12,71; Mikoba 
Chanda Hawedema Nz'ingo Masha (Mariakani) 8,13.71, This man is Kambe,

23ghT: Sidi Ruwa (Kaloleni) 8.14..71.
2^Ti5«Q15.

^•5ghXi Mwinga wa Gunga (Kinarani) 4.6.71,
^^Ibid. . " ■

^^GHT; Pembe .wa Bembere (Kayafungo) 12.31.70.

GHTi Kalama wa Nzaro (Mavueni) 3.'30.71} Kaleso wa Ruwa wa 
Jumwa (Malamweni) 8,12,71; Gunga wa Baya (Kin^ani) 4,6,71,

29hT:5iQ18 and 19.

3®Champion, Agijyama, p. 16,

^^HTi5iQ6. GHT: Luganje wa Masha' (Vitengeni) 12,23.70,

3^The written chronological accounts of Giriama history used 
either Chaii5)ion’s 45 years per rika or Prins' 39 years per rika to 
count backward.

This number of bullocks was given for the installation of 
It may have been more for Mkavi since the Giriama '

V/'

28

V

33gHT: Jambo wa Toloko (Marafa) 12,16.70; Luganje wa Masha
Vitengeni) 12.23,70.

3^GHT: Pembe wa Bembere (Kayafungo) 12.31 ,'70; Champion, 
Agiryama, pp, 5^-55; Werner, 'Bantu Coast Tribes,' p. 3^7.

35ghT:. Kalama wa Kzaro (Mavueni) 3.30.71.

36gHT; Mwavuo wa Menza (Marafa) 12.16,70.

37champion, Agiryama, p. 22.

^®HT:5»Q22, 23.■
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^^GHTi Malta wa Mweni (Kayafungo) 12.31.70; Musage wa 
Magongo (Kayafungo) 12,31.70; Mukiza wa Blrya (Hadu) 12.18.70.

. ^°HTi5:Q25.

. Galla and other Mijikenda \ise where it meant warrior 
status in the first case and oounoillOr in several of the latter.

42HTi5»Q24.

J. MacLean, 'Native Criminal Law Procedure and Customs 
as found among-the Wanyika tribes, Malindi^ May 7, 1909,' DC/KFI/3/1,
KNA,

^GHTi Pembe wa Bembere (Kayafungo) 12.31,70; Masha Murum- 
wengu (Kizurini) 8.30.71; Katoi wa Kiti (Kajiweni) 4.2.71; Kazungu wa 
Kigande (Mavueni) 3.30.71.

^^Acoording to Taylor, Giriama Vocabulary, p. 24, under 
'chief,’ mwenye-tsi is the official title of the supreme elders,

_ coming- from-tsi,.. for -land  -This is' oertainly_more .symbolic-of ..com-r-_. .
munal ownership of the land by the six clans, under- the. guardianship 
of the clan leaders.

V/’

•^^Also called mtawala and mtumia, or mvyeri Wa kaya. 
Champion, Agiryama, p. 5.

^7hTs1iQ4, Pesibe wa Bombers and Birya wa Masha (Kayafungo)
12.31.70.

^®GHTi Yaa wa Mangi (Kayafungo) 12^f.7Q; Mwinga wa Gunga
■•(Kinarani) 6.15.71.,

^9MaoLean, ?Law, Procedure and Customs,' 5.7.09, IX:/KFI/3/l', 
KNA. MacLean says Fungo was thought to have died about 36 years prior 
to 1909. Cashmore, 'Chronology,' p. 172, suggests Fungo died around 
1870.

50ghT: "^'Guided Tour of Kayafungo,' 12.31.70. 

51hTi2jQ3.

^^Alan Jacobs, 'The Traditional Political Organization of the 
Pastoral Maasai,' unpublished Ph.D. dissertation (Oxford, 1965); P. H. 
Gulliver, 'The Age-Set Organization of the Jie Tribe,' Journal of the 
Royal Anthropology Institute, 83 (1953), pp. 147-168; Neville Dyson- 
Hudson, 'The Karimojong Age'System,' Ethnology, 2 (1963)1 pp. 353-^01; 
Satish Saberwal, The Traditional Political System of the Enibu of 
Central Africa, (Nairobi, 1970), p..28.

53Jacobs,'Maasai*; Gulliver, 'Jie', and Dyson-Hudson,;
*Karimojong.'
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5^aberwal, tbnhn, pp, 17-48, JobiL Middleton and Greet 
Kershaw, The Kiku.vti and Ka^a of "Kenya, in Daryll Forde, ed., Ethno
graphic Survey of Africa, East Central Africa. Part V (London, 1965) I

P. 33.. »■
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CHAPTEE jn

THE PROCESS OF CHANGEi 
A SOCIETY DIFFUSING, I85O-I888

Dispersal from the Kaya

The Giriama, like the other Mijikenda, le£t their kayas 

around the mid-nenteenth century because the Galla threat was disappear-

^This-weakening of GaHa-powerr allowed them-a- new f re edom-of- - -

morement and provided open la.nd to cultivate. According to the Giriama, 

the population had grown too large.^ Since the land nearby was no 

longer productive the need to find new land was crucial. Also, the 

Giriaaa were in the process of expanding their trade and increasing 

their cattle herd. The kaya was far south of any trade routes to 

Takaungu or Malindi, and additional grazing land was needed. Except 

for the fact that the kaya had been their home for over a century and 

had served as the burial grouiia for their ancestral spirits, most
X..

Giriama had little"reason for remaining in the kaya.

ingi'

The Galla Decline-

The Galla's general, movement northward, as discussed in

chapter one, began to affect the coast and the hinterland north of

This movement allowed people living there to.Mombasa by the 1840's, 

leave their fortifications (at least ten^iorari^) and it encouraged a
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^revival of coastal plantations. When these plantations vQre first

started (around Takaungu in I836 and Ifcilindi in I85O), the labour vil-
■ • 2

lages had to be stockaded to protect them from Galld raids, 

this rapidly changed, Krapf noted that a few years prior to his visit 

to Takaungu, nobody could coma there by land from Kirwitu to the south 

because of Galla attacks, but it was safe to do so in 184^,3

Why did the Galla power weaken so significantly at this time, 

and why, by the turn of the century, had they ceased to be a threatening 

political force? Several factors caused this decline. One turning 

point was the Masai success over the Galla'’in I858, when the Galla 

leaderrTJado Boneat, -was-killed-in-a significant battle. By custom,- -
V"'-.

the Gfllln elected a leader from one of five designated families once 

every eight years. The next in line, Mara Barowat, fled’in fear rather 

than assuming his duty to leali-4h^ Galla into war. Since no provisions 

existed for holding another election before the alloted time was passed.

However,

the Galla remained virtually leaderless for the remainder of the ex-

In 1866,
4^

pired term. The Galla were unable to rally from this loss,

Wakefield and New provided evidence of Masai'devastation all the way 

to the Tana River, They found Galla villages vacated at Kurawa-^ (south 

of the Tana, but actually north of the Tana mouth); and, ten miles 
south of the river, Weichu had been abandoned,^ Sy counting the bull

carcasses found in a deserted camp. New estimated one thousand Masai 

in the raiding party which his own caravan mrrowly escaped,^ 

north of the Sabaki River (Gallana) remained solely pastoral and no- 

• madic.

The Galla

it

This meant that their loss of cattle to the Masai was devas-tat-

ing.

In addition to Masai successes, the Somali were able to gain
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the upper hand in their relations with the Galla soon after 1866. The

One Sultan of the Ogadans.8
crucial event was the Somali 'love feast.

(Somali) reported!

We grew tired of stra'ight fighting, unsucoessful, so we 
invited the 'Wardey' elders to a great peace offering 
at which 750 oxen were slaughtered, which they accepted, 
and it paid us.well, for we assassinated 2,000 chiefs at . 
the feast when they were well gorged with meat,

Aii extensive and successful raid was immediately orga
nised against them for some 30,000 cattle and goats 
together with 8,000 women and children were captured.

We kept constantly slaughtering the ’W^dey' and our 
policy was to kill any ’Wardey* at sight, unless he-

slave and embrace Islam.°

. '»

submitted to become our

PVom this point on, Galla strength was broken.

The Kamba became an enemy actively attacking the Galla, too.

Evidence from Ukambani indicated a marked change in Galla influence in

their area, about this time, Lindblom stated:

There is no doubt that only half a century ago /186^ •
GaUa extended in a more southerly and westerly di
rection, towards the middle course of Athi (Sabaki)
/^Gallani/ and down towards Mombasa, than at the pres
ent time . . . the River Tiva, which flows practically 
through the centre of the presept East Ukamba, was 
formerly the boundary between Ukamba and the Galla ^ 
country. Even further south, at Kibwezi, Galla are 
said to have lived.

The Kambfl appeaf'to have battled with the Galla from, that point on with 

varying luck^ but they finally succeeded in driving them back to the 
Tana,^

of 160 kilometers, but the Kamba crossed over to the Tana to pliinder ' 

Galla cattle.^ Since the Kamba and the Mijikenda had always been on 

good terms," it is possible that Kamba cooperation with the Mijikenda 

(the Gixiama, especially) against the Galla, provided increased security 

.'for Kanibn and Giriama trade while offering incentive for a more

This left the Galla and Kamba divided by an uninhabited area
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aggressive attitude on-the part of the Giriaiaa,^^

No longer were the Galla merely fighting others with similar 

weapons and goals; the Galla were fighting for survival, Masai raids 

continued t^ be more severe than those of the Somali or the Kamba, One 

of their best-recorded attacks is that of 1886 when John and Annie 

Houghton, C.M,S.. missionaries, were murdered by them at Golbanti on the 
Tana.^^

However, the final blow to the Galla was the rinderpest epi

demic which accompanied the famine of -Mkufu in 1889-90,^'^. This disease

faXlaH-A-lmnstr al-l-otM^he cattle they ha(Ljnanaged to salvage from the_ _

At Kau, near the Ozi River, the Galla lost 200-300 head 

When Fitzgerald travelled in Galla

tesai raiding.

of cattle - the entire stobk, 

country in 1891, he found that most of the Galla villages on the map he 

used had totally disappeared.^7 He did, however, encounter Galla along

the banks of the Gallana Riv’er existing on maize as their princiljal 

food and other cultivating Galla living far north of the river. At 

Golbanti on the Tana River, the Galla were totally dependent upon goat __ 

herds for food. They no longer tried to keep cattle and, they refused 

to cultivate.^® Near Witu and Lake Burabin north of th% Tana, where 

Galla used to graze their cattle, Fitzgerald found them without herds 

and living in villages of around a hundred or so,^^ Further north than 

this,few Galla were to be found.

In 1899, Somalis made a series of murderous raids on the last 

remnants of two Galla settlements at Port Dumford and Arnola, As a 

result of this action, the British rescued 57^ Galla and resettled them 

' at Witu,^® The Somali continued to overcome the Galla to the point
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that most Southern Galla have finally been absorbed by the Somali, with
21

the exception of a few renaining south of the Tana River,

New Galla Relationship

Those Galla remaining south of the Sabaki River during the

second half of the nineteenth century depended on trade and agriculture,
22 This change from cattle-

•-V

rather than on cattle, for their livelihood

' raiding enemy to cooperating trader-cultivator on the part of the Galla 

extremely important to the welfare'of the Mijikenda and the coastal 

^th the assistance of the nomadic, hunting Languio, who

was

people,

served them in exchange for protection, the Galla did continue to con

trol the land but no longer used it for grazing. As far south as 

Takaungu, the Galla commanded a royalty for the ivory from elephants 

killed in-the area or from trade passing through. They also restricted 

to certain peoples the collection of copal in their territory, partio- 

ularly in the Arabuko forest.

■ Their claims to the land were recognized by others through

the pajnnont of .1i-vu which ranged anywhere from a rent of a 'use'

In 1834, the Mazruiprivilege to a bribe preventing moles-tation.

Arabs 'purchased* land from the GaH?. at Takaungu and subsequently paid

annual bribes of appeasement to free planters from abuse,Settlers

from Larau and Zanzibar began paying the Galla an annual sum when they 
reoccupied Malindi in 1853.^^ 

chased* the- good behaviour of the Gallas■on the coast by paying them 

a monthly salary through the Liwali of Malindi.

By 1871, the Arab and Swahili settlers in Malindi district

The Sultan Burgash of Zanzibar *pur-

C
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were expanding their plantations by paying annual fees to the Galla,

By the turn of the centiary when the Galla were no longer around to col

lect, these Swahili claimed ownership over this land.^® The C. M. S.

missionary H. K, Binns 'bought’the land for Jilore Mission station 

from the in 187?.^^ and the Hijikenda who migrated northward say

they paid the Galla for the land they used from the Takaungu hinterland

and Mt. Mangea to Marafa.^O These Galla land claims were recognized

until the rinderpest epidemic in 1890 destroyed their ability to enforce

them,^^ After that time the Langvlo attempted, with moderate success,,
32 ' - ■

to-collect-such-payments f or_.th&ms,elves_.:r .  .  . ^ _ _ _

y
Galla-Giriama Relationships and Giriama Trade

The growing en^jhasis on trade by Galla south of the Sabaki 

River became the primary factor affecting their relationships with the 

Giriama, In order to understand this change it is necessary to discuss 

the development of Giriama trade procedures. All of the Mijikenda had 

exchanged foodstuffs and bartered cattle for bridewealth, but the major 

trade item among them had been palm wine which coxild be tapped only in 

Digo, unxil Rabai acquired palm'trees early in the nineteenth century, 

The link to Giriama trade expansion and, eventually, to relations with 

the Galla, was the Langulo, These hunters had befriended the Giriama 

when the latter came to the kaya area and they may have been the ones 

who showed the Giriama the hiding place which was later cleared for 

their kaya. They taught the .Giriama how to make arrow tips and shafts 

of iron and how to use feathers rather than leaves to guide their^'

In addition, the Langulo gave the Giriama the formula andarrows.
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process for mkliig poison which soon became a Girlanw. trade item in 

In appreciation, the Giriama gave the Langdlo grain'34-
great demand.

or a goat in’^exchange. To show his gratitude for the Giriama's concern,

the Langulo might present the former with an elephant tusk. Thus began

The two men becamea' system of very personalized g^t-exchange, 

blood brothers. The Giriama man, upon selling the ivory, would buy

cloth, which he often shared with the Langulo,, wire for the Giriama 

women’s decorative chains, and sometimes cattle to pay bridewealth.

Since the Giriama had no difficulty getting rid of the ivory and since 

they wanted'to build cattle herds, they began kuhamba (travel trade) to 
Ukambani in the early nineteenth century.^^ To protect themselves from

But theGalla or Masai raids, the Giriama usually travelled in groups, 

travel-trade process -sJas the same as that with the Langulo. They took 

utsungu (poison), cloth and chains which they presented to a friend who 

arranged for cattle in return.3^ There were still no narketsj still no 

large caravans. During I836 when many Kamba, fleeing from famine in

Ukambani, sought refuge in the coastal hinterland, they came first to

blood brothers.3® The Kamba settlement was' the homes of their Giriama 

made at Mariakani, just south of the kaya.

According to a recent study of Kamba trade, the Giriama stim

ulated the Kamba to extend their own developing regional trade, based 

on hunters, warriors and labourers, to the long-distance caravan trade

3^ But the Kamba trade did not substitute for 

that of the Giriama, it supplemented it. While the Kamba drew upon the 

Mt. Kenya and Kitui area for ivory, the Giriama continued to,get theirs 

from the Langulo or from Teita,

In the early part of the nineteenth century, Giriama traders

which became So famous.
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wertf-harassed, by Masai and Galla in their trading atten5)ts Mth 

Ukambani.^® V
However ,’'>tho increasing suegtess of the Kamba in fighting 

the Galla and their cooperation Mth the Giriama in protecting kuhamba ■ 

made sjira that Giriama were no longer helpless victims of Galla raid- 
ers.'^l Also, the Giriama slowly entered into a special trading 

relationship with the Galla for three reasons j their mutnal friendship
N.

with the Langulo, the location of Giriama near the borders of Galla

country, and the increasing Galla intere's^t-in trade, Krapf described

•Emberria* (Biryaa) as the 'rendez-yous place* for trade in the interior.

The Giriama apd the Kauma were the only peoples whom the Galla allowed
h,2

to visit their territory,
by the increasing demand for copal just before mid-oentury,^^ The

Swahili on the coast, jealous of the Giriama privileged position, were
/■

eager to enter Galla country' themselves to collect the copal which 

abounded there. By mid-century, Takaungu had become, a growing trading

The use of this privilege was intensified

center, and even if the Swahili could not control the collection of

trade items from the interior, they were eager for Giriama traders to

Therefore, Giriama activity was ad-44
' come there to sell their goods,

vantageously moving northward from the kaya; their main trade route 

became that from Silaloni to Biryaa and on to Takaungu,

In addition to discussing the general development of Giriama 

trade, we must examine a growing change in Giriama fighting technique 

in order to understand their changing relations with the Galla, 

torically, Giriama warfare with the Galla had been defensive and without 
direct confrontation,^^ After they-arrived at the kaya, however, the 

Giriama learned from the langulo how to make, new weapons and arrow

His-
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poison, how to divide their forces, and how to attack from different 

points simultaneously, 

arguing over something, but they did not conduct massive raids on each . 

other, and refrained from using poisoned arrows. No warrior class 

trained specifically for warfare. No raids were conducted as proof of 

prowess, Galla age-sets, on the other hand, were composed of active 

warriors,

The various Mijikenda groups were frequently

■ V

Ftom mid-century on, the Giriama seemed to be much more will

ing and capable of fighting against their neighbours. Early in I860-, 

they began a war with the Rabai which continued for a decade until. 

Charles. New was called upon to negotiate a peace settlement, Giriama 

men had been killed when they went to Rabai to trade, so the Giriama

Over the years, it became more of a feudbegan fighting the Rabat, 

than a war,^'^

■ The turning point for .Giriama-Galla relations came in I865 

when the two peoples decided to cease their hositlities, as reported by

Wakefield;

, , , there were Galla 'sulta'ns* or chiefs at Biriya 
, , , on a visit of a.diplomtio nature to Giriama,
They had been sen6 to negotiate a covenant of peace with 
the authorities of Giriama, there having recently been 
hostilities between the two tribes, and Gallas had come 
to the conclusion that such hostilities were not favor
able to the interests of both peoples, as the road had 
been closed against an interehange of visits and a stop 
put to commercial intercourse,

Thus the Galla entered into a period of mutual cooperation With the 

Giriama, In spite of Giriama increasing willingness and ability to 

fight, both peoples felt they had more to gain through good trading 

relations.
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The Search for Hew land to Cultivate

As the Galla, too, became more settled on the land, they be

came less of a threat to their agricultural neighbours. In fact, tfiis 

may have been more significant than the increase in population ad a 

' factor causing the Giriama to expand from their kays. The Giriama told 

Chanqjion that they had loft the kaya because it was-^overorowded and the 

land was exhausted,^^ They cofatinue to give this as the reason, and' 

yet statistics to verify it are hard to obtain. For the Giriama this 

- jis particularly so because no external description was ever given of 

their kaya while all theGiriana still lived inside; Later observers 

, were unable to distinguish one Mijikoi^ group from another, and luji5>ed . 

them all together. We do know that Krapf estimated the WaNyika to be 

about 50,000 in 1846, but New guessed in I863 that such a figure was a 

bit high,^® Most-of^the figures given for poptcLations of Rabai, Ribey 

Chonyi, Jibana, Kaii±>o and Kauma kayas between 1846 and 1879 range from 

600 to 1500 people,Personal observation suggests that Kaya Giriama 

at its largest clearing could hold aS many as 1000 houses, providing 

for a population not exceeding 5000 people. If there were, in fact, no 

more than 5OOO Giriama in the I850’s, their population has increased 

rapidly since then, Arthur Hardlnge estimated the Giriaimi population 

to be 70,000 in 1895,^^ and the first official census estimate in 1912 

listed 60,000 Giriama,^^ The 1924 census accounted for 104,433 

Giriama,^ The 1962 and 1969 census do not give separate figures for 

the Giriam, but they give a total Mijikenda population of 414,625 and 

520,520, respectively,55 Whether or not population pressure was a major 

factor causing the Giriama to leave the kaya. once they did leave, the

.■V
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Giriam increased their population significantly.

Expanding Cattle Herds

' ' By i8601 the Giriana had acq.uired cattle herds of substantial 

size,56 Since the Galla were no longer raiding for cattle, by I865, 

soma Giriana had established snail homesteads in Biryaa and Godoam, 

cultivating new fields and herding cattle nearby. This life of ease 

was not to last, however, for in 1866 Ifasai raiders came all the way to^ 

Rlbe and then headed-toward Giriana,looking for cattle. Various 

Giriana acted differently toward this threat. Some tried to move them

selves and their cattle nearer to the coast; others were willing to 

give up their cattle if the Ifeisai would not return to disturb their 

cultivation;5® still others, led by the famous warrior Fungo wa Gona 

who w^ mmminli of tM kaya, fou^ and finally defeated the Kwavi 

at one point arouiid 1875,^^ Disagreement developed because some 

Giriana felt Fungo and'his warriors were wasting their energies and ex- 

tending the conflictj other Giriana felt that those families who 

lost cattle deserved the loss as justice for acquiring such wealth in 

the first place,"Regardless, Giriana cattle attracted Kwavl into 

their area. Unlike some of the other Mijikenda who chose to retreat to 

their kayas \inder Kwavi threat, most Giriana gave up their cattle or 

moved away. By 1877, the entire district from Elbe to l&lindi was suf

fering badly from Masai attacks,

precipitate the rapid migration of Giriana toward the Sabakl Elver,

In this way the Kwavi helped to
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The Process of Dispersal

Why did the Girlana move Into small homesteads instead of 

building another kaya? If they wanted to^ultivate 

nearer a developing trade route from Silaloni to Ta^ungu, then why did 

they not move their kaya7

In order to answer this question, we must first conqoare the 

timing and dispersal process of the other Mijikenda, and then we need 

to .examine the same for the Girieuna, The southernmost Sigo and Duruma 

were the first Mijikenda to begin dispersing,- At some time in the 

eighteenth century the Digo founded several additional kayas which were 

more like large kinship villages. Land was plentiful toward the coast, 

and the Digo began cultivating cocoanuts, grain eind tobacco there.

They exchanged copra, palm wine, grain, and copal with the Swahili at 

Mtongwe, Gazi, Vanga and Tanga.

Near the end of the eighteenth centinry the Ourvuoa, moving 

westward, formed two additional kayas. Within forty years they had 

dispersed into homesteads bused on a cattle-keeping economy. The 

Duruma did -take some copal to the coast, but they were more interested 

in becoming brokers for Kamba ivory in exchange for cattle and slaves. 

Their kinship being matrilineal, they wanted both the cattle and slaves 

to redesign their inheritance patterni the cattle served as bride

wealth for non-Duruma wivesi the slaves became sons who could inherit 

wealth directly from their fathers. This process was conqi^able to 

that undertaken by the lao of Southern Malaid. and Tanzania who acquired

slaves for wealth. Dnlike the Duruma, however, the lao did not wish
64-

to change from matrilineage.

new land and to be

■4
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The Digo and Dunima living in the southern Hljikenda area 

were the first to bo freed from the threatening Galla, and aliMst none 

of these once-poworful raiders rensined in the southern neighbourhood 

by the nineteenth century,

Rabal interests concentrated primarily on cocoanut trees, 

which were cultivated in their area by the beginning of the nineteenth 

century. They tapped th^^ trees three times a day for palm wine which 

they sold to other Mijikenda (except the Digo) who had no palm trees.

By the time Erapf arrived in 1846, the Rabal already had begun a new_ 

kaya, and they subsequently founded additional ones. However, even

t

when they ceased to live inside their kayas, the Rabai did not move far

The re-away because the cocoemut trees needed constant attention, 

malning populations of the hilltop kayas, the Ribe, the Kambe, the 

Dsihana, the Chon3ri and the spread into the land toward the coast,

but they were ready to return to the kayas when the need arose,In
-- '•'.V.

1862 New found several of their kayas almost deserted, but many were
67

reoccupled when the Kwavi began raiding. '

The Girlama, like the Durusm, -were more Interested in trade 

and cattle-keeping. Since they had no permanent crops to hold them to 

the kaya. and since, indeed, the land surrounding it had been culti

vated much too long, there was little reason to remin there if they 

. no longer needed protection.

The beginning date of the Glriama dispersal remins uncertain. 

Descendants of those Mazrui Arabs who first arrived in Takaungu report

ed the Giriasa to be still in their kaya in 1834,^ In 1845,- Krapf, who 

never mentioned a kaya, visited the 'Kerlna hamlet' of Babal Eorura

S’
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(8-10 'cottages') and ItLkonanl (20 'cottages') and was told that 

Hlkoisanl was the largest Giriama cocnnunity outside 'Kmberriat' where 

ha understood the majority of Giriama resided.In his journey to 

Okambanl in 1849. Krapf met nany GiriuEa along the trade route,^® but 

he mentioned no Giriama communities there. So it appears that by mid- 

century. the Giriama had only begun to spread into a few homesteads, 

in the direction of Mombasa.

The Gtriana did, in fact, have two kayas additional to Kaya 

Giriana, The exact history of oither of them is di^icult to recon-'
y

struct, because few dates can be- confirmed. The earliest kaya at 

Jturore, in Biryaa, was considered to have been the province of the 

AMaganjonl clan. It my be that Jurore was founded prior to Kaya 

Giriam as one of the intermediate stopping places during the migration 

from Singwaya, perhaps around the late seventeenth century. Possibly 

when Giriam moved to Biryaa after I850, they sinqjly re-occupied it| 

perhaps it was never a true kaya at all. It lacked the extensive pro

tective features of Kaya Giriam. it commnded no political Influence, 

and nobody speaks of its being 'consecrated.' Today Jurore is remom-
71bered by only a few Giriam who are uncertain about its exact location!

The second'kaya. located near Mwabayanyundo, was called 

Kidzini after the AKidgini elan. The AKidzini remember specifically 

that their kaya was established after a quarrel.^^ Never, though, were 

they banished from or refused the use of Kaya Giriam.This second 

kaya was considered to have 'untradltional, unconsecrated flngo!i only 

the traditional fingo could have provided the proper religious attrl- 

Chanqjioh was told that -this kaya was built before Krapf74butes.
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arrived in 1844,^'^ but we do not know the source of his evidence. New 

visited one of the GiriauB kavas In 1871,^^ which, from the description 

of his travels, was likely to have been Kaya Kidgini. But the exact 

date of its origin is io^ssible to determine.

Neither of these kayas appears to have had a significant role 

in the general Giriama dispersal. Even Kaya Kidzini did not remain 

occupied for long, although it continued to be used on ceremonial

occasions.

Therefore, the process of Giriama dispersal from the kaya 

correlated with the reasons for that dispersal, .The removal of Galla 

threat freed the Giriama from life inside a single fortress. If, in

deed, the population was increasing, they would have needed a much 

larger )sa.y& located where the land could provide continuing cultivation. 

The marginal fertility of the land eliminated this possibility. The 

Individual character of the expanding trade did not require only one 

trading center,.-and advantage accrued in independence of movement.

Discrepancies in wealth and tinreliable fertility of new land 

were already causing the Giriama to grow le'ss cohesive. They may have 

had no desire to build another kaya, and they would probably have been 

unable to get the entire population to cooperate in such a venture had 

this decision been made. Therefore, the Giriama moved into small home

steads, Eventvially unpredictable rainfall and the emerging threat of 

Kwavi raiders stimulated -population movement from homestead to home

stead rather than encouraging population stability, even in the 

homesteads.

. 4

Since the Giriam settlement pattern today indicates no
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particular pr^omlnancs of clan affiliation in jm't of their coun

try, with the exception of the influence of the Kidzini near their kaya. 

presumably the Giriana did not usually leave the kaya in clan groups.

The general result of the total dispersal was that a majority of the 

Glriama moved north, west, and. east of their old home to inhabit most 

of the hinterland between Takaungu and Ikilindi. However, at first, the 

Enyetsi (the leaders of the six clans), the mwanamuli (spokesuBn), and 

probably Some of the elderly members, continued to occupy the original
a

kaya or the regions nearby. The dispersal emerges as action tinder- « 

taken by individuals who had several reasons for leaving the kaya, who 

took advantage of the opportunity to do so, and who were subsequently 

urged to keep moving by natural conditions and intervening incidents.

The Process.of Change {

Just as the need for protection against cattle raiders al

lowed a rather tight corporate political system inside the kaya, so 

did the changing character of Giriama needs and of Giriama environment 

help to determine the type of political change the Giriama underwent 

during the secondjialf of the nineteenth century. The character and 

success of Giriama political organization within the kaya demnded con

sensus and unity. The mechanism of a society ruled by its elders 

sitting in council depended on their being available at any given time. 

When the Giriama began leaving the kaya, the kanibi were no longer able 

to meet easily and frequently as a whole. Consequently, they had to 

adapt their governing roles to the new needs of the people, but the 

kambi did retain their position of respect and their privilege of
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making jndlolal decisions.

Local Adaptation

An exan^jle of this process is the modification of the kambl's 

role as arbiters when two new prinoijal units of settlements emergedj 

the homestead and the lalo (pi, malalo), a snail community of homestead

The homestead’s founder became the primary decision-maker,

Krapf wrote that ’every _/nan/ of wealth and of a large family and re-
. *

Where several homesteads

clusters.

.77lations oonsider/e^ himself a headman, 

were clustered together, the first founder theoretically had no direct 

authority beyond his own family. Those men hho had been initiated as 

kambi mutually still determined decisions, Hwever, just as a kaya 

leader represented the Girlama as a group to outsiders, so did one man 

frequently become the primary representative in a lalo. To formalize 

malalo councils, clearings called bandarl ware designated especially 

for the gathering of the kambi to settle arguments. When disputes 

arose between malalo, then those Inhabitants who were kanJai living in 

both would sit in councils to discuss the mtter. It was im

portant to have as many of the six clans as possible represented, but 

the clansmen of those involved in the dispute would excuse themselves

If this council could not solve the problem.from the proceedings, 

then representatives were usually sent to the kaya where some of the

kAmhi, Vaya, and Fisi remained.
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Kaja Adaptation

■ "The status of the kaya was changing, too. The relationship 

of the Giriaiia to the Enyetsi and to the nwanannili. as well as the re-' 

gard for the- aaoredness and authority of the.kaya, had undergone 

considerable adaptation. In order to understand the changes which 

occurred from the initial despetsal arotmd the mid-nineteenth century 

until the-British took power in 1888, we can usefully divide this 

period between the two rika which were ruling. The Mkwavi Rika was 

ruling when -this period opened, . The Ka-vuka Ri^ was ins-tailed some

time around 1877 and was still serving when the British took power.

Mkwavi Rika

The mwanaimill of -the kaya during most of the Mkwavi Rika was

Fungo wa Gona, a superior warrior with a strong personality,^^ The

kanibi members of the Mkwavi Rika had been ins-talled while the Giriana

were still living in the kaya. Rules of behaviour and penalties for

abuse were rigid but well-accepted, Fungo*s personal influence was

significant, for he -was remembered in fear as one who would not stop

at using -violence to force the observance of customs,

Fungo himself probably becasne more po-werful than most of the

mwa^^ftm111 -i had before him bsca-use, as a s-trong -warrior,-he was able to
81lead a successful pjmpnign against -the Kwa-vi in -the early 1870*s.

Also, his renaining in the kaya during the period when -the Giriama were 

becoming diffused accentuated both the ii^or-tance of -the kaya as the 

central^oous of a newly-expanding political process and of -the greater 

need for a hingle’.spokesnmtn.

80
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The kambi in the kaya continued to serve as l^e highest court 

of appeals, but judicial power moved from the kaya into the homesteads 

with the kAmbl members. However, the (jiriam still tended to defer to 

the Finvatsi and to the mwammuli on matters of warfare, famine, disease 

and foreign relations, AH the Enyetsi probably lived in or near the 

kaya throughout the rule of the Kwavi Rika, but during the closing years 

of this rika, they were so old that the djdng ones were constantly 

being replaced. As long as Fungo lived, he probably maintained power 

all the Giriama, and the active Enyetsi nay have become less thanover

six.

The kaya itself continued to be the ritual center for the 

Giriama and the storehouse for all medicines. It was considered the

place where those Giriama who kept the secrets either lived or could 

convene, but the kaya became less of an influence on those Giriana who 

had moved north, Eeoent devastating Kwavi raids had made life diffi

cult, Distances from homesteads to the kaya .were long and perllo\iS| .

ceremonies were expensive; time was precious. The month or more
*

required to conplete the rituals was longer than nany eligible Giriana 

could afford to be away from home.

Kavuta Eika

When the Kavuta Eika was installed arounl 1877, Fungo was

no longer alive, and there was increasing need to strengthen the

government with new leadership. In order for the new rika to function,

it was necessary to hold Mung'aro simultaneously at the two kayas -
82

Kaya Giriama and Kaya Kidzini.1
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In addition to'holding Himg*aro in two jdaoos, several other, 

adaptations had began. Theoretically, aU isales who had been initiated 

into Mwanza M'Kolu since Mkwavi Rika had beeii installed in the late

1830's were supposed to be at the kaya for this Mung'aro which would
f

install their own rika to rule. The return of all Giriasa nales to

either kaya. however, was impossible. Therefore, fathers attended for 

their sons' as well as for themselves,®^ When they returned homo, they.■'S.

annointed their sons with red clay from the kaya and thus ensured their 

installation. This practice nay have supported Chai^don's belief that 

two geneological generations ruled in a rika.

After the Ifang'aro ooromonles were connoted, then a Kirao
■ ;

ceremony was needed to elvate the seniors to kambi of the new rika.

Although I found no evidence to substantiate it, two Kirao as well as 

two Mung'aro nay have been held. According to reports, both written

and oral, this Kirao was held not just for Wulunbere, but also for
8if

Wulakahl and possibly Wulanyuma initiation into kambi. This may lave

been a formal recognition that these age-sets would hold leadership

positions for the rika anyway, and by having them initiated at the same

Without doubt, the Kirao’Kiaro, fewer Kirao ceremonies were needed.

of the remaining'age-sets were danced in pairs so that Mitseka and 

Abikizi danced together, then Atsai and Mafira, and so forth.Prob

ably, during the later years of Mkwavi Rika, the Giriama had learned 

jdiat the Kirao ceremony demanded the presence not only of the initiates 

but also of their teachers, so combining Kirao made it easier for more 

to attend^

In addition to these adaptations of Mung'aro and Kirao. by 

the time Kavuta Rika was installed, the role of the Enyetsi must have
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been less restricted to the kaya. This is supported by the fact tiiat, 

in each kaya, a mrananmli and an assistant were chosen at the Hung'aro 

to be in charge of the kayast j^zize wa Bunduki and Mbaruk wa Hduria 

in Kaya Giriana and Ngolo wa Baya and Rua wa laa in Kaya Kidzini. 

Again, this was an acceptance that, due to dispersAl, all Enyetsi were 

not remaining in the kaya, so representatives were chosen from among 

them. Doubtless, only AKidzinl held positions in their, kaya.

86

Judicial Adaptation

Not only did the ritual procedure undergo adaptations, .bat 

the judicial process became more .ijiqwrtant in the malalo than in the 

kaya. By the time of the Kavuta Rika, the practice of sending repre

sentatives to the kaya from the BBlalo became even less effective for 

several reasons. Many of the senior kambi, including the Vaya and Fisi, 

had moved from the kaya area into more fertile lands. Since the land 

near the kaya was becoming so difficult to cultivate, those elders who 

did remin in the kaya grew more and more .dependent upon the people 

outside to bring food and water,The distance to bo travelled in 

order to bring a judicial case from Godoma or Gallana to the kaya was 

a deterrent to following this procedure as a irntter of course.

Finally, once the capable men of legiticate credential as 

kambi. Vaya, and especially Fisi, established residence as far away as 

Gailana, the old location of authority was no longer the base for the 

najorlty of influential Giriama, Thtis Giriama ties to the kaya weakened 

as the authority of the resident kambi was dissipated by their decreas

ing nuj^rseind by the lack of power to force obedience.
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Subsequently, councils emerged not only in the nalalo but 

also in the foTir regions* Biryaa, Godoma, Gallana and Weruhi (the lat- 

leir usually held inside the kggg).

many Vaya, and the kambi of a region provided the full functions of 

government for the Giriana population living within that region. How

ever, these councils, too, fohnd it difficult to bind people to their 

decisions,—I The^vailability of land-meant that-a dissatisfied-litigant- - - .

88 Eventually, at least one Fisi,
>

singly moved away. He could also appeal to another council or even to
89 All of this stimulatedthe courts of the ifaslim Mudirs on the coast.

the independence of nyere (younger men) who objected to the kambi*s 

authority to make decisions concerning their own well-being. It also

intensified their propensity to establish their own homesteads where
A

there would have sole responsibility for their inhabitants. And if

they were a member of a lalo, these nyere logically expected to be a

part of the larger decision-making process.

What emerged, then, was a bltirring of the distinction be

tween initiated kstnbi and nyere who acquired judicial authority as a

result of their own ability and the changing circumstances of the

times. The expanded opportunities for acquiring personal wealth meant 

that sometimes the youngest were often the wealthiest in a lalo, or 

were at least wealthy enough to pay the fees for membership into the 

internal societies of Habasi, Kinyenzi and even Gohu at a much earlier

age than was possible when they all lived in the kaya. They could also 

coi!5)lete the payment for kambi membership long before they were old
90.enough.to serve as councillors.
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Ritual Adaptation

Moreover, the faltering saintainence of the Giriama patterns 

* of political authority that had developed inside the kaya over the long 

period during which the Giriama lived inside was further complioated by 

“the breakdown of Giriasa initiation ceremonies. Perhaps more correctly, 

the changing patterns rendered some traditional rituals almost obsolete

while others gained prominence.

Since Sayo ra Hndhanpa teaditionally involved very little

instniction and merely elevated a man' to be akomu, placing him next in
91

line for kambi, then support for the ritual quickly atrophied,'^ As 

long as some few of the age-set presented the payment to the kanibi in 

the kaya and a few came to dance, all those of the proper age were 

considered initiated.

Since Kirao was the ritual which elevated a Giriama to kambi 

and provided instructions about Giriana maada (customs), it was the one 

ritual mintalned for a considerable period after the dispersal from 

the kaya. No natter how much power a nan had in his own homestead, he 

still was not kambi unless his age-set had danced Kirao. Even though 
all men who were eligil^e to go to the kaya to ^nce and receive in

struction did not do so, Kirao maintained its vitality in the malalb. 

New initiates returned from- the kaya to their calalo and recreated a 

part of the ritual which, in effect, installed into Kirao those of 

kanbi age who had been unable to attend the'ceremonies in the kaya.

Kirao could be celebrated only during times of peace and 

plenty since,in addition to long days of instruction, these ceremonies 

were lavish in food, beer, and celebration in general. The initiates
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had spent many years contribating to their kambi fees, and their wives

were taken along to cook all of the food. When the men returned home

and presided over the second portion of the Kirao (knramara) in the

calalo. they were expected to choose a host for the local celebration, 
02' This was an expensive undertaking, and since disparities inas well.

wealth occurred between the men old enough to be initiated and some who

were younger but wealthier, individual wealth became as ij!5»ortant“as 

seniority in determining Kirao sponsors in the mlalo. The initiates

chose the host, and great honor was bestowed on whoever was awarded the
93privilege.

Not only had Sayo ra Mudhanga and Kirao changed, but the use • 

of the Hwanza M* Kulu to trim the age-sets became less.effective after 

the installation of Kavuta Rika. Since the Hwanaa M*Kulu was played 

both at the funeral in honor of any, deceased Vaya and at the trimming 

of the age-sets, its use for these two purposes could be controlled

only so long as overy|)ody lived in the.Jcaya. Once the Giriama dis-
■#

persed, the Mwanza M’Kulu had to be sent hround all of Girianaland in

\

order to trim the age-sets. This was complicated not only by the 

distance and time involved but by the fact that the drum was needed 

simultaneously for funerals and trimming. Since it was impossible for' 

elders in the kaya to coordinate the use of a single drum for deaths 

all over Giriamaland, the Giriama solved this difficulty by making 
nany other wAanzn (drums) to be used for funerals,^

Also, young'fathers, who were wealthy at an early age and

wanted their children to be able to see the drum when it came for the

funeral of a family member, paid the fees before the actual time for*

93
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the age-set. Thus It becajns impossible for a person to know if he had
95

been initiated at the proper time for boys of his age,^"^ A boy’s posi

tion in an age^set, then became less distinct than in the past.

A coinblned result of Giriam population dispersal and a 

decreasing support for Glrlama rituals was that fewer GLriama knew the 

fine details of Glrlama tradition,- The i^striotions under Kavuta Rika 

were only half as strong as those denanded when Kwavi Hika was in power, 

reflecting the growing weakness of the rika*s power over the Giriama 

population,

e ‘

, Changing Foreign Relations

As the Giriama left the kas^, they had to establish different

kinds of relationships with some of their closer neighbours, liiree

examples of this involved the tbzrui- Arabs at Takaimgu, the Galla and

the Somali to the north, and the Kauma in the Takaungu hinterland. In

all three cases the Giriama established legitimacy of their presence
.#

and respect for.their intent to renain there.

After Kavuta Rika had been initiated, the Giriama found them

selves in the first serious conflict with Mazrui sometime between 18?? 

and 1883,^ The two people had developed a good trading relationship, 

especially in the Takaungu hinterland, but the Giriama stayed mainly 

to themselves, remaining cautiously distrustful. Most of the trading 

transactions took place at the neutral entrepots of Mtanganylko and 

Konjoro, Dsually'Indian traders cams with donkeys to c&rrj the Giriama 

grain or ivory into Takaungu. Hia war between the two occurred in the 

afternath of several events disturbing for both Mazrui and Giriama,
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Just at the time coastal plantations achieved their highest development 

in 1873, the sea trade in slaves vaa banned by the Sultan of Zanzibar. 

This spurred a successful overland slave trade from £llua but it was 

Short-lived since it, too, was banned three years later, 

tions suffered greatly from want of labour, arid the danger of Giriam 

becoming victims of enslavement intensified. The Hazrvtl also needed 

and denanded more Girlama grain, but Glriamaland was on the threshold 

of a new serious famine, so there was less surplus to trade. The 

Giriama, holding an advantageous position by non-dependence on the 

products they got in exchange for their grain, became reluctant to 

trade. The Mazrui apparently decided to challenge the Giriama power in 

the trading relationship, w at least they were convinced that a con

flict would gain such ends. They had been envious for some time of 

the Giriama's privileged trading position with the Galla and in Galla 

territory, but they were unable to break hp the Giriama trade monop

olies.^^

98 The planta-

•s

, 4

The Giriam cpnsider Jhis conflict as a fight to prevent the 

Mazrui from enslaving their people. Partly, this issue cannot bo 

separated from the fact that both Girlasm men and women were becoming 

Swahili. Particularly, grievance was expressed against the narriago of 

Giriama women to Muslims, Though it nay be a hindsight observance,

according to one account, the *kaya elders gave the order that the
,100

Giriama should attack the Arabs.

The Mazrui version, which comes from written European ac

counts , pictures a situation where an ultinatum was delivered by the 

Mazrui about naintaining the grain monopoly, and a punitive force was

Whatever sparked the101sent out by the Arabs to in^ement it.
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confrontation, the Msismi csirohsd Into the hln^land nltb a largo 

fighting foroe of slaves and confronted the Giriaim at MakinHanl.

The outooiiie eas decisive. The Glriam, accnstoned to hiding 

in the 'bush* of their country, Wre assisted by its esterless condi

tion. They lured the Arabs into the hinterland but resnined elusive in 

'guerilla-type' attacks. The Arabs lost 250 men, not in open orafronta- 

tlon, but in sucouidjing to the traps of the desert-like hinterland. 

Trading relations eventually resumed and, as Giriama and coastal 

peoides established tsoga (blood brotherhood), enduring relationsWps 
eere established between the two peoples.^^^ In spite of the fact that 

the the Giriaisa had won the conflict, however, one Giriana eiqdalned 

that ^because we did nqt go to school, they still considered us their 

subjects.

4
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As the Giriasm migrated northifard, they usually paid .1ivu to 

the Galla for the use of the land,^®^ However, there appears to have 

been rsnnlning conflicts, particularly among those Giriama who kept 

cattle. According to HacDou^U, in 1881 the Glriam successfully 

staved off a oo]^lned Scnaali-Galla raids

The C^Uas induced the Somlis to make a raid on the 
Giriam, offering their se3rvloes as scouts and guides 
in return for a portion of the spoil. The raid had 
been accordingly undertaken'but resulted Inutter defeat 
for the raiders, as all the Gallas were killed, and only 
30 wounded Sonalis survived to toll the talo,^®°

Finally, in 1888, the year the British Influence began on the

coast and in the opening period of the Mkufu famino, the Giriana fought

the Kiauna, probably over food. The war lasted only two weeks,

during that tine the Giriana sold captured Kauna women to the ^ coast for

food. One account attributes this war to Giriama reaction against the

107 but
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108abase of 'their wHatwimill the KaacSo Since 'there oas famine, the

EHnTinimiii bad left 'the kara for h&s home ootside, Uhile at Kaoaenl

shops, he was recognieed as -the Giriaisa Esana-baling from soe»

nnH beoanse Ira eas ifearing 'the irfH>innibirl« a headdress s^^d^olizing

office. Oat of respect, the Indian shopkeepers gave him imuijr things, 

but the Eaoimi he encoon-tered on his Hay home 'threatened him9|ndrbeat 

him up,' In retaliation, the nwannittnlJ. set cac^ at Iktrabanl, called . 

upon Giriam from all over to come there to fight and the GirianB won 

their subsequent confrontation uith the Eauma,

■ All of these confrontations indlca'te 'the Giriama's ability to 

gather a fighting force vhen the need arose. The method of ga-thering

109
. *

forces was the saBie used to announce a disease in the land and to set r

up the procedure for administering the medicines, A s'tick Hitb leaves 

affixed uas carried by a runner to the sain areas of Gtriacaland. As a

sign t^t the message had bean received, one leaf uas torn by the man 

who got the message, Ilie runner then returned the stick with its torn 

leaves which Insured that tbfe right people received the message. In 

the case of disease, 'the medicines and an mganga would s'tay at the path

ways into the malalo and -inoonlate' all who passed by and burn them 

with a snail-nark on the neck 'bo indicate they had been 'treated. In 'the

From allnocase of war, the warriors came to the appointed place.

Indications, any Glriasa kambl could urge a gathering for war on good

grounds, but the actual can usually cam through the!:ka»a.

The Glrlaca were lio longer people who hid beoanse they had 

no alternative. They remained to -themselves out of preference, but 

-they had successfully convinced their neighbours that -they were to be 

-taken seriously. In spite of the fragile appearance of their pontlcal

I
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struotnre, and tha loss of sons of their ooheslveness, they had oon- 

fronted their enesxLes on nore equal ground than had been the case in 

the last.
V

A Hew Pattern of IhdeTxmdenoe

New oirounstanoes and needs, then, had brought about a draso:

tio restruoturing of power relations within Giriaca society^in the 

seoond half of the nineteenth century, liflien a nan beoans head of his 

honestead and prospered, he was regarded as a nonbsr of the wider 

Giriam leadership and considered himself as suoh. Some became ex

tremely wealthy, and even if they did not attain kaid>l. they wielded 

considerable authority.

This deveiopnent occurred elsewhere in East Africa during the 

nineteenth century. The Kaibba kltonga, 'rich mn',* included the famous 

Eavul Hwenda (Kavoi) of Kltul of whom Erapf wrote, Ihere were others 

such Hukuti, Juyanga and Htanga wa Iteuki, the latter being a man of

^ Trading chiefs 

emerged among the Pare, lao and Klmbu while Hirambo and Ngungu ya Mawe 

developed Hyamwezi politics around their individual trading networks, 

Sembojaat^Homba emerged as ruler of a powerful Shairibaa trading state 

> away from the Dsambara mountain center, and Iteaklkongo left the Digo 

kaya at Swale to form his own Jombo to eiqiand his influence, 

were all oases of dynamic adjustments within traditional politics and a 

mobilisation of resources of land, trade, and nmnpower,

Suoh changes among the Giriama meant that the cohesiveness of 

Giriana society weakened, Whereas once the kaya had been their hois

means who was regarded as a chief but not a trader.

These
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and the unique source of GlrlaE3 poser and authorltj, It beoaise instead 

Eierely a place of siq)portlve political authra*ity, of the ancestors

sere burled there* and it sas the logical place for any event shioh. 

involved a Eseting of the Giriam kaiabi as a whole, but political au

thority resided essentially with the kaidbi themselves ^lerever they 

, lived. The kaya was considered the Glrlama 'hone* and sas ragged as 

sacred. Some of the eldest kambi reoained there, but unlike in the 

first several decades of the dispersal when natters oonoeming all 

‘ Girlam usually were decided at the kaya. in the period of Kavuta Bika 

such natters were mer&ly referred to the kaya if they could not be 

handled in the nalalo or the regions. Insofar as it renained the cen

ter of Giriana culture, the kaya was regarded as the source of madle- . 

oines, oaths, spirits of the Giriana and, theoretically, political 

authority. Possibly, as the political authority of the kaya was 

weakening,, its religious authority was expanding since, for the first

time, one had to travel to another place in order to consult the spirits
*

of the ancestors of all the Giriana,

Essentially, Giriana political organisation had changed so 

that the full kambi council, the Eavetsi and the BHanamnli. the Vaya 

and the Fisi adn^^ed to form two parts i the oounolls of kaniii through

out Giriamlandj and the kaya, which became the focus for unity. The 

Enyetsi, the Vaya and the Fisi were represented in both. Day-to-day 

functioning of government was conducted on the local or regional level. 

The fflganamnll and an assistant or two were selected from among the 

Enyetsi to bo guardians of thedcaya. Because the Giriana ancestors were 

buried in the kaya. because nany Giriana traditions had begun there, 

and because it was the source of all Giriana oaths and medicines, these

4
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kaya eldors beeaca goardian of tbs nitimte religions aatbori^ - the 

ancestor spirits, Giriaca onstoH, and the poaer of the oath. They .

^ could not 'control* this authority at the e^^nse of the othersi they 

were aotmlly 'caretakers' for the Enyetsl and the idiole body of kanbl„ 

The kaya elders had persuasive pouer jartioularly on tho issues of 

tradition, warfare and foreign relations, and they isdntainsd effective

pouer of judicial appeal idiere cases were brought to the kaya for that 

In both oases, however, kanbi and Enyetsl who were Interested

The nranwA— .

-

purpose.

or involved joined them from various jarts of Girlamaland. 

npiH of 'the kaya or any of the Enyetsl t^oretlcally could convene the 

entire Wnehi council by blofwing 'the sacred horn' but only part of the 

VnmVii actually ever attended. Ihls gave the kainbl as a full body less

effootivenoss and supported growing indepeddence among those Giriama 

who were spread throughout Girlamaland.

This tendency toward greater independence can be attributed 

to the development of regional governments and increasing conflict be- 

tween Giriama kambi and younger men. Although the kaya and the men who 

remained there retained widely recognized prestige and authority, the 

new pattern of Giriama settlement placed then on tho geographical 

. periphery of Girlamaland. An inevitable deoentealizatlon of Giriaim, 

political and social organization occurred as a result of the different 

ecologies and economic opportunities encountered by Giriama in other 

parts of Girlamaland. Particularly in Biryaa and northern Gallana, 

trading opportunities nmde possible greater social mobility and lessened 

the need for men to rely on the kaya for authority. One colonial au

thority later described this as the cause for the decline of Giriama 

unityi
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From this tiias I date the dooUne of the Giriara oon- 
stitutlont the poison trade «ith the Ua-Bonl /AIangnS^/ 
and PokoBO led to an ivory trade Idiioh gave the trahs- 
Raiinyiii counoUs grandloso ideas' of their otm iaportanoe 
and of indspendenoe from their oorh-groHing .bretWen 
to the sonthf vhile similar trade ^th the Akamba and 
Atharska underminsd the l<^^ty of Bamba and BirToa 
settlements to the central authority. Bho 
intrigues I poisonings, and separation.

result uas

Hot only did the Giriama develop regional forms of @rganiaa- 

tlont ufaloh forced adaptation toward diffusion against the central 

authority, but there also emerged a serious conflict between the kambl 

and younger men. Sociologists, speaking of age groups in terms of' 

their performing integrative or disintegrative functions in the sooiejsy, 

say the function is dejjendent upon the various types of conformity or 

Dnlike nany of the Giriama non-Mljikenda neighbours, 

whose political systems of age-groups provldsd power to the warriors 

who were middle-aged, Giriama government was a type of gerontocracy.

The eldest ruled because of their special powers, wisdom and prestige. 

So long as elders reimiined the wisest in the society, and so long as 

the population accepted this, then the people oonforEsad and the polit

ical system renmined integrative. However, if the elders' superior 

wisdom became questionable, either because the scclety was changing too 

rapidly for them to remln full authorities or because they had less

>

U4
deviancy.

access than others tb the communication network, then they were con

fronted with deviancy which resulted in. a disintegrative function, 

Giriama society was developing in such a way as to strain the privileged 

position of the elders. —

This was the status of Giriam soele'ty when British authori

ties arrived in this part of East Africa. The British believed
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inoorreotly i*at the peace and secnritjr ^ovided by the British adoin- 

istration aHowed the Gixiama to move fron their kaya in the first 

place and Bade it possible for soBie Girlara to escape traditional 

authority end oustoBS. But it is'evident that the dispersal pattern 

'' uas established veil before the British Lnperlal East Africa Coinpany's - 

influence began to bo felt in 1888. When the British took control of 

the East Africa Protectorate in 1895» they only served to reinforce the • 

pattern of indopondonco vhioh had a^oady developed.

*.
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HOESS

^Penbo ua Beribero (Eaj^afmigo) 12,3i,70| ttdjsga wa Gunga 
(Kinarani) 6,l4.71i HTj2jQlj Chai^on, Aglryam. p, 5,

%ltagerald, Travels, p, 154,

■ ^J. Leiils Krapf, 'Forty Mile Journey to lakaunga,. 28 June - 
4iJtay, 1845,' Church Missionary Archives, London, C/A5/0/l6-l68. 
(Hereafter CMS 168.)

^ew, Life and Wanderings, 162-I63, New was seeing the re
sults of Masai devastation on the Galla first hand and was himself 
rumoured killed by Ibsai raiders. He had difficulty travelling nwi 
winning enough eonfldonoe from the Galla to bo alfLo to meet with some 
of the in^rtant men,. sHe was told that lays VlarlOt was about to be 
elected the now chief, assisted by Aba Laga Jarot, pp, I63, 254,..He 
eventually got to see Ifara Barowat (who had returned, but who was in
effective as a war leader) and Bolio Boneat, the brother of the slain 
Dado. Together with about fifty or sixty (ktUa, he nat these two near 
Ganda, pp, 340-241, These Galla had never seen a white maw befwe, and 
they requested New's assistance against the l^sai, pp, 242-243, Fi- 

- nally, anticipating hostility. New made it to Ganda (Gubisa) to &ra 
Barowat's home, Ihe meeting was cordial, but unproductive for Hew,
P. 251.

5now, Life and Wanderings, p, 195,
^id_ _  p, 199, Wakefield saw a cairn here commsmorating loss

of cattle to the Ibsal, g, s, Wakefield, Thomas Wakefield, Missionary 
find Geographical Pioneer in East Africa (London, 1904), p. 65.

• >

^New, Life and Wanderings. p. 223,
8The date of this has never been confirmed, Hobley, Kenya, 

p, 176 dated it at 1848, but he gave no source for his information, 
Castoore, 'Chronology,' p, I66, included both Hobley's date and a sug
gest!^ 18^'^from the Malindi Political Records, In 1913, Kenneth 
MaoDougall placed in the Ifal indi. Political Records under 'Notes 
Decline and Extermination of the Gallas' a quote by the late Sultan of 
the Ogadens .(Somali) .too had. died about the torn of the century at the 
age of ninety. The only possible way to date from this account is. to 
guess from his statement that, as a boy, he remembered how hie elders 
feared the Galla for whom they worked as herdsboys. Ho then goes on to 
tell the story of Somli retaliation. From Now's extremely thorough 
reporting of his journey In 1866 to the nella at Ganda and also to Latm 
and Pate, he'imdoubtedly would ha've men'tioned such as event had it oc
curred prior to his visit. DC/MAL/2/3, KNA,

on the

Mugan Eusuph, 'the la'te Sultan of the Ogadans, in his 
account to Kenneth MacDougall, D, C. ifalindi which MacDougall recorded 
on 3*31»13 but toich was told to him as much as fif-teen years previeusly.
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Hobloy. Kenya, pp. 176-77 quotes precisely the saee nnnbers .(^th the 
excoptlin- of 80,000 rather than 8,000.ween) so prosnrably this tos 
his souroe. I. M. Lewis, ’Galla,* !). 226 wote that the Galla^^W
stribken with snallpooc th l865 and the Darod Somll tcmed the tables 
on their rasters, but I find it hrad. to believe that the Galla aikijibt 

• the Sorali were hanrsd,

lOldndblori, Akaria. p, 19.

p. 353, '

^Ibid., p. 204.

against the Galla.
p, 353,. Idndblom notes their coribinad efforts.• »

%akefield, Thoras Wakefield, pp. 242043. l&oDougall, -
•Galla.*

^•^A, M, Champion, ’History of the WaGirlana, DC/KFI/l/3, KNA, • 
IfejoDongall, 'Galla,' KHA.

^%tEgerald. Travels. p. 344. 

^^Ibid P. 318.
^%bid.. p. 322.

^^Ibid.■ pp. 330, 398, 335,

^®HaoDougall, 'Galla,'KM.

21l. M. Lewis, 'Galla,' p. 227.

. ^Krapf, Travels, pp. 115-6.

^^Krapf, CIB-168.

^Fitagerald, Travels, p, 169, Krapf, ClB-168,

25^apf, C!B-168;

James Weaver, Acting D. 0, Malindi to C, H. Cranford, 
Acting Commissioner, Mombasa, 7.23,96, Malinda Inward, 1895-98, CP 
75/46, KHA.

• 9

■‘w

27MaoDongall, 'Galla,' KHA.

2®Weavor to Cranford, CP 75/46, KHA. 

29Tato to Hobloy, 4.23.14, CP 6/425, KHA.
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30ghTi Ifaavno to Manga (Marafa) 12.l6.70| Elders In Kaya 
GirlaEa (Kayfifongo) 12.31.70.

■ 3^shnore, 'Chronology,' p, 160, Chanmion, 'History,' KM.
^^eaver to Cranford, CP 75/W, KM.

am grateful to T. S. Spear for some of the informtlon'In 
the foUouing paragraph on the discussion of non-Giriarm MijlkwwHA 
trade. See his 'The Mijikenda in the Nineteenth Century' (mimed.), 
Nairobi, 1971f for more extensive disonssion.

3^GHT: Lufeanje wa Masha (Vitengeni) 12.23.70.

^^GHTt Kenga wa ttranonge (Mnabayanyundo) 9.15.71. I am 
grateful to Victor Gona Kaanpga for present!^ ms with a copy of this 
interview, which was a part of his own research project on the Giriaam.

BBbhi Stih&Mhtiidb Annual Heport, 1912-13, Seyidie 
Provlndlal B/W, KM, 'Illiolt Ivory Trade,' CP 8/172,, KNA.

37ghT: Msapgoto wa Kalaimi (Mwehbekati) 6.14.71; Jefwa wa 
Ksayaya (Hadu) 12.18.71; Biiya wa Msha (Bayafungo) 12.31.70.

3®GHTj Kenga wa Hwanonge (Muabayanyundo) 9.15.71.

39
Jackson, 'Akaidba,' Chapter VI; 'Trade and Tradons in 

Akamba Society, 1775-1850,' pp. 219-284.
'^KrapfT CIB-173.

^•^Xindblom, Akaiaba*. p. 353.

.m

42Krapf, 'Excursion to the Uanika Division of Keriam, NNH 
of Mombasa, February 17-19, 1845' CMS; C/A5/0/16 - l66. (Hereafter, 

,C1B-166.)

'‘■^Krapf, CMS-168.

^Ibid. '

^^GHTi Ziro, wa Mae (Madsimbani) 12.28.70; Mbogo wa Goloa 
(Kayafungo) 12.31.70; Hidnga wa Gunga (Kinaranl) 6.I5.7I,

^^GHT; Kitoi wa Kiti (Kajiwoiii) 4.2.71; Luganje wa Msha 
(Vitengeni) -12.23.70.

^?Hew. Life and Wanderings, p. 485.

^^^akefield, Thoias Wakefield, p. 56.

^^Champion, 'History,' KM.

\
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■ ' TAfft ATia Haniierlngs. p. 128-9» KrapfTravels, p., 159l
Erapf, Risen in Ost-Afrlka. 2 Yola^s, (Stiattgart. I858), In Vol. I, 
p. 304, he es-tdiaited 4,000 Rabai, 30,000Jttgo, 20,000 Horthem Hylka.

^CBS« H.'i. Binns, lOi J. L. Krapf, 28, 134| J. Reteann, 4l, 
52, as cited in Spear, •Th& Hijltonda,'

52Aptlinr Hardlnge, Diplomatist in the East (London, 1928), p.
■ 136.

^^Provinolal Conanissioner, Political Report, Coast, 7.29.13•
DC/M&L/2/1, KNA,

^Annual Report, Coast Province, 1924, CP 2/1043, KSA, '

^^Kenya Popnlatlon Censns, 1952, Census of Kenya, 1969# ^ 
Kenya Statistical Abstract. 1970, Republic of Kenya, Ministry of- Finance 
and Eccmomic Planning, Nairobi', Kdnya,

56jjew, Life and Wanderings, p. 114,

•57wakefield, Thoms Wakefield, p, 134,

58q2j, Elders at Kaya Giriam (Kayafungo) 12,31,70,

59cashmore, ’Chronology,’ p. I66. (HTi Msinga wa Gunga
(Kinarani) 6,l4;71.

^GHTj Birya wa Masha (Kaloleni) 6.12,71; Karezi wa Mwasada 
(Bamba)}2.22.70.

- 6l^Tt Mwinga wa.Gunga (Kinarani) 4,6.71,

^Wakefield, Thoms Wakefield, p,

, ^3spear, ’The Mijikenda.’

^John McCracken, ’The Nineteenth Century in Malawi,’ in T. 0, 
Ranger, ed,, Aspects of Central African History XLondon, 1968), p, 100,

^^Spear, ’The Mijikenda,

^^Coastward, the land was quite fertile at first,

^^New, life and Wanderings, p. 248,

^®!kicDougall,<j^’Notes on the WaNyika,.’ KNA.

. cIB-166.
♦

^®Krapf, ’Joun^ to Dkambani, November and December, 1849' 
OB I C/A5/0/16 - 174. (Hereafter ClB-174.)

« •
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7lGaTi Charo wa Malta (Btmgala) 12,17.70j Joseph Denge 
(KibHBbHani) 6.17,71> Sasrael Jefaa Btiri>o-(Mikonaai) 6.18.71.

TZs^ateiMnt nado by Kitu -sa Syria bef ore J, B, Pearson,
• 14,11.13 at iSabai, CP 9/403, KNl.

73chaB5>i«m wrote that the Kidzini irade their own saor^ 
blom. 'History,’ KHA.

74.^tfeopological/Hi3torioal, 1913-1949’ DC/HiL/2/3,. KHA.

75chan5>ion, ’History,’ KHA.

7^aw. -Llfe and Wanderings, p. 487.

em-

77^japf, ‘Excursions to the Country of the^Wanika tribe at 
Rabai and Visit of the WaKamba people at Endila,’ CMSi C/A5/0/16-165. 
(Hereafter, Cffi-l65.) ■

7®This date, 1877, was stated without reservation by Msinga 
wa Gunga (Klnaranl) 6,15,71, but few others can corroborate such a 
precise date. Wo do tove some hints for dates of similar, related 
ceremonies from some of the other Hijlkenda, Rioha^ Burton, Zanzibar. 
City. Island and Coast (^ndon, 1872) Vol, II, p, ^ remarked that 
1857 was 'Ifayaro* year, but that the 'Wanaasai' hindered the rite, 
Krapf, Travel^ p, 147, noted that ho was warned not to travel from 
Rabai into Dlgb. in 1845 because he might be killed as the victim of 
their ’unyafo,' Although ho did. not name it. Mew .life and Wanderings, 
pp, 108-9, described his observance of a similar ceremony in Kaya Rabe 
sometijae between 1863 and 1872. All of the Hijlkenda seem to have bad 
some sort of similar ceremony, but naiiOy the Giriaiia and the Ribo 
coordinated the timing of theirs. The Ribe, as the senior people, bad 
to begin their, ceremony firkt,

79hti3«Q1, 2, 3.
80HTj3*Q1.

^^ya Elders (Kayafungo) 12,31,70.

®%Tj4jQ2.

®^GHT« Luganje wa Masha (Vitongoni) 12,23,70,

®^GHTj Jefwa wa Buyaya (Hadu) 12,18,70; Mulanda wa Wanje 
(Hsabaha) 4,5.71; Kazungu wa Klga^ (Mavuenl) 4,2.71, Chasgiion, 
Agiryami. p. 17| H, S, La Fontaine, ’Changing of the Cambi,’ 9,7.13» 
DC/m/2/3, KM. '•

85ibid. Today, the Giriama always speak of the age-sets in 
pairs, saying two danced the same IQrao. It is possible that the com
bination of two age-sets for the dancing of Kirao is a phenomenon r..
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dating froa the late nineteenth eehtnry xnther than from a period when 
the Giriama lived inside the kaga^ Ihe Ihto nineteenth ceoitnry was 

. fronght with disttirbances.which mi^t have prevented aq^ regnlar cere- 
Eurnial affairs, and the Giriaca my have adopted the prabtioe of putting 
two Kirao ritmls together. If this is -Qie oase, then one oonld assome 
that the prooodnro during the days would bo separate Kirao initi- 
ations for eaoh age-set. This double oerecbny has hot Iraen mentioned 
in a sin^e written aooount, but I found no exception in my entire oral 
investigations to the description of tho age-sets dancing the same 
Kirao and the ejqcOanation given was that the elder was there to teaoh 
the younger.

®^jaFontaine, Changing of the Combi,' KHA,

®^HT:2jQ4,

®®HTi2:ft5.
89̂C, W, Hobley, 'Erovlnoial Qoninissioner, Political Report, 

Coast' DC/MftL/2/1, KM. Champion. Agiryam, p, 19, writing about 1912, 
stated, 'For the past thirty years or so litigants have often had re
course- to the Mohammedan courts on the coast , , , and a hasty irial 
which probably ended in half the family being sold into slavery to pay 
off the debt.• ,

^^Evei^ody know that the Wolenbere and the Wtilakahi would 
lead the next riM.

92jg^y2.or, Girlana Vocabulary, p. 44’, GHTi Kaleso wa Ruwa wa 
Jtnnwa (Mlamweni) 8,12,71, Interviewed Victor Gona Kasungu who 
kindly gave me a copy,

^GHT« Msinga wa Gunga, (Kinaranl) 4,6,71,

9'^GHT* Samuel Baya Hose (Kibwabwani) 6,17.71.

^^GHTriaya Elders (Kayafungo) 12.31.70i Katoi waKiti 
(Kajiweni) 4,2,71| Luganje wa Masha (Vitongeni) 12,23,70,

^^MoLean, 'Law Frooedures and Customs,' KM.

^MacDougall, 'Notes on the WaNyika,! KM.

9^Conpland. Exi:dinttation. p. 221.

^^Krapf, ClB-168.

IOOqjjjj jj,rijjga fia Gunga (Kinaranl) 6,15,71,

.

...

101MacDougall, 'Notes on the MNyika,' KM.
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103^, Ifeavuo wa Honza (Marafa) 12,16,70,

- GHTi James Ponda (Ifarafa) 12.16.70,

^Q^Kaya Elders (Kajafungo) 12.31.70.

^°^oDougall, ‘Galla,’ EM.

^®^MHdiiga wa Gonga (Kinarani) 5.2.71.

^®®GHTi Iferinga wa Gtu^a (Kayafrmgo) 11,5.71,

GHT, Mslnga^^^^TO (Kayafungo) 11,5.71. Here‘he names
this mwanamnl as Ndnngo 'sa Horal, who was indeed the mHanamall from 
1961 onaard. However, the name hwe is probably an oror for two r^- 
sons. First, Hwinga himself in anDthe.r account says Ndungo became * 
nanwATmiTl in 1901. Also, the 1896 accounts in British records tell 
that the same leaders lAo were designated at the last Hung’aro were 
still in thelx respective kaya leadership positions in I896,

^°GHTj Mulanda wa Wanje (Msabaha) A.5.71.

l^Jaokson, 'Akaaiba,’ p. 281.

l^A. C, Hollis,. 'Notes on the History of the Vumba,* Journal 
of the Royal Anthropological Institute, 30 (1900), pp, 275“297.
03boine, -lTho-Wadigp-of—Vanga-Distriot?-DC/KWIi/3/5»-KllA. - Andrew 
Roberts, ed,, Tanzania Before 1900 (Nairobi*, 1970),

^^J, M, Pearson, 'A Comparison of Giriana Customs with Digo 
Customs as Described by the HoA. C, C, Dundas' DC/KFl/13, EM,

104,
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CH&PTEE IV

THE ENCODHTER WITH THE BRITISH 
1888-1896

V
The Imperial British E^st Affica Company, 1888-1895

Though the first touch of British influence on the Kenya 

' coast was placed there by the hands of the British East Africa Associa

tion, the Giriam were hardly affected by the Association's activities 

until 1888, when the. Iiaperial British East Africa CoB?)any was formed.

The B; E. A. A., headed by William IfecKinnon and dedicated to obtaining 

profits from the interior ivory trade,^ actually had its beginnings

. . ---with-an-Anglo-German Agreement- of October, 1886,^ On that date, a ten-

wide strip of land along the mainland coast was designated as the -v 

donain of the Sultan of Zansibar. The inland boundary of this land 

was always an arbitrary delimitation, for in some places the Arab in

fluence extended far beyond itj in other areas no effective Arab 

influence existed at all. In May of 188? due to the Sultan^Burghash's 

fear of growing German influence, William MacKinnon secured for his 

British East Africa Association a fifty-year concession over the 

Sultan's Bwtniand possessions from Klplnl north of the Tana River to 

the Uhba River near Vanga to the south. He was granted full Judicial 

and politj-cal authority atad the right to levy customs duties. The 

Sultan was promised no less than he was already receiving as'customs 

duties from these regions,^

no



April of 1888 a largo ooiqanjr was founded, and by Septom- 

ber the lii^Mrial British East Africa Coi^ny was. chartered under 

^ British protection.^ Qccept for efforts to viialiBe the deteriorating 

plantations on the coast, the E. A. expended nost of its energy

trying to profit from the control of the interior trade. Headqiuarters 

were established at Mombasa, with stations at Takaungu and telindi.

The orerriding task was the oonstrbotion of a railway to Lake Victoria. 

A detached post was built at Ibohakos, 350 miles inland in Kamba terri

tory, and plans were mdo for another at Eavirondo, east of the lake.^ 

F. D. Lugard was hired by George IfedKahaie, the Coa^any's director in 

Mombasa, to open the Sabaki River as a route to the interior to super

sede the old one across the Taru Desert. LUgard's jiLan was to \ 

establish a series of garrisons along the route. He built his first 

stockade at Makongeni, which was inhabited by a community of runaway 

slaves.^ Major J. R, L, MacDonald, the Company's chief engineer hired 

to survey a prelirdnary route for the railway, concluded that Lugard's

route was unsuitable! so the railway was begun from Mombasa near the 

old Kamba caravan route,^

The I. B. E, A.'s impact on the Giriama was minor, and it 

was limited almost exclusively to Company attempts to develop now

crops, to expand existing ones, and to use Giriama labourers on British 

The most influential of 1, B, E. A.'s men was W. W. A.plantations.

Fitngerald, who spent two years from 18M/'S^

running the l&garinl rubber plantatic^n^^rth of the Sabaki River, and 

encouraging Giriama (particularly those around Jilore) to diversify

oring the coast lands.

The Compnay's administration was so short-handed that hadtheir crops.
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they serious^ tried to collect the snail tax they instituted, the 

sparse Giriana population would have mde the task an extreisely diffi

cult one.®

The I. B. E, A.'s southern trade route missed Glriama country 

but the northern route ran from telindi along the south bank of the 

Sabaki River which was then the northern boundary of Girioma territory. 

This latter ioute was supported by stockades built, not by Giriama 

labourers, but by communities of slaves who had run away from their 

Arab masters on the coastal plantations. The Girlam, preferring^not 

to alienate their Arab friends,who wanted them to return those runaway 

slaves, refused to assist the British support of the runaways.

The Giriama regarded the British as passing visitors and did 

not expect them to renain in their territory any longer than-thb-'. 

Snahill and Arabs had stayed.^® The Giriama maintained their primary 

trading relationships with the Arabs and the Langulo, Although they 

were never controlled by the Arabs and never paid taxes to them, the 

Giria3!ia fiid recognise the Ari^s as the reigning power of the coast.

Since the Company used either the Sultan's officials or Mazrul chiefs 

for their administrative' purposes, the British themselves remained 
apart from direct relationships with the najorlty of the Giriama.^

However, in addition to encounters with occasional wandering 

travellers and requests for Giriama labour from the coastal plantations, 

some ftlfinniA had become es^osed to European ways through Christianity. 

The Giriama welcomed its bearers cautiously and persistently kept them 

at arms len^h. The first Christian community emerged in the early 

1870*s around Fuladoyo, thirty miles inland from Takaungu, Besedi, the

:;V
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Giriaica evangelist, had coEe from Eabai as self-punishEsnt after strik

ing and mUTig his wife in an arguEsnt. He went into the hinterland 

carrying Rev, Johannes Bebmann's KlNyika translation of St, Lake,

His village beoaiae a haven for rtmaway slaves and by 1874 he had 

eleron converts. Although Besldi was hiiaself killed when the Arabs

12

attacked Folodoyo a few years later, one of his converts was among the
« A-four Giriama confirmed by Bishop Royston at Freretown in I878,

Giriama catechist began work in 1882 at Mwaeba’s Hill, ten mlies west- 

of. Mtanganyiko, and its snail congregation was nade up of Giriama, , 

Both of these Christian settlements had been off-shoots of the Church 

Missionary Society at Rabai and Freretown, but the first official mis

sion in Glriamaland was opened at’ Jilore in 1890, headed by Rev, 

Qrafftey Smith, It was not an easy place for Europeans to live, and 

the second missionary. Rev, F. Burt, almost died of blackwater fever.

•>

Rev, Douglas Hooper and his irife took charge and hy 1893 they had eight

The Christian colony itself was scall, but*evangelistic trainees, 
the Giriama arotmd Jilore numbered three thousand in 1891,^^

Govem^nt and Christianity began working together. Eight of 

the Girianm headmen around Jilore responded 'eagerly* to a request for 

labour at an ej^rimental station Fitzgerald wanted to begin at Jilore

for the Cos^ny. He felt the proximity of the Christion Giriama at the
•“ H.Ct6 mission would assist in 'helping to olvlllze the district, 

also arranged for the runaway slaves at Lugard's first stockade on the 

Sabaki River at Makongeni to buy their freedom and go to Jilore to

live.^^ - As early as 1874, the Church Missionary Society had become

Freretownactively dedicated to ministering to the needs of ex-slaves.
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developed into a ooimninlty for their oare near Honbaaat and Babal grew 
into a large refugee carq),^® DnlntentlonaUy, this created problens 

with the local people idio felt inferior to the runawaTS, !I3ia latter 

had i!«mnsrisms of the coastal culture • spoke Swahili, and dressed like 

Arabs. Host of the slaves had coise originally from Hyeissa or Shambaa, 

Unable to return to their homelands, they were eager to accept Euro

pean ways as their own. The Giriacm, like the Babal, were less eager. 

The local people thus found themselves in a position second to those

ex-slaves in the missions. In 1891 Fitzgerald took 159 names of slaves
\

willing to settle at Jilore. Had they gone, this would have created 

the same problens for the Giriaaa at Jilore that they had encountered 

at Rabai.20

19 ■

The life of Christian Girlam was a diffloxtlt one. They were 

forced to adopt European smnners and reject almost all traditional cus

toms. Most of the missionaries, like Rev. Douglas Hooper, 'ruled the 

settlement/s/ very rigidly and a firm hand was kept over the adhere

This divided families and caused internal friction. As early 

as 1891, an incident occurred which forced the Glrlama around Jilore 

to take a stand either for or against the British. On October 30, 

letters were'lecelved at Jilore and Halindl to the effect that Galls, 

assisted by Giriana, were going to attack these two places. The 

Hooper family was hurriedly evacuated from Jilore and nearby Giriama 

summoned into a fighting force, A full camp of armed Giriana. gathered 

and by Noveinber 10, they were joined by 300 Kambe at Sekoke Hill be

tween Halindl and Jilore. Eauimi and Chonyl declared themselves ready ' 

to take up arms for. the Cosqsany and Baluchi soldiers were sent from

.21ents.
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■Mombasa,

But the entire threat turned out to be a hoax - conceived by 

some Glriana irtio hoped to scare the Europeans awy. The perpertrator

of the false alarm uas caught, arrested, and sent to Mombasa for 
trial.23 The mission station had thus become a target for Giriama 

opposition to growing British influence as well as a catalyst for supr

port of that influence by some. Girianm. When the British found them

selves involved in conflict with some of the coastal Arabs four years 

later, the Glriaum living in the immediate area of Jilore Mission. > ■. 

quioldy lent their support to the British, Having seen the Remingtons, 

Sniders, and Enfield muzzle loaders, and having witnessed an e]q>loslon 

of dyniamite cartridges in the Sabaki River for their benefit, these 

Giriama were less willing to oppose British power than they might
24otherwise have been.

The East Africa Protectorate, 1895

The establishment of this Protectorate was due to events ex

ternal to the coastal area. The failure of the l!ig)erial British East 

Africa Coi^any, which necessitated withdrawal from Uganda, forced the 

British to change from a policy of informal es^iire and to declare an 

official protectorate. Officially controlling Uganda, the British 

needed to extend this control over the area between that Protectorate

and the coast, Britain took over the Conqany's lease of the Sultan's
r-

coastal strip by paying 11,000 pounds rent and yf> Interest on the 

200,000 pounds paid for the surrender of the original, treaty,> The 

Company's rule e^qdred on June 30, 1895i and on July 1, the East

■.'a ^ 315 .
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AArloan Proteotorate was proolaiEsd by Arthur Hardinge, who beoans the 

Consxil General in Zannibar and Coamissloner for the Froteotorate. Be

sides the debts and the lack of adiainistrative network which reEainsd 

as the Company's legaoy, the British inherited a rebellion anong the 

ttisrui faraily of Arabs at TaJcaungu,^^

oaie Mazrhi ’Rebellion, * 1895-1896

Had it not been for their forced involvement in this'rebel*.
-‘S

.26 . *
of the Hasrui Arabs against the British, the Giriama mightlion,

not have been aware, or oared, that the power on the coast was under

going a serious change, Hie 'rebellion,' originally an internal

dispute among the Ikizrul, began four months before the Froteotorate 

was declared. Kenneth MaoDougall, the 1. B, £. A. representative at 

Malindl, had chosen the successor tb the Takaungu governorship accord

ing to British needs rather than according to absolute Maarul blalm, 

causing open conflict to em^ge among the Masrui,^^

Hie l&zrui Arabs had been the most powerful family in Mombasa 

during the bighteenth century, but they wore constantly feuding. After 

being defeated in 1837 by Sultan Sayyld Said, who was a Busaldl, the 

remlning Mazmi moved to bthsr sites on the coast. Hie two prominent 

centers wore that of the Hamsdites at Gazi, south of Mombasa, and that

of the Zaherltes at Takaungu, south of Kilifi Creek. Hie fezrui never 

did accept the Sultan's right of dominion over their land, but those 

at Thkaungu had worked more willingly in the service of the Sultan 

and subsequently, of the officials of the I, Bv.E. A., than,had those 

of Gazi. |hi§ was particularly true after I860 when'-Mbaruk bln Rashid
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bin Salim, the son of the last Maarui ruler of Mombasa, became chief
'28

in Gazi and refused to acknowledge British power.

For the governorship of Takauxigu, ifeioDougall passed over-the

rightful heir who, by custom, was the eldest surviving male. Instead,/
he installed the son of the late Governor, calling the dissention over 

the governorship to emerge into open conflict, Mbanik bin Rashid bin 

Hamis, the'rightful Clainant and his younger brother, Aziz, fought 

against the new lAwali, Rashid bin Salim of Ikkaungu, The British as

sured Rashid of Takaungu that he would have the assistance of their, 

troops. Therefore, Mbaruk bin Rashid bin Hamis and Aziz were declared 

'rebels’ against the Sultan of Zanzibar and they went to Gazi for 

refuge,Since Mbaruk of Gazi himself had a claim to the throne of 

Takaungu through his mother, who was a Zaherite, he was quite amenable 

to supporting his nephews in their cause.

’ On July 5, 1895, Hardinge and Sir Lloyd Matthews, who was 

First Minister to the Sultan, mat with Mbaruk of Gazi, Mbaruk-oon- 

vinced Matthews, who was a long-time friend, that he would handle the 

'rebels' himself, Hardinge, on the other hand, wouW settle only for 

the immediate arrest of the elder Mbaruk's nephews - Mbaruk the younger 

and Aziz, Mbaruk the elder agreed that British troops should move 

against Gazi and that he would then arrest his nephews. He took the 

British gift of gunpowder, but he failed to keep his promise. Arriving 

British troops found Gazi abandoned, Itoaruk of Gazi had supported his 

nephews, had become leader of the rebellion, and had set up headquar

ters in the Shinba Forest called Mwele,^®

-"V

In August, Hardinge and Matthews successfully attacked Mwele,
/
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but the occupants escaped-and the British failed to (^pture any of the

leaders. The 'rebellion' expanded as Mazrui from all along the coast

began to support Mbaruk, British garrisons were established at Gazi,

Wassin, Monibasa, Freretown, Jonnru, Ribe, Eabai, Jimba, Takaungu,

Mtanganyiko, Sekoke, JJiore and Malindi. Kennet^HacDougall led

British troops in the north while Hardinge chased 'rebels? in the

south. But the only way to end the opposition was to capture the lead-

and in this the British failed. In February, 1896, the 'rebels'

successfully attacked Freretown and humil.latdd the British by burning'

Kalindi, British prestige was at stake, and a Baluchi regiment was

called in from India, When the 'rebellion' finally collapsed in April,

1896, Mbaruk of Gazi and many of his followers escaped to German East
31

Africa, where he surrendered and remained until his death in 1910,<

The Mazrui opposition to the British might never have contin

ued for as Icmg-’as it did without the assistance of the hinterland • 

peoples, especially the Giriama. Lacking headquarters in which to hide 

once Mwele was taken, the Mazrui were dependent upon their trading 

friends to provide them with food, and if necessary, a hiding place in
i

their villages. The Giriama viewed the situation as a sia^jle one at
V

firstj the Mazrui were their trading partners and the British were 

almost strangers. Moreover, a rumour spread to the Girlana that the 

Mazrui had killed the wazungu (Europeans) at Mwele,Many Giriama 

therefore thought the Mazrui were going to win the conflict, and they 

felt con^lled to sake some show of support by aaking bows and arrows

as a careful atten^jt to prevent alientation of the Mazrui who appeared 
33to be winning,"''^

ers

>■
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Those areas in Girianmland where, initially, Girlana. might 

have been friendly to the British in this effort were limited to Eabai, 
^Hallndi, and Jllore.^ By withholding inffirnation from the British, 

the Giriama were supporting the 'rebelsJ As early as September 3, 1895i 

■two representatives from Kaya Giriama had come to Eabai to 'put matters 

straight with government' that they were neutral,^^ However, Mbaruk's

forces attacked Eabai .on.November 2, 18951 and by December Asia was

In January, 189&, Mbaruk himself 

But Giriama participation was concentrated more

supposedly hiding in Kaya Giriama. 

was reported there, 

in the north, not. the southi

At first, the Giriama did not join the Mazrul in actual fight

ing against the British. Their support was limited to the provision of 

food and hiding places and to refusal to reveal to the British move

ments and locations of the Mazrui, From the Giriama point of view, in 

the hinterland, the Ifazrui power was not being broken « .jus’Ji threatened. 

The belief in the strength of Arab magic could have dominated Giriama

assessment of the sit\iation as one ultimately favouring the Mazrui,

Over time, however, the Giriama attitude toward the British 

Whereas at first they felt 'hostile toward the mzungu whomchanged.

they did not know' they began to realize that the British were more

powerful than the Arabs, MacDougall's policy (implemented in late 

September, 1895) was to convince the Giriama that they had no other 

choice but to support the British.^7

To all the Giriama homesteads of•Xiaindi and Takaungu dis

trict MacDougall sent bribes-of rupees and threats of punishment to any 

who harboured^'rebels.' The people of Sekoke, caught in the line of
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fire, immediately told Aziz they would not support his attack on 

Takaungu. Aziz was offering them no payment or rations for theiw aa- 

« sistanoe, and th^ would be confronting the British paid- armies who 

were much better armed. They began informing the British of the 

whereabouts of some 'rebels' and by the end of September■ IfeicDougall 

had gained the same response from other Giriama by burning all home

steads known to have fed or hidden 'rebels.' Throughout October, 

MacDougall's forces demonstrated British maxim guns and war rockets 

against the enemy, mainly villages of slaves and Swahili who had joined 

Mbaruk's side, A boma (government station) was constructed at Tandia,

west of Sekoke, near the Bare River approximately twenty miles inland
f

from Kilifi. After the boma was completed in November, MacDougall 

sent messages to all the 'chiefs in the surrounding district' to attend 

a meeting there. His display of maxims and rocketsV^d the burning of 

villages produced the desired resultsj all but two 'chiefs' came and 

they 'appeared to be very much afraid,'^®

Three items here deserve our attention,^ First, the British 

at Takaungu and Malindi were concerned only with Giriama in their sur- 

— rounding area despite the fact that all of the Giriama appeared to be 

assisting Mbaruk's forces. There was no apparent feeling that it was 

necessary to work through the kaya to gain the assistance of northern 

Giriama, Second, from the beginning the British insisted on working 

through Giriama 'chiefs.' Since the Giriama did not have 'chiefs,' as 

such, and since the British accounts fail to enlighten us on how they 

determined them, it seems to me that they were the headmen of the

homesteads or malalo, not necessarily any Enyetsi.
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The third item to be noted is the role played by Ngonyo wa 

Mtfavui of Dida, one of the two *bhiefs* who refused to appear at 

^ MacDougall's boma meeting but who subsequently became the most influ

ential Giriama working in the interests of the British. Mgonyo and his 

father had established a 'town* of 1200 people at Dida on the Rare 

River. Although his father was no longer living, Ngonyo's influence 

had grown through his ownership of cocoanut farms, control of slaves 

and ivory trade, and his possession of a largo number of slaves. In 

Septeii>er and October, Mbaruk and Azia had hidden in hi's village, and
39

he had purchased slaves captured from the Malindi plantations, 

MacDougall was aware that he would have difficulty enlisting the supe 

port of the other Giriama unless Ngonyo's support of the 'rebels' 

ceased.

•v

Those 'chiefs'-who attended IfacDougall's meeting at Tandia 

'expressed appreciation of our /British/ occupation of Tandia and said

MacDougall wanted them to drive the.40they would be able to assist,
4

'rebels' out of their country with 'war horns and drums, 

back a message to Ngonyo that he was to turn himself in and give up his

.41 They took

On his own accord Ngonyo went toslaves or he would be sent for.

Takaungu where MacDougall planned to detain him for at least a month

By December 22, Ngonyo had decided tofor supporting Mbaruk and Aziz, 

assist MacDougall and the British cause against the 'rebel' Mazrui.

The two went together to Dixia where Ngonyo sent for the surrounding 

elders to get their support. He even offered to build a boma for fifty 

soldiers at his place if the 'rebels' ever came into the area of Dida
again.'»2
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Thus Ngonyo became the leader of the Girlama In the eyes of 

the British, He doubtless had more influenoe than any other single man 

in the north, and there is absolutely no indication that he felt com- 

pelled to consult with the mwanamuli and his assistants in the kaya, 

with the Enyatsi as a whole, or with a council of kacibi in order to 

make his decision.

The British worked hard to win the Giriama over to their side, 

but on February 12 the 'rebels' had burned Malindi, and the northern 

Giriama, especially those around Kirwitu, were obviously assisting the 

'rebels,' MacDougall and Ngonyo had already made plans to hold a meet

ing of elders in northern Godoma at Bararani on February 13. Approx

imately forty elders came from Kirwitu, Dida, Fuladoyo, Bararani and 

other nearby areas but Mbaruk wa Nduria, one of the kaya elders who 

lived in Bararani, did not attend. He was away at the kaya. and 

whether or not he specifically refxised to lend his support to this

meeting or whether he felt the need to take care of natters at the kaya.

4-3
it appears that the activities*were conducted without kaya support.

Ngonyo told the elders that,

he had been down to the coast and seen the power 
of government, its ships and maxim guns and that 
it would be nadness on their part to mistake its 
(government's) forbearance for weakness and pro
voke a conflict with it. . .

/SomaJ recalled the vengence /Mbaruk of Gaz^ had . 
inflicted before on those who assisted his enemies . .

\
■H,

In the end the whole assembly were induced to take a 
solemn oath that they would throw in their lot with 
the government and not with the rebels and that within 
15 days they would' clear them from their district and 
induce chiefs-of other 
the same decision.^

divisions of Giriama to come to
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Presunably the oath taken was that of the Fisi, but it is not 

clear what authority anybody attending this meeting had to place such 

aa oath. The meeting had-not included all of the Giriama leadership 

it appears to have included none of the senior leadership, and the 

activities were not supported by the younger nyere, some of whom ac-. 

tively opposed the British by fighting against them.

The next day Col. Harrison, MacDougall’s immediate subnrdi- 

' nate, found himself surrounded at Fuladoyo by some 300 Giriama who 

shouted, blew war horns, and brandished.^bows and arrows. Elders

• • •

intervened and apologized, but clearly they were no longer able to

On February 18, Giriamaenforce the decisions they had just made, 

attacked the Tandia boma. Assessing the action, the British determined

it w^s one taken by younger Giriama who could not be controlled by

However, British military response was effective enough

to dampen their enthusiasm for continued opposition and it encouraged

them to bo more amenable to the decisions of the elders,
*

While the nyere were making weak attempts to fight the

their elders.

"r.-
British, the elders were becoming successful at convincing their

On March 3» 1896,counterparts that they should support the British.

MacDougall and Hardinge went to Tandia boma to confer with the Giriama,

There they mot representatives of all six clans, with Ngonyo as leader.

The Giriama were fairly well represented with Mzee 
Ngonio at their head - after a long and interesting 
conference, it was unanimously decided that on and 
after 4th March, the Wa Giriama wotOd no longer har
bour the rebels or supply them with food or water, 
and that no rebels would bo tolerated to walk through 
their villages. As a nark of their good will and 
loyalty-towards the Government, they swore by 'Pigaing*
Fisi,' to keep steadfast to their solemn declaration, 
in accordance with their ancient traditions, which is
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abs.olutely steadfast,
of Rs. 60 . . , to the six tribes as a token of re
spect on similar ceremonies. After the shanri, a fat 
bullock was presented by the WaGiriaaa to the Consul- 
General which he ordered to be slaughtered, of which 

‘ the WaGiriam and our garrisons enjoyed
which terminated the ceremony.

In return, Hardinge assured the Giriama of British 'desire to protect

the interests of their nation and promote the peace and prosperity of

their country.

It is custoiffiury to pay a sum

a hearty feast.

Hardinge returned to Kilifli Harrison and MaoDougall pro

ceeded via Dlda to Kirwltu with 86 Sudanese soldiers plus as.many '

From this point on, success favoured theporters and maxim guns.

The Giriana brought in a few 'rebels' to show their good 

faith and were no longer attracted by 'rebel bribes' to oppose the 
British.^^

British,

The Giriama area of Kirwitu, under Ndungu, had been the sec

ond greatest stronghold for the 'rebels' after Ngonyo's. 

here that MacDougall concentrated next on forcing a change of alle-

So it was

glance. Ndungu, though 70 years old, was still influential enough to 

have an impact when he chastized his fellow Giriama for turning away 

their Mazrui friends, Hbaruk and Aziz lived in his village for part 

of the time that they were in the hinterland. Earlier, in February, 

before Hardinge's meeting with the clan elders at TAndia, MacDougall

had burned Ndungu's village and had confiscated all of his grain and

On this mission in March, fol-chickens, forcing him to flee to Tsavo,

lowing the Fisi oath, elders had preceded MacDougall to Fuladoyo and

Kirwitu, and he mat no hostility there for the first time. He sent a

message to Ndungu promising him no harm if he came to talk-but
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threatening to search him out if he refused. Ndungu, as Ngonyo before

him, came. According to MaoDougall

He explained the whole situation to ms and said 
he did not wish to be enemies with such a dan
gerous man as Mbaruku, whilst he was king of the 
country. But now, he would gladly join and 
promote the resolution come to by his WaGiriama 
friends. So I made him the Msiee of Kirwitu as 
before, to the entire satisfaction of all the
-WaQiriama.^O

Assisted by the Kirwitu elders, then, MacDougall's forces
.-N.

weeded out "rebels* from Kirwitu to Qabina, some three hours mrch
. *

west. -He successfully drove Mbaruk And Aziz and their 400 men westward 

and scattered them in the bush, 

elders appeared to hesitate, for some local reason unknown to /the 

Britisl^ to enforce the decree of the Hyaena /Fis^.

MaoDougall suggested that a garrison be built at Kirwitu from

Aziz finally fled to Bamba, where ‘the

which government control of the area could be maintained, but it was

finally established at Ban^ (in Biryaa) instead. This 'created a 

favourable ispression on the WaBamba, for they 'Pigad Jaio/ Fisi.

The remaining 'rebels* retreated and settled in Weruni forest isolated 

from any Girlans villages. By April, many of the 'rebels' had coma in 

from the forests to ask for peace, and Mbaruk himself escaped to 

German East Africa and stirrendered on April 21.

Although the exact role of the kaya elders and of the Enyetsi

.52

is left to conjecture, the Mazrui and their followers managed to get

general support from the Giriama population. Without this support, the 

British figured - and rightly so - that the 'rebel' movement could not

survive. The Giriama progressively changed sides so that, by the time 

Mbaruk escaped, no Giriama were treated as rebels and they appear to
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have accepted British instead of Arab domination. However, the Giriama 

anticipated that British rule remain restricted to the coast as Arab 

rule had. The most important thing to them was that peace had come 

once again to their country.

During this 'Hazrui rebellion' the' kaya elders were those who 

had been installed during the last Mung'aroi Jbrazize wa Bunduki and 

Mbaruk wa Nduria, Even Mwazize nay not have actually lived in the 

kaya, eihd Mbaruk wa Ndiiria lived at hia home in. Bararani, in northwest 

Godoma, Although Kaya iC^Hzini had been abandoned before this time> the 

clan leader of the Akidzini"was Ngblo wa Kbmbo, He, 'too, "was named 

during the last Mung'aro,

Hardinge’S awareness of Giriama government was greatly influ

enced by the description given by Taylor in his Vocabulary,^

Taylor, although in error, wrote, that the Enyetsi were the three elders 

that govern Giriama and judge the land, then Hardinge looked for three 

elders, naming thos.e mentioned above. He acknowledged, however, that 

the senior elder in each of the six clans was theoretically a member of 

the Enyetsi and that the Fisi were a small but exclusive body consist

ing of the six senior elders and a 'few other old men of great authori-

Since

.55ty.

Hardinge's description of the kaya as an 'insignificant vil

lage' was based on his own visit there before February, I896, when he 

found just a few old men (apparently none of the official leaders)

He regarded it as the official residence of the 'National 

Assemblies' and the 'principal magistrates,' but otherwise, 'a place 

of no real in^jortance.

there,.

.56
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Thus our examination of the Giriama role in the Mazrui

•rebellion' provides us ^th a point in time by which to gauge soma of 

those adaptations which had been developing in the Giriana political 

system-since they migrated from the kaya. 

for ensuing British-Giriama relations based upon this initial experi-

' *
Then too, the stage was set

ence between the two.

A,

Support or Disguised Opposition?

. »
For historical purposes, a real, value in examining the chang

ing Giriama relationship with the British is that it provides us with 

evidence that the Giriama were growing increasingly independent. 

Although Giriama acknowledged the 'official' kaya leadership, they 

were also willing and able to act independently of it. The best illus

tration of this fact is provided by Ngonyo. Probably the most wealthy 

Giriama, he had direct power over many people who were either his 

slaves, his family, or those w^o were economically dependent on him.

He did not have to obtain the support of*the clan elders for his . 

actions. Since he was of Digo heritage, it was possible that Ngonyo 

was never initiated into an age-set within Giriama and that he, there- 

fore, could not officially hold the position of one of the Enyetsi or 

become a Fisi mganga.

Nonetheless, he was obviously the most powerful of his clan, 

region, and general age-grouping in spite of the non-traditional source 

of his power. The suggestion that Ngonyo hAd no rank is supported by 

British records which name the leaders of the six clans, placing Ngonyo 

as the Senior Akiza but listing an age-set for all of them except
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Ngonyo,^^

reBaining Wn1 nmViare and W»i1 Aknhl still alive in 190^» when ha was noted
CR

as the senior in the Akiza clan.-'

Ngonyo emerged with more real power than the Enyetsl on matters 

that did not demand expertise regarding Giriana traditions. Conse

quently, he was looked upon with jealousy and disapproval by Giriama 

who tried to ma'intain the traditional legitimacy for power. Although 

ho assumed a more independent attitude toward the Snyetsi and the kaya, 

he did not try to take their authority from them. Finally, for those , 

young den who had grown more wealthy, and independent, Ngonyo was an 

exan^jle to follow in defying the traditional powers and acquiring some

Furthermore, Ngonyo*s name is missing from a list of all the

"V

of their own.

How had the use of the Fisi oath changed, and how crucial was

its role in changing the Giriama attitude toward the British? In this 

case, the Fisi oath seemed more iB5>ortant to the British than to the 

Giriama,

have behaved in total independence*of the rest of the Giriama. 

is no indication that Ngonyo was a Fisi mgamga; nor is there any record

Doubtless, Mwazize, Mbaruk,^^ and Ngolo did 

. not attend the famous Tandia gathering when the Fisi oath was sworn, and 

yet they were probably Fisi waganga.

The group which Ngonyo led, composed of all six clans, nay

There

of who installed the oath.

The terms of the oath are not clear. Even from British ac-

coimts, no reference is made to the effect that others joined the

British cause because they were afraid of the oathi indeed, the Giriama

seemed to have joined the British because they were afraid of British

power. Two things are clear, however. The British themselves had
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sufficient fearfial respect for the 'hyaena cult’ - which they admitted 

they did not understand - to want it to be Ssworn in their favour. 

Also, the British thought the Fisi was' a loyalty oath in favour of

,60

government. Since the use of the oath has been one of proscription, 

then the Giriama were forbidding a specific action - aiding 'rebels' - 

not pledging loyalty to the British or anyone else. For the Giriana, 

this was a realistic acceptance of a situation! had they continued to 

assist the 'rebels,' they doubtless would have regretted their action. 

The oath was used as an outward sigtr>^ the British that^the 

Giriama were on their side. Certainly the British felt it iB5)ortant 

that the oath be sworn and they urged its use. Perhaps for those 

taking the oath, it was a sign of..individual loyalty. If so, then this 

becomes a new adaptation of the Fisi oath stimulated by the British,

The use and influence of the Fisi oath will be a significant matter of 

investigation in chapter seven concerning the Giriama rising.

Finally, what was happening to the political system based 

upon gerontocarcy? The Briti*sh were well aware of a generational con

flict among the Giriama! they spoke of elders (wazee) and young men 

(nyere),^^ Their accounts rarely mention the word kambi. At first, 

few Giriama nd'^matter their age were eager to support the British,

Initially,Later, however, elders lent the British their assistance, 

men like Ngonyo and Ndungu (and others who weren't reported) had much

Olti-.more to gain by assisting their trading partners, the Mazrui, 

mately, though,they ohanged to British support and were influential in 

persuading other ■Glriam to do so.

Although Giriama age did not determine their reaction to the
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British, theaM-power differences did become more acute under this 

stressful sitiiatiorTr^Acoording to Hardinge, the previous year, when 

the rains failed.

youths of sover£il districts combined , , , to seize 
the old men and threaten that, if they-did not pro
duce rain within a" certain nui^r of days, they would 
burn them and it was only after one of the most ven
erable Elders, who was kept tied to an ant heap (a 
very painful ordeal in Africa) until he had exhausted 
all the requisite incantations at least satisfied 
them, that the heavens ware adverse, t^t 
mainder were oonten^tuously released,“2

the re-

This emerged from that tradition concerning those kambi who 

had shown initiative at their Kirao and had become Akirimu by sitting 

the blazing fire and looking at the msichana cha kirao, which was 

associated with the power of the sun. These Akirimu, 'toen were 

thought to have, as a result of this experience, the power to hold back 

the rains,

near

Even if nyere had held the prerogative of abusing their elders 

under such conditions for a long time, the fact that they did this the 

year prior to the Mazrui 'rebellion' coiild only have intensified con-' 

flict between the generations. Therefore, the fighting on the part of 

the nyere against the British may have been as much an action defying 

their own eldOTS as it was one of opposition to the British, Moreover, 

if they had managed to acquire independent wealth and influence, though

they wore still not kambi, their success was probably due to good

Their assessment may have been thattrading relations with the coast, 

to*oppose the Mazrui was to reject one source of their growing indepen

dence.

The real problem was probably not one of age differences.
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"'^stead, the Giriama reaction was probably determined by the direct im

pact on those Giriama in each region where the 'British were fighting. 

The 'rebellion' was more concentrated in the Takaungu hinterland and 

in the region of Kirwitu than Biryaa or Wenmi, Thus,. Ngonyo's leader- 

• ship might be regarded as natxiral for his area. After all, the Giriama 

were not at war. They were not being 'attacked* ty either side. There 

was no reason for the kaya elders to take sides. Basically, the 

Giriam benefited from their neutral position. Through the years,

British officials would remin confused as to whether the Giriama had'• .• *
opposed or supported them.

;

*
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CHAPTEK V

DIRECT RELATIONS WITH THE BRITISH

Cooperation, 1896-1912

The period following the 'Mazrui Rebellion' was a time of 

peace and prosperity for the Giriama- but eroded by the merciless famine 

, .at the turn of the century. By far the worst in Giriama memory, this 

famine lasted almost three years. Many survived only because the

British brought in gunny sacks of grain which were distributed through

out the hinterland. The Giriama called the famine Magunia, after the

sacks that gave them food and provided them with rough clothing. For 

the first time in their history some Giriama became paid labourers by 

working on the railway then being built from Mombasa to Lake Victoria, 

A significant number of Giriama made their way to Freretowa,where they 

found food and Christian teaching. Many others came to the coast and 

stole mangoes from the trees to stay alive.^

The informal encounters between British and Giriama were for

the most part friendly and mutually beneficial. One exception to this

was a conflict over ivory. In the late nineteenth century the British

had outlawed the killing of elephants for ivory. Their interest was 

twofoldI to protect the elephants from indiscriminate killing and to 

control the ivory trade. Specified hunters were allowed to shoot ele

phants , but the ivory had to be sold to the British government which
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raised considerable revenue l?y placing an export tax on itj For nany 

years the Langulo had traded ivory to the Giriama in exchange for food, 

ftTid numerous Giriama had become wealthy as middlemen in this trade with ' 

th'9 coast. When the British outlawed it, the Giriama redirected their 

trade toward Gorman East Africa-, This action neither stopped the kill

ing of elephants nor brought revenue to the British, For many years, 

the British were lax in policing this law against illicit ivory trading, • 

so some Giriama continued to participate and became wealthy.

Most of the Giriama who became directly involved with the

Usually, these were people liv- .British did so on more friendly terms, 

ing near the coast, particularly around the community of Jilore, or 

those who had gone for schooling or for work to Mombasa or Rabai, The

first permanent government station of the hinterland was built at Rabai 

in 1898, From the point of view of the administrators there, the 

Giriama lived on the periphery of their area and interest. Although a 

particular Giriama trend toward 'independence* had been noted, the 

Giriama’s situation was generally seen as one no different from any of 

the other 'Wanyika,' most of whom were still concentrated hear their 
kayas,^

V

At tSlindi, on the other hand, the British found mainly ' 

Giriama in the hinterland, and they were more keenly aware of their ex-

tensive migration. After 1895i since the majority of the Giriama 

population lived in Godoma and Gallana, they looked to tolindi and 

Takaungu, rather than Rabai, as their trading centers,.

It was hardly strange, then,when the mwanamuli of the kaya.

Ndungu wa Marai, called upon the District Officer of Malindi for assist-
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ance in arbitrating a feud between some Giriana and the Kamba of 

Mariakani in 1901, Coincidentally, at this gathering, the officer 

asked the Giriama and the Kamba to choose some of their numbers to 

represent Government and, before the year was out, the first tax was 

charged. It is from this point that the Giriama date the beginning of 

British administration.

The conflict between'thh' Giriama and the Kamba had begun when ' 

Giriama, coming back to Biryaa from Rabai with tembo (beer) and grain, 

were attacked by Kamba, who stole their., goods. Some Biryaa elders 

asked Ndungu wa I&rai to assemble the kambi for consultation. Deciding 

that the Giriama should retaliate by attacking the Kamba, the kaibi

sent all over the country for men to come with their weapons to

Mlthangani, An ultimatum was issued to the Kamba and on the appointed 

day the two parties met, shooting arrows at each other front.a hundred 

yards. On the third day of fighting, G. H, L. Murray, the D, 0, 

Malindi, arrived with armed Nubian soldiers. Stopping the conflict 

with a series AfUkoud shots, he challenged anyone who wanted to con%. 

tinue fighting. He then gathered all the arrows and bm-ned them.

According to the Giriana, they wanted to show appreciation

for Murray's assistance by offering payment for his trouble, 

thinking more in terms of a fine, asked what they usually did to show

To this they replied, 'we pay for his 

According to the Giriama, Murray then placed a cloth on the

In addition, he

Murray,

their thanks for such help, 

legs.'

ground and told them to contribute one rupee each, 

had both Giriama and Kamba select wazee wa Serikali (government elders)

to assist the British in the various districts, beginning with the
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collection of a rupee from every Giriama and every Kamba at Mariakani

Ndxingu himself was present, but he waswho was not there to give one.

The Giriama said their own people did not choose their 

Instead, they chose mwitsi mwitsi - men who would be 'yes

not chosen.

best men.

men,' and who would be people the Giriama could afford to have working 

in this capacity; -

■“-S.

The Giriama thought they had caused the institution of an 

offioial government tax by 'paying for his legs,’ The Giriama and the 

Kamba did pay .a fine for their little war, but according to one of - 

Murray's reports, he sent for payment of three cows from Ndimgu and ten 

from the Kamba. The first Hut'Tax,had already been ordered but not 

announced. It was published in the Official Gazette in Noveniier, 1901, 

and collection began throughout the whole Seyidie Province (Coast) in 

January, 1902.^

Giriama Headmen and Traditional Leaders

Those wazee wa Serikali of 1901 chosen by the people present 

at the Kamba war, were selected from their malalot Tsuma wa Iha from

Vitengeni, Kavilingo from Kayafungo, Kiti Mwawiswa from Ganze, Ndungi 

from Ndigiria, Kitumbui from Biryaa and Mchunga from Sekoke,^ In ad

dition to collecting taxes, these men were allowed to try day to day 

oases in their respective- malalo.

But how representative of the Giriama people were these cho

sen men? This can best be answered by comparing the functioning of 

Giriama government at this time with the mechanisms introduced*by the

,, British for their own purposes.
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Just by chance, the British initiation of tax collection and 

appointments of wacee wa Serikali coincided with the closing years of 

^ the Kavuta Rika. Those Wulumbere and Wulakahi still alive were few.

Most of those still living were reported to be in their late eighties 

or nineties. The Kirao for age-sets Atasi and Ifafira was due in 1906, 

_ _ and the Kirao for the last pair of age-sets, Kitsoga and Nyoga, was due
V around 1912, Soon after that, a Mnng'aro would have to be arranged to

install the next ruling rika. This meant, then, that many of the nvere 

were approaching forty years of age. The eldest of. them would be' 

Wuluabere and Wnln^hi of the new ruling rika when it was installed. 

Thus.they had potential power for the immediate future, and they were 

frustrated, meanwhile, by their lack of traditional power.

llie wazee wa Serikali chosen in 1901 were neither Wulumbere 

nor Wulakahi.^ They were kambi of Kavuta Rika in age-sets junior-to

these but senior to Atsai and Mafira, and Kitsoga and Nyoga - none of

whom had their Kirao by that time.

The Village Headman’s Ordinance of 1902 gave these men the 

power to continue their jiwiioial decisions in civil and petty criminal 

matters and to collect tax,^ At this time, the British divided the 

countryside into convenient-sized Locations, each represented by a 

Headman who was responsible to the British government but respectful 

of the orders of traditional rulers. This division was accomplished 

for all of Girlasaland between 1906 and 1908,^

For the Giriama, this partitioning into Locations was conqli- 

cated by the fact that their people were divided into two basic 

Districts! the south, ad^^stered from Rabai, and the north.
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administered from Malindi. .Prior to 190^, the kaya had been included 

in the Malindi District, allowing all the Giriama to be administered 

• to from one center. In 1904 the boundary was changed to place Kaya-/ 

fungo in the Rabai District. This was done to equalize the Liwali^s 

50^ commission on the Hut Tax which he collected for the government.

In 1907 only two of a total of twenty Headmen were of ^e

' «

8

Ehyetsi: Ngonyo of Harafa and Luganje wa Hulanda, who lived south of . 

the Sabaki River at Mwangudo in the Location of Mangea South.^ Ngonyo 

bad already proved himself willing to work with the British through 

his assistance during the Mazrui 'Rebellion.’ In fact,"the government 

allowed him to migrate from Dida to Harafa, twenty miles north.of the

Ironically, there he wasSabaki River, as a reward for his services.

further out of their reach and successfully defied their proscriptions
Ngonyo was neither Wtilumbere or Wulakahi.^^against trading in ivory.

Perhaps as a result of his Digo heritage, he was not initiated into a 

Nevertheless, he was obviously recognized by theGiriama age-set.

Giriama as the leader of the Akiza clan. Luganje was the only Wulakahi

of the Enyetsi and the only other Enyetsi in the Malindi District. The 

British considered him the most influential of all Headmen because he 

willing to'work for them actively despite his old age.

By I9O8 this spreading of the Giriama over two districts was 

proving problematic because Pembe wa Mrimi, the new mwanamuli of the 

ifnyn, in association with two other Enyetsi, Bogosho wa Menza and 

‘ Abelugo Hwar9, was influencing Giriaaa in the Malindi District. He 

was successfully urging elders to pay an annual visit to the ka3fa and 

persuading some of them to migrate from Mangea to Weruni to live in

was
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order to be nearer the kaya, Penibe wa Mrimi and Bogosho wa Menza were 

tfiilnlffllTl, Abelugo Mwaro, who was their senior as a Wnlutabere. was ap- 

* parently so old that the position of mwanamoli had been passed on to 

the next age-set.^

Rabai District gave token recognition to Pembe's authority by 

^selecting him^as a Chief in their District, .However, they gave him no 

responsibilities in the District because he lived in the kaya and be

cause ha was really too oid to leave it. Rabai District was divided 

into two sections, east and west. Bie two men designated to be in 

charge of the two sections were called sub-chiefs: Kizele wa Mrimi and 

Toys: wa Karaaibuko, By Giriama tradition, these men were not in posi

tions of authority. They were, in all probability, man who had

assisted Pembe to carry out his work - as clerks, not follow age-mates.

^ Whether theyKizele may even have been Pembe-’s younger brother, 

were aware of it or not, the British were taking the risk of undercut

ting the privileged position of the kambi's seniority system. In 

Malindi District, Ngonyo was made Chief of the trans-Gallana, Luganjo 

wa Mlanda and Tsumu wa Tha shared the position for the south-Gallana, 

and Mchungu wa Mangi was Chief for Sekoke and Takaungu,

> We can be less sure of the age-set of all Headmen gazetted

in 1908, but they wore probably chosen by the people under the same 

principle as those chosen in 1901 - men who were legitimte kambi, but 

who were mwitsi mwitsi. The British failed to recognize that an indi- 

viduaJ. Giriama might obey an order of the kambi in coiuicil, but he 

would not feel bound to obey any single kambi.member, British objec

tive to have the Giriama organized into manageable administrative
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districts necessitated giving special authority to one man. The 

British were also unaware that the Giriama maintained loyalty and obe

dience to their elders only so long as those elders did not interfere 

with the individual's private wishes.Once again, British need 

interfered, and the duties they asked of their Headmen - collecting 

taxes, providing labourers, and commanding some judiciary procedures -

precisely thosykctions the Giriama were unwilling to accept. By 

the close of 1908, therefore, the British were dealing with a Giriama

were

population divided,into two official Districts - Malindi and Rabai - " 

and their Headmen were alienating- their own people but still failing 

to please the British,

The only benefit to the British of this elaborate administra

tive network was the meagre collection of teixes'through the Arab

Liwalis of the coast. In Weruni, Giriama paid reluctantly. In Godoma

there was more attempt to avoid any request for taxes, and collectors

reirely went far into Biryaa. But the Gallana Giriama, representing the

majority of the population by 1908, had the greatest success escaping

this initial impact of the British.

The Gallana Giriama had many advan-tages. The maize 4hey grew

in the fertile river basin pro-vlded the local Arabs with much of their

food as well as considerable excess to export annually from Malindi,

Since the freeing of the slaves had virtually destroyed the labour

force, the production on Arab and Indian plantations had continued its

decline. These plan-tations were being purchased by Europeans hoping to

make them profi-table again. But no matter who owned the plantations,
#•

they could succeed only with a regular supply of labour. The Giriama
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were the logical and initially, the only, source. Their success in the 

illicit ivory trade precluded any need to work for the planters. They 

irere more willing to move further into the bush to work on their own 

shambas than to leave their crops and work on another man's plantation.

An officer appointed in 190? specifically to convince the Giriam to 

■iled in his efforts.^^ The Governor's sxtggestion ofprovide laboi

bringing in Manchester cotton so the Giriama would work to purchase 

cloth failed,European planters were forced to import labourers

■s

from upcountry. Even if the British threatened two economic sources" 

of Giriama independence - cash cropping and ivory trading - Giriama 

food production was usually more than siifficient -to keep the Giriama

fed and to pay their taxes.

'Active' AdministrationI 1912

The factors external to the Giriama combined to threaten

their isolation in 1912, The first involved obtaining labour. Coastal

planters exerted such pressure on the Protectorate concerning their 

needs for labour that the Governor himself became involved. He decided 

that the Giriamd^could be forced into work through, closer administrar, 
tion.^^

was sent to Mt. Hangea as the first officer posted to administer 

Giriama in the hinterland. Although he was required to collect the 

taxj establish a station, and set up the administrative machinery, the 

pressing need was to obtain labourers. Hopefully this could bo aocom- 

plished\y forcing each man to pay his tax,^®

' The ‘second factor was the arrival of C. W, Ho^&y as the new

To begin this task in October, 1912, Arthur Mortimer Champion
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Provincial Commissioner of the coast. Since he was the senior of the

P, C,'s, Hobley read his appointment there as a sign that the Protec- 

^torate Government considered the coast to be the most important region 

for future development. He assumed he would have a relatively free 

hand. Therefore, for personal and professional reasons, he intended to 

succeed,—This-was to make him, and many of the administrators working
•s

And from the British perspective.under him, less tolerant of failure, 

particularly from officers instrumental in the previous 'pacification' 

of other African peoples, it was impossible to conceive of a people,' 

who, by 1912, did not know what power the British officer represented

and the awe in which one was supposed to hold the Provincial Commis- 
19

sioner.

However, the mere presence of Hobley and Champion did nothing

to change Giriama attitude toward the British, Hobley was in far away

Mombasa, and Chan^ion encountered only a portion of Giriama in southern

Gallana (which came to be called Mangea, after his station) and Godoma,
«

In any case, the Giriama were hardly filled with immediate respect and 

were no more willing to accept the British as instant overlords than 

they had accepted the Arabs before them. They had found local migra-o 

tion to be an adequate solution to some of their own personal conflicts, 

and this tactic was used to frustrate the British immensely. Even

when crops failed or famine struck, the Giriama responded by migrating 

to another place to begin a new shamba. This tactic provided new land

to cultivate and additional distance between them and the annoying

British officer who appeared once in a while to ask for taxes and to 

plead for labourers.
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But Arthur Champion would not be deterred. When the Giriama 

did not pay the tax (or the fine. in^joaed as a penalty for refusing to 

do so)i Champion brought police in to arrest them. Only when the
*

Giriama realised that his capacity for handling prisoners was small

indeed did they continue their refusal to cooperate without running

away. To support his additional requests for labourers to build roads

and construct cauqjs and council houses, Champion had only the same

threat. So Giriama took to the bush when they heard him coming, and

Champion was left to negotiate with the women,^ ■*

By 1912, only three Giriama of the Wulakahi age-sets were

living! all their elder Wuluniiere had died, Pembe wa Mrimi, the

mwanamuli who lived in the kaya with several assistants, was said to

be nearly a hundred years old. flogosho wa Menae lived in Biryaa, where

he had reaalned totally out of touch with the British government.

Wanje wa Mwadorikola lived north of the Sabaki River at Masendeni near

Garashl and he, too, had remained isolated from the activities of the
*

British. He had replaced-Luganje wa KLanda as clan head, but Luganje's 

son, Ziro wa Luganje, had succeeded his father as Headman. The British 

looked to young Ziro as the leader of the people in the Gallana region 

south of the rivW because he welcomed the British presence and pro

vided considerable assistance. Although the British hardly took note 

of Wanje, the Giriama regarded him as the most prominent man of the 

upper Gallana valley and the western Trans-Gallana, He held the au

thority to convene the entire kambi of the Gallana region, I^orant 

of Wanje's power, the British chose to communicate with this western 

Gallana region through their headman Mkowa wa Gobew, in nearby
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North of the river, the eastern Trans-Gallana remained the

jjrovinoe of Ngohyo, who, by that time, was extremely old and blind;
«

Still, he wielded influence over the Girieima, Although a British rec

ord noted that Ngonyo had been replaced as the Enyetsi representative

for the Akiza clan by Kirima wa Chai, a younger man, this was not a

sign of Ngonyo'A loss of power, but of his age, his increasing inde

pendence and his inability or unwillingness to go to the kaya for 
22necessary occasions.

Since Pembe, Bogosho and Wanje were the only renaining

Wulakahi, the rest of the Enyetsi were of age-sets junior to them.

And since it was unusual for men of younger age-sets to hold the posi

tion of Enyetsi, then the Enyetsi as a whole had less authority than
A they would have had during other periods. In fact, with a new rika 

due to be installed, the two senior age-sets of nyere were next in line 

to acquire the traditional reins of power.

The three governing divisions that emerged among the Giriama 

after leaving the kaya - the homestead, the lalo and the region - were 

constantly fiuotxiating in size and ^membership as the Giriama continued

The regional councils, provided the chance to settle a prob

lem through appeal to larger and more authorative councils without

to move.

forcing everybody to travel to the kaya for that purpose, 

plication of councils reflected the Giriama need to determine 

authorities within geographical regions as well as age-sets, but the

This multi

transformation was extremely d^ficult. One by-product of having 

muaerous councils was an increasing number of medicine men who emerged

•?
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to serve for the appeals. We cannot confirm whether or not these were 

specifically Fisi waganRa, bnt both the wide geo^ahpical distribution 

^ of the Giriama population and the loss of almost all the members of 

the two senior a"ge-36ts”enoouraged the initiation pf-younger-and 

younger man into Fisi.

Government Headmen were an added complication to the changing 

nature of Giriama government. So long as they did little more than ask' 

for taxes and hold their own councils and did not push anybody on 

either issue, the Giriama tolerated them.^^ However, Champion’s ar-

rival into Giriamaland not only forced these two issues but was also 

accompanied by a complete reorganization of the Giriama judicial

preoess.

Champion began work in the Giriama hinterland in mid-October,
.24

1912, under what the British considered 'rough safari conditions.

The C. M. S. had just abandoned its mission station at Jilore because

of high mortality from fever, and Champion was totally dependent uppn
4

the Giriama for food and for labour to build his temporary stations. 

When he arrived in the hinterland, he was to concentrate on collecting 

taxes and obtaining labourers, and feeling the pulse of the people and

land.

The ultimate development plan called for a permanent station 

to be built in a central locality and a reserve to be marked off to 

limit Giriama land-holding. A system of roads was to be developed and 

Giriama were to provide labour for both the Mombasa waterworks and the 

plantations on the coast.

Chanqpion visited all of the twenty-eight Headmen, Four had
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been gazetted Presidents of Native Councils (Tsumu wa Iha of Vitangeni, 

Mkowa wa Gobwe of Garashi, Ziro wa Luganje of Mwanjudo, and Baya wa

Ndungu of Shakadole)} sixteen were gazetted Headmeni and eight were on
«

probation.

those same men who had emerged throughout Giriamaland as local presi

dents of the councils, They were kambi; they were of age-sets younger

Some of the Government Headmen chosen by the Glrlama were

than Wultunbere and Wulakahi, and they were more often than not wealthier

Others were strictly mwitsi mwitsl, whom thethan-their neighbours,

Giriama had no intention of obeying in any way.

Soma of them were legitiijiately the most senior man in their

lalo so they would have normally called together the kaii±ii of their

lalo when the need arose. As Headmen or Gazetted Presidents of the •

Native Councils, these men were given more individual authority than 

the Giriama allotted to them. Furthermore, their authority was extended 

throughout the entire designated Location, which reached beyond their 

natural jurisdiction.

From the British point*of view, most of their Headmen had the 

authority to be of great assistance but were too suspicioiis of change 

to be enthusiastic about the new measures and too old and feeble to

undertake the rigorous duties that the British required. Even Headmen

had little desire for their sons to work and gave more verbal than 

active support to the requests for labour. Moreover, the fear of witch

craft was strong. Any Headman too ardent in his duties could be 

threatened by witchcraft. Normally, we might be able to suppose that 

those Headmen who had been naturally the presidents of local kambi

would.also have been Fisi waganga. However, this does not seem to have

From Champion's first report in May, 1913i we learnbeen the case.
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that the Headmen were fearful of witchcraft as punishment for carrying 

out their duties,

the Headmen are conspicuously absent and are fearful of the Fisi 
activities,^^

Later, When we do get names of some Fisi waganga.

In addition to giving their Headmen more personal and exten

sive authority, the British placed the function of the highest appeal 

into the ^ovince of the District Officer, removing it from the Kambi ■ 

council and the waganga, who used oaths, which the British never con

sidered, The reorganization of the Giriama judicial process was , <

further intensified when Champion decided to reduce the 28 Locations 

It became even more difficult for Headman to carry out theirto 15.
28duties over this wider area.

Asking his Headmen to undertake such unpleasant duties as 

collecting taxes, providing labourers, carrying loads, and building 

■ ' council houses might have been enough to have them turn against him.

Ironically, Champion proceeded to alienate most of his Headmen in

Encountering a significant amount ofanother, far more serious, way.

illicit ivory trading during his initial travels. Champion decided to - 

suppress the trade in his territory, and in two months he had confis

cated 52 tusksT' The Headmen reacted angrily to this usurpation of

their functions, so Champion turned over the responsibility to them 

and they got two tusks in as many months. The problem, bf course, was 

that the Headmen were themselves the principals in this illicit trade. 

Champion became an immediate enemy. People refused to sell him food.

and one Headmen and his kambi council tried to kill one of Champion's
29

interpreters by means of witchcraft, ^

Chan^jion was undaunted, however, and by May, he had made
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several suggestions to the District Commissioner in Malindi, He felt ' 

the British could gain the Headmen's confidence by providing programs 

• which would enhance their positions. He proposed to encourage agri

cultural production throtigh free distribution of good maize seed and

the acceptance of cotton or rubber.as tax payments. He also urged that

the government drop their Giriama labour policy:

It is not possible to succeed by any means that are 
at present legal. The Mairiama will never be of 
much use as a labourer: he is too conservative and 
independent. Increased taxation would throw more 
on to the already heavily-laden shoulders of the

■ women,30

Evidently unsucessful in gaining support for these suggestions 

by Juno he was continixing vigorously with plans for the reorganiztion 

of the 15 Locations and the demands for laboinrers,

ri from Mombasa in late June to warn the elders that if they failed to 

cooperate, he would request His Excellency the Governor to sand a 

military patrol through their coimtry at their expense,3^ 

late then for the Headmen to* back down from their commitment to help

Hobley made a safa-

It was too

the British.

Why had these men agreed to work for the British in the first

place? Theyliad various reasons, but only a few were genuinely in fa

vour of the British intensification of authority. Most of them had

anticipated serving in name only. They would collect the taxes but 

would not worry too much if they failed to -do it adequately. They

received a commission on the taxes they collected, but this was 

hardly enough incentive to oppose their own people. Some respected the

British; others were afraid of them; still others felt they had no 

choice but to serve them,^^
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without doubt, even those HeadiMn who were later to lend con

siderable support to the British against their own people did not 

^ welcome all the changes the British brought. Champion made his first 

headquarters around Mt, ilangea at Njalo, He was dependent upon the 

local Heading, Tsumu, to provide him with food, porters and shelter, 

Tsumu could not got suffie'’ient porters eind had to rely heavily on his 

own family,

One of the first Locations which Champion organized was 

Jilore, The European missionaries had left the mission there in charge 

of a Gir.iama, Rev, Lugo Gore, Gore was insulted by another District 

Officer, Mr, Hemmant, who had gone there to collect taxes, and the’

^ Probably theGiriama at Jilore never even built their council house.

first and largest community in Gallana was Garashi, three miles north 

It had been founded by Mkowa wa Gobwe, whose heritage, 

Mkowa became one of the few enthusiastic Head-

of the river.

like Ngonyo, was Digo,

Since Garashi had a male population of more than a thousand, itmen.

was a crucial place for the British to have support. When Champion 

went there asking for labourers, the elders there told him (in s^ite of 

Mkowa) that they could not allow their young men to work without getting 

permission and advice from the kaya. Furthermore, they told Champion 

if he wanted an answer on that question he would have to go to the kaya 

himself to get it.35

Every indication supports the view that the Giriama reaction 

to the British ’active administration' was one of opposition by the 

Giriama population as a whole. Champion saw evidence that Giriama had 

been moving to places such as Kademu and Ndigiria, near the Taru Desert,
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to avoid paying taxes,When confronted by Champion for taxes, many 

produced a receipt with a restive's name and Insisted it was their

.own, leaving liim no way to check becavise so many people shared the st^
*

Even inspectors making up the tax rolls were threatened)names.

police were sometimes attacked} and Champion continued to find notched

arrows,3® Even in 1909i before Champion's arrival, an officer had

reported his party was almost killed by somebody who poisoned their 

water. Headmen, then, had to find a middle covo-se between the people 

and the government, and they were effective at serving neither, really.

■ They reacted by giving excuses of ill health or old age. Some of them 

even disappeared when they heard Champion was coming while others made 

wild promises, but did nothing.

Champion became personally disliked by mny Giriama, The 

main reason was his refusal to go away. Always before, each British 

officer had come and gone, often never to return. When Champion 

stayed, many Giriama thought the taxes he collected and the ivory he 

confiscated went into his own pocket. ^ The Giriama were still unable 

to conceive that the British had embarked on a Coastal development pro

gram for which they were expected to pay. Not atypically, the British

were demanding tax, organization and labour from the Giriama before 
■«

they learned about the people with whom they were dealing. At the same 

time, they failed to explain adequately what benefit (if any) these 

changes would bring to the Giriama. In a society whose government was 

based upon respect for elders, Champion himself as a young man of 27 

seemed an unlikely superior. Even,his police, his interpreters and his 

houseboys were young. The nyere, especially, many of whom were older

C
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than Champion but had not yet been installed in their rika, disliked 

him* The younger man whom Champion wanted to recruit as labourers 
not only disliked-him, but seam willing to run him out'.^^

The harder Champion worked, the less support ho got. He be

came frustrated when -the Giriama showed him so little respect and when
U2.

they dismissed what he had to say as if he wore a missionary,^ In

contrast to the Kamba and Kikuyu, among whom he had previously worked, 

Champion felt the Giriam failed to express good feelings, much less

'Direct insolence /was/ by no means excep- 

The situation became extrenaly difficult; the British

enthusiasm, for government.
.43tional.

became frustrated.

The levers of control were we^k and unreliable. 
There existed no strategic target, which once 
brought into collaboration - or smashed in 

the tribe submissive anddefeat
obedient.

- j^ndered

But the Giriama were soon to provide the British just the opportunity

they needed - both to bring a number of Headmen into active coUabora-
-#

tion and to smash the growing opposition.

I
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^HT: Mwlnga wa Gimga (Kiiiarani) 6,15,70| Stovald, C16, p. 65. 
Cafehmore, ’Studies in District Administration in the East African Pro
tectorate, 1895-1918' (Unpub. PhD, dissertation Jesuit College, . . ..
‘Cambridge, 1965.) This was kindly lent to me by Roger Frederick Morton. 
Cashmore, 171n, was told the name by Florence Deed,

^'Handing
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Dunema, Rabai, Chongi, Kamba, Gir, Jibana, Kambe, Ribe, Langulu,

Mwangufa,
CP 65/4 , -
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1901JL9021_CP- 73/37, KNA.„ Also Ekl Out 1901 73/36. Giriama accounts 
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Birya wa Masha 6.12.71.
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by later government lists,
DC/KFl/3/1, KNA.
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275/A, KNA.
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MacLean, 'Law Procedure and Customs* 5.7.09
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inception, CP 62/13, KNA.

^DC Malindi to PC Mombasa, 30,12,07) DC Malindi to PC Mombasa, 
18,2.08. CP 62/13, KNA.

8j)c/i^i/l/3, kna.

^DC Malindi to PC Mombasa, 30.12.07) DC Malindi to PC Mombasa, 
18,2108) Maclean ’Law Procedures and Customs,' DC/KFl/3/l.

^®Mwavuo wa Menza (Marafa) 12,6,70, Ngonyo was his uncle.
MacLean, Ibid.

^DC Malindi to PC Mombasa, 18,2.08, CP 62/I3, KNA MacLean 
’List of Wulumbere and Wulakahi’ DC/KFl/3/l, KNA.

^ADC Rabai to PC Mombasa, 7.11.07, CP 62/13, KNA,

^^Secretary for NA to Chief Secretary, Nairobi, 22,8.07, CP
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62/13i KNA. 'Handing over Report 1,12.13 Rabai.' The British thought 
the Mijikenda all had chiefs and that they could use the power of the 
central immbi council to do their work for them, J, M, Pearson wrote 
a report (undated, but after 191^) cor^jaring Digo customs and Giriama 
customs and "noted that the Giriama had no 'Bumbe* (individual >rtio con- 

• trolled groups of people) like the Digo did, DC/KF1/13. Ngonyo was 
probably more like the Digo 'zumbe* than anyone else in Giriamaland.
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of mahinrii from Kilifi and 5-8,000 from Malindi, Most was sent to 
Mombasa, Lamu, and Kismayu, and some to Arabia, Asia and Zanzibar. 
Collector, Malindi to Ag. Senior, Collector, MSA, 19.9,06. 'Ifelindi 
Inward,' CP 85/115, KMA.

^^CO 533/4'3 des, 244, 19,5.08 as cited in Cashmore, 'District 
Administration,' j>p, 194-195.

^^Ibid.

^^Governor H, Conway Belfield, Fourth Session Legislative 
Council, November, 1912, p,2,

'Instructions for New ADC Giriama,' 12,24,12, CP 6/425, KNA, 
By 1912, coastal plantations were still in 'the developmental stage in 
contrast to up-country farming, which was well-developed and well ad
ministered. The needs of the coast were different: it was suited 
exclusively for tropical crops, malaria presented a serious problem for 
Europeans and labourers, the land still belonged to the Africans and 
not to a large body of European settlers, and labour had not been forth
coming, In desperation, three estates at Gazi, Nyali, (north of 
Mombasa) and Powysland (Kilifi) had arranged at their own expense to 
in^jort labourers from Somaliland. ■ On June 25, 1913, representatives of 
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African Coast Planter's Association to .cooperate with the Coast Planters 
Association of British East Africa, Its purpose was to secure for those 
who- had interest in the coastal development a 'fair share of the bene
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for them with the Colonial Office. They felt their needs were over
shadowed by those of the highlands. One of their main requests was the 
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a Meeting of the Representatives of the Coast Plantations in British 
East Africa' 6,35113, in 'Coastal Zone-Proposals for Development,' CP 
9/295, KNA. C. W. Hobley, 'Proposals for Development of Coastal Zone,' 
7.5.13, CP 9/295, KNA.
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to apologize, however, E, V, Hemniant, 'Letter regarding the mission 
complaint against him,' 3,2.6,12, .CP 2/101, KNA, 'Rev, H, Binns to 06;'
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CHAPTER VI

THE GIRIAM RISING,' 1913-191^

The Non-Cooperation Campaign of Meka.tallli
Jime - August, 1913

The Glrlama participated in two phases of active resistance 

against the British, The first was a regeneration caa^aign begun in . 

July, 1913,, and subsequently rendered inoperative by the British in 

November of the same year. The second phase resulted in actual fight

ing which broke out in August, 191^1 and was followed by a short, 

brutal, punitive campaign, a stringent peace settlement, a year of 

enforced coii5)liance by the Giriajaa to meet the conditions of peace, 

and, finalise a devastating famine.

The main aim of the regeneration campaign was to prevent the 

British from 'taking away the young men to work and to re-establish the 

traditional elders as the only legitimate councils, replacing those of 

the Government Headmen. The can^aign originated in Gallana, was 

brought from there to the kasa where oaths were taken, and non-coop

eration was effectively extended throughout■most parts of Giriamaland, 

If any single incident sparked the organization of a full 

non-cooperation campaign among the Giriama, it was the visit of the 

Provincial Commissioner in late June, 1913, The Giriama grievances 

up to that time were manyt taxes, the presence of nearby Government
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stations, the incesseint demands for labour, and the usurpation of 

Glrlama councils for the purpose of British administration, Mobley 

a;Jjned to urge the Glrlana Into more enthusiastic support for the 

British. Two things which ho discussed with the Glrlam nnde them

uneasy.

The first was his appeal to widespread participation In large 

Government cbxmcils as a sure moans of successful defiance against the 

wagaaaga, whom ho thought to bo witches rather than medicine men. His 

purpose, naturally', was to remove the elders' fear of witchcraft and * 

to replace t:tot fear wlt^ assurances that British power was stronger 

than the medicine of the waganga. However, since the power of senior 

elders and that of Flsl waganga were Integrated, he was. In fact, en

couraging usurpation of power from senior elders - particularly the 

throe remaining Enyetsl whose major-responsibility was judicial.

Second, Hobley stressed those duties of the coimcils which

wore being nrpandad to Include executive as well as judicial functions.
*

Ho wanted the councils to assist in hut-tax collections, building roads,

/ •

digging wells, ir^MPOving agriculture, and suppressing drunkeness among

the young men,^ They were also to help Government by catching murderers 

2
and escaped criminals.

In addition, Hobley's mere presence had an even greater im- 

Once the PC had visited them, and had calledpact than what he said, 

upon forces even greater than himself in his cause, the Glrlana could

no longer doubt that their relationship with the British had developed

from one of casual encounter to one in which they were being increas-
*

3
ingly threatened by an alien government,'^
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The Girlam. grievances found focus through the actions of a 

woman In Gallana, Mskatallli, She heard Hobley speak at Garashlt aM 

she was determined to do something about It, She wanted to prevent 

Girlana inen from labouring for the British and to 'restore the country 

to Its old condition.

It Is odd, In a society where government resides ezclusively

in the hands of the men, that this can^^lgn should have been led by a 

woman, and not an Enyetsi or prominent elder. In a sense, the British 

had already co-opted nany of the prominent individuals by naking them 

Headman. With a few exceptions, such Headman who had experienced the 

active British presence disliked it as much as most Giriama, On the 

other hand, they were willing to gain personal benefit through alli

ance with the British and they were more aware of the risks involved

in opposing them.

Particularly in Biryaa, those Giriana who had not been called 

upon to serve as builders of this new administration had not yet con

ceived of its long-range in^jli'oations. The Headman Kitumbui of Biryaa 

served the British poorly as tax oolleotor and was himself involved in 

the ivory^ade. Except that he had to share council duties ( and the 

resulting fees)'''with Government Headmen, Bogosho witnessed little of 

the strain from Chaaqpion's constant requests, Pembe, at least, had 

been given tacit recognition by the Rabai officials though he remained 

fairly isolated inside the kaya.

In contrast, people in Wanje's region of Gallana wore being 

pressed by Chaa^don's unrelenting demands, Wanje himself had escaped 

any direct involvement with Chanson or his officers, but be had
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steadfastly refused-to help them to gain a foSthold. On the other
_-4-

hand, his age, the distance from the kaya, and the growing i^luence 

of nearhy Garashi as a sphere of influence for the new British admin

istration probably dulled his interest in organizing beyond his own

personal commitment.

The rT-tr-taiim did not see this as a situation calling for war.

The Ehyetsi power in warfare had been restricted to signaling the

warriors to protect the Giriaom from a commoh enemy. In this case,

the British had support among the Giriama. They were not invading;^

they were infiltrating. Although Wanje. was not in a position to lead

sentiment against the British, he was obviously willing to take

advantage of the situation tfekatalil.i was to offer.

If Wanje's powers were limited under the circumstances, then

how was a woman in a better position to lead this cas^ignT Women in

Giriam society wore not divided into age-sets as were the men,

ever, they did acquire the age-set of their husband, and in the kaya,

they had developed their own The jurisdiction of the women's

ifninhV was reserved for the province of women and for behaviour around

the home or the shamba. It was primarily supportive of the rltxials for

KiTof. and Hung'aro. The women had their own, mwanza drum and an oath to

accompany it.. Their single secret society was called Kifudu. The

medicine women (akuzi) of this society had control over a medicine

which was stored in a jar in the kaya, so the women had to travel there

to use it. The medicine's purpose was to prevent certain misbehaviour, 
‘1^\

usually regarding male-female relationships, Male victims were 

pected to break out in sores on the mouth, tongue, and ears and even

How-

ex-
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become deaf. Female victims became sterile,^

It might be e:q)ected that Mekatalili drew her legitimacy for 

leadership among the Girlama from either the women's kambi or the 

Kifudu medicine, but she had authority in neither of these, -It was, 

-instead, her personal anguish over the growing disintegration of 

Giriama society which led her to try to convince others to do something 

about it, She has been called both a 'prophetess' and a 'witch,' but 
it seems she was neither,^ Having no authoritative position from 

Giriama traditional government, her legitimacy emerged entirely from 

her charisma. As an effective and.emotional public speaker, she began 

to publicize the injustices she felt, and she found many Giriama agreed 

with her. Although her legitimacy was non-traditional, her plea ap

pealed to tradition. She wanted a revival of the kaya and the tradi

tional kambi, a return to the many customs which had been spoiled, and 

an absolute rejection of the demands of Giriama sons for labour^ How 

much of her canqiaign she thought to be propagating truth and how much 

she felt to be good propaganda will never be known. The iaqjact, though.

>

was immense.

ironically, it was Hobley's tour which gave Mekatalili the 

excuse to do-something about the general grievances. Its purpose was 

to demonstrate the PC's power and to convince the Giriama that the 

British were too strong a force to oppose. The Headman were instructed 

to have the elders of their Locations ready to hear the PC's speech, 

Everywhere the response was poor, and Wanje was conspicuously absent. 

After Hobley left Garashi, Hkowa, the Headman, tried to-convince the

elders of his Location to send their sons to work. They told him they
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would not agree until they bad consulted with Wan je who was away at the
8

A few days later, Mekatalili called together women from 

Gallana to meet at her home in Jfesendeni. She successfully obtained 

the support of other women by appealing to ^^ir concern for children. 

Their sons were being taken away for labour and nany never returned. 

Their daughters were narrying non-Giriama (Swahili and Duruma, nainly) ■ 

and none of them came back. Though Ifekatalili herself was ineligible 

to issue any oath,^ she secured support of the women of Gallana who had 

such powers - from the kambi and from Kifudu. Once she realized that 

her grievances had taken hold, she elicited the assistance of Ngonyo 

and Wanje to challenge the authority of the Headmen and to seek solu

tions that would re-establish Giriama political independence.

These two men together.remained the foci of traditional 

Giriama government in Gallana - Wanje, because he was one of the three

remaining WulakaU, and Ngonyo, because bis economic success had made
*■

h-im powerful even prior to British arrival. From his home in l^sendeni, 

Wanje had been conducting council meetings for years and he had refused 

even to attend meetings called by Mkowa, the Headman in Garashl. Until 

Mekatalili’s campaign began to bring results, Chainpion was totally un

aware .of his existence.

The relationship between Wanje aiid Mekatalili has become ex

tremely confused. In some reports, he was called her 'male helper,*

These two people were not related by 

marriage or blood. Long bef9re her caiig>algn, Mekatalili had married 

a man whose home was Ibsendeni, so slie and Wanje bad been neighbours.

.10
In others, her 'son-in-law.
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■. Xator, after they were in^srisoned up-country together, they cared for 

each other, as a man and wife would. The use of the relationship terms 

is a reflection of this as well as their experience, after their return 

to Giriamalarii in 1924’, when they lived in the kaya as head of the 

newly-established men's and women's kambi.

MekatalUi's description of how she began to stir the Giriama 

in Gallana Is revealed in a statement sade before Chas^ion at Garashi 

when she was later captured-. She made the whole series of gatherings 

sound qui-te innocent.

The rains last year failed. And in Ifangea and Goshi, 
there -was no food, I heard that the rains had failed 
on account of the introduction of cents and rupees 
into the coun-try.' I went to Hgonyo to ask if this was 
true. He told me it was not so, Ngonyo said -the koma 
of the Kaya Giriana were destroying the country,^

Champion's own report tolls the story another way. He was insistent

that the rains were 'quite up to average,'

/Heka-talili and Wanje/ collected a following under the 
guise of mking harmless enquiries into the question 
of the raAns (always a draw). The curious soon came 
to see what was happening, and in no time the witch 
Katililili got -their attention and told them that -the 
Government headmen had received' each 1,000/- to sell 
young men to the Europeans, that the Europeans would 
send them over the sea and -they would be sold as 
slaves and never see -their native land again. That 
now was. -the time to resist for -the Europeuis had no 
power, ^

From Hasendeni, Heka-talili led the women to Marafa to confer

with Ngonyo,

We told him the European at Mwangea wanted labour 
to work at a monthly wage on the ground that < 
Government paid salaries to Headmen, He told us to 
take an omen from a sacrifice of goats, and we 
would have a feast , , , Any woman could have gath
ered the meeting toge-ther, no special power is 
req-uired, X am not a 'Hganga' and have no medicine.
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Ngonyo interpreted the augury of the goats and 
said, *Iou have left your Kaya, 
and consult spirits there,'^3

you most return

Because of the accusation against Headmen, Hkotra of Garashi was sum

moned to Hgonyo’s where he was confronted by the woman arid some men 

who.had joined them there, Mekatalili demanded that he 'pay .back the
,14

bag of money he had received to sell Giriana sons for labovir. When

he replied that he had received none, she ^omised trouble 'against you 

of Ifalindi, .15 Ngonyo told the agitated group to go to the' kaya and. 
feast the spirits of the ancestors,^^ 

propitiate the displeased spirits of the kaya arid denying any blame to 

the British, Ngonyo was absolving himself from any anti-British posture 

while at the same time encouraging Mekatalili to continue the can^jaign, 

Mekatalili had no difficulty getting Wanje's support. She 

may well have begun the entire campaign in cooperation with him, al

though according to him, she did not consult him before she called her 

meeting,After leaving Marafa, a meeting was called for everybody to 

meet at Wanje's at Masendeni, Rines were levied at 3/ for kambi and 3/
•I Q

for nyere who did not attend, 

days later.

By advising a ceremony to

They decided to go to the kaya six

This wag. the beginning of a formal atteii5)t by Giriama to re- 

■ gain their political independence. The stimulation and enthxisiasm had 

begun in Gallana and progressed to the kaya. Mekatalili had been suc

cessful for several reasons. As a wosmn, she recognized that requests 

for young men as laboprers was opposed by the female as well as the 

mole population. Too, it was to her advantage to bo outside the formal 

structure of Giriama government while at the same time to get support
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from some of its,members. The growing independent spirit of the

GlriaiB from their pattern of government a century before had become

so strong that bad one of the Envetsi suggested returning to greater

control by authentic Giriama councils, nany men who held positions of

iji^ortance due to their wealth or achievements would have opposed the

suggestion, fearing loss of their gained independence.

But since Hekatalili presented such a revitalization as a

solution to those very problems Giriana had been encountering since

the British began their 'active administration,' she was able to pro-
. ■»

vide a sense of unity of purpose which'the Giriama had not had for over 

a century and which was non-threatening. Finally, since she was far 

removed from either the traditional or British co-opted administrative 

networks, and because she was a woman, British officers and Headmen
19

initially dismissed the reports of her actions as 'old wives' tales.

'V

Between them, Hekatalili and Wanje nassed a large following

to the kaya. They threatenedas they travelled separately from Gall 

to fine those who did not join them. People from many parts of Gallana

and Godoma gave enthusiastic support, with the exception of the men and

women in Ziro's Location at Mwangudo, They remembered the British

punishment they-ejqwrienoed in 1908 when nyere tortured some of the

Akirlmu. trying to end the drought. Wanting no part of such British
20

punishment again, they chose to remain aloof from this controversy.

When the group from the north arrived at the kaya, MekataliLi 

said those present from Biryaa and Weruni Uiere to greet them were in- 

sufficient, so messengers were sent out to bring in more people, 

Hekatalili then began-her oratory, asking the people of Biryaa,-Godoma
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and Werunl to Join vrlth the people of Gallana in breaking up the order

for labonr.

, , . as the Government pays wages to Headman, 
Government thinks it can desand labour. Every 
elder most pay it back and if they dare to send 
it themselves, JlJ will take it even to 'Bibi 
queen,' the mother of the European, /Florence 
Deed, C, M, S, missionary at Kalolei^ We are not 
to fear the European, have been to Malindi 
and seen the Provincial Commissioner,22

The pressure was being placed on the Headmen. IQieir burden worild be to 

. wipe themselves clean of any association with the British by retuniing 

their wages. But even Mekatalili could not have thought it would be 

that single.

Each region provided a sheep and the oeremony^as held in 

sacrifice for the koiia. After calling in a rain specialist, the 

Giri£^ prayed for rain. Then cams the atten^it to persuade the absent 

Headmen that the Giriama meant business.

Two najor items were decided by agreement, not by oath. The

first was full opposition to service as British labovirers under any
♦

circumstances. Secondly, they resolved to 3return the government to

the Giriama, by re-establishing the kambi councUs apart from those of 

the British, Since three Wulakahi vere still living, they were'to be 

responsible for the government, Wanje wa Mwadorikola was appointed 

chief judge of the Gallana valley, with precedence over all Headmen, 

fiogosho wa Ibnza and Fembe wa Mriml were to hear oases in the south at 

the kaya. In addition, the kaya was to be revived by having a large 

nuni)er of elders coming to live there permanently. This decision, 

carried out unanimously, was binding on all Girianm, Hie oaths which

followed were curses to prevent specific actions which could assist
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the British effort and harm the Giriana goals,^3

As the people in the Icaya became more ezsited, the list of 

grievances grew. The restoration of the Giriama naada (customs) in

cluded the proscription of European clothing, soap, washing at drinking 

.places, and giving Giriana girls to non-Giriama for narriage. The 

atten^t to cease British encroachment forbade assistance with taxes, 

councils,- or labour. People who bewitched goats or caused crops to. 

fail were cursed. Clearly, much of this was aimed at Giriama who had 

gone to the missions and >dio were wearing shirts and trousers and work

ing to assist the British administration.^^

This endeavour to regenerate traditional'Giriama customs was 

made effective through the use of several oaths, two in particulari 

Mukushekushe and Fisi. The woman swore the former and the men, the 

latter. According to Kadidi wa Bembere, one of the women of Biryaa 

who 'laid* the Mukushekushe,

/

Hekatalili's business was to gather the people 
to checkmate the government’s request for labour. 
She was not however at the oath, nor is she one of 
our chief women. She was in the kaya. but her 
grade is too low to permit of her taking part in
the oath,25

Hekatalili’s energy and powers of oratory had been sufficient 

to provide focus for the Giriama grievances, but she had no control 

over the oaths which were sworn in the name of Giriama independence.

It would, therefore, be a mistake to regard the meeting at the kaya 

and the proscriptions which emerged from the oaths sworn there as a 

well-planned, tightOy-organised oaD5»aign, Certainly from the beginning 

Hekatalili did not have in mind all the things which surfaced at the 

kaya. Bogosho, Wanje, and Pembe did not apjarentlyjiork in conjunction
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26
or try to control the outcome. The women were behaving independently. 

There were two separate gatherings at the kaya in which oaths 

were sworn, Bpgosho was present at the first, Wanje was there for the 

second, and Pembe was apparently there for both of them. In every case, 

the penalty for breaking an oath was death. On the day Mekatalili led 

the sacrifice for the koma, news reached the kaya that a Glriama had 

been killed by one of Changdon’s police at Chakama, This stirred 

greater anger against the British; there is even some suggestion that 

the second gathering was called because that policeman was neither , 

hanged nor punished. 27

At the first oathing ceremony, Bogosho led the P'isi because 

he resented those elders younger than he who were denying him his por-
pQ
^ While Chanqjipn had been trying to establish 

effective British control through Headmen in the Malindi District at 

the expense of Wanje wa Mwadorikola's position of authority, the 

Assistant District Commissioner of Rabai, J. B. Pearson, had success

fully relied on the Headmen of Weruni and Biryaa to assist him in his 

district, Pembe, Bogosho and the kaya had been virtually ignored. He 

received even greater cooperation from the Giriam in his area for 

several reasons; The two active mission stations staffed by. Europeans 

were those of the C. M. S. at Kaloleni and the Catholic White Fathers 

at Mwabayanyundo, just west of Kaloleni, Their offerings of good land, 

medical care, and education had gained support from some of the Giriama 

of the stirrounding area. Also, the abandoned Kaya Kidzini was not too 

far away, and Kiti wa Sirya, the Headman representing its immediate 

surroundings, naintained that his Kidaini clan was fully indej^ndent of

tion of the court fees.
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Kara Giriftiiia.,^9 if they did not like the changes the British

Here bringing, many Giriama in Habai District were fully aware of how 

near they were to the railway, and how quickly troops could brought 

in to fight them.The result of this support for the British was 

that^ople were more willing to go to Headmen's councils than to 

Bogosho’s, He not only missed out on what little money the Headmen 

got as salaries, but the fees which would have normally gone to him as ,

the senior elder were going to junior men.

After this Fisl oath had been taken, the women swore the 

■ Mukushekushe oath. One of their grievances was the large number of 

Giriama girls who were marrying Duruma men. The Duruma preferred 

Giriama wives to their own because taking a non-Duruma wife allowed 

them to break away from the restraints of matrilineage and amass great

er personal wealth which their sons could directly inherit. This was 

obviously a problem for the Giriama as in the north where Giriama 

women were marrying Swahili, but it may also have been an excuse

Mekatalill used to got the womeh of Biryaa and Werrnii to be more recep

tive to her objections against the British.

- The terms of their oath forbade (1) anyone from pointing out

C.

tax defaulters to.government servants, (2) Giriama fathers from giving 

their daughters in marriage to the Duruma,(3) anyone from tolling 

the government information about ivory,^^ (4) wizards from destroying

^ and (5) women from charging less than 5/- forcrops or killing goats, 

sexual intercourse instead of the then-present low rate of payment,

A second gathering at the kaya was attended by Ndxiria wa 

Gunga, the Headman of Kirwltu, the Location northeast of Champion's
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This time, another Fisl oath was sworn forbidding any persons to 

hear, or appear ini a suit in a Headman's council. Also anyone who

called in a plaintiff or a defendant would die. At sons point,.the
-«

proscriptions were extended to forbid all people to help the government 

in any way, to wear European dress, to wash with soap instead of cleans

ing with traditional castor oil, and to go to missions.

Oaths were commonly used among the Giriama and frequently,

camp.

the mere threat of an oath was sufficient to change a person's behav-
iour,37

The Mukushekushe oath cursed everybody in a family, wherever., 

he was. Cast-as a revenge against,children who had behaved to dishonor 

their parents and resulting in the discreditation of the entire family 

line, this curse was never taken lightly. Usually, this was a women's 

oath. The man's adaptation, kulilira, probably cams later. On this 

occasion, it was used only by the woman. In practice, water collected 

from wasjiing the private parts was sprinkled on the ground with the 

curse that all who had suckled at that breast were to die unless the 

offense ceased. After this oath Vas takqn at the kaya, the water was 

carried throughout Girianaland by the women. They sprinkled it in the 
water holes of the country and repeated the oath,^

The Fisi-oath worked somewhat differently. It had long been 

regarded by the British as the secret oath of the hyaena cult and the 

most powerful Giriama oath. This probably reflected the respect the 

Giriama themselves demonstrated for it. The Fisi' had been sworn during 

the Mbaruk 'Rebellion' to proscribe assistance to the 'rebels.' 

cause of this experience, the British had great respect for the Fisi 

oath, but no feeling at all regarding the Mukushekushe oath. The"Fisi

Be-
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had been used periodically tliroughout Giriajnaland to forbid washing in 

some vital waterholes, and to cleanse areas of witches. Once the

Giriama spread from the kaya after I85O, the uses of this oath were 

* expanded to proscribe other forms of unacceptable behaviour. When 

the medicine was buried, the entire water supply supposedly would be

contaminated and anyone who broke the terms of the oath and drank from

the source would die. During the famine of Magunia, 1899-1900, the , 

waterholes of all of Giriamaland were put under the protection of the 

Fisi oath,
. .A

How did these oaths really work? There were two elements.

First, Fisi and Mukushekushe oaths had long been psed to regulate 

proper behaviour, 

enough to have their proscriptions followed. Second, most of the 

Giriama were already predisposed to opposing British taxes, labour 

demands, and judicial system, and to supporting a revival of traditional 

Giriama goveriuoent instead. Since they had left the kaya, traditional 

Giriama government had grown increasingly weak. Particularly at this 

time, when the installation of a now rlka was due, the Giriaaa faced 

difficulty in copj^g with the threat of the British, Perhaps, for the 

first time, the Giriama ware wondering if they could afford not to ' 

strengthen their government. The dual aim of the oaths was to provide

The rumour that they had been sworn was almost

this strength and, at the same time, victimise Government servants by

keeping them from their duties. Of course, there existed the wild 

hope that the British, failing in their goals, would become discouraged 

and go away, leav^g the Giriama alone.

The British gave more credence to the efficacy of ^the oaths
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on this particular matter than did the Glriam themselves. The few 

people who were likely to continue helping the British were those who

had some vested Interest in doing so. Some Headmen saw this as a way

to escape the forces of the British} others feared both sides, knowing 

that the ultiaate strength of the British was greater for this conflict.

The oaths gave legitinacy to mutual behaviour that the major

ity of the Girlama had previqusly been conducting on their own. It 

also made the possibility of bewitching somebody who continued to as-

sist the British much more believable - to the people in general, and 

to the Headman in particular. The result of oaths taken at the kaya 

was not to fight the British, but to try and win badk those Giriama

who had begun switching their loyalties to the British, Thus the

British effort would have been subverted in favour of the Giriama

government, culture, and independence.

The Impact. AuRudt - November, 1913

Champion had heard about Mekatalili's campaign in its early 

stage in August from Kombi wa Xeri, a Christian Headman of^ Shakadulu,

Kombi had been present at the meeting in Marafa and reported to 

Champion immediately,^ Chan^ion, thinking these activities would not 

amount to anything, dismissed them as 'women's gossip. .41
Later, Kombi

,42was to serve as a witness to Mekatalili's 'sedition.

In mid-August, just as Mekatalili's forces had gathered at 

the kaya. Champion became involved in the 'Chakama incident.' Ironi

cally, even as the death of a Giriama here flamed the resentment of 

those, taking the oaths in the kaya. Champion's interpretation was that
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opposition to him faded for the time being as a result of the Govern

ment's show of force. The incident began on August 10. He had

detained nine nyere there who had 'displayed a most defiant attitude'
*
when he suggested they go to work to get money to pay their taxes. He 

'exercised pressvure' by having them carry stones for the station at 

Itogea. On Aiigust 13, some, thirty armed nyere appeared, rushed the 

oaoq), and a nervous police officer fired without orders. VtlUr,g one
^3nmn.

The attack had been made to free the prisoners, but it was- 

also a culmination of growing hostility over the labour demands and 

Champion's persistent confiscation of ivory. Ho later learned that a 

Baluchi ivory trader had been concealed in a near^ village, and, be

cause Chanqjion had persistently warned that traders in ivory would bo

punished, the people thought ho v&s baiting them. The nyere hoped
/14

that by brandishing arms they could frighten Champion away.

Upon hearing of the incident, R. Skene, the DC Halindl, sent 

for the Headmen of the Gall ana valley to accoo^ny him and Chas^ion to 

ChakaoH to deal with this matter. Headmen were sent ahead of his party 

to reassure the inhabitants, and the Headman of Chakama was convinced 
to come out of Hiding and meet the party,^^

Skene and Chan^jion agreed that since a Giriama had been
46killed, no further penalty should be levied against the Chakama people, 

Hobley, on the other hand, wired from Hooibasa that Skene was to demand 

the 'rin^eadors' for punishment or force the people to hand over 100

man for three months of paid labour in Mombasa, That failingj they
47

would be visited by a 40-man patrol. He was, perhaps^ reacting to his
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onm helplessness over a current epidemic which had cut off the source 

of up-country labour, but it was a strong reaction indeed. Skene 

worked until September 28 to settle the natter lAile Chan^don was away

in l&lindi on medical leave. Several nyere were arrested and sixty
■ 48goats laid in fine by extremely disgruntled Girlana.

From the rjirlanw. point of view, it was they idio had lost a 

man and the Government soldier who should have been punished, IMder 

Giriama law, kore (blood money) was paid to the family of the dead man 

by the Han who killed him. The dead nan's nearest relation in this ■ *' 

case was Ngonyo, Chanqdon had offered to pay kore. but Ngonyo refused 

to accept it, arguing that according to European law, if one nan kills 

another, then the killer must die. The British of course refused this 

solution. Ngonyo' still did not want the kore money and furthermore he 

refused to pay his taxes. Skene reacted by forcing Ngonyo's people to 

work around the station instead. Eventually Ngonyo capitulated and

sent people to carry stones as tax payment, probably because he did
♦ 4,9

not want the growing friction to reach the point of explosion.

In any case, he had successfully stirred up Giriama in all 

regions. They knew the Eiiropeans had killed a Giri^una and had not 

paid kore. For them, the natter was far from settled. They, became 

even more certain that the British were the ones in errorj they at

tributed the overall source of their difficulties to the British1 and 

they were even more dedicated to preventing Headmen from completing 

their duties.

In late September, when Chanson was ready to return to the 

Gallana valley to build the now station at Njalo, ho could not get
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porters to carry his loads from Jllore, He had intended to intensify 

tax collectiont and this delay of eight days frustrated his efforts.

He had only collected 900/- prior to that time, and in the next three 
months, he had to get the Giriama to pay the remaining 30,000/-.^^

Chai^ion pressed Mkowa of Garashi to keep an earlier promise 

to send porters down to meet him. Mkowa wrote back on September 28 

that the people were so adamant against providing labour that some 

were migrating into Langulo country at Ndebute, They replied to his

summonsi

Even you, Mkowa, we can shoot you with a^ows 
because of this business of the Waaungu,51 .

He explained about the resolutions of Mekatalili's party and the oath

taken ctursing anyone who 'would make himself a judge . . . or . . . be

come an askari,* The next day, he advised Chanqpion in another letters

Sir, think about this matter seriously, I, Mkowa, 
in my heart, very aiuch fear the Govenunsnt,52

The Headmen were caught in the middle. It was they whom the

British would blame for lack of cooperation. And it was they, along
■*

with clerks and mission converts, who had reason to fear the oaths.

The Headmen knew that the waganga were not beyond poisoning them if 

they did not meet the terms of the oaths. The result of Mekatalili’s 

■ campaign was not^hat the Giriam were confronting the British directly; 

instead, they were aiming their threat at those of their own people who 

had helped the British in the first place.

And the Headman were indeed scared. When it was clear, 

months later, that the British were back in control and the oaths had

been removed, Mkowa confessed that he had openly recognized the
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authority of the traditional elders.

As Wanje was a big elder and as he was too old to 
offer court to ny baraga. I arranged that if a per- 

• son wished they should take cases before him and if
he was unable to settle them they could come on to 
ny barasa. I did this so that he should not become 
jealous at not getting any court foes, I called 
a special meeting of the kambi to tell them of this 
arrangement, 53

During the ton months Chaaqdon had been in Girianaland, he 

had come to rely especially on four Headmens Zlro wa Luganje of l&ngea 

South, Tsumu wa Iha of Ikngea North (both of whom lived south of the 

Sabaki River), Hkowa wa Gobwe of Garashi and Kombi wa leri of Shakadulu

.'S.

(who lived northiof.the river). When all those man found themselves , .

powerless to help him, Champion knew things must be serious. Prior to 

August, he had been able to use persuasion. By the end of September,

nothing worked.

When Chan^ion finally arrived at Njalo after his medical

leave in Malindi, Tsumu was the only man who appeared when he summoned

^ During the next sixteen days.the elders( even Tsumu was relucthnt.

Chan^ion got no labourers, Ziro wrote from Mangea South on October 4 

that neither elde^ nor nyere had come to his council for- more than 

two months. Two of» his people had told him secretly about Meka-talili's 

campaign aiid the 'witch nmdicine' put in the water holes to kill anyone 

who helped the government.

I think this affair is the outcome of the wages paid 
by government to headmen. The people say the govern
ment headmen have received it to sell the wanyere.
It is the government headmen that they dislike , , ,
/an^ those who go to the missions,55

Four days later, Kombi wrote from Shakadulu that government 

coui^cils were now non-existent and the Giriasm were holding 'little
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councils in the bushes at which a few elders meet and give judgmept
.56 Chaa^jion then made a special safari to 

• see Ziro and Tsurau, He found villages an5>ty, his station at Vitengeni 

robbed, roads overgrown, and council houses vtnfinished and delapidated. 

At Kirwitu, the Headman Nduria admitted he had not informed his people

secretly and eat the fees.

about the taxes or the need for workers at Njalo. Muria's nephew, 

who wanted to replace his uncle as Headman, refused Chanson's offer

of the office because of the oath; ■I am a Nyika, and I shall be
.57 . -»

killed by it.

At Merikano, the Headbnan. Mkole had ignored Chan^don's letter 

to have the taxes ready nor did he appear to greet Chanqjion's arrival, 

A party of ten armed mat Chan^jion’s party as it entered Merikano, but

a confrontation was avoided.

At Garashi, Chafl5)ion learned that Mekatalili had preoeeded 

him, and ha was once again denied success in his missions. He became 

determined to capture her. She had escaped from Kirwitu when Hduria 

hoped to detain her. Finally, on October 1?, with the help of Mkowa 

and his deputy, Champion arrested Mekatalili near Garashi, She signed 

a statement in Chan^jion's presence, but she admitted no wrong-doing.

Her only mention of .an oath was one regarding prostitution fees,^

Later that same day, Wanje was airbsted, probably at his 

nearby home in Hasendehi, Wanje nade no formal statement, but Chan^jion 

reported on their conversation, and Wanje mentioned no oath, Chao^ion 

still regeirded Wanje as MekatajAli's ■chief nale assistant’ although 

Wanje said he had been appointed to be in charge of the Gallana valley
-x CO

by the people gathered at the kaya.-^^

(Lr\ ■
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The following day Chan^don tried unsuccessfully to arrest 

Headman Ndxiria of Hirwitu as one of the instigators of the Chakama 

, incident, Nduria was nowhere to be found, but his people rushed the 

police with bows and arrows and war cries. Ho one was hiirt, but three 

were arrested,^

The situation had indeed become serious. The airest of \&nje
■N.

and Ifekatalili failed to solve the problems immediately. At the end 

of October, Chaa^jion wrote a full report describing the changing at

titude of the'Giriama from 'lethargic indifference* to 'defiant^ ' 

opposition.' He admitted Mekatalili's caa^aign to be effective, 

'Every Giriana is much more afraid of the kiraho /oat^ than of the 

government , , , the WaGiriama boast openly that the government are
.61

afraid to fight them and for that very reason have never done so.

Chan^ion explained in detail hew he had come to learn of the 

campaign, his own difficulties, and his proposed solutions. He did 

not feel that the ultin^te position of the British - or even of him

self as an officer - was threatened, instead, he was angry that the 

Giriama were delaying the inevitable, at his expense. His recommenda

tions at this point aimed at future goals. Having already arrested 

Mekatalili and Wanje, he expected that the resistance movement would 

be stopped with their deportation. He recommended that the oaths be 

removed, that the elders be punished, and that the kaya - 'a hotbed of 

sedition' - should be destroyed. More than that. Champion wanted to

restrict the Giriama to a reserve south of the Sabaki River and west

of the ten-mile coastal strip. This would prevent their escaping into 

the bush, give him better control, and it would open up the trans-
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' Gallana to Emropeans.

The loss of their fertile plain of Hodungunl and that 
of .Garashi would be a punishment certainly felt ty 

> the most unsmnageable section of the tribe and one
that would not be forgotten for a long time to come.
At prasent it is a crjdng shame to see the rich black 
cotton soil of the valleys over-grown with rank grass 
and tangled with undergrowth and to see the swan^js 
choked with reeds and grass, where enough rice would 
bo grown to suffice half the wants of the coast, if 

' in the hands of Intelligent people . . . I am of the 
opinion that European planters being thus right along
side the reserve would soon get their labour and they 
should be encouraged to offer WaNjdka small plots on 
signing contracts of labour for a stated period of 
time during the year,“2

This appeared to be a perfect solution to the problems of administration .

and labour aaiuisition for European-proposed plantations. ChaBqdon was

not only suggesting that the needs of existing plantations could be

met, he was inqjlylng that in this way Glriasm. would be available to

provide labour for expanding plantations. This could have been based

upon nothing but his combined anger and desire.

More realistically,, Chau^don argued that any increase in the

hut tax would merely overburden the women and still not produce man as

labourers. Since he had failed up to this time to collect the tax, he

urged that permission be granted to destroy all huts on which taxes

had not been paid by the appointed time. In desperation, then, he

proposed force as a solution.

The time has come for firm action and the placing of 
the administration on a sound basis. The tribe will 
then, and not until then, realize its position with 
regard to Govt, The WaNyika are no exception to the 
rule and ours, must be asserted if it is to receive 
the respect which is so essential in the successful 
government of a black race,o3

Those Girlama who had cooperated in the effort to foil

-s.
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British colonialism and to restore Giriana autonomy came from ^^Se- 

gions of Giriamaland, Their passive resistance was harder to cope with 

than open warfare would have bean. The British were insulted and 

frustrated - and even more determined to overcome the embarrassing

Giriama challenge.

The Punishment, November, 1913

The British were never in danger of being expelled from 

, Giriamaland. 'The Giriama were not preparing organized parties of armed 

warriors to begin an offensive. The few groups of armed men whom 

Chan^jion encountered were acting to protect what was being threatened

at the moment - they did not want to provide labourers, and taxes

However, the British were in danger of being humil-meant just that.

iated, and their efforts to develop the coast had already experienced

a severe setback.

It is no wonder, then," that the British officers were in the

mood for severe punishment and stringent restrictions. The Giriama had

not proved worthy of all the effort the British had expended on them.

The British were neither frightened nor discouraged, but they were in-

dignsuit and angry. The October report, which Chaaqpion had sent to

Hobley, demonstrated his extensive knowledge of the Giriama after almost

a year among them. It also, for the most part, expressed sympathy for

.the Giriama position, But^it concluded in frustrated anger, and

Chan^jion's suggestions, however unrealistic, were intended to ensure

that he' could acooH^Ush the task he had been assigned to do even
64

though the facts indicated his task might be an isqpossible one.
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Hobley ignored all the syngjathetic portions of this report. 

However, he used Chanson's accounts of Giriam activity as evidence 

they had comnitt^ criminal acts. And he welcoiffid Chanson's recom- 

mendations as verification of his own suggested solution: to punish 

the Giriama severe]^-, to force them into active participation in the 
administrative network, and to open up land for Etoopean use.^^

Hobley had received reports in addition to Chanpion's that 

trouble was brewing in Giriaisa, Local missionaries and DCs at 

Takaungu and Rabai passed on tales they heard and sent out their faith

ful servants■either to confirm them or to determine them rumour of no

account. The stories they heard were of opposite tone. People were 

rushing to Weruni from Gallana after hearing the Government was about
66

to make war on the Giriama, beginning near the river,

Giriama wore preparing arrows, forming companies, and conspiring with 

the Somali to fight the British,

Or, the

Giriama anger against the British

in general was aimed at Chan^iion, who had been the man actively annoy-
68ing them.

Hobley asked Skene to enquire around Malindi and to provide 

a full report on the situation, Skene encountered problems getting the 

necessary loads of* building naterial to Njalo for the station. The 

labour agreement which he forced from the elders at Chakana had been 

received with great disfavour by the nyere, and some elders there had 

been threatened with violence.and witchcraft,Meanwhile, the DC 

Mombasa was sent to Kaya Giriam to snoop.He returned to Mombasa 

with eight elders from the kaya neighbourhood, Hobley proceeded to 

interview them, at first without any success. After several Interviews
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which brought nothing_but denials, the Mudir of Tiwi was asked to inter

vene, He finally 'succeeded in winning their confidence, and they

admitted id-th great trepidation that there was an organized agitation
*
in the country against the Government,'^

Due to combined fear and pressure, these Girlam elders pro

vided a picture for the British administration which erroneously 

attributed to tekatalili's kaya sessions the organization of war against 

the British, The elders were quick to state that they did not approve \ 

and that the 'plot broke down' as a result of their refusal to con^dy?^ 

However, they did offer an explanation for their own prepa

ration for war which began in late August. When Chanpion returned to 

upper Gall ana after his medical leave in Malindi in Aiigust, the rumour 

spread that he

had gone to organize an expedition against the Giriama.
The Giriama became very frightened and made such prepa
ration as they could to protect themselves, driving off 
their cattle, burying their food, and sharpening their 
weapons. They are merely frightened and we have no rea
son to think they contenplate any attack either on the 
ADC /Champio^ personally or his police,73

This was enough to confirm Hobley's growing feeling that the

situation demanded administrative action. He requested and received

permission from'*the Governor to 'investigate natters on the spot,'

meaning he would go to the kaya. However, Hobley's actions indicate

that he alwasre intended to go beyond mere investigation and wanted to
settle the matter once and for all,^^

He made the outcome of his expedition certain before it even

began. He never veered from his belief that, from the beginning, the 

Giriama campaign at the kaya was intended to organize war against the
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British, He intended to force the Giriama to confess to this effect.

He planned to remove the opposition con^etely by gaining the confes- 

^ sions of the traditional leaders (particularly Bogosho and Pembe) and 

by obtaining accusations which condemned Wanje wa Mwadorikola and

Mekatalili, who were already British prisoners, as the 'ringleaders,'

The DC Halindi had been holding them since Champion captured them at

the end of August, They were to bo brought to the kaya and formally' 

charged while Hobloy was there. He wanted to have the oaths removed, 

the kaya closed, and a fine assessed on the.Giriama to pay for his ex

pedition which would, after all,- be necessary because of their misdeeds. 

At the same time the traditional leadership and the activities they 

supported were to be descredited, Hobley wanted to demonstrate Govern

ment's strength,

On this occasion, the British who frequently accused the

Giriama of 'cunning' were guilty of attempting this, tactic themselves, 

Hobley ensured that he would appear stronger than he really was. He 

left Mombasa for Giriamaland on the 6th of November, accompanied by 

Captain Eustace and twenty-four police. He also took four of the 

'confessed' Giriama elders from the kaya neighbourhood to 'enable /him/ 

to open communications with the people through some responsible mouth

piece,' Rather than going straight west from Mombasa, he went up 

through Kilifi Creek to Mtanganyiko, whore he had directed Chaugdon to 

Met him with as many elders as he could bring from his region, Hobley 

took this route in order to arrive at the kaya without warning. Ho 

sent one of the elders with him ahead just a little to warn the people 

not to go into the bush. With such a large British force at their
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doorstep, the Girlama in the malalo did not flee.^^

Hobley wanted to go to Biryaa first, to see Bogosho, Their 

numbers significantly increased by fifty-three Gallana elder's, the oon- 

tigent arrived at Bogosho's home to find him away at the kaya consulting 

with Pembe wa ^imi. He was summoned, and Hobley continued to i^truct 

the elders in his party as preparation for the formal palaver (meet

ing).■

Hobley succeeded at weighing conditions in his favour. He 

arrived at Bogosho's with as many elders supporting the Governmentls 

position as the local leaders had sup^rting theirs. This meant that 

when the Glriama got together to discuss matters, the internal division 

between Hobley's government 'friendlies' and the‘traditional govern

ment's 'antagonists' would assist in convincing the latter of Govern

ment's power.

At the palaver on November 11, Bogosho was joined by some

forty elders from his region, Hobley told the assembly that he knew
#

all about what had happened and that he Intended, to stay until they had 

given him a full report. Three times Hobley confronted them with ac

cusations, and each time all of the elders, including the fifty-three 

from Gallana led by Mkowa, Tsumu, Ziro, and Kombi, went into n.jama 

(private council). Each time, after returning, they admitted a little

more.

At first they said an oath was sworn against women marrying 

Duruma and against those taking council fees which rightly belonged to

Bogosho. Hobley told them to reconsider their answer. They stated 

that the women wanted Headmen to return the money Government had paid
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them to provide young men for labour. Hobley wanted names. They 

agreed on Metcatalili and Wanje. They mentioned the Headman Nduria of

Kirwitu and Mweri wa Mangi who was present on this occasion, Mweri 

said his spells concerned marriage to Duruma and the bewitching of 

goats, Hobley felt none of this was sufficient explanation for the 

actions over the previous months, -so he insisted on the removal of all 

oaths.

By the time the third report was given, Bo^osho refused to 

talk and a man from Headman Tsumu's location in lilangea became the ., 

spokesnmn. - Bogosho insisted that he knew little about the opposition . 

except in connection with the council fees which he had been denied.

He assured Hobley that his family had always paid their taxes on time. 

The situation must have been a difficult one for him. He was bearing

the brunt of the acoiisations, He was confronted with the coniiined

power of the British administration and their Giriam supporters. And

he was relieved of his position of leadership during the course of the 
78day.

The Giriama finally admitted that in addition to a Fisi oath

against anyone who prevented an elder from getting his share of the 

coin-t fees, twd'lnore oaths had been sworn. The women's mukushekushe

opposed any assistance in pointing out tax defaxilters or showing 

Government officers to peoples' homes. The second Fisi oath prohi

bited anyone from participating in any way in Government coimcils.

The men agreed to remove the Fisi oaths and confessed that 

those who had taken the oaths had gone wrong. Wanje and Mekatalili 

were given sole blame. However, they all balked at the sugges£ion
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that the kaya shovild be moved to a position more central to the Giriama 

population. Late in the day, the assembly was finally dismissed and 

ordered to attend the next morning at seven to hear the stories of the 

women.

The women were extremely cooperative. They agreed immediate^

to tell what had happened and admitted that they might have been duped.

We will remove the oaths congjlained of, here and now, 
but a month would be necessary to gather all the women 
for a now oath, vmless we just call ^ the neighbours 
which is not so effective of course,

The now oath was one Hobley wanted which Would be a pro-government oa'th.

When the women explained the difficulty of this, he let it go, but he

became more Insistent on this item with the men. Both groups removed

their oaths in Hobley*s presence later that day, but they could not

make a new one while the crops were still in the ground, Hobley bad

attributed the full effectiveness of the campaign to the Fisi oath and

wanted especially to use the same technique to ensure support of Govern-
81

ment. Arrangements were made for this to take place at a later date. 

Actually, the Giriama did not use Oaths to support actions.

Oaths provided a proscription, and sometimes this could be interpreted

During the time of the Maaruito aid one group aga^st another.

'rebellion,' the Fisi oath was sworn at British urging to prevent
,82

In a sense, it had been used inGiriama from assisting the 'rebels, 

precisely the same way by the Giriama at this timei to prevent the 

Giriama from assisting the British by oath proscription just as they 

had before sworn to prevent lending help to the Mazrui.

The Giriama agreed to Hobley's request In Biryaa to conduct

This was not so much becauseanother oath in favour of the British,
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they thought it would be at all effective among themselves but because 

•the British obviously considered it isgjortant. Bogosho and three others

were designated to conduct the ceremony when the harvest was in. When
* - ■

this actually took place, four months later, Bogosho was not even pres

ent j Headmen loyal to the British conducted the ceremony in the presence 

of British officials, knowing all the time that it would be ineffec

tive,

Armed with the confessions of the elders and the woman and 

the removal of the oaths, Hobley was ready to go to the kaya con^jlete^ 

his mission," He detained four of.those accused of making the Fisi

Bogosho wa Henza, Katzombo wa Nzai,' Mweri wa Mangi, and Ngoloa 

Ho ordered them to accompany him to meet with Pemba and a

oath;

wa Mwatsa,

largo group of elders.

But when he arrived at the kaya on November 13, Pembe virtu

ally ignored him and 'obstinately plaited a mat* from palm leaves.

After a long wait produced only five elders, Hobley indignantly retired 

to his camp outside the kaya and ordered Pembe to be there the next
Oil '

morning with sufficient elders.

Pembe came, along with twenty-eight elders. They were joined 

-by_the_Goy.emmenElHeadmen of Kaloleni, Kitu wa Sirya, and an extremely 

supportive Glriama, Fondo wa Nyama, At this time, too, Mekatalili and 

Wanje wore present as prisoners in Hobley's can^) along with an accused 

'witch,' Nziji wa Yaa, whom Skene had caught at Garashi and sent to 

Hobley. Statements were taken from all three on this day. Their parti

cipation in any of the discussions is doubtful, but the men who gathered 

there must have been influenced by their presence as prisoners.
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As in the case of Bogosho at Biryaa, Pembe was reluctant to 

talk. Beja wa Kiti, who had been sent by the local council at Banba 

to live in the kaya and to assist Penbe, spoke for him. At first, he 

mentioned minor reasons for the gathering of the women at the kaya. 

When pressed, he said the Giriama wanted their own councils to try 

cases, Pembe refused to give any more information, and when Hobley 

asked who originated the oaths, all the elders present went into hjaim.

Fondo wa Nyama, a Government supporter, emerged as spokesman

They agreed that thefor this palaver, speaking for all but Pembe.., 

originators were Mekatalili and Wanje wa Mwadorikola, assisted by Nziji

wa Yaa and Marne Kombe Nyavula, two women of Gallana who were members of

the woman's kambi and who had the power to give the mukushekushe oath. 

They also admitted that since justice had not been carried out against 

the policeman who shot a Giriama at Chakam, the oath of Fisi was sworn 
to prohibit anyone from assisting Government councils.®^

Finally Hobley was satisfied. He bad admission of the oaths, 
■*

their removal, and the accused loaders whose power had been broken. He 

got the elders to pledge to move the kaya to suit the needs of Govern

ment better, and he told them that Kaya Giriama would be closed. He 

dismissed the assembly, with the exception of Mkowa and Ziro and 

Bogosho and his three companions who were to accompany Hobley to Rabai 

the next day. Ho informed Pembe that he would be carried there and 

detained to await the Governor's report.

Convinced that any 'danger of active antagonism was over for 

the present,' tfobley made recommendations 'to make the effect of /.his/ 

mission more permanent and to impress it on the minds of the people in
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186 The Governor, H. C, Belfield, discussed these with the 

six Giriama elders Hobley brought back to Mombasa and then gave then 

his approval, Mekatalili and Wanje were to be deported for five years, 

the kaya was to bo relocated, a fine of Rs. 1500 was to be collected 

with the assistance of twenty-five police, and an oath was to be. taken 

'to the effect that they will in future assist the Government.' To

general.

'4

decrease the illicit ivory trade and the 'destruction of much forest,'

the Gallana River was made the northern boundary for all Mijikenda,
87 *

who were to move to the south bank 'as soon as practicable,' ■'

This latter provision had absolutely no direct relationship 

with the campaign of Mekatalili and the activities instigated by the

Giriama. Moreover, it involved all Mijikenda, not just Giriama, Yet, 

Hobley was using the situation of some Giriama's proven misbehaviour 

to carry out a plan which he had been proposing for some time. It was 

this proposal, more than anything else, which would provide the focus 

for renewed 'active antagonism' which Hobley was so sure had ended,
t

On November 25, 1913, the six Giriama elders were returned

by train from Mombasa to Rabai where Mkowa and Ziro were dismissed to 

their locations and the remaining four joined Pembe to await the of- 

fioial instructions from the Governor, 

wa Ifrimi and his family vacated the kaya and want to live in Kadunguni. 

From that day on, the kaya was closed, 

as prisoners at Kisii on December 18, where they were allowed a hut, 

ten cents a day for food, and a blanket apiece to protect them from the 

. cold.90

88
On December 1, 1913i Pembe

89
Mekatalili and Wanje arrived

Years later, Hobley was to write proudly in his memoirs of
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this November reprisal against 'the tribe /whio^ was on the verge of 

open rebellion. It was, however, averted by a stupendous effort at a 

memorable durbar in the center of the district. .91
In 1913. however.

- 4
he probably would not have openly admitted what he then went on to sayj

Matters thus quieted doWn for a time, but the under
current of opposition was always there and ready to 
crop up again at a favourable opportTinlty,92

Hobley's encounter with Giriama opposition was far from over, but he

began to behave as if the problems had been solved.

Assessment of British Administrative Philosophy

Those officers working among the Giriama during this cam

paign had failed to consider seriously that the Giriama actions focused 

around Mekatalili were as much pro-Giriana as they were anti-British.

As a result of the regeneration campaign, British administration had 

been slowly and surely grinding to a halt, but there was no moment of 

crisis.

e

However, by the end of October, Champion, who was caught in 

the middle between a people whom he had-grown to know and a job he was

supposed to do, had begiai to panic, Hobley had interpreted the situa

tion as an acute one to be handled by force. A reassessment of policy 

during such a time of pressure would have been difficult, but not im

possible, Instead, Hobley took charge and used the misbehaviour as an 

excuse to punish the Giriama without thoroughly assessing the situation. 

One would have thought that once the Giriama were again under control.

the reassessment would have been made. This was not done. The British

used the confession of the oath by the participants as justification to 

proceed with all due speed pursuing their original demnds.
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Events inmediately following the punishment led Hobley to 

think ho had done the right thing. The British wore now faced with a 

.cowed populaticm and powerless, discredited traditional leaders who had 

barely escaped imprisonment. They were assisted by a few zealous Head

man who had bean.invigorated by the British support. For Hobley, the 

task ahead was to make sure that all Giriama know the folly of their

ways.

But a realistic analysis of the Giriama situation might have 

given the British cause to act differently. Why were the Giriama op

posing what Government was trying to do? Why were they refusing to 

provide labour? Why did they not perceive that they had a responsi

bility in helping the development plan to succeed? What was the basis 

of this British development plan for the coast?

To answer these questions, we must examine the historical 

ovents-which led up to the-hostile-inqpasse which- came to a head in

November, 1913. In their rush to 'develop' the coast, the British had
#

overlooked the logic of firmly establishing a workable s^tem for ad

ministering the people in the Coast Province before requesting them to 

sacrifice for the cause. Instead, they junqwd right into an effort at

'active administration' which was based on a combination of- their

philosophy of 'land usage' and the need for Giriama labourers. The 

Giriama were not densely popvilated, and therefore the British expected 

them to take up no more land t^n their numbers warranted. Furthermore, 

the land which they occupied was not used to its fullest capacity, ac

cording to European standards. This philosophy prevailed when 

Fitzgerald was touring-and assessing the land for the Imperial British
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East Africa Conqaany in 1890,^ It was the accepted attitude among set

tlers who had gone up-country in the earlier twentieth century and who 

were astounded that the Kikuyu had lived there so long and yet had

^ Furthermore, -^e assumption 

ofitable

' «
made so few ' in^ovements' on the land, 

that the coastal land could be developed into produotii 

plantations was the basis on which the Protectorate government was 

giving its attention and energies to the coast.

The Giriama held the key to British success there. Even be

fore Champion's very thorough reporting, the British had acquired 

plenty of information as to what Giriama society was like, Changsion 

merely confirmed the details. This society had developed into one of 

small. Independent family units, Ifeiny of these units lived alone; 

others joined in communities ranging anywhere from two to three hundred 

families. In a few rare cases, like at Garashi and Jilore, as many as 

a thousand families lived in a concentrated area. The women did- all 

the agricultural work and carried most of the loads. The men cleared 

the forests, conducted community business and made trips into Ukambani- 

or Lang^^lo territory for trade. They also went to the coast to arrange 

the exchange of their maize and chickens for a calabash of tembo. This

. a

was one of the few loads they were willing to carry, and 'indeed, there 

was honor in the toil.

Kurarauka, Kurima-hiri, and Kuisa,

.95 The Giriama had a four day week: Jumwa,

Every Jumwa was considered a day of
96rest. A man's greatest pride lay in being head of his household - 

not in the work he performed, 

as much as he could by working as little as possible in order to have 

plenty of time to enjoy life.

The goal of the Giriama nmn was to get
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No famine had cons since ths severe tfeigunia at the turn of

the century. With the exception of lane squabbles among the Mijikenda

north of the Sabaki River, they were all living as peaceful neighbours.

The threat of the Galla and Somali, under which they had suffered for

so many years, was virtually gone. The Arabs were no longer fitting

each other on the coast, and until 1912, the British had left the

Giriama alone. Never had the Giriama been so prosperous, though by 

British standards, they were extremely poor.

The difficulty between the Bi;itish and the Giriaua was triOy 

one of conflicting cultures. Almost everything the Giriama believed in, 

the British scorned. Their greatest pleasure, drinking tembo (palm 

wine) under a shade tree with their friends, was drunkenness to the 

British, The missionaries regarded this ’toddy* as sinfulthe ad- 

min^trative officers worried about its ability to incapacitate 

potential labourers; cocoanut trees tapped for tembo would never matiure
98

to produce profitable copra, 

community discussions, travels,'weddings and funerals, ths British 

interpreted as idleness. It was as though nothing was more abhorrent

The many happy days Giriama spent in

to the British than the abhorrence of labour. What the Giriama cher

ished as independence the British scorned as lack of discipline, 

forced to do most of the work, were abused.

Women,

Youth, not under strict

control of the elders, were considered upstarts.

The British even disapproved of Giriama trade - because 

Giriama continued to profit from ivory, which was illegal, and because

the Giriama were trading primarily to get tembo. The worst insult of

all was that, in rare cases, Giriama would work on Arab plantations in
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‘Ixchauge for tembo, but not on European plantations, whose owners re

fused to tap their own trees to pay for their labour with an alcoholic 

beverage,Even the 'pronounced democratic tendencies' which, under 

other circumstances, an officer might normally hail, became &mething

with which the Giriama had been 'originalJy cursed' since it was not
100conducive to successful indirect nile.

How did this 'civilization' which the British proselytized 

look to the Giriana? What wore the British offering? Work, Steady

work. On contract. Fulfilled. When the Giriama asked how it would^ 

benefit himj he was told he would be richer. He could purchase Euro

pean goods. The British promised peace and security. The Giriama 

already had that. The British tried to entice them with permanent coun

cil houses, good roads, dams^, bore holes for water, and more cloth. To 

the Giriama, these were not worth the price: loss of their freedom, 

the increase of tax, and the constant threat of labour. Most Giriama

had rejected the prospects of education and were leary about hospitals,
«

but the British were hardly ready to think about providing these.

Champion's attentats to get the Giriama into the labour narket 

had been nothing new, just more intensive and abrasive, British rec

ords from 1890 onward were filled with unsuccessful attempts. Just as 

the Galla, the Arabs and the Swahili before them, the British had 

failed, Fitzgerald, who had such high hopes for plantation development 

after 1890, got many promises but few workers.

In 1906, when several Companies were formed to grow cotton 

and rubber on plantations near Iblindi, the need for labourers became

101

102acute. Kenneth MacDougall, then DC Malindi, was certain that he
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could use his influence with Ngonyo to provide a constant supply from 

Ngonyo's reply to him then was the same reply Char^don was 

later to hear so often:

Marafa.

We are an industrious people who really do not need 
to work outside our gwn country except in 
prolonged drought,

l&cDougall got no labourers, either.

The British did not accept the possibility that the Giriana 

might never become labourers for them. It was assumed, at first, that 

the Giriama were participating' in the same initial reluctance against 

working for Europeans tnat Kikuyu and Luo had demonstrated up-country

So they looked constantly for some key which

case of

104
in previous years.

would change reluctance into acceptance. In their desperate pursuit 

for labourers, the British overlooked the facts - or, rather, refused

to accept them.

Experiences recounted in British reports provided aB5)le evi

dence thau the Giriama were different - more than just reluctant on

first call. The British had blamed Giriama reluctance on a'nyriad of 

things. Each time their solution failed, they looked for another 

single reason for such unusual resistance to labour. In 1907, the 

Provincial Comnissioner, A, C, Hollis, blamed the Giriama unwillingness 

to work on toddy. He estimated the tembo oonsun^jtion to have increased

considerably over the previous ten years, and he was aware that Arabs

and Swahili were refusing to sell tembo unless the Giriama agreed to

work on their plantations for a short while. He rightly assumed that 

one successful appeal to labour was to make tembo the enticement. But 

whereas the Arabs made tembo available, the British were trying to keep
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it from the Giriama. HoUi.s' proposed solution, therefore, was to 

tsoc the teabo to sake it more difficult to get and to use the money

as salary for an additional administrator to perstiade the Giriama to 

work to pay the tax. 

to the prospect of trading some of their tesibo for a tax and another 

administrator,

It is no wonder the Giriasa were not attracted

W. E. H. Barrett, the nan sent to accon^jlish this task in' 

1908, failed after eighteen months. He attributed his failure not to 

the problems created by tesibo. but to the fact that the Giriama's.'own 

fertile soil and rich crops enabl/ed/ then to sell produce sufficient 

to raise any rupees they say want.

This reason for failure was ignored, and the Governor pro-

He hoped they would covet 

cloth more than tesibo and want it enough to go to work. This suggestion

tl06

107posed another lure - Manchester cotton.

was-never even carried out, but it would nut have provided the solution, 

either.

Still looking for an explanation for Giriama uncooperative- 

ness, 0. F. Watkins, the ADC Takaungu in 1909, attributed their failure 

as labourers to lack of discipline. He suggested a strong officer be 

brought in to "live among them and get them under oon'trol, Barrett's 

failure had been quickly forgotten, and the movement was begun to get

By "the next year, the108another sian to bring the Giriama into line, 

experiments in cotton and rubber had failed as well as the attempts to 

get Giriama into the labour narket. 109 Governor Girouard was not will

ing to give up. When the PC, S-, L. Hinde, recommended in 1911 that a 

special officer be assigned to Giriama, Girouard gave it his enthusi-
110astic support.
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Ironically, at this time, the Colonial Office held a different

position on both the need for labour and land usage. When the Coast 

Province asked for additional manpower, the reply they received cau

tioned against what they were, in fact, doing,

I trust it is not implied that it is proposed that 
one of the main duties of the new officer should be 
to act as a labour recruiting agent,HI

After all, the country belonged to the natives and 
the doctrine that they must be cou^wUed to furnish 
labour to enable the whiteman to develop the country 
is not one to which we can subscribe.H2

But as was often the case durj^g the colonial years, the

pressures on Whitehall and the pressures felt by the men on the spot

U

were different. Locally the labour policy was pursued by the new ’

Governor, Belfield, who felt the risk of going against the wishes of

the Colonial Office was worth it. The recommendation of the Native

Labour Commission which had mat in the Protectorate in 1912 had stressed

the need for Giriama labourers. Ironically, a necessary first goal - 

providing full administration - Had become the justification for a goal 

which should have been tried only when the British- had fxiU control - 

that of producing labourers. Although he explained to the Legislative 

Council that the administrative officer was being appointed for Giriama 

to ’dispel' their 'disinclination to work,' Belfield told the Colonial 

Office that the goal was closer adminis-tration,^^

So three men stood committed in 1912 to bringing the Giriama 

into the labour market: the Governor, Belfield, pressured between 

planters and faraway Whi-tehallj the PC Hobley, whose success in Provin

cial development depended upon itj and the ADC Chan^don, whose job was
■ ‘ 114the goal's iji5)lementation.
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In September, the month before Champion arrived, F, I, Bretts, 

the ADC at Rabai, reported that a drought was forcing some Girinma who 

no^longer had any food, to work for the Duruma.

They prefer to work in this independent manner, as they 
have done for their keep during former famines before 
Europeans settled here so that any time, should the rain 
fall or should they obtain relief from some other source, 
they may be free to return to their homes to prepare 
their own shambas. Bearing in mind that they-are working 
at all for others is only due to the fact that they are 
con^Ued to do so hunger, 1 am of opinion that it is 
their love of independence coupled with an aversion to 
any kind of discipline when performing any task, to which 
native labourer on a European's estate must be subjected, 
is the reason why the WaGiriami do consistently refuse to 
engage for even short period with any European 
with the Goveriunent on public works.^5

'

or even

Barnett had warned of Giriama self-sufficiency as early as

1908. Bretts was pointing out once again that, even when deprived of 

everything, including food, the Giriama still did not want to work on

European estates. Every officer was aware of the reports Hollis and 

MacDougall had given about the Giriama selling their women and children

into slavery in times of severe famine. Yet, in spite of all warnings,

official policy ignored interpretations of 'Giriama independence' and 

belf-sufficiency.' The British decided once again to create depriva

tion in order to coerce the Giriama into the labour market.

Champion's work among the Giriama began as a deliberate at

tempt to combine a natural deprivation with one of British makingj
. . . . . I ■

. . . there.was a considerable shortage of food in 
Giriama and it was thoiight that a vigorous collection 
of hut tax would result in an exodus of young 
the coast plantations in search of work.^®

As a newcomer, he had every reason in the world to expect this to be a

wise techniqua. Hobley, as PC, also had the disadvantage of being new.

men to
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But after learning the facts, Chan^don changed his mind, Hobley, how

ever, did not. By the following B&y, Chanson had done a con^ete 

about-face and had recommended that Giriama agriculture be encotiraged 

and the Gallana valley irrigated. More important, he urged that the 

labour policy for Giriama be dropped as one impossible to implement

without stooping to illegal means.

Ihe same month, H. R. Tate, who was then DC Malindi, wrote

that Giriana would 'always be a home-loving tribe' who possessed 'unique 

facilities for storing grain in their large huts /and/ preserving the 

same from weevil by naintaining-a smoke fire underneath.' He suggested

that the administration encourage their own economic development with
1 *1 Q

good seed, roads, dams and reservoirs, Both Champion and Tate had

discovered that the formula of establishing administration and trying

to get labourers contained a built-in conflict. For reasons not quite

clear, Hobley either ignored, or rejected, their recommendations. The

next month, his own tour of Girianaland was made to lend his weight to
*

a tax collection for July - before the harvest - to force young men to 

work. For his efforts to collect this tax and to got the labourers. 

Champion got involved in the Chakama incident and Giriama opposition to 

government found focus in their hatred of labour.

The ultimate responsibility rested with Hobley. By May, he 

knew from Champion's report that both administration and labour-getting 

were failing. He did not pursue any of Champion's recommendations - he 

remained on his same old course and took an- even harder line.

In addition, he had an idea for even more intensive depriva

tion - restricting all access to land north of the Sabaki River and to
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the strip of land ten miles from the coast, Hobley carefully opened 

his report of this June Safari arguing that the Giriama had occupied 

Jbhe 'land north of the Sabaki only recently. His authority was Rev, W, 

E, Taylor, who wrote in 188? that the northern boundary of Giriamaland 

touched the river at Jilore, From this Hobley established that Giriama

occupation of the land was subsequent to the I, B, E, A, Con^iany's

administration. He was aaking a strong claim that the land belonged
119

more to the British than to the Giriama,

By October, Hobley had convinced two crucial officers that* 

his development plans would work, Skene recommended evacuation of the 

trans-Gallana on administrative grounds, Chanqjion let his anger get 

the best of. him when he recommended the same as a solution to his own

failure - overlooking the facts which he himself had so sensitively
120accounted.

. . . “Bolstered by two officers' reports and taken in by the testi

mony ho obtained from the elders under pressure that Mekatalili's 

campaign was to organize war against the ^British, Hobley was armed with 

ample justification for using force against the Giriama, Still, unless 

the Giriama were going to become labourers, and unless the Europeans 

were going to want the 100,000.acres which would be opened up in the 

trans-Gallana, and unless the crops they were going to plant there 

would in fact flourish, then forcing the Giriama into a reserve and 

permanent settlement had little purpose. According to his minutes of 

the durbar, Hobley did not ask why the Giriama were so opposed to be

coming labourers. He did not even ask if, from that point on, they 

would provide them. He assiuned they would, and ho counted on their
I
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)«■

oon^jliance.

By oversinqjlifyiijg the sitviation, the British officers were 

^in danger of committing serious errors. They thought that the problem 

had been cou^jletely solved with the confessions, the removal of the 

oath, and Mekatalili and Wanje's deportation. They expected their 

Headmen to take ooii5>lete charge.

Unfortunately for them, this was not so. Four conditions - 

none of them new - combined to keep the Giriama removed from these elab

orate British administrative plans. Any one of these conditions might

have been sufficient to thwart British goals. AH four portended

disaster.

In the first place, the Giriama were much less centrally or

ganized than either Champion or Hobley held them to be. Hobley was a 

firm believer in preserving traditional authority and was an advocate

_of ..indir.e.ct._J:,ule,,. „B.Qth._men.„had previous experinece with the Kamba,

whose problems of decentralization they had eventually overcome from

the administrative point of view. Indirect rule through Giriama elders

meant appointing individual Government representatives, 

had small chance of success since no single elder had the authority to

This effort

muster the support of nany people around him - certainly not to the 

extent the British desired.' Had the rika been functioning as it once

did inside the kaya, or even if its top leadership had been much young

er, then indirect rule might have been possible. As this was not the 

case, the British Headmen emerged with less power over the people

around them than they had previously had. Their authority under pre- 

British oiroumstances was based upon their being the founder of their
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oonmiunity, and their ability to guide justice from disparate opinions. 

In this latter situationf every Giriama was given a chance to hear 

^ problems, to discuss them, and finally to participate in the council 

which determined the solution. Everybody had to agree. With British 

administration, the Headmen were given extended judicial and executive 

duties, but, since the reserve was yet to be established, there ware no 

laws to support their position. In the absence of such laws, the only 

hope of achieving the new goals for Headman or British officers was 

through persuasion or force. ' '

Ultimate authority was taken away from the Giriama and given 

to the PC in Mombasa, or to the Governor in Nairobi with no legal 

machinery in-between. The British ware trying to establish an adminis

tration on reputed, not real, power.

It had been Hobley’s insistence on preserving native adminis

tration and working-through it indirectly which determined the 

administrative procedure in this case. The philosophy was commendable,
4

but unrealistic. Tribal authority had undergone many adaptations 

since the Giriana had moved from the kaya around I85O, The British 

were trying to rule indirectly through a system which no longer.func

tioned.

The second difficulty for the British administration was a 

by-product of the first. During this process of decentralization, the 

Giriama population had grown increasingly and successfully more inde- 

■ pendent. The extent and iii^iortance of this was difficult for British 

officers to grasp - yet almost all of them who spent some time with the 

Giriama noticed it and remarked about it,^^ The Giriama wanted no
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outside interference. They liked their life as it was. They wanted

no curbs on their freedom.

The third condition which thwarted British plans was their

own insistence on obtaining labourers for a plantation economy in spite

of prior failures, T, H, R, Cashmore pinpointed the cause.

West Coast experience suggested that indirect rule 
functioned best with a peasant econoi^. Unpopular 
demands for labour would overtax a weak authority; 
labour outside the reserve was a detribalising force.
But energetic officials did not see the conflict in
these terms,122

. *
If the Giriasa were not willing to become labourers on coastal

plantations, the only way to get them there was by force. In the at

tempt to use their Headmen to provide this force, the British increased

the chances for failure both in bolstering tribal authority and in 

obtaining labourers,

Finally, so long as the Giriama remained economically self-

sTifficient, they could choose not to provide labourers. This might

have been their decision even ^ they had had strong central authority,
i

They desired nothing from the British and they were not dependent on 

' them for anything. Their diverse economy was sufficient to feed their 

popiOation except during drought and famine. In addition to agricul- 

tural products, by 1912, the Giriama had considerable cattle herds in 

Weruni, Biryaa, and along the Tana River where Pokomo or'Langulo friends 

watched them for Giriama living in Gallana. Everywhere people had 

chickens and goats and sometimes sheep. Maize was the major crop, 

producing twice a year; millet and sim-sim grew prolifically in the 

more fertile areas. Trade had been established not only with the coast 

in an ever-increasing amount of cash crops but also continued with the
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Kamba and the Langulo.

The Giriama did not need to work for anybody else under nor- 

nal circiunstances, Manchester cotton had failed as an enticement j 

somehow, they always mnaged to pay their ever-increasing taxes; and 

they had no tribal authorities strong enough to pressure them into 

working. In fact, in Mekatalili's campaign, the population had over

whelmingly expressed their opposition to working and called upon the 

spirits of the ancestors and the remaining senior Enyetsi to join them.

Hobley told the Giriama in November that they had been 

tricked by witchdoctors. Ho told them that their future lay in sup

porting the British administration. He truly believed this, but he 

was hoping 'for a renaissance on the coast, which was dependent upon sev

eral factors* the Giriana would be closely administered through their 

own 'tribal' authorities; they would be restricted to a reserve so that 

they could be closely controlled; they would provide laboiu* for the 

coastal 'plantations; land north of the Sabaki River and along the coast 

would be taken up by European farmers and-planted with European cash 

crops and provide revenue for growth. If all these things came, true, 

then Hobley would have his renaissance. However, if even one of them 

failed, his futur^dream was seriously in question. Based on the facts 

of previous experience, there was absolutely no reason to expect, in 

all honesty, that any of these matters would work as Hobley wanted.

Yet he was relying on this dream to achieve his own reputation and, 

more importantly, Giriama welfare.

. *
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Punishment as Policy. November 1913 - May 191^

By the close of November, 1913, the British still believed 

oonqpletely in this dream which depended so heavily on Giriama ooopera- 

tion^ They had ignored the facts of the unwillingness on the part of 

the Giriama. They had ignored their own historical reports of failure 

to use the Giriama as labourers. They had ignored the actiial focus of 

the non-cooperation campaign.

Moreover, they were to be misled by the Giriama who agreed,
. A.

imder the force applied, to cooperate with them. They failed to antic

ipate that once the pressure was lifted, the Giriama would return to 

their original attitude and behaviour. Furthermore, they were 

exacerbating their problem by forcing a deeper‘’division between Giriama, 

Most Headmen, who now relied on British force to get some performance 

to back up their promises of aid, were pitted against a combination of 

the more conservative elders, who had wanted nothing to do with the 

British from the very beginning, ,and the younger man, who felt they 

were paying the price for Giriama submission.

Whereas at one time, the internal division of Giriama existed 

between elders and^youths, now some elders and most youths cooperated 

in their intensified grievances against the Headmen. Meanwhile, the 

British failed to secure the support of all their Headmen; they re

lied exclusively on those who had been 'loyal servants;' aixi they 

assumed - falsely - that their Headmen finally had real authority over 

all the Giriama. Some Headmen continued to serve in name only, a few

were actually hostile, and those who had helped the British the most 

were duly rewarded. The people of Kaloloni under Kitu wa Sirya had
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refused to join Mekatalili's campaign, so they were exen^jt from the 

fine,Kitu emerged as a leader of all Weruni, Fondo wa Nyama, who

had impressed the British officers at the baraza by giving them a cow
*

to slaughter, was appointed Headman in one of the Weruni Locations. 

Bunba wa Baya replaced Pembe wa Mrimi as Headman for Kayafungo. The 

combined zeal of these three men encouraged the British to think that 

their administration was indeed succeeding,

Bogosho and coB5)any returned to Biryaa having themselves

Their reaction was to remain as silent as pos- 

They had little desire, to stir trouble. The Biry^ Headman, 

Kitumbui, never gave them trouble nor worked actively for the British. 

This was the area where most of the clan heads still lived, yet the

barely escaped prison, 
sible,^'*’

British gave the' people there the least attention,

Mkowa and Ziro, who had accompanied Hobley to Mombasa to 

speak against their own people with the Governor, were exempt from 

paying any of the fine.^^ Mkowa returned to Garashi regarded as the 

most influential man in Gallanat Ngonyo, now extremely old, had re-: 

mained quietly at Marafa through all of this. He seemed unlikely to do 

otherwise now, Marafa had about 700 people, whereas Garashi had over 

4,000, With the"support of the Headmen of these two centers, plus 

Kombi wa leri of Shakadulu, the British could reasonably assume that 

they were in control of'the majority of the Gallana population.

Ziro and Tsumu were so effective in Mangea that the opposition 

of Nduria of Kirwitu was ignored. He had not been punished for his 

role in the Chakama incident nor his presence at one of the oath- 

■takings, and he still opposed the Government, In Godoma, the effective-
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ness of Mchungu of Sekoke, Bays wa Gunga of Manyimbo, and Kalana wa 

Sada of Baniba overshadowed the notorious disloyalty of Kiti tntfa Vfiswa 

^of Ganze, who livedtheir midst. Finding replacements for some of 

these ineffective Headmen would have been a difficult task, but by al

lowing them to renain, the British were taking the risk that they might

become focal points of resistance.

With the fracturing of leadership and the closing of the kaya,

dissatisfied Giriama could only work in local groups. Realistically

the Giriama opposition, if any remained, was powerless. Government*had

shown that it would, as promised, support its Headmen,

Outwardly, the Giriama ended their non-cooperation. They

attended Government barazas, they provided porters, they helped to

clear roads. But they remained divided. Non of the problems had been

solved. Only their options had been reduced.

Although Hobley wrote the Governor in November that

the present crisis has taught us a great deal and 
the knowledge acqui3;ed will be of groat value for
future administration^^

'

he did not appear to apply his new knowledge. One officer, J, B. 

Pearson openly expressed his own doubts. Pearson, who had been the 

ADC Rabai, exchanged places with Champion in late November and became

the new ADC at Njalo, On December 9, 1913, be wrote to Hobley trying 

to clarify whether the move from the Trans-Sabaki was merely administra

tive, having nothing to do with the-Giriama mis-behaviour (which was 

Skene's position), or punitive, specifically to punish the Giriama 

directly for their non-cooperation. In addition, Pearson was question

ing the ability of the administration to communicate the meaning of the
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November baraza to the Glriama people. I quote Pearson’s letter and 

Hobley’s reply in full since the tone indicates the difficulty faced 

^when officers disagreed.

In my own mind there is considerable doubt as to whether 
. the Glriama elders ventured to tell you in your tour all

the causes of the recent disquiet in this country, and 1 
am an:d.ous to know and to remove any feelings of animosity ■ 
which they may have toward us, and to reassiire the natives 
once more from a source of local repute of the good inten- 
tions of Government towards them, I attach considerable 
iaqjortance to a mission of this character at the present 
junctiure, for it would be a thousand pities if the ad
ministrative move from the Northern banks of the Sabaki 
and collection of expenses of your mission were misunder-" 
stood.

The man I have in mind is a powerful Arab of the old 
school who acted as political for Colonel (then Captain) 
Harrison and Mr. MaoDougall on their march through 
GiriamajATiH in the Mbaruk Rebellion, and to this day has 
enormous influence over those elements which I am most 
anxious to befriend, MacDougall will be able to tell you 
all about him, ^7

Hobley's reply, via Skene in Malindi, indicated how his own pride and

his concern about the 'appearance' of Government allowed him to assume

that the Gixiama fully understood what his officers had not.

The ADC has adduced no reasons as to why the Giriama 
should misunderstand the collection of the expenses of 
my mission and the proposed removal from the North Bank, 
There is only one explanation and that is that they are' 
intended as punishment for their past attitude toward 
government. If he has any further information on the 
subject he should submit it. I am lothe to send an Arab 
thru the country .to stir up any of the past events and 
consider that it would be rather a confession on our part 
that we could not deal with the situation without invoking 
the assistance of Arabs,

However, there was one underlying indication of Hobley's in

security. Not long after ho returned to Mombasa from the hinterland,

•V

he produced a Plan of Campaign in the Event of Punitive Measures Be

coming Necessary. If'armed resistance cams, he aintioipated that it
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would be in the form of guerilla warfare, not attacks by large Giriama 

armies. He warned His officers to beware of attec^ts to poison the 

waterholes, of sabatoge via thorns and spikes in the road, and of 

ten^jting gourds of beer left in deserted villages for unsuspecting po

lice- officers. His proposals for gaining the upper hand in the event 

of warfare included capturing stock, destroying all ooooanut trees, and 

secirring sacred objects from kayas which could later be redeemed for a 

high price. He not only suggested June, July or December as the best 

months for such an expedition, he provided directions for dispatching 

four fifty-man coluains into the hinterland. With the soldiers concen

trating the population north and'west of Mt, Mangea - away from their 

coastal friends and onto the edge of the Taru Desert - Hobley antici

pated the Giriama 'shovild quickly come to terms.

This was almost precisely the plan which was later vised 

against the G^ia^, but success did not come as easily as Hobley ho^d. 

He was demonstrating an ignorance about the potential of guerilla war

fare and underesil^mating the Gitiama seal for independence, 

also intimating that the Giriama might not accept the demand to move 

from the lands across the river.

When the new year opened, the Giriama had still not been 

confronted with the fine collection or the idea of evacuating the Trans- 

Gallana, Hobley and Skene in p^ticular had originally, shared the-same 

reasons for suggesting the move and Skene anticipated no trbuble over

He was

it.

It is very valuable agricultural land which could - 
undoubtedly be nade to produce far richer returns 
if worked by enlightened European, planters 
present in the possession of savages.^30

than at
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Skene's justification ignored the failure of their administration to

encourage the hinterland people to grow their own products for cash

cro^s as his predecessor, Tate, had urged.

It is not intended by this to enunciate a principle 
to the effect that one is justified in taking from 
another what one can make better use of one's self.
But it is obvious that native crops do not require the 
special kinds of soil that certain economic products 
do, and it is therefore no hardship to the native to 
require Viitn to cultivate land which is less siaitable 
for such economic products,131

He continued.

They were also ignoring the failure of the tests of the pro-

In September of 1913iposed 'European crops' on the Trans-Sabaki-land,

J, E, Jones, the manager of the Magarini Syndicate requested permission

from the Commissioner of Lands to trade 5,000 acres of his land north

of. the Sabaki for 5»000 acres occupied by the Giriama south of the

He needed th^Giriama land because his land had 'proved unsuit- -

Later, Governor Belfield him-

Sabaki,

able for cotton and rubber production,' 

self overruled the Commissioner's denial and granted Jones' request, 

This action was inconsistent with Jiis support for the evacuation of the

Trans-Sabaki,

If the British had decided only to collect the fine and to 

hear the Governmentoath, then the Giriama and the British might have 

reached an enduring compromise in the early years of 191^, But lurking 

beneath the apparent calm was the proposed evacuation. The final 

approval had to come from the Secretary of State for the colonies,

Louis B, Harcourt, In the interim, however, Hobley and Skene (and even 

Champion, who advised caution from his post in Rabai) began preparations 

in February, ■ Since Skene had twenty-five police assigned to help col

lect the fine, he used the opportunity to announce to all Headmen that
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the move was to be completed by August, They could pick the

place south of the river where they wanted to go. Since they were not •S, 

going to have the opportunity to sell their cocoanut trees to the 

people moving in, the Giriama asked for compensation, according to 

their tradition, Hobley later supported this and requested permission . 

from the Governor.

On February 23, H. R. Montgomery, who had replaced Skene as

DC Ifcilindi, toured to remind the people of the move and to arrange for 

a meeting to finalize plans for building a,new kaya and the administra-

Those Giriama who were to move requestedtion of a pro-Government oath, 

exemption from the following year's tax, but Hobley refused to forward

this request to the Governor, Montgomery had assured the people that ^ 

they could re-cross the river to harvest their last crops and he 

anticipated that everybody would be gone, according to his word, by the 

deadline. By-March 3» most Headmen had chosen the place where they

wished to go and they were expected to see to it that all the people
*

in their locations wont with them. This kind, of control, the Headman 

did not have. The most willing, even, were reluctant to admit this to
135 ■the British.

Only Ngonyo had objected to this move from the beginning.

He had protested 'bitterly' because he had gone to Marafa with Sir 

Arthtir Hardinge's permission and he was too old to move again. He ar

gued that, at least, he deserved a refund of Rs, 100 and a cow which 

ho had paid to the langulo to settle in Marafa, Montgomery denied 

this request and one for help in recovering several hundred rupees 

which Ngonyo had advanced to some Langulo to buy cattle for him.
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Montgomery felt privately that the advance was for ivory, not cattle.

He was also convinced that Ngonyo wanted to stay in Marafa because he 

had ivory buried there, and ending their illicit trade in ivory was one 

of the many excuses given to the Giriama as to why they had to move. ^

With the exception of Ngonyo's protest, the overall adminis- 

. tration in Girianlaland appeared to be going smoothly. At Vitengeni 

on March 12, Itontgomary and Pearson met with a 'large niuaber of Headman 

and Elders representative of the Giriama in the District' to supervise 

the'pro-government oath and arrange for the building of the new kaya,.^ 

According to the terms of the punishment, Bogosho and the three who 

accompanied him to Mombasa were appointed to carry out this.oath, but 

they were not present at Vitengeni, The ceremony took place near 

Tsumu's home and was conducted by .Headmen, including Mkowa, Tsumu,
Kalama wa Kalindi df Bamba, Kitumbui of Biryaa and Gunga wa Baya of 

Kayafungo.^^^ Even they mde 'various excuses' before finally agreeing. 

The Va3raL elders assembled for a four-hour preparation. Montgomery and 

Pearson were told that they would have to become Vaya members if they 

wished to take part, so they paid their fees and waited. This in 

itself was unusual, since a Giriama would have to be a kambi and go 

through lengthy payments before he could become Vaya.

When Montgomery approached the ceremony, he 'found them 

dancing round the totem symbol piece of bone shaped like a cono^ 

beating their buttocks, and at the end of each round howling like 

hyenas.' In the center a man crouched under a blanket and Montgomery 

assumed hiin to be the 'impersonator' of the hs^ena. An elder 'invoked 

the hyena by name' and introduced Montgomery and Pearson as 'members
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The curse was laid on anybody who refused to obey■ of the grade,'

Government of the Headmen.

At first owing to a mistake on the part of the 
invoker only orders emanating from Mr, Pearson 
or myself /Montgomery/ were mentioned but this ,_g 
was altered to all orders from Government officers,'*’-^

This ceremony was conducted for the benefit of the British 

officers, not to change Giriama behaviour,The Headmen were caught 

once again in between their people and their new jobs, and this was 

one way of relieving the pressure,
. *

At this same meeting, Montgomery insisted that operations be

gin to build the new kaya near Mt, Mangea as promised. He was offended 

by the many excuses offered by those present. The only one he con

sidered important was their need, in the not-too-distant future, to 

hold the Kirao ceremony at Kayafungo to initiate into kambi the final 

two age-sets, Kitsoga and Nyoga, of the Kavuta Rika. He compromised, 

promising that if they started a new kaya, then they could return to 

Kayafungo for this special Kirao. The Giriama promised to begin 

building as soon as they could assemble ,the waganga of each clan who 

had to be present when the path to the kaya were cut.

The British failed to understand that they were asking their 

Headmen to give orders to traditional elders, who had more authority 

than the Headmen did in this particular matter. The Headmen neither 

wanted to confront these men with the demands nor felt it was a good

140

idea. They themselves did not want to move the kaya because it was 

risky to push the issue versus new authority. If it were moved, it 

might, when active, threaten their new-found power. They insisted 

that-the conservative elders were causing the delay. This relieved
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them of the najor responsibility.

However, the elders they so-accused were not just being 

obstinate. Nor were they all disinterested in moving the kaya. Some, 

of course, objected to the move because the British wished it. But 

the real problem was that nobody remembered the necessary rituals.

The clan heads were not of the Wulumbere age-set, so they were less 

likely to hold long-term ritual secrets. Since the Giriana had lived' 

in Kaya Giriama for so long, these particular rituals had not been 

passed do'wn. Most Headman failed to realize that this ritual 'was lost. 

The man who were supposed to have- it certainly wanted to keep the fact 

from the British, So the Giriama found themselves having agreed to 

a condition they could not possibly fulfill.

Unrest, May - August, 191^

Signs that all was not well began appearing in April, 191^. 

Pearson heard a rumour that thrge of the elders who had to be present 

to sanctify any new kaya had fled north to Fundi Isa, When this report 

•was checked, it proved false. -The men had not fled, they had always 

lived near Fundi Isa, Furthermore, they had nothing to do with the 

functions of the kaya,^^^ 

had intentionally tried to delay the building of the new kaya and they 

suspected it to be a group of nyere. However, the nyere were not the 

only Giriama opposing the new kaya plan. Many Headmen thought the 

British would become discouraged and give up the Idea,

In May, Arabs emd Indians resident at Maidorui, north of 

Malindi, wrote to Hobley protesting the move of the WaNyika south of

British officials concluded that someone
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the river. They argued that the WaNyika would suffer immensely and 

that Mambrui was dependent upon them for food and trade.

Ttious year, Hobley had bragged of the potential use for the Sabaki 

valley by remarking that the Giriama grain, carried 'laboriously' 

coastward by the women, fed Malindi, Mambrui, and native labour em-. 

ployed on the plantations,^^3 how, he replied with a completely 

different attitude t

142
The pre-

One can I suppose expect such an appeal from people 
like those of Mambrui who are merely parasitic as 
regards a food supply ', . . they must grow it like 
other people,!^

He assured them they would benefit from the development which he ex

pected from the coming of Europeans.

Montgomery was beginning to sense that the evacuation was 

not going to be quite as easy as he had thought. He extended the dead

line to October 1, to ens\ure that the last of the final crop would be 

harvested. He requested permission to begin collecting Poll Tax then, 

including a sweep in the Trans-Sabaki, Anjdsody still north of the 

river would be forcefully removed by his police, and he would burn all 

empty huts and villages as insurance people would not return to them.

On June, 1. Hobley went on leave and C, S. Hemstead acted as 

PC in his absence. During the month. Champion returned to NJalo as 

ADC, and Pearson went back to Rabai, Preparations to move the kaya 

had bogged down. Few people had moved across the river and they were 

still building new houses and planting new crops. Some people had 

moved further into the bush and a few had actually moved to Garashi
146

from south of the Sabaki.

Chan^ion arranged July 1 as the date to begin actual
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construction bn the new kaya. All Headmen and the heads of the six 

clans were instructed personally to come to Mohera with food, tools, 

a:^ workers to build the kaya. Hazleriggs, the ADC Malindi,. arrived 

to supervise the construction. He was extremely angered by the small 

showing. Only thirteen Headmen, forty elders, and none of the six 

clan heads had appeared. Exceeding his authority, Hazleriggs informed 

those present that if they did not begin a new kaya, Kaya Giriama 

would be destroyed in a month,This would leave the Giriama without 

a kaya to initiate the incoming kambi.

Only afterwards did Hazleriggs request approval of the PC,

thus confronting the latter with a situation in which a refusal would 

be a public sign of Governnlent weajtness, Hemstead consented. 148

At the same time Hazleriggs was. trying to get the new kaya

The Giriama did notstarted. Champion was reporting disturbing news.

intend to evacuate the Trans-Sabaki, 'If forced, they will resort to

armed resistance,’ They had organized a plan to burn down Mangea

(Njalo) station in hopes the British would blame the Mangea Giriama and 

punish them unjustly. This was expected to cause sufficient resentment 

to have the Ifangea Giriama join the Gallana Giriama in 'pushing the 

government out of the district,'

What had happened to nake the Giriama change? They had not

149

changed. They had only become masters at telling Government what 

Government wanted to hear even when they never intended to carry out 

the orders. As the time for the move was drawing nearer, the intention

to disobey, which had been present in nany Giriama all along, began to

emerge actively. In addition, Ngonyo, for all of his recognition of
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Government's power, still had no desire to leave his land. His role, 

at this time, was one of playing for time, hoping that the British 

woTlld not actually carry out the move. By July, they were expected to 

demonstrate their good faith and be well under way with the move. They

could no longer pretend they were going to leave their lands, and they 

were forced into a decision.

From their previous experience with Government over 

Mekatalili's campaign, the Giriana rightly anticipated that Government 

was planning to fight them over the 'issue. They prepared defensively 

for war, making arrows, storing po^on, burying their grain, sending 

their cattle off for others to keep in Biryaa or in the Tana River 

valley.

. >
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Montgomery expected none of this. He had depended on his 

Headmen, and he had received their verbal cooperation. However, by 

the end of July, he was forced to admit that the Giriama would not move 

until forced, and when forced, they would put up a fight. Nevertheless 

he thought the rumours of Giriam activity which Chang)ion reported were 

greatly exaggerated, particularly regarding Giriana aggression. After 

investigations by Headman Ziro and an extensive safari, by Chanqsion, 

Montgomery confirmed the bad news. The Headmen still as stir ed Champion 

that they would move, but this was reminiscent of the promises to pro

vide labour the previous year. As before, few people attended his . 

meetings. He was struck by the absence of young men in the villages 

and, at Barioho, Lukole, Marafa and Garashi, the few elders who did 

come to meet with him were extremely reserved. People all over were 

clearing bush, planting tobacco, building huts and storing bows and

f
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arrows,^51

r.hATnpion had been particularly suspicious of Ngonyo, sug

gesting that he was the leader behind this growing opposition, Ngonyo 

had replied to none of his oonununioations, Chaii5)ion made a special 

trip to I'^rafa, where Ngonyo was unable or unwilling to get his-elders . 

to come to the baraza. To support Ngonyo's authority, a police party 

went to the nearby villages to gather the people and were confronted 

with bows and arrows. Two attackers were captured and tried in 

Ngonyo's council, where the elders were 'induced to punish them,' 

though this was probably done deliberately on Ngonyo's part, as an act 

of good faith, he provided a guide to take Champion to Fundi Isa, 

Chan53ion was led on a confused, thirty-six-hour waterless march, and 

he was convinced he had been purposely misguided. Rumours that Ngonyo 

had no intention, of moving supported his suspicions,

But Ngonyo was not the only reluctant Headman, Mkowa was 

losing his control over the people of Garashi, The elders there, 

rather than planning to follow him south of the River, were 'holding 

him up- to derision as a coward' and were actively making arrows, . They 

were discussing plans to drive the Government west of Jilore on the

Al-

main road and wipe them out at an ambush at Kakoneni, between Jilore 

and Malindi.^53 This plan was based on the same tactic as Hobley's, 

except that it would push the British toward the sea instead of the

desert.

By July 29, the verdict was clear; 'the administration north 

of the river was in a state of complete chaos - passive hostility - 

needing only a spark to burst into flames,Champion's suggestion
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was that the Govemiaent forcefully move Ngonyo in hopes that the rest 

of the people would follow. That act alone would probably have been 

enough to spark the kindling he had so aptly described.

But the north was not the only problem. At the close of July, 

Wahjd and Mekatallli mysterioTisly appeared in Biryaa. They had escaped 

from prison in Kisii on April 20, Due to their age, no official ex

pected they could survive a trip by foot to the coast, but Hobley had' 

warned his officers to watch out for them. Champion received a con

firmed report that they were 'holding open baraza* and were 'levying-a 

toll of fowls and grain,' but he was unsure what they were really try

ing to do. Although Champion himself did not seem unduly alarmed, he 

was told that they were about to come to Gallana, so he made plans for 

their arrest.
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CHAPTER VII

OPEM WARFARE, 
AUGUST - DECEMBER, 1914

Prelude

By August 1, the situation was indeed volatile. Giriaraa in - 

Gallana were threatening to oppose evacuation if the September 30 dead

line was forced, and Mekatalili and Wanje were stirring up people in 

Biryaa, In the midst of this, on August 4, 1914, the British carried 

out their plans to destroy Kayafimgo. While they were gathered at the 

kaya, they received word that East Africa was to be involved in 

Britain's war with Germany,^ These two events - one deliberate and

one conqjletely unexpected - assisted the spread to the rest of Giriama-
*

land of that discontent which had grown so strong in Gallana.

The British made a ceremonial occasion of destroying the kaya 

in order to save face and to keep Hazlerigg's promise. Their purpose 

was to teach the Giriama another lesson. A Public Works Department 

dynamite team accon^nied Hemsted and his DC at Mombasa, A, J. Bretts, 

along with Montgomery, Pearson and Chanqsion to the still-closed kaya

summons, about fift^ elders appeared, 

including Headmen Mkowa, Gunga wa Baya of Kayafungo Location, Mdungu 

of Ndigeria, and Fondo wa Hyama, who emerged as spokesman for the group.

for this piu'pose. In answer to a

The British explained that the kaya was being destroyed
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because the Giriama had failed to build a new one as promised, Fondo 

told the officers that the Giriama were not opposed to the event about 

to take place except that they needed the kaya to initiate the neW rika, 

which was almost due. This was of no concern to the British, They

told the Giriana. that they would have to make other arrangements for

their rika initiation.

The elders watched silently as the main trees and gates were ■
i ’

blown up, all the huts and trees inside the kaya were burned, and the

entrance was dynamited and barricaded,^ As a Headman, Fondo was hardly

a representative spokesman for all .Giriama's feelings on the matter,
>

since he had proven himself to be a .jarticiilarly strong advocate of 

Government activities. Earlier in the year, when Chaii5)ion was ADC at 

Rabai, he had received a strong request for Fondo's removal. The pro

testors said he tried to be dominating in carrying out his duties as 

Headman,

By asking the opinions of those men such as Fondo, who were 

least likely to disagree with them, the British were using a false 

barometer of the mood of the people. Watching the elders 'go away 

quietly to their homes the next day,the officers thought the matter 

was closed. But they had given the Giriama of Weruni greater cause to 

despise their Headmen, who had approved of the kaya's destruction.

The Headmen and elders present at this event did not seem to 

be worried by it at all; nor were the Giriama In other districts overly 

concerned. But among the nyere of the Weruni district, anger began to 

simmer, Mekatalili and .Wanje had been recaptured and sent back to 

Kisii on August ?, so they played no active part in events subsequent
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h,
to the dynamiting. However, they may have inspired the ensuing re

action.

The mrere held a meeting to discuss the situation. They 

decided the Headmen had 'sold the land’ and had conspired with the ^ 

Government to destroy their traditions. They were particularly angry 

at Fondo wa Nyama, who had made open atteaqpts the previous year to im

press the Government when Pembe wa Mrimi was forced to leave the kaya. 

Fondo had subsequently been made a Headman as reward for his loyalty.^ 

None of this alone provided sufficient courage for action by 

the nyere against the Headmen. But the hatred was there, and given 

incentive and opportunity, many Giriaaa of Weruni were ready to chal

lenge their Headmen’s authority and the right of the British to govern

*

. *

them.

According to Mwinga wa Gunga, the son of the Kayafungo Head

man, Gynga wa Baya, it had been made clear to all those Headman and 

elders present at Kayafungo on August 4 that the war effort with the 

Germans presented a new need for labour, Mwinga was clerk for A. J, 

Bretts, the DC Mon±>asa, and in' that capacity he had accompanied his 

boss to the kaya for this event,’ His own father volunteered him imme

diately for war service. The Headmen were asked to send porters to 
Rabai, where they would be trained to join the Carrier Corps,^

The British were not only calling upon the Giriama to provide 

labour, they were also announcing that they were involved in a war with 

a power as great as they. For the first time, the British appeared 

less invincible than the,image they had worked so hard to create.
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The Giriana 'Offensive*» A Matter of Protection

Almost every Giriama tells the following story of how the war 

began,*with variations as to the precise time and place, 

were being asked to give up their political freedom; the most oontro-

The Giriama

versial issue was labour.

And the-Giriama said, 'Who will give his son away 
to go and be killed? ' Try taking the chicks,' Chembe 
/Chaaq)io^ took a chick and the hen flapped and then 
attacked Chembe. And the Giriama said, 'Do you see 
what the hen has done? If you take our sons, we will 
do the same,'7 , . . And that is how the war started 
at Vitengeni,®

On August 15, after returning to his camp at Mangea from the ■ 

trip to Kaya Fungo, Champion received a telegram via Malindi from

Hemsted who was acting as PC Mombasa while Hobley was on leave. This

opened up the issue for confrontation.

1000. men urgently required military purposes Mombasa 
must be able bodied cabbie of carrying heavy loads of 
sand stones . . . collect in gangs and dispatch to 
report Watkins Mombasa stop arrive before 25th stop 
wire progress on morning of,the 17th.9

Knowing the Giriama, Champion should have replied that the 

labour would simply have to be found elsewhere. But obedient officer 

that he was, he tried_to do his duty. He found himself compelled to

just to acquire porters to ac-.10'use force never resorted to before

company him to Vitengeni on a labotir-recruiting mission. He sent

requests for fifty men to all Headmen in Mangea, Biryaa, and Godoma. 

Each of them was confronted with angry reaction and refusals from the 

people. At this juncture, the struggles between the Giriama and the 

British escalated into open conflict over the rape of a Giriam woman.* 

On the eveidng of August 17, indiscreet askaris, including a
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Kaaiba,- Kalunja wa Mutui, raped a ^ung bride in Ikombi's lalo near 

Vitengeni. They had gone to recruit porters, but they found no men in

the village. Hearing the women's cries, the man who had been hiding

The askarisnearby sTiddenly cams out from the bush firing arrows, 

replied with a volley of shots into the air and escaped, Chan^don 

heard these shots from his nearby can^) and rushed to learn what had 

happened. He met his returning askaris on the way. They mentioned

that armed warriors had shot at them and that they had hurt nobody when 

they fired into the air. They failed to mention the rape. Champion ^ 

took them back to the village where he found one lone old woman. He 

confiscated all the goats he could find and led his party back in dark

ness to his cajnp.

On the way, an arrow came from the bush and struck Kalunja 

right in the heart, killing him instantly. Champion opened fire, but 

failed to hit anybody. To Chan^don, a 'more unprovoked and dastardly 

act /could/ hardly /have been/ imagined,

had become almost common encounters for his police parties, but
*

never before had there been an attack on his party. Hot knowing his 

own men had provoked the incident, he placed all the blame on the 

Giriama,

.11 Young men brandishing

arrows

Blit why should such an incident begin a war? j The rape itself 

was not so much the trigger as was the decision by some Giriama to re

taliate, Furthermore, once a few had retaliated by avenging a rape, 

they were joined by others who had become emboldened to show their 

aggravation to Champion personally. What conditions existed which en

couraged these people, who had a- tradition as defensive, not ag^essive 

fighters, to take an offensive stance against their Headmen and the



British administration?

The revenge for the rape was hardly siu^iriaing. Champion had 

been dependent upon the people of Mangea and Vitengeni to help him 

establish the infrastructure of administration. People nearby his 

station had to provide his water. He was in the process of constructing 

a dam, but until it was completed, water had to be carried by the women 

to the station from nearby villages. Most of the askaris, being non- 

Giriam, had at some time or another taken advantage of these women 

who travelled to and from the station. In a time when the Girianm. were^

losing more of their women to the Swahili on the coast and to the 

Duruiia to the south, abuse of their woman was not taken lightly, 

issue had been simmering for a long time.'^

This

Moreover, the people of Ikombi's village had refused for more

than a year to obey any of the summons of Ziro, their Headman, His own

daughter had been threatened and his retainers intimidated by the

Ifokaziro, Ikombi's son, was angry that anyone would rape 

The fact that it was a government askari seemed grounds

inhabitants.

his new bride, 

enough to pursue him.^^

The impact of the death of the askari was almost electric. 

Why did it stimulate Giriama to fight? First was the growing personal 

hatred nany Giriama had for Champion, In his- years of experience, he 

had come to know the Giriama better than anybody else. But they had' 

come to^know him, too, and he had the disadvantage of being the focus 

for all their anger.

Second, the new demand for labour gave the Godoma Giriama a 

reason to fight. In his desperate attempt to obtain porters. Chanson
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had bocoma involved in the 'chicken incident' whereby he threatened 

death to those Giriama who did not conqply with labourers. The Giriama 

had no way of determining that he was not actually intending to bring 

in a large police force to kill those who would not force tbieir sons 

into labom*. Giriama throughout Godoma replied to their Headmen with

the same en^jhatic, 'no.'

Third, the situation surrounding the war emerging between

Britain and Germany gave the Giriana reason to believe that if they 

fought, they might win. This resulted from activities of agents from ^ 

German East Africa who, in an effort to stir up trouble for their 

British foes, urged the people under British colonial rule to fight for 

their freedom. Several Geraan agents can be precisely identified in 

Godoma and ifangea and possibly in the Trans-Sabaki around mid-August.

One was a Somali na^d Haji, who came to a lalo of Mural in Tsumu's 

location. He told the Giriama that he had received a charm from the 

Geriians which would protect them from bullets and that, with his special 

medicine, he would be able to kill*Champion and 'cut off his head.

Although ho had promised German assistance to the Giriama 

effort, ho got no Giriama to accompany him on such a venture. He told 

the' Giriama to put-a'black flag in front of their lalo as an indication

■ A.

.1^

that they were pro-German, and when the Germans came, they would not

burn those malalo with black flags. Many of those black flags were 

found by British troops in later stages of the war,^^

Another report identified two slaves of sons of Mbaruk bin 

Rashid, who had fled after his 'rebellion' to Gorman East Africa^ 

These agents had left the German troops at Taveta and had come to
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Giriaaaland to foment a Giriama rising against the British, who they 

said were weak and being defeated by the Germans, They gave assurances 

that the Germans would shortly be able to help the Giriama,
A

The Gernans were well-known to many Giriama because they 

bought the illicit ivory which the Giriaaa continued to trade. From 

the Giriama point of view, the Germans were potential allies. Such 

agents, then, not only gave the Giriana. reason to believe the British 

were weak ^lnd the Germans would help them to win in a confrontation, 

but they also gave the people in an entire maiAlo region to stick to- .• ^
•V.

gether in whatever decision they nade.

In the face of these throe conditions - hatred of Champion, 

labour demands, and the hope of German assistance - the resentment 

which had been building up over labour since the Chakama incident the 

previous year surfaced and exploded into open hostility in Mangea and 

Godoma, The Giriama had never been coii5>ensated for the loss of the 

nyere who was shot by an askari at Chakama, Now they had evened the 

score. The Chakama victim had been from Mangea wa Nyasi, a lalo not 

too far south from Champion's station-. The people there had been un

friendly toward him thereafter, A later incident in which a leader 

from this lalo was taken prisoner provided the excuse for more wide

spread Giriama hostility to surface.

The people of Mangea wa Nyasi had become particularly 

incensed when a police patrol came to their lalo on August 16, demand

ing labour for the British war effort against the Germans, Ironically, 

Champion's own recruiting confirmed the tales of Gernan agents: the 

British needed Giriama support to defeat the Germns, so the British
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Mist be weak. The polioe patrol had been met by unfriendly men 

brandishing arrows. Two men, Siiya wa Jefa and Jefa wa Masemo, were 

taken prisoner and escorted to Chanqiion's boma (oanqi) at Vitengeni,^^

VHien Kalunja the askari was killed the next evening, the anti- 

Government forces which had been festering all along began to organize. 

They were adanant against the new appeals for labour, angered by the 

rape but emboldened by the desire for quick revenge, and they wanted 

to free the prisoners Chan^iion held.

Independently, these anti-Goverijment forces had been creating^ 

problems for the Headmen for some time, Ziro had been faced with op

position led by Ikombi (in^whose lalo the rape had occurred) and Rua 

Mitseka, Together their followers were greater in number than Ziro's 

own, Sirya wa Jefa, one of Champion's prisoners, had led the opposition 

party in Tsumu's Location. Nduria, the Headman of nearby Kirwitu, had 

been implicated in the Chakama incident at the time, but he was never

punished and now he controlled a snail area where Government had a few,
-#

silent supporters. So Girihna 'rebel' leadership fell to those who 

had opposed Government all along. Conservative kambi and restless 

nyere combined their strength and gathered a force of seventy man.

Their object was Chanson and the Headmen gathered at the Vitengeni

boma.

On August 18, the day before the above-mentioned arrived at 

Chanson's cajq), Headman Kalama wa Kuro of Bamba reached Vitengeni with 

a letter from some of the elders of his Location, requesting his removal 

as Headman, He also had a list of names for porters, but he complained 

that he was facing absolute opposition on the matter. Both Tsumu and
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Ziro, vho bad arrived earliert were unable to provide so much as a 
list.^®

On August 19I just after Headman Ndungu of Ndigiria bad 

entered tbe bona in response to Cbas^ion’s call for labourers, tbe 

'rebels’ surged into tbe cas^. Ostensibly, they bad come to free tbe 

two prisoners, but their greatest rage was vented against the Headmen 

and Champion, They left no doubt that they wanted the immediate end 

of Government activities. Chan^jion stood bravely before them in this 

confrontation, and nobody tried to shoot, 13ie Giriama seemed less 

anxious to kill Chanson than to try to shout >Hwi away.

At Ziro's suggestion, and against his own best judgment, 

Chaii5)ion let Sirya wa Jefa out to negotiate with the crowd. He nan- 

aged to break loose from his guards and to join the angry group. This 

gave the Gir:lSuiia new energy, and they began firing arrows. Again, 

Champion was able to calm them and his police, who wanted to return 

fire. The foray lasted more than an hour and finally, when one of the 

bandas (huts) caught fire, Chanqjion ordered shots into the air, success

fully encouraging the Giriama to flee.

Now Champion had been attacked for the second time. As far 

as he knew, this was merely a case of misbehaviour in &ngea, but he

1

sent a messenger to Malindi asking for police support and left with 

the ten Headmen and elders early the next morning. He returned to 

Mangea station, hoping it had not been attacked in his absence. After 

his departure, the Giriama burned the huts of his bom at Vitengeni 

and looted the banda of Rev, Harris of C. M. S idio was trying to

build a school there, Chas^ion also got a report that Ziro's council

• f
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house and the mud house where his retainers lived had been burnt.

.. Because bis Headmen had been with him at Vltengenl, Chanson 

was able to pinpoint the 'agitators' in the attack against his caiiq>. 

They also reported to him truthfully the lack of support Government 

had always had.

spread as Kirwitu, Hohera, Kisiwani, Ganze, Tsangalaweni, l&ngea wa 

Nyasi, Ikoniii's lalo, Dangicha, and Fuladoyo, Cban^ion concluded on 

August 21 that the demonstration and burning of Vitengeni was 'part of 

an organized scheme of resistance to Government.' Furthermore, ho 

stated:

Since those men involved had come from nwlflln as wide-

I am of the opinion thAt quite ninety percent of the 
AGiryama are at present actively hostile to Government 
and that should a ris 
us out of the country^

im| start all would join to drive

His figures were high, but he had assessed their mood correct

ly. This had been the Giriama goal the previous year during Mekata- 

lili's oaii5)aign. The goal had not changed, only the tactic. And 

Champion's condition at the moment, being confined to the station at

Mangea, produced just the is^ession of weakness he feared it would.

Upon hearing of Chas^ion's plight, Hemsted had ordered 

Hazieriggs, the ADC Hallndi, to go to b:^ aid with ten police from 

Malindi. He also ordered the newly-arrived DC Rabai, Charles Dundas,

to go to Mangea with twenty-five more police and to take charge of 

Mangea and handle the situation. Dundas felt totally capable of doing 

both. S. F. L. Lascelles replaced Dundas at Eabai.^®

Meanwhile, Giriama from Makondeni, a lalo that had not par

ticipated at Vitengeni, took advantage of Chaa^don's apparent 

vulnerable position and attacked Mangea station at dawn on Arigust 22,
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191^. They succeeded in burning some of the bandas, but Chas^dLon was 

never in fear for his own safety. However, his oniy sources of water 

came from holes four hundred and seven hundred feet from his camp, and 

the Girinm had poisoned them with euphorbia. Though this situation 

was only tes^orary, it was more than a mere inconvenience. Meanwhile, 

Hemsted telegraphed the Officer, Commanding Troops, of the King's 

African Rifles in Rairobi to report the Vltengeni attack and to await 

his instirudtions,'^

■V

P
This was a crucial turning point, because the irumour spread .. 

that the attack on Chanson at t&ngea had been successful. In many 

instances, ChaB5>ion was rumoured to be dead. On the same day, in an 

un-coordinated, but perhaps related, incident, a group of men 4ent to

Sekoke at Haadaan Mchunga's to inform him that they would not supply

porters for the war efforts. They ttureatened to kill anyone who came

into their villages seeking porters. Some of this party, who were old

employees of the Sekoke Plantation, went among the labourers working
*■

there and shot some arrows, Robody was killed, and one of the at

tackers was captured. The rximour reached Mr. Henry, the manager of 

Sekoke Plantation, that three hundred Giriama were going to attack him. 

He wrote an anxioui*, hurried note to the ADC at Takaungu requesting
22soldiers.

Once they had fighters to Join in their cause, the aggressive

Giriam in Mangea and Godoma took the offensive and began to concen

trate their energy against those places which were the sjmibols of the 

British G^emmentt Vitengeni can^, Mangea station. Headmen's houses, 

Govermieht Council Houses, and Sekoke Plantation. Dundas encoimtered
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opposition when he crossed the Rare River on his way from Rabai to

}kngea and sent a telegram to Takaungui 'General rising of Glriama and

situations very grave.

This assessment, made in haste, was exaggerated. He was

basing this interpretation on his single encounter and disturbing

reports he received along the way. These reports had been corroborated

by Rev, Harris who was returning to Rabai from Vitengeni, but they were

not verified during the renainder of Dundas* trip. He encoiintered no

more Giriama along the way. His full report, written two days later,

called the Giriama action 'more demonstrative than determined.

He wisely warned that the Giriama action occurred because

they believed the British forces to be weak, but that the dense bush

of Girlamaland made disproving such a myth extremely difficult. The

Giriama were striking at missions and-Government buildings where few

people were present to strike back.

On August 23, Haaleriggs arrived at Mangea with his ten
■*

police. He had confronted no Giriama along the way, but his coming 

had announced that Chan^jion was in need of reinforcements, and another 

attack was made on Mangea in the afternoon. Until this time, however,

.23

•s

,24

only Giriama from Mangea and Godoma had participated.

The moment the Giriama of the north heard of the attack on

Mangea, many were ready to join their southern neighbours in the fight. 

They, of all people in any Giriasm region, had been expecting that the 

British were going to come to fight them over the evacuation of the 

Trans-Sabaki, Now, they heard that Mangea had been burned to the 

ground by Giriama. They had hopes that the Giriama might bo able to
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push the British back to the coast.

It appeared that Chanpion’s fears that the rising would

spread were justified. The same day Hazleriggs arrived at Mangea, Mr, 

Waters, the nanager of l&garisii Syndicate plantations south of Ifarafa, 

sent a hurried letter to Montgomery in Malindi saying that two hun

dred Giriama were threatening to attack his plantations the next day,^^ 

Montgomery, who had sent his own police to Mangea, gathered 

the three Europeans in Malindi and some reinforcements and rushed up, 

waiting all night for the Giriama to attack. Nothing came of it, how- * 

ever, and Montgomery returned to Malindi the next day. He later 

explained that when the Giriama checked and found the report of a 

successful attack on ifeingea to be untrue, they gave up their own ag

gressive plans.

Giriama in Weruni also became aware of the situation in

Florence Deed of the C. M, S, mission at Kaloleni entered inMangea,

her diary on August 2h that she could hear war songs around the mission.
#

A number of men refused to work on the roads, and a hostile party of 

armed, man want to Headman Kitu’s, but he disappeared when ha heard 

they were coming. They had also gone to Fondo's and elsewhere, but 

Miss Deed had not heard that,^^

With the exception of Chanpion, British observers, whether 

officers or missionaries, were totally perplexed as to a single poten

tial source of organization among the Giriama, For them. Headmen had 

become a. new positive fooiis in a disintegrating political organization. 

Now, in Mangea and Godoma, nyere and kambl were conMning in discon

tented groups and separating themselves from other Giriama in their
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willingness to take advantage of the British weakened condition. But

there were few individuals actual1y 'leading* the others. Instead,

groups acted from consensus and then set about trying to persuade
♦

others. They knew that their greatest power of persuasion would come 

from a demonstration of their own success or of a British failure.

Two erroneous assumptions nade by the British early in these 

disturbances influenced their own official reaction. They thought the 

Giriana action was a unified one despite -the reports to the contrary 

by Headman, Thus, they failed to take advantage of the many opportu

nities to persuade neutral or syn^athetic Giriama into their camp. 

Instead, they adopted the tactic of brutalizing them to the point that 

they would beg for the conflict to end. Secondly, they assumed there

were 'ringleaders* in each area who, if caught, could end the fighting

as effectively as it had begun. They ultiaately admitted that the 

mood bad permeated the population so deeply that no single man in any

region was so important that he alone could have controlled the direo-
»tion of the fight or its demise.

Our most thorough details concerning the membership of the 

'rebels' and their efforts at organization come from Weruni rather than 

Mangea, Here in Weruni, the nyere alone had gathered as a group to 

discuss thedr anger when the kaya was destroyed. They had concluded 

that their Headmen were serving the British and not the Giriama, Upon 

hearing that the Giriama had won against Chanqjion, they set about try

ing to get the support of the kambi for their efforts.

The kambi were at first too scared to do anything, but 
when they saw the courage of their sons, those who were 
against the mzungu /European/ came forward one ly one to 
take their place of leadership,28
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Some of the kambi went Into council and decided that a collection of

cattle should be brought to the Mitsara wa Kaya (a place of preparation

outside the kaya) to be slaughtered and eaten by the kambi. Tradition- 
«

ally when the Giriama were preparing for war, they would go to every 

traditional elder and ask him to contribute a bull for rituals. In 

this case, the main purpose was to have the Headmen contribute a bull 

to the kambi. This would demonstrate support for their own people, 

opposition to the British, and it was tacit recognition of the author

ity of those kambi sitting in council over their own position of

leadership as Headmen. The Giriama were collecting their own tax from

the Headmen.

Most of the nyere were Wulumbere - so they would have been 

the leaders of the next rika. They grouped into midhia (contingents of 

about fifty men) and went to the homes of the Headmen, They were under 

instructions from the full group not to hurt anyone unless there was 

resistance. The Headmen were asked to pay goats aM cows and accompany 

the man to the Mitsara wa Kaya. Fondo wa Nyana and Kitu wa Syria es

caped the armed parties which came to them, but Fondo wa Thibu of the 

Nyoga age-set, led almost two hundred man to confront Headman Gunga 

wa Baya. Gunga pai'd* two cows and five goats and then sat through a 

frightening and humiliating session at the Mitsara wa Kaya in which 

they argued over whether he had paid sufficiently for their purposes.

J£ you murder him, what do you gain? And they sat there 
with several nyere pointing arrows at him as though they 
were waiting to shoot. And , , . /he/ sat quietly through 
the ordeal and waited quietly to see what action they 
would finally take. He watched them slaughter all the- 
animals and eat everything in /his/ presence,30

He had successfully purchased his own life and agreed to work
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no longer for the British, Before Kitu and Fondo were found, word 

reached Werunl that Chas^ion was safe after all, so hostile actions 

against Jthe Headmen apparently ceased. However, Headmen had been 

served notice that their future was in jeopardy. They had been intim

idated by Makatalili's caa^jaign the year before; this time, their lives 

had been threatened. Now both sides in Weruni waited to see what the 

developments would be.

Since the Weruni offensive had bean against Headmen and not 

British administrators (who were in Rabai) or &rropean missionaries, 

the British were unaware that the rising was in ^nger of spreading to 

the south. From Mangea, it appeared that only Mangea and Godoma were 

in unrest. From Malindi, the whole Sabakl valley seemed to be involved.

From Mombasa, the entire situation looked much more severe 

than it was,' On the afternoon of August 23, Hemsted received reports 

of the attack on ifangea, the threats to Sekoke and Magarini plantations, 

and Dundas* exaggerated telegram of a 'general rising.' He telegraphed 

the OC Troops to send a con^mny of Kings' African Rifles to Kilifi 
immediately.^^

On August 24, one conqjany of KAR under Major Hawthorne 

started for Mangea from Rabai. The next day, a second con^jany of KAR 

started for Mangea from Kilifi Creek, They had been allotted six days 

to 'quell' the Giriama rising.

The Six Day War

Dundas wrote in his memoirs that this rising had spread be-

33 Their goal in that
<r

cause the troops were ^ound for only six days.
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time was to punish Mangaa and Godoma for their attacks on Chao^ion and 

the Headman. Hovrever, this punishment was also extended to Include the 

Giriama of the Trans-Sabaki, and the KAR swept through the region, burn-
4

ing malalo along the wy,

Dundas would have been more correct had he said that allowing 

the troops to cross the Sabaki had caused the hostilities to spread.

The anticipated attack on Ifeigarini plantations had not actiially oc

curred. British administrators were well aware of Giriana uneasiness 

regarding the move from the Trans-Sabaki, but up to this point, these 

Giriama had only made threatsj they had.not joined the hostilities,

Dundas could have argued further that bringing troops in the 

first place caused the scattered attacks to spread into a full-scale 

rising. The 'rebels,' who had difficulty getting many fellow GiriauB 

to join them in this offensive, were rewa^ed by a significant increase 

in recruits after the KAR marched through each area, -What had appeared

at first to be a risky venture by a few energetic upstarts was trans

lated into an obligation to fight with* their own people who were at the 

mercy of gun-carrying soldiers,

Dundas had determined as soon as he arrived at Mangea on 

August Z^■ that a tough“British 'show of power' was necessary, but he

also recognized that such a tough showing was almost inqpossible given
3^

the characteristics of the bush,'^

let all the British officers were anxious to have the troops 

come. Montgomery urged troops because he wanted them to clear the 

Trans-Sabaki, according to the September 30 deadline, at the same time. 

His request for troops included sending them across the river. He
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thought the Giriama there deserved punishment and he wanted force to 

help make them move,^^

Champion urged troops because he thought the Giriama in 

Mangea and Godoma ought to be treated to a slash and burn policy - and 

a stiff fine - as severe punishment. He needed! troops to aoooaiplish 

this. Dundas wanted them to show the Giriama a proper lesson as to 

Government's strength. He was sure, if they went unpunished, the 

Giriama would be certain to try to oppose the British again,

Lascelles, acting in Dundas' absence at Rabai, was relieved 

to know troops were coming because he was involved in some unrest of 

his own: i*umours that Duruma and Kamba ware getting ready to attack 

Rabai and that German askaris were nearby (all proved to be false),37 

Hemsted felt troops were needed because, 'from Mombasa, the view was one 

of Government's near loss of control,3®

The KAJl were in the field from August Zk to August 30. On 

their way to Mangea, the only opposition they encountered was at 

Jilore, where attempts were b^ing nadb to burn the houses of some of 

the Christians.39

Once the troops had aotimlly arrived at Ifangea, Dundas wanted 

them to give an unquestionable demonstration of British military 

strength. Chan^don, who had been more isolated than anybody during 

his 'in^risonment' at Mangea station, still considered the rising to 

involve only the Giriama of Mangea and Godoma, for whom he proposed 

harsh punishment. He, too, wanted the Trans-Sabaki evacuated, but not 

immediately.

However, Montgomery's request for the KAR had specifically
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urged them to clear the north side of the river. More than likely, his 

basis for punishment due the people living there was the failure of the

Headmen to declare their support for Government as soon as hostilities

Mkowa and Kombi, proven faithfuls, 

had never reported to Government and had, apparently, disappeared, 

Ngonyo was suspected of encouraging the abortive attack on Magarinl,

Dundas cams to support this

became evident south of the River,

Montgomery wanted these men punished, too. 

opinion and blamed the Trans-Sabaki Giriama when he heard that the EAR

had encountered trouble at Jllore and unjustifiably concluded: •This,,

,40indicates the'hostile action of Giriama of all the Northern part,

Champion was overruled and had no way of knowing, from his 

isolated spot, that the Trans-Sabaki Giriama were not actively involved. 

He was asked to aocoa^jany two officers and one con^any of KAR on the 

sweep north of the river. They burned villages along the way, includ

ing Barlcho, Marafa, and Mugangeni. They met with 'more or less 

continuous opposition,’ and killed twelve Giriama.^^

Captain Carew marched ^ong the south bank. Ho was attacked 

at Jilore by 1000 Giriama and killed about 30 of them. Lt, Rusburger 

returned with a party to Rabal, but ho fought some Giriama along the 

way. Ihmdas remained at Mangea to make short trips with the police to 

assure that the Giriama did not become hostile again with the exit of’ 

the troops.

Because the EAR met resistance on this double swoop, Major 
<

Hawthorns decided that he qeeded two compaidns of EAR with a full 

month’s supply of stores in order to evacuate the Trans-Sabaki,' But 

there was an interim before they returned to the field, Dundas had
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been correct. A ten-day absence of troops gave the Giriaaa encourage

ment that they might, indeed, win something. By nsrohing through the 

«Trans-Sabaki and burning villages, the British themselves had extended 

the rising to the north bank. The Giriama there had no reason not to 

fight, ■ The Mangea-Godoma swoop halted things there for a while because 

the Giriama had been stunned by the British rifles. But when the 

troops failed to return after a few days, at Jilore and the Headien's 

villages onoe again became targets for Giriama warriors.

Until September 4, all remained quiet. Then, Giriama from 

Biryaa joined the hostilities, and an attack was made on Hangea sta-
/lO

tion and on Tsiuau's village near Vitongeni.

Hemsted had arranged for Kenneth MacDougall, who was still

in Malindi and who, of course, knew the Giriama very wall, to try to

negotiate a peace with the Giriama at this point. Dundas was adamantly 

against it on grounds that it would make Government appear weak and 

that MacDougall would not subsequently be responsible for his actions. 

On September 5» Dundas was still irguingi 'Our only possible policy

lies in a severe hammering which will silence them once and for all

, , . Now I just hold the station but a hundred KAB could perhaps do

the rest or at lea’st hustle the tribe so that it will afterwards be 

a speedy undertaking to crush them entirely, The Governor, on his

He instructed the 'reduction* of theown, concurred on September 7.

Giriama /to be/ finally effected and a sharp lesson given to them.

The rapid MR sweep had accon^lished very little. They had 

frightened the Giriama, but they had hardly shown them proof of British 

superiority in the field. They had angered the Trans-Sabaki Giriama,
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Moreover, their presence was a sign that there was indeed a war between 

the Giriana and the British. Many Giriama felt obligated to step from

thejr neutral position and support their fellow Giriama against the

enejny.

The south, Weruni and Biryaa, had been excluded from the KAR 

activities on the grounds that they had not behaved in any way deserv

ing punishment. But after the KAR left the north, the hostile nyere 

of Wertini intensified the pressure on their Headmen, They had narked 

Fondo wa Nyama earlier for death, on groins that his British loyalty •' 

was too great, Fondo had clarified his position when he refused to pay 

a fee of cows to the Giriama. This provided Just the opportunity they 

needed. He would not' sell off his loyalty to the British with a few 

cows, and the Giriama determined he would pay with his life,

Fondo's resistance seemed to heighten the courage of Weruni 

Giriama, A group of warriors attacked his house on September ? and

killed him with a poisoned arrow, while neighbours looked on, fright-
♦

ened. It was Fondo's death that emboldened the Giriama of Weruni to 

threaten the missions at Kaloleni and Mwabayanyundo.^-5

The subsequent evacuation of the missions and the death of 

the most loyal British Headman widened the war to Weruni. And^when 

nobody came to punish them, more Girianm. Joined the fight against the 

British. On September 11, fresh attacks on Mangea station included 

300 Giriama from Kaloleni.

But by the time the KAR had returned and established a boma 

at Jilore on September 8th, all of Giriamaland was involved in the 

upheaval, Lascelles, the Acting DC Rabai, was ixistructed to take out
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the KAR under Captain Hughes and the police under Inspector West to 

stop the rising in Weruni and Biryaa, By September 13» many Girians 

wo.re gathering at Kayafungo, including large numbers from Hangea. 

Montgomery wrote at this time that there could bo no question of peace 

at the present - the Girlama needed to be p\mished,^^ The war had 

expanded, not ended.

Inconsistent Reactions

The second sweep of the KAR began September 10, They fired

on all parties of Giriaaa that they met whether hostile or not. They

systematically confiscated goats and burned huts,

British weapons and tactics surprised and stunned the Giriama,

Eleven years previously, when they had fought the Mariakani Kamba, each

side had lined up and shot a volley of arrows and retired to regroup
4ft

before lining up to fire again,

confrontation was minimal in comparison to what happened with the 

British, Giriama fell like flies, and when they retired to regroup, 

the shooting continued. Moreover, their previous experience with guns 

had been against the Arabs several decades before. Now they were fac

ing repeater rifles.

The loss of life in this kind of

Giriama reacted in two ways. In some cases, warriors scat

tered and flad into the bush, totally demoralized, 

they entered the bush and began to make systematic attacks on British

In other cases.

their hiding places. Using the bush as an ally was not 

new to them. Only in this way could their arrows be a nmtch for 

British firepower.

soldiers from
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Their traditional obligation• as Giriama, was to fight with 

their people. In most descriptions or e:qxLanations of the war. no 

mention is made of a chance to decide what alternatives they had.

This oan had been killed a Giriama so the meungu 
was fighting the Giriama and a full-scale war broke 
out. The Giriama 
called on his.^9

called on their friends and Champion

In Weruni, a more concerted action developed among the nyere 

against the Head nan. Their fight was not one with the British, per se, 

until Fondo wa Nyama was killed. In the Trans-Sabaki, despite prior 

plans for offensive action, almost all Giriama^had found themselves in 

a defensive position when the EAR marched through, unifying the vast 

majority to oppose the fighting force. But, just as reasons for join

ing the rising had been different in each region, so were reactions to

British fire power, depending, ultimately, upon their vested interest 

in contintiing the war.

In Weruni and Biryaa, the people had little to lose and much

to gain by trying early to surrender for peace. They had not been 

asked to supply labourers. They were not required to give up their 

land. In the Trans-Sabaki part of Gallana, the Giriama had nothing to 

gain by surrendering. Their homes had already been destroyed, they 

knew.they would face punishment, and they had few belongings left.

Their families were scattered and they were fighting to keep their land. 

In Mangea and Godoma, the deepest split had occurred. With 

the exception of Fondo wa Nyama in Weruni, all the Headmen who had • 

openly supported the British throughout the entire troubled period

lived in these two areas. But also in these two areas lived the people

who had been asked to,lend active support to the establishment of
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British administration and who had borne the brunt of all labour de.-

mands. They had experienced the greatest degree of British control, 

they had the most to gain from driving the British out. Encouraged by 

the promise of German support, they had the greatest hope of succeeding.

The concentration of KAH expeditions in this area encouraged some to

surrender but made those who had opposed the British in the earliest 

stages more determined to continue fighting.

There had been no organization of all the Giriama into a 

single military unit at any time during this rising. The situation for

most Giriana was that they had anticipated trouble might come, heard

they were at war, grabbed their bows and poisoned arrows, and joined

their own people in a fight against the enemy. A large portion fled

from the fight altogether - into the Taru desert, to the Tana River,

south to Duruma country. Since there was no organization even on the

regional level, the Giriama themselves had no mechanism to xise to stop 

this confrontation once it began.

From the British vantage point', their own 'hostilities' wore

to continue until the Giriama had been sorely punished. For them, then, 

the focus for any peace settlement rested on those who they knew were 

involved. They wanted Hgonyo's surrender and the murderer of the

askari captured and tried. All those Chanpion had named in his report
;

on the Vitengeni camp were to be turned in as ringleaders, and their 

own Headmen who had.defeoted were to be punished.^

With the exception of Chaopion, British officers were suspi- 

ciovts of anyone who became a 'friendly.' They could not distinguish

between trickery and sincerity. The philosophy of Dundas, in partiou-
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lar, was to continue reprisals until the Giriama had ceased all hostil

ities and jjroniised to begin no more,-^ Two factors made this 

ii^ssible: the lack of a good communication network, central control, 

or singleness of purpose among the Giriaimi and the continued reprisals 

of the KAR which agitated the Giriama to keep fighting back.

In Mangea, Godoma and Gallana, the situation had become a 

vicious circle: the Giriama would continue to fight back as long as

the £AR continued to pliuider, and the KAR would not stop fighting the

Giriama so long as the Giriama seemed hostile. So a rising which had 

spread because of a series of accidents took oh a life of its own, and 

with no chiefs, no authorities at the kaya, how was one to get peace? 

The dilemma was just as difficult for both sides.

Problems of Securing Peace

Securing the peace was virtually in^ossible among people who 

were scattered, terrified, and unsure,whom to trust. The British 

concern to piuiish the Giriama exceeded their desire to and the fighting. 

Whan the Giriama started straggling in to ask for peace, they were 

turned away with a dem^d that all the Giriama declare together. This 

was In^ssible. The fighting itself had been haphazardly organized, 

the issues were different in each of the regions, fighting had taken 

place between Giriama, and the British themselves had Insured division 

and fragmentation of recognized leadership.

Two separate attempts for peace, almost simultaneous, were

made in Werunl and South Gallana. In Weruni, after Fondo wa Nyama was 
killed, Kitu wa Syria barely escaped with his life. But for all of
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the rumotirs of attacks on the missions and on Rabai, the offensive in

and iirnitsdiately encountered.52Weruni was a ’half-hearted effort.

police and plundering KAR,

* Their entry into this conflict had been prinarily against 

Headmen, . They did not entertain hopes of defeating the British based 

on infornation of British military weakness against the Germans. They 

were less prejared for this encounter. Most Giriama, seeing their 

friends fall before them, ran away.

The same men who had come the month before to Headman Gunga's 

and taken him off to the Hitsara wa Kaya to humiliate him changed their 

minds and decided that Gunga was their- only hope at trying to secure 

peace. They canie to him apologetically and asked him to write a letter 

to the DC requesting an end to the war. Gxmga was a good liason be

tween the Giriama and the British for three reasons. He had not served 

long as a Headman and thus had less of a background tainted with Govern

ment Beal, He had paid his fine and tacitly supported the 'rebels' by— 

refraining from helping the British, but he had provided little aid 

for the rebels, either. He also had a son, Mwiriga, who could read and 

write English, so the peace request could be made by letter.

In the north,.the problem was much harder, Mkowa and Kombe 

had paid a fine and fled for their lives to Langulo country. The 

British were unlikely to recogniae as peacemakers any other than their 

Headmen or one of the leaders Champion had mentioned in his report, 

Ngonyo was not interested in negotiating for peace. Tsumu and Ziro 

had been attacked by some of their own people, Tsumu was rescued and 

Ziro was thought to be dead. Their communication with the rebels was *
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hardly a trusting one, Mchunga of Sekoke, Nyaiwe of Madunguni and 

Msaga of Jllore had never walvered in their support for the British, 

so Giriana.rebels distrusted them entirely. Kduria of Kirwitu had 

sided with his people against the British and remained in hiding. The

Headmen in this area were openly divided into those who were either 

active British supporters or active British opposers. This made them 

less accessible for men from the other side to work through. As a 

result, the peace feelers from the Giriama of the north came through a

coastal Arab, Sheik Fathili bin Omar, He was, a long-time friend of the

Giriama and he had previously worked for the British as Mudir of

tkilike the situation in Weruni, however, where the 'rebels'Arabuko,

themselves decided they wanted peace, these men seeking peace were

elders who.were tired of hiding in the bush and frightened by the 
threats they felt from British and hostile Giriana alike,^

In Wer\mi, Gunga agreed to write a letter requesting peace. 

Upon receiving it, Lascelles said that Headman Kitu would have to join 

Gunga and some of the 'rebels' to go to Mombasa ,to talk with the PC,

Lascelles was reacting to an error in his telegraphed instructions which 

said to 'reserve' Kitu instead of 'rescue' him. When the delegation 

appeared in Mombasa with no papers, Hemsted could not understand why 

they had been sent. He was unsure whether he was supposed to ioqjrison 

them or grant them audience. When he ascertained the purpose of their 

mission, ho absolutely rejected their peace offer. Ho argued that the 

Giriama should declare for peace altogether, and that ho could hardly 

begin negotiations with the first location that decided to give up.

He wanted the 'ringleaders' of the trouble and not the 'friendlies. .55
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Montgomery’s reply to the northern peace offers was the samsj

Dnndas was of the sane mind.•partial submission will not be a^epted. *

When he sent Chanson to l&rafa to check on a rumour that Mgonyo was 

ready to surrender and it proved to be false, he replied, 'I propose 
to make no atten^sts to solicit their submission,’^

Those political and military officers working in the north 

and Mongea had almost no knowledge or interest in what was happening 

in the south, beyond the fact that the rising had spread to that area.

To them, the real trouble was in the north, and that was where the . *

solution lay.

But, Hemsted, Montgomery and Dundas all changed their minds 

when they learned that the KAE was needed elsewhere,None of the 

Giriama efforts at getting peace succeeded as well as this British
r ■

knowledge that the K&R had only a short, time to stay.

Hemsted accepted the peace offer from the south, and a fine 

and a levy of porters was set as punishment. At the same time, Dundas 

and Montgomery decided that they would go ahead and meet the elders 

from the northern region separately. A meeting was set for October 5 

at Jilore, and the peace terms were given to the elders present. Who 

represented the Giriama remains a mystery. Evidently, lalo elders of 

significant enough numbers convinced the officers that the Giriama were 

ready for the hostilities to end. They agreed to the following terms 

despite their inability to execute them.

a) all persons wanted on capital charges for 2 years 
prior to beginning of punitive measures handed over.

b) formal submission by native custom of the heads of 
the tribe and rebellion leaders.
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c) 1000 man to bo handed over for military 'teansport

d) fine of Rs. 100,000 out of which con^naations will, 
be paid for danages. Whole fine to be paid in cash, 
(amounts- to Rs. 6 per head per adult male.)

e) evacuation of North of the Sabaki

f) all of the above conditions are to be o 
within 7 days failing which hostilities 
are to recommence,5°

4

oiq>lied with 
Jhj the Britis]^

The British had con^aromised on their original demand that all the

Giriama declare for peace together. But even so, the terms of this 

peace, particularly the seven-day time limit, were totally unrealistic. 

Families were scattered, loyalties were questioned, homes and villages 

had been .burnt, and everybody was powerless, to have much effect on 

actions of fellow Giriama, Moreover, some Godoma and I&ngea Giriama 

were not at all ready to quit.

This fact led to the incident which smde Solomon Kadzitza

the only hero of the Giriama war, Solomon was caught in the middle 

because he could read English. In a5'lcct...pf good faith, two of the 

'rebel* leaders of the south agreed to take a message from the KiR 

captain in Rabai to the KAR captain in Mangea, The message told of the 

agreement for peace in the south, indicating that this should assist 

the efforts for peace* in the north. When the two messengers arrived 

near Tsumu's at Vitengeni, they were confronted by a group of warriors 

who were just returning from a fighting ez^dition. They desmnded to 

see the letter, but since none could read, they took it to Folodoyd 

for Solomon Kadzitaa to read. When they learned that the latter was

requesting peace from the Giriama on the northern side, they objected, 

and forced Kadzitza to tear it up. When the messengers returned to
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Habal to toll what had happened, Captain Rose, who had saooeeded as 

officer in charge, took one of the messengers with him on his |mtrol ' 

to I^ngea to identify Sadnitsa for pTmishmento^^ ^

Rose felt that Kadaitza shonld have delivered the message any

way. Even if Eadzitea had been forced to tear op the actual letter, he. 

knew the c<nitents, Rose's choice of punishment went beyond the crime 

committed. Solomon Eadzitza was allowed to go into his house for his 

Bible and to kiss his family before he was tied to a tree and shot.^

Rose's behaviour justified the arguments of those Giriama who ' 

were unwilling to stop fighting. He was aware that Weruni and parts 

of Godona had declared for peace, and ho knew that the people in the 

north had been given until mid-October to meet the terms of their 

peace settlement. let during this period, he killed 7 Giriama who wore 

running away at Ifeigogoni and 7 others at various villages. Ho captured

400 goats and burnt several villages while at the same t-lmA admitting 

that only two arrows wore aottally fired at his troops. Even peace

ful Giriasm had difficulty interpreting such actions as an honest 

desire by the British for peace.

The October 7 meeting in Jilore failed to be what the British 

had hoped as an end to hostilities and total capitulation by the 

Girlaom. But it did sucked in coni^ncing many Giriam that the win

ning side was indeed the British side. Finally the British ware being 

persuasive. The Giriam sensed they would be tmable to win. From 

that point forward the British officers, too, thought in terms of 

seeking those Giriam who were hold-outs to the peace stipulations.

They regarded the war as finished. The mjority of Giriama wanted the

I
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hostilities to end| but they had no control over those feu vho still 

wanted to fight..

The greatest exception to the desire for peace were.those
t

Giriara of the Trans-Sabaki and the anti-govemEsnt forces of Ibngea 

and Godbia who had stimulated open hostility in the first j^oe. The 

former still did not want to leave their land. The latter knew they

could hide in the bush for some time. To surrender was to lose all

hope of ending British domination.

The official position of the British Bade the situation of 

their officers nibre diffioid± insisting that all Giriama were guilty 

and should be punished. They gave no reward for cooperation. Even 

loyal Headsian had to pay, for failing to control their own people. As 

a result, those people who surrendered first bore the brunt of the 

penalty simply because the rebels continued to cause trouble and then 

escaped into the bush, leaving their fellow Giriama to pay the fine.

The British had actually failed to demonstrate their siqperior
#

war power, because the availability of the bush for hiding allowed the 

enemy on the battlefield to escape. Ho was never forced to surrender. 

Captives were never taken. Any Mdadiana of a Midthia who was killed 

was replaced by anotEer in the rank. Those Giriama who sought p^ce in 

Mangea and Godoma did so because they wore tired of living in the bush, 

not because the British had defeated them.

It was for this reason that the cbn^etlon of the harsh peace 

terms took on such iB^idnnoe for the British. It was the only mecha

nism through idiloh they could demonstrate their superiority and ensure
*

Giriama total sutmiission. The terms of the peace becan» the battle for
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British dominance. Once having decided on the terms, however unreal

istic, then to give in would be a sign of weakness, this iJistahoe . 

weakness of this sort icsant defeat because it would signify that the 

Girdama luul learned nothing and that the British effort had been use

less.

Therefore, it was the British who reopened hostilities at the 

end of October on the grounds that the Girlam had not met the terms of 

the peace, Dundas figured he had only 930 arrows out of the 6000 that 

Three thousand goats had been captured, but the labourers, 

the rupees, and the evacuation of the Trans-SabakL still remiinsd to 

be achieved.

62
existed.

Just when it seessd that the Giriama had given up the offen

sive cosqpletely, Hemsted received a report in Mondiasa indicating that 

this 'little war* was about to explode again. On November 6, a message 

came from the DC of the Tana River District to the north that 3000

Giriama were advancing on the community of Witu. He was sending a
#

company of K&R from Lamu to handle the situation and he requested an 

officer from Kalindi to coma north to meet it, Chasqjlon was sent on 

what proved to be coaqjlete wild goose chase which took up his time and 

energy and that of a full conqiany of KAB, The action h£^ been based 

on rumours spread again by German agents,It was an undeniable re

minder that the KAB was needed elsewhere to confront the German eneny

directly and that the Giriasm were now so scattered that no one was 

sure where most of them were.
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T3ie 'Second War*

MBaTwhlle, Captain Rose had began the evacuation of the T^ans- 

Sabaki, and the unbffioi^ 'second var' to get the Giriam to nset the 

peace terms was under way. The responsibility for this second phase 

was given to Francis Traill, idio was sent in November to replace 

Dundas as DC at Jilore. Traill was of the old school of British- 

trained officials. He believed in the rules and he followed then

4

ezpUoitly, He was no stranger to the Giriama, He had served as DC 

in Halindi in 1910, and he had been one of the few officers to speak 

favourably of the Giriam then.

He set out immediately to get the labourers and the fine and 

to si^rvise the evacuation of Giriana from the north bank of the

river. As early as November 19, however, he had Joined the ranks of

nyriads of British officers among the Giriama and oonoluded that the 

Giriama hated laboto* and were absolutely unwilling to work for the 

Government. He had been confronted with twenty-two yoimg n^n in one 

village who paid an average of sixteen goats eac^, saying they would 

rather die than work for a couple of months,

Government should be realistic. If this is the 
Giriasm attitude, then attes^ts to get labour are 
self-defeating , , , Since August things have been 
iq)set, the Giriam have lived in the b^h like 
animals, lost huts, stock and friends. Still they 
refuse to work,™

Dundas, at this tims DC at Mombasa, was also beginning to 

realise that the labour condition might have to be postponed. He 

concluded that the rising had been-quelled but inadequately punished 

and that passive resistance continued, Ih spite of bis insistence on
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a hard line, he. decided that, to avoid the ruin of the Glrlam, 

British punitive measures would have to be spread over a. long period 
of timq,^^

When Hobley returned to Honbasa to resume his post as FC In 

late November, the rising was over, but the Glrlama were scattered and 

frightened, and the task ahead of the British seemed just as monumental 

as before the war, & heard different interpretations of the events 

from his officers. Chanson argued that the duties and the positions 

of the Headmen had been extremely difficult a^ng their own society.

In assessing his two years ei^rience among the Glrlama, he understood 

that the Glriam felt justified in behaving as they did. He even 

suggested that Government policy had been 'too rapid’ during the pre- 

Ha pointed out that Giriana who -wanted to help the 

Government then had to floe from their own war parties, leaving them 

no choice but to hide in the bush. He intismted that the treatment by

. s

68vious two years.

Government of all Giriam as guilty was a mistake.

Dundas, on the other hand, believed t^t the Glrlama 'had no 

provocation to justify their insurrection,' 

responsibility toward them or any need to look after their interests, 

•We have, therefore, no reason to show consideration for them and nay

As a result, he felt no

consult only our own interests.' He even suggested that if the Giriana 

gave too much trouble during the collection of the fine, that the 

British 'might en^jloy a troop of Masai, who the Giriana dread,

Dundas was senior to Chanson, Hobley kept the idea of the Masai as a 

possible reserve tactic, and he, too believed the Glrlama rising was 

unjustified.
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^ the close of 191^• the British had reluctantly accepted 

that their peace plan was still inooi^ete, Aliiiost three zsonths had 

passed sinra the Giriaca^ elders agreed to the terns at Jilore, but 

they had produced only 141 labourers out of the. quota of 1000 and 43 of 

those had run away. Out of a fine of 100(000 rupees, only 30|000 had 

been paid. The British had burned at least 5>000 houses, captured over 

3,000 goats, and accounted for over 150 Giriaiia dead. They hod lost no 

men. Only one proposal of their peace terms had been meti the Trans- 

Sabaki had been evacuated. But not all people had moved south of the 

river. Some scattered to the Tana River to join the Pokomo, some went 

up the Sabaki River to Taveta, some took refuge along the coast, and 

some just hid in the bush, Hemsted recognized that the situation was 

serious when he toured in late December at Hobley's request. The col-

lection of the Giriama into a reserve was no longer just a means for- 

effeotive administration, it had becoma the only means for any adminis

tration at all,^®

If /British hostilities are re-opened and protracted 
as they must be from the nat\ire of the country pending 
full ooB^jlianoe with our terms, there appears the gravest 
danger that the thibe wiU. disperse /cosgiletely, leaving 
Girianaland emptj/.T^

The actual fighting had lasted just over a month. The 

Giriama knew they had not frightened the British away. And the British 

knew the Giriama were less demonstrative but still deterndnsd.^^ But 

the situation for both sides was now more difficult than it had been 

before the war. People were scattered, resources were strained, 

loyalties were questioned, and famine reared its ugly head.
to
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The Uncertain Bosponsibillly

Ai-hhnngh it was not dlscussed in official correspondence, the
4

of oonmnd between the Provincial office and the District offi^^ 

cers, on the' one hand, and the KAR on the other, was never precisely 

determined. This was further exacerbated by the fact that officers in 

the province and officers in charge of KAR divisions were changed 

during this year of upsetting events - mostly due to the need for 

their services in the war with Genmny.

The KAR regained the Giriaua unrest as a side cas^iaign in 

the war with Germany, The fact that German agents had been involved 

provided support for their attitude that the Giriapa situation needed

. >

to be handled quickly and decisively. Troops were needed for more 

It was this need to handle the matter quicklypressing maneuvers, 

which accounted ^or the incredible expectation by British officers 

that the Giriama could be frightened by two con^anies of KAR into doing 

In ton days what they had refused to do* all along - provide labourers

“L

and leave their land. The Giriaaa themselves had been scattered like 

of ants, their homes hAd been burnt, their goats had been 

confiscated, and what le'adership that remained was even more fragmented. 

The reaction of British officers to this unrest was hardly 

one of total agreement. This was due, partly, to the lack of experi

ence 'most of those men had had with the Giriama. They were, of 

necessity, translating their knowledge of other African peoples to the 

situations they encountered in Giriamland. IMs was always risky.

Hemsted was acting PC in Hobley's absence, and it was bis

a swarm
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telegram which had sparked Champion's intensive drive for labour in the 

first place. Although Eemsted later told the Governor the order was

sent to the DC Molindi who forwarded it on to Chanqaion 'for his l^or- 

mation, Chaaqaion had no way of knowing that this was not a serious 

order and he proceeded to carry it;, out.

Also, whereas ig> to this time the ADC Giriam was the promi

nent spokesnan for the Giriaaa in the -Njalo area and reported directly 

through the DC Malindi, it was Charles Dundas, who had just arrived to 

become the new DC Rabai, who was ordered to go to Chasqjion's assistance 

and to supervise the punishment for the killing of the askari and the 

attack on Vitengeni station. Once Dundas arrived, he took cos^ete 

charge. Chanson spent the entire time on patrol with the £AR, Al

though Dundas' knowledge about the Giriaom was small and he depended 

upon Chaii5»ion for acquainting himself with the people, he still took 

over the decision-making for the duration of the rising. Chanqdon tfas 

left merely to take orders. It is for this reason that Dundas constant

ly expressed horror at the lack of ^)rofessionalism in the administrative 

network of the Giriama, and why he was so insistent that the British 

make a strong showing and ensure Giriasm punishment.

Eemsted, Dundas’ immediate superior, was also new to the 

area, and he lacked full knowledge of the events which had taken place 

during the previous year. As soon as he heard Chan^don's party had 

been shot at, he ordered Dundas to check on the matter. Then, the 

Officer, Commanding Troops ordered that Hangea be evacuated. Dundas 

disagreed with this, remarking the need for a show of force and giving 

ass\urances that he could handle the matter. He felt the evacuatinn*^ of
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station muld 1st tbs Giriam think that thsy had suocssdsd in 

' running out ths British, Thsn, ths OC Troops oountonsandsd his oim 

ordsr and said that Dundas was to go to Haxigoa, aftsr all. So Hsmstsd 

found hinsslf caught in ths middls rathsr than in chargSi and on 

August 23, whsn ha hsard ths Glriama wars prsparing to attack Magarini 

and Sokoko plantations, and whan Dundas ssnt a puzzling rsport that 

thsrs uas a gsnsral rising in Giriana, hs wirsd for a company of 

to coins to Kilifi at ones, assuming this to bs bis only altsrnativs.

Ths acting DC post at Habai was fiUad by S, F, lascsUss, 

who was on his way to Mombasa and was stopped on the train at Rabai 

and told to talffl charge. Montgomsiy remained at Malindi, but he was 

particularly concerned that the KAR was coming to assist the evacua

tion of the Trans-Sabaki which was supposed to bo con^iloted by Septem

ber 30, J, B, Pearson, who had also senred as ADC at the Mangea 

station, acoonqianiod Major Hawthorne of the KAR from Rabai to Mangea

as an advisor. He was one of ths two men assigned to raise porters

for the war effort, in irtiat cans to bo the Carrier Corps, Like 

Chan^lon, hs was in no position to imke authoritative decisions about 

the events. He could only advise.

Therefore,"'Ehe expectations of the DCs and Hemsted and the 

KAR were based more on their experiences with other African peoples 

emd their unwillingness to let the Giriasn show disrespect to the 

British Government, They expected the Glriana to behave as if thsy 

had been well-adninlstered. They had little syn^athy for the dangerous 

position of the Headmen, who were more concerned about being killed by 

their own people than 'letting down ths British.' Montgomery's
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position was that any Headman who had not openly declared for the 

British was supporting the rebels, Ife and Dnndas both insisted timt.t 

they stirrei^er unoonditionally and be treated as leaders of the rising. 

It 1;rae that In the Trons-Sabaki, Ngonyo did not declare for 

Goremmentt and idien they came after him, he fled, knowing they would 

punish him, Masha wa Lugatzi of Barioho, Maguta of Bura, Chula wa 

Dzala of Bungale and Taura wa Bau of Bore (who was Kaum) all led 

their people in opposing Gorernment,

But these men had much more than their land to lose by migra

ting south. The niigration would have forced'’ooD5>etition among Headmen, 

and those who were moving south would'lose their positions in Government 

service. For all of their objections to working for the British, they 

did understand -that their own leadership legitiamoy by then resided in 

the British network. They would be joining other locations and serving

under other Headmen, effectively leaving themselves with no remaining 

power. In such a case, they would have to accept this new leaderless 

position or ’try to carve one for -theiaselves outside the British struc

ture. y

South of the river, Nduria wa Gunga of Kirwitu and Kitumbtii 

of Biryaa fought on the Giriam side. But most of 'the Headmen did not 

desert the British until they were forced to by their own people, and 

'then 'they 'tried to buy -their lives with a fins, When the British
D

troops arrived, any Headman who had paid a fine -to the Giriam -then 

fled from "the Government -to avoid punishment.

Changdon was the only one who fully unders-tood -the difficulties 

of the Ifoadman under 'the oiroums'tancss, and he wro-te a report on their
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behalf in Ootober, He also stressed that a largo rainbor of Giriama did

not actively support the resistance against the British, If the task

originally designed by the British had been inadequate and had been 
*

pursued too rapidly, then it uas possible the British administration' 

could have failed even without the Giriam behaving so 'notoriously 

out of hand,' Chas^don obviously felt he had been doomed to failure, 

Traill, who foiled him, had better luck, but ho had previous experi

ence with the Giriara., an official surrender doousoent, and the 

assistance of a considerable police force.

>

9
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CBAPTES vm

THE SEAR OF THE FINE, 1915

The year 1915 opened with the return to Jilore of the last 

KAR patrols. One patrol had burnt 400 huts, captured 1,800 goats, and 

killed nineteen Giriana, The other had burnt 200 huts, captured 1,200 

goats and fifty-five head of cattle, and killed four Giriana, They 

had net with no hostilities; their goal was to collect the fine from 

those areas - Baricho, Shakahola, Garashi and parts of Mangea - which 

had not yet begun to contribute 'their fair share* of the fine,^

By the end of January, the KAR had been withdrawn, replaced 

by Mr, Higgins, the Assistant District Superintendent, Police and an 

eapanded police force of eighty-five men,^ At the same time, an addi

tional ADC, Mr, Thompson, was sent to help Traill and Chanqiion imtil 

the latter took leave of East Africa in March, Traill proceeded with 

the determinism of a mn who cosibined unfailing effort with patience to 

get the fine and labourers that were demanded. The Giriama had moved 

from most of the sites across the river, yet they were alloted their 

portion of the fine according to population figures, Garashi simply 

bad no goats to pay.

The British were not syngathetic with the fact that the 

Giriama had lost most of theij: resources to pay a Rs, 6/ per male
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fine. The capture of goats had taken the ii^dn source for this fine.

The burning of houses, the lack of sufficient food, and the shortage of 

water only intensified the problems. The British e3q)eeted the Giriaiisi ■ 

to react to the need for a fine by providing a labour force - that was 

a certain way of getting money. Once again, as might have been ospeoted, 

few Giriam chose this alternative.^

Finally,.in desperation, the Government agreed to take goats 

as fine rather than money. It was as though the needs of the goats 

caused' more concern than those of the Giriama. The British files are 

filled with telegrams concerning the collection, transport, and feed

ing of goats, all of which became more difficult when an epidemic of 

goat disease broke out. xDue to the pressure put on local administrators 

by i^e Colonial Office to omke every action pay for itself, the pecu

niary goals overshadowed the human concerns. Bon-cooperation was not 

blamed on the goats for getting ill or hungry, but when the Giriana 

demonstrated such needs and since they would not become labourers to 

solve these needs, punishment was intensified. The reputation of 

Government and the balancing of books had priority. The British still 

failed to ask themselves why the Giriana behaved as they did,^

Traill bad set up headquarters at Jilore, where ha had many 

prisoners from the rising. These included Makaziro wa Ikoidai, who 

allegedly killed Kalunja for raping his wife, Sirya wa Jefa, who had 

escaped from ChanqxLon's Vltengenl boma, ^ere he was held prisoner' 

after shooting at a labour recruiter on August 16| two men idio sup

posedly incited 'the attack against Hangea on August 22, and Ngonyo, who 

had been captured on Novesdber 2 north of the river and brought back to
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Jilors. Traill bad tbe namss. of three others ^o.had led the burning 

party against the C, M, S. ItLssion and Goremaent station at Jilora, 

but ti)py had not yet been arrested, Igiguta of Bura and Nduria of 

Eirsitu were two of the ln^irisoned Headisen.^

Both Tsuau and Ziro stayed at Jilore with their families for 

a while, but they soon afterwards returned as Headmen of their Loca

tions. Even Nduria, who had been hostile from the beginning, was 

allowed to retain his post. Eoidsi and Mkowa, who had saved their lives 

by paying a fine and fleeing to Langulo counjtoy, sent word to Traill 

that they did not want to return to Government service and have to col

lect the fine and porters. They said they would come forward iQ)on the 

cos^letion of the terms. Eonibi remined in the north, but l&owa went 

first to Weruni and then to Iferikano, just south of the river. He and 

Ngonyo both wanted no part in the settlement because they had played 
absolutely no part in the hostilities,^

But ly Ifay, when the fine and labourers continued to dribble 

in slowly, Ngonyo and Mkowa offered their assistance as leaders of a 

large group of elders. They told Traill they realized tlie condition 

of their country was most unsatisfactory. They needed to plant fresh 

crops soon in order to prevent famine, and many people were still-exit

ing to the Tana River. They felt that if the elders lent their support 

to Government to con^lete the peace terms, then the trotible would be 

ended. Although many Giriama had paid their fine and given labourers, 

the total amount had been based on the total population, mny of whom 

had escaped to the Tana, to Langulo country, or to tbe coast to live 

near Malindi, to Oururna or to Teita, The elders proposed sending
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delegations to these {Oaoes to get their fine from them and having 

them send labotnrers.^

« Traill was extremely sospioions of the (^iasm whom he oon- 

siderad 'past cmsters in the art of creating fa^e i^prossio^ favonr- 

able to themselves, * but ha was more than anxious ho give them a try.

He said they would have to prove themselves in Uie Reserve | though, 

before he would let them go outside. Although his reluctance to send 

Giriama elders to places '^ere others irare escaping to is reasonable, 

his test - in the Reserve - was doomed to failure, for Ngonyo and Mkoa, 

especially, had no power over the people in that region,

Traill had been forced to rely on the old Headmen in setting 

up his Locations - not because most of them had done an effective job, 

but because he needed help meeting the peace terms and there seemed no 

better alternative. Two who had openly opposed the British, teringa 

of Jilore and Nduria of Kirwitu, were allowed to retain their offices. 

Ziro's perfornance after this time was^disappointing. The two most 

effective were Tsumu and Hdungu of Ndlgiria, idiich was west of Mangea 

and had remained rather aloof from the conflict. Had Itoafa and Bura 

not been in the evacuated area, then Ngonyo and Maguta might have re- 

tained their offices rather than renaining as prisoners in the Jilore

8

. •«

caa^.

The elders had not succeeded as they promised, and by July 

when Hobley came on tour to meet with them, he considered Ngonyo per

sonally trying to obstruct settlement.^ People were beginning to move 

back to the north of the river, but as soon as a patrol crossed, they 

would run into the bush and hide, so it was almost useless to go after
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them. I&my of Ngpnyo's people vere at Marafa tbotigh he stayed at 

Jilore. Chula wa Zala remained at Bungale. Masha wa Lugatsl had moved 

south of the river, but some of his people resmined at Barioho, A 

large ooUection of people had renmined at Gandi, uhsre they had sen? 

tries posted and remained openly hostile. A second stronghold, led by 

a brother or cousin of the late Fembe wa Mrimi, reiimined at Konoda 

Kacha. He said he had medicine to prevent the Europeans from coming 

into the area. Hobley proposed taking care of the south SabakL first, 

and then a column should go across to take care of the remaining pock

ets of Giriama. In lieu of soldiers ot police, he suggested 50 Masai 

spearman could do the trick.

By the end of August, 1915# Traill had aodon^ilished all of 

this without a patrol. He found no active opposition. He conducted 

three safaris, assisted hy 300-600 persons each time. He captured 

prisoners at Gandi< and Bungale, burnt villages there and at Eonoda 

Kacha, and reaped all of the s&izefrom the shambas at the latter. He 

nmnaged to get I50 loads ^diich could* be sold in Mallndl to contribute

to the fine. He encountered about twenty mlalo. which he destroyed.

He captured sixty-seven people living on the north bank and brought
11

them back to Jilore,

In the end, the fine was paid by October 25, almost a year 

to the day that Traill had come to be DC for the Giriama. The brunt 

of the fins had been paid by those who had been least hostile, since 
many Giriama had escaped and co\^tributed nothing. In desperation to 

get it coB^deted, Traill resorted to reaping the maize which Giriam 

had cultivated north of the river after the evactiation, Ikist of this
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was osltivated by psof^ lAio had aotaaUy Huved south, but the few 

. holdouts at Konoda Kaoha and Gandl pro^dded justification for Go7em- 

msnt to reap as muoh as the officer wanted. In addition to this, ha 

also resorted to raiding cattle in Biryaa, which was taken to Babai to 

be sold within two weeks unless the owners came in with their part of 

the fine. Thus, the few Giriaina had emerged from the risihg with 

a bit of wealth paid a greater proportion of the fine than did the
12rest.

The same was true for the IQOO labourers which had come from 

the families nearest to Government administration. Once again, those 

who had fled into the bush and were willing to live under con

siderable hardship, still found it to bo an effective way to avoid

. *

British administration.

Traill stressed that the coo^etlpn of the fine was a great

accoB^liahmant. It was, for him, *the end of the second stage of the

GiriaEB Rising,* He regarded the 'spirit of active opposition* to be

oonqjletely crushed but reminded that they would always have a certain

amount of passive resistance. He was surprised and pleased to find

that they had provided porters for him and cleared roads and helped

him to reap and transport*the naize.^^

These say be only small accomplishments oos^pared 
with the work done for Government by natives in 
other districts, but for Giriam it is a distinct 
tuivance.l^

Pearson wrote a special memorandum pointing out that Govern

ment had been fortunate to have the success it did. He noted t^t 

much of the fine was paid in silver, which was a comment on their 

previous prosperity and a sign that they had borrowed against the next
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yoar's crops. Those crops voold have to be cultivated vithout the 

large grainary of the Trans-SabakL which, as early as 1910 had pro

vided a Cusjioins export value at Malindi of Rs. 135,000 and must have 

amounted to Rs. 150,000 i£ one took into consideration ooimissibns for 

buying, selling, and transport for the Indians. Secondly, port of the 

fine was paid in goats, which would have been ispossible for Government 

to turn into a profit had there not been a war and soldiers to. eat them. 

He also felt that Government had been fortunate that more

Giriama did not leave for other parts but chose, instead, to remain in 

the 'miserable strip of country that lies between the Sabaki and the 

NdBovuni Rivers,' And finally, Pearson stressed the significance and 

contribution of Traill, the officer in charge, who was 'trained in that 

school where duty pointed to the end and necessity supplied the means,^^ 

But in spite of Traill's and Pearson's attenpts to point to 

the significance of the acoonplishment, the final stipulation of the 

peace terms - punishment of the leaders and the unconditional surreiuler 

of the Headmen - had proven unsuccessful. Headmen except those of the 

Trans-SabakL had kept their posts. The most liportant prisoner,

Hakaziro -wa Ikombi, who allegedly killed the askari. had been tried by 

Traill and Vidal and Thonpson under military court in Ibroh, 1915, was. 

found guilty, and was condemned to death. Their decision was overturned 

by the General. Of fleer, commanding, who argued that the count was im

properly constituted. Traill then urged deportation, since he had 

statements from several people that l^ikaziro was indeed guilty. His 

own father admitted his son's guilt and had paid the fine of three 

bulls to the kambl. This deportation was also turned down with the

. ■»
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suggestion that I^ikasjfo be tried in ordinary oonrt. Traill^ like 

ChaiQ)ion before him, was faced with the lack of jndibial pomr to back 

up his responsibiiities. This nrntter was finally settled when l&dcaziro' 
was certified a leper and was sent to Hzislxim leper oas^.^^

This action took care of the only person who had committed a 

criminal act. As for all the other prisoners in oan^), Traill decided 

that keeping them in Jilore as political detainers was punishment ' 

enough. It was clear that these men had acted against the Goremment, 

but then so had their counterparts in alttost every location in Giriama- 

land.

•s

The more 1 learn of the Rising the more 1 am convinced 
that it was the concerted act of the whole tribe, and 
it hardly seems fair to deport the old men unless we 
are going to recommend deportations on a wholesale scale,

At the time, a leaderless rising seemed Inconceivable, And yet, the

Giriama had involved themselves in a fight against the British for dif-a

ferent motives and in varying degrees without any real leadership.

Some people fled to the bush and took nq part. Others opposed their

own people, but the smjority of the Giriaam. population, when given an

opportunity which they thought, might briiig defeat to the British, were 

willing to fight. It took only a short time for the Giriama to realize 

that the British were not easy to defeat, and they were caught with ho

kaya elders to mediate a peace.

The lack of organisation, and /lack of/ obedience 
to recognized leaders which has always been so nmrked 
a feature of the tribal life of the Giriama in peace 
time, was again apparent in the war and no doubt ac
counted to a large extent for their failure to accom
plish greater results. It is in^ssible to sin^e out 
any particular nsni»or of the tribe as having taken any 
pre-eminent part in innit-irig 
directing the operations,18

others to revolt or in
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In the end, even Ngonyo was absolved of responsibility. However, he 

remined for some tine at Jilore, a blind who promised to refrain 

from funther opposition and intrigue.^^

i

0
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CHAPTER IX

THE IMPACT ON BRITISH ADMDTBTRATION
1916-1963

The PoBt-RAaAng Pattern. 1916-1920

In November, 1915» Traill left the Giriama district in con

siderably better shape than he had found it. He had laid the groundwork 

for cooperative administration, and he had achieved the is^ossible - 

over 1000 Giriama labourers. Vfhen he left, Ihr, P, L, Deacon took over 

and the headquarters for the District were transferred from Jilore to 

Rabai, H, G. Evans, who had replaced Vidal as ADC in August, 1915» 

had begun work establishing a ten^wrary station ^t south of the 

Sabaki River at Kakoneni. J. M. Pearson was stationed there from No

vember on. The primary purpose of this location was to prevent the 

Giriama from crossing the river,^

Hobley felt the most pressing issue was to get the Giriama 

settled permanently, in.definite locations. To meet this point, the 

Nyika Reservewas proclaimed in March, 1916,

But the personality of Traill was missed, HI most of the 

time, Pearson was finally 'invalided out' to Malindi. Hobley was the 

only fastdliar face resmining, and he could not, from Mombasa, handle 

the need for more effective control. The goals so dearly won were in 

danger of being lost altogether. The war effort created a desperate *
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need for labonr in the Erotootorato, Hobley, believing jnst as strong

ly as ever that African peoples shonld govern theiaselves and that 

everybody shonld contribute to the work effort, still asked for labonr- 

3 4 .ers.

!lhe harvests weie bad. People began to call this the famine 

of the fine, or naala ya Faini. They watched their old grainary across 

the river renain nnenltivated, and they had need of food. People begM 

slipping back to the Trans-Sabaki, 

be avoided.

The question of land use could not

One of the lingering problems of the-Protectorate was the 

clarification of the land titles between Africans and Europeans, W, E, 

F, delaoey, the deputy Recorder of Titles at Ifalindi, had become angry 

over the delay in the work of his court due to the eviction of some 

ex-slaves who had registered their claims with him, Ha pressed the 

issue, and his private complaint developed into a personal animosity 

against Hobley, who considered the natter insignificant, dsLacey 

pressed his case all the way to the Seoreta3ry of State, and this 

brought into the open the plight of' -the Giriama land question. Pressure 

was put on the Governor, and finally Hobley agreed to a Commission of 

Inquiry to bo held at ifalindi. Although the min purpose of hhe inquiry 

was for delacey to voice his cosqlalnts against the delay in bis own 

courts, the result was to mke the land issue public. Sheikh Fathill 

bin Omr, the ex*^udir of Arabuko who bad been liason in the Glriam 

declaration for peace, had become deLaoey's agent. Probably at his 

urging, Ngonyo and some elders were asked to testify before the com- 
mission,^

Before the turn of the century, Hgonyo had infaot been given
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permission Sir Arthur Hardlnge to live at llorafa. His grlovanoe vas 

strong, and his goal was to return to Marafa, But more significant

than Kgonyo's testimony was the fact that there had been a disoreianoy
«

in the oonmunlcatlon of the numbers of people involved in the evacua

tion, Around 2.1$ of the entire Giriama population had been living north 

of the river. This amounted to nearly 20,000 people, considerably more 

than the 5,000 ^*lch' Governor Belfield had originally reported to the 

Secretary of State,

Hobley was blamed for this numerical disorepahoy. He had 

first proposed the evacuation of the Trans-Sabaki in June, 1913, and 

it had been merely convenient that he could carry out his plan under 

the auspices of punishment after November that same year. In his orig

inal proposal, he gave a total Giriama popvQation of 60,880, but he 

failed to mention how mny were living north of the river, I have 

been unable to find a copy of Skene's proposal for the same move on 

October 23, 1913, to learn if he provided an estimate. Chan^ion had 

no estlmte in his October 28 report when he recommended the move, but 

on December 4, 1913» Skene used the 1913 census to estimate 14,000 total 

population to be moved south of the river. This included a considerable 

number of non-Giriana. ^ had added the figures of 4,765 men, 5,158 

women and 4,855 children. This was approximately 5»000 famnies. ‘ By 

the time this had finally bean proposed by Governor Belfield to Lewis 

Haroourt, the Secretary of State for the Colonies, on Jfeiy 4, 1914, the 
total people involved had been redu^ to 5,000 people,^

In the course of the tour, the PC found 'soma sections 
amouhtihg in numbers to some 5t000 in all' taking 
advantage of the fact that they were entirely free of 
control and wandered 'outside their own country and

/*
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scattered over an ertenslve and fertile area to the 
North of the Sab2iki, a sitimtion vhich ia entirely 
outside their traditional tribal location.?

Hobley had also reported that there tos an 'abundance of 

vacant and suitable land for their occupation* south of the river 

that the Giriana did not object if they xrare given time to cultivate 

crops and to choose a new site to occupy. Hobley was adtually deceiv

ing his own Govemioent at the time, but he, too, say not have realised ' 

the difficulties of his proposal.

The implication was not only that relatively few Glt»iAma were 

involved but that they were trying to use land which was clearly not 

theirs. The facts do not bear this out, Uhen the Glriasa began their 

migration ncirthward after I850, the SabakL River was no more considered 

a boundary of their land than the Ndzovuni River, floidng into KiJifi 

Creek, had been when they reached it. In all of this area, Giriama 

paid Galla for permission to use the land. When the CaIIa were no 

longer present to grant the permission, the langulo were there to do 

it for them. 8

In 1896, James Weaver, the Acting District Officer in Jfeilinii, 

wrote that during the previous five years officers in charge of MnUnrii 

had exerted themselves to-get the WaNyika to settle on the Sabaki and 

that he had atteuqited to 'get the Wahyka /si^ from the fatv RlrfAnw 

country, a dry, and not very prosperous district, to come and settle 

on the fruitful lands adjoining the Sabaki River.' He was strongly

opposed to the Giriama paying the langulo for use of the land since

permission was coming directly from Government. The Giriama had not 

'snsj^ed* across the rivOT, Govemjaent had encouraged them,^
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The Commission of Inquiry in 1917 had exposed Go7e3nam9nt's

doubts, if not outright error,- in -the handling of the Giriama's rights

to the Trans-Sabaki, Uhen the Commission adjourned in Deceiber, the 

Giriam left uith -the inpression that -the inTinoibls British Govern

ment might not have have bad the right to move -them from -their land 

after all. That seed of doubt caused flenty of alarm among -the officers.

The result -was -the loss of prestige of -the adminis-trators of 

-the Giriaca- District, and -the weakening of -their authority. Governor 

Belfield censured Hobley directly, and he recommended -that -the position 

of Provincial Commissioner was both unnecessary and de-trimental to the 

communication be-tween the Centoral Adminis-tration and the District

Administration. But difficulty was added to -the officers' situation by 

the failure of -the Inquiry to settle -the natter one "way or another. 

During the interim they were powerless. Ngonyo began to encourage peo

ple to return to the North Sabaki, and the DC could do nothing about it. 

Hobley, continuing to keep the District under close administrative 

-watch, toured -the district and succeeded ih recruiting I500 men for the 

Carrier Corps by April,

Ho was convinced that foreign Instigators were again at work 

in his District, doLacoy was still protesting by August, and he kept 

the nat-ter high in -the people's minds. Furthermore, a lawyer named 

Morrison, who had formerly,been engaged by the Masai in their land case, 

was hired by some Giriam from Marafa -to challenge the original order 

to evacuate the Trans-Sabaki,^

Realizing that he was not go:brig to suope^ in keeping .the. 

Sabaki River as the northern boundary for Giriamland, Hobley proposed
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a coB^oinise solution to allou people to go to {art of the land on a 

tsii^>orary basis. But he lost. On January 3> 1918, Acting Goremor 

C. C. Souring recommended that the Giriaca be alloued to retnm to the 

Trans-Sabakl indefinitely or until adequate uater supply uas provided 

in the south. This was a public admission that the Government had made

a mistake. This had precisely the effect that Hobley, Dundas, and- -

'V Chanson had warned such a demonstration of Government weakness would 

have - the Glriana became less willing to jarticipate as siqjporters of 

the administration.
■ .*'■

In February, a food shortage forced the Government to advo

cate that the Glriana return to active cultivation of the Trans-Sabaki.

The Food Production Committee arrived in the District 
armed with the authority to allow any one who was willing ' 
to plcmt food crops to go and do so on the north bank.
On the same eveni^ of the day on which this was. made 
known in Njdka reserve, the Girinma tegan to cross the 
river and continued to do so all through the night and 
the following days, whole locations crossing in a body 
including their elders and native council and their 
women and children. Instructions have not yet been 
received how this people are to be administered. This 
has increased the population by at least 5000 souls.13

Not only were native councils disrupted by the loss of their 

members to the Trans-Sabaki, but military recruiting added to the up

heaval of this year. And despite the re-opening of their former 

grainary, before the year was out, the Giriama were experiencing the 

worst famine since the turn of the century. Huch effort was expended 

trying to see that people were fed, Ikiny Giriama lef^t the reserve and 

went to the coast, hunting for food.

The clash between the British and the Giriama ended in a

conpromise. Between the years 1919 and 1921, the British lost much of
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what they had gained in the porevions seven years of ’active ’ administra

tion, Daring 1919, a portion of the Irans-Sabaki was gasetted into the

Deserve, and the Girlam gained legal title to the land they had been
♦

forced earlier to evacoate. Immediately, the grain exports from 

{^□JLndi began again, and nany QLriama rushed to malta their homes there.

By this time the Reserve, minus the additional land, had been divided 

into 24 locations, with nalalo elders represented in the Isambi which 

was presided over by the Headmn who was at the same time the President 

of the Native Council, The rush for new land had disturbed this arrange- . *

ment since several Headmen left to cross the riVer, Oddly, the British

who had protested against so much migration the Giriam because such 

movement hindered proper administration had actually caused intensified 

migration in their changing policies from 1915 through 1919. One posi

tive result of the British administration cams when the first meeting 

of all "wIaIo throughout Girianaland was held at Ganze for four days 

in 1920, They found the elders much more willing to e^ess their 

views openly here than they had in local councils, Ganze's location 

in the center of Giriamaland gave it the advantages the British wanted 

when they sought to have the kaya moved, but over the years, interest 

and attendance decreased £id the general council inadequately served 

administrative goals,

Mekatalili and Wanje wa Mwadorikola were allowed to return to 

Giriamaland early in 1919, and they were met at Rabai 'with an enthu

siasm rare among the Giriam,? They became heroes after-the-fact - not 

because they had led their people against -Uie British but because they 

had served together in prison,
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Go7arhor Belfle^ himself came to the QLstriot to aimounce 

t^ re-o^ning of Kaya Glrlana. and in SepteidDert the DC at Eakonenl 

station disonssed with a large nnmber of elders, including Ngonyo, the 

return of Wanje wa l&adorikola and two representatives from each of the 
six nlnriB -to Kara Giria»«t^^ Both of these actions were in anticipation 

of holding the proper ceremonies to bring new blood into the leadership, 

but they were also a. gain for the Giriam who had wanted their kara re

opened, Wanje and Mekatalili both went to live in the kara where they 

became, officially, the head of the men's and women's kamM.. They

held no position in Government, but they assumed the leadership of the
17Giriana by those who wanted kara leaders once again.

In Septeniber of 1919, Hobley left Giriama administration od a 

He was the last of those who had been involved inlong-overdue leave, 

the early years with a vested interest in the Giriama administrative 

Before the year was out, the station at Kakonenl was closedsuccess.

and abandoned. Primarily, it was no longer of much use since it had 

been established to prevent people froA re-crossing the river. But
j, • - -

exreiiav'iaalarial conditions developed when the SabakL River changed

course sonawhat, and so mny of the officers had bean 'invalided out'
,18that Kakoneni was declared a health hasard.♦

After seven years the British no longer had a station in the 

•hinterland. The GirianB were organized under Local Native Councils in 

the Reserve which had been extended to include the North Sabakl, but

population movement was still in flux due to the opening up of this 

land and the increased migration into the coastal area stimulated by 

the famine the year before, . The Headmen were still the agents of the
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Gorerzunsnt and their oim people, bat mny of them had.learned that they 

had only one alternative - to be non-aggressive serving neither the 

Government nor their people. Only by favouring neither and offending 

no one could they survive. The kaya. ^lich Chaii^>lon had called six 

years before a 'hot bed of sedition* vas re-opened under the leadership

Despite^giving ssny of their numbers to the- - -

Carrier Corps as punishment for the rising the Giriam were no more 

eager to provido constant labour for the development of the coast. The 

demand for labour had actually lessened - not because the Giriam had 

finally convinced the British that they were unwilling to work for them 

- but because the war had ended and the plantations on the coast had 

failed to achieve their anticipated success.

The personalities of Champion and Hobley, Ngonyo and hkowa, 

Mekatalili and Uanje wa Hsadorikola, Gunga wa Bays and S. F, S. Traill 

had all played their part. Unforeseen famines, a Vorld War, and lob

bies in London wore beyond the power of anyone to avoid or control,

Aiul had there been less tembo and fewer mosquitoes, the situation would 

have been different. But it was the British officers' belief in the 

nyth of single-minded purpose, of Government's 'power,* and of a 'work

able policy* that allowed so nany of them to devote such energy to a 

task that was almost isposslble. Trying to get the Giriama to rule 

themselves to British advantage and at the sama time provide plantation

labour caused division, not unity. The internal contradictions were
}'

almost enough to prevent success,

in the final analysis, though, it was the uniqueness of the 

Giriam people which needed the greatest consideration. They were

of the 'sedltlenlstsT
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enough Hlfft the Kllmyu and Luo and Sandl and Kamba for the officers to 

feel that tried ideas and practices would work. But the Giriama were 

considerably different in ways that counted. Some officers described 

this trait as obstinanoy, indifference, or ’unbendable pride*| or they 

called the Giriama 'pertinacious,' 'democratic,'' 'utidisciplined,* 

'apathetic,' or 'anarchists,Whatever the label, it amounted to an

independent spirit and a disregard for the ideals and goals idiioh the

The Giriama were indeed one of the rare AfricanBritish held so dear, 

peoples who rejected so much of what the British, were offering and yet 

appeared to have so little themselves to which to cling.

Traill wrote that the (ariama opposition to labour was rare

among agricultural peoples of Africa, Hobley seemed incredulous

over the Giriama psychology as he saw iti

Their psychology is perhaps the most convex of all the 
tribes} they knew the power,of Government, but always 
seemed to think that by the adoption of a persistent 
attitude of non pessumaa they could wear tis down so
that we should become tired, thus relaxing our efforts , , .

#

and then surprised perhaps even himself, by conoluding:
21

Their reasoning was more or less sound.

The Giriam learned from their eitperlenoe that Goveimmont 

would have to be approached with conpromise. They learned that some

times the deference paid to allow the British to feel in power was 

emough to keep them ultimately out of power.

The British learned less. In 1936 the Kilifi officer wrotej 

'The backwardness of Hyika can largely be attributed to drink, venereal

Even a decade before, an officer was making 

the same oversimplified diagnosis and prescribing the same ineffective

,22
disease, or malaria.

2^
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msdioines.

The Wa^Tito suffer from five grave disabilities i  .
dmnkezmess, apathjr, iaok of discipline, iiublagpeteat. /
and apathetic headrsn, and loose administration, ^ _ y

* Special atten^t has been made to tighten adndnistra- I 
tion. Labour, with good es^oyers, is at the moment 
one of the best msdloines available for the Wal^rika 
ills.23

Ih the end, neither the Girlanm ability to fight nor their 

ability to convince the British of their preference for independent, 

democratic behaviour proved a successful technique. It was the 'weak

ness of the rrl-piAnw. tribal structinre which proved to be its strongest 

They singly had no organization idiioh the British could use 

as a uraohanism through >dilch to govern them. Furthermore, they no longer 

possessed' the traditional machinery and power with which to govern them-

,24weapon.

selves.

Minimi Colonialism, 1920-1963

In the years between 1920 and,independence in 1963, adminis

tration lacked the programs and the anticipation of success of the 

first years. The Giriama failed to use the established Local Mative 

Council to their own benefit and the British failed to bring the 

. Giriaiim. into the labour market as they had set out to do. This was due 

partly because there was difficulty with leadership on both sides.

Prior to the rising, British administrators had come and gone at suoh 

a fast pace that the hardly got to know them before they were

off, never to return. This trend continued into the next forty years, 

Bven the location of stations changed so mny tines that the . 

toitish gave an inqjression of indeoislveness. The first of these •
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efforts, at Kokonenl, had been plagued iilth bad look.. In 1921, the

station begun at Kibwa Buanl, near l&abajnuiyundo in the south, uas

abandoned^6r lack of water. Before the year was out, Rabai station

was closed, too, and the British were further from the hinterland than

they had been”sfiice I898, Over the years, the administrative center

was transferred among Eilifi, tfal-indi, Takaungu and Hoidbasa almost as

frequently as the ofUcers attached to them. The officers habitually

relied on the attitudes and evaluations of the previous year's report

to develop their opinion of the GiriaBB, then they were not around for

sufficient time to develop and to report attitudes of their own. After

twenty or thirty years, the toitish retained almost no benefit from the

knowledge of the few officers who had assessed the Qirlama beyond a

superficial level. They continued to pass on wise warnings such as
25'The Hyika are notoriously adverse to progress,’

One officer, retiimlng after ten years in 1939, was struck by

the lack of administrative achievement. He admitted that poor health

was a problem which could perhaps be overcome ly education. But he

en^jhasized the need for a reasonable period of office by the DC,

The average period for the last six years is, I believe,
9 months, and I-'beg to be excused for recounting that the 
Tribal Policenan recently, being mot in the boma by ny 
successor and asked, 'Do you know who replied,
'Yes, sir, you are the D, C, of today,

The Girlama, too, were faced with a leadership problem. . The

. ^

emergence of Headman as their spokesmen did not necessarily mean accep

tance, -"This lack of loaders was further coii5)lioated by the delay in 

traditional ceremonies to install a new rika. The problem of an over

due initiation which Chaii^>ion had faced in 1912 was even more acute by
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' the 1920's. The number of inltjnted ifftwhl from whlob to choose leaders 

was snail indeed, and all the men were old. The last age-sets, Kitsoga 

and Kyoga, hatj danced their Kirao to join the ^vnta Kambi, althon^^

■ the kaya hnri been reopened. The nyere themselves were quite old, but 

still had no traditional power. And the British had yet to call upon 

the nyere to serve as Headmen, because there tos enough trouble with 

effectiveness by the Headmen already.

Some Giriana, too, were concerned about the need to have peo

ple ready to receive leadership positions in the future. They j^xight 

Government would object to their customs and that the nyere would re

fuse to pay the fees of one bull each for the ceremony.

As early as 1917, Kltu wa Sirya's council at Kaloleni and 

Birya wa Masha of Mienzeni had asked the ABC to support the installation 

of a new ifnmbi over Giriamaland in order to bring in 'new blood' and to 

teach some pf. the customs to the younger men. Because this was a po-
. V

tential solution to their administrative problems, British officers 

Turged that the new tfAmhl be installed, Ihere were as mny Kltsoga and 

Myoga living as laembers of all their senior age-sets put together.

Oddly, those kaiiJai in power seemsd reluctant to turn over what authority 

they had to the younger man'though the time was past due. One officer 

argued that the Headmen were effective for Giriama and not for the 

British because they did their Isest to hinder their own administration. 

One way for the British to gain effective Headman was to bolster the 

traditional system. Although they did not believe in this system which 

was dying out, the officers felt it was the only immediate way to |^ce 

younger Giriana men in the leadership roles.

. 4

27
/
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Tho logistics of attaining this vore toasnsa. First, a 

kirao oeremony was necessary to initiate Kitsoga and ffiroaa into the old ' 

Kavuta Rika, ihen Sayo ra Mudhanga ritual h^ to be held for the in- 

coming senior age-sets (Hhltnabere and Wolakahl) of the new rika. A 

Mung'aro for the entire incoming rika had to follow. After this, 

another kirao ceremony was necessary to ihitiate the Wnltadbere and Wnla- 

^ kahi, the new leaders of the new ri^, as te^i. Only then could the 

British choose Giriama with legitimate authority to serve as leaders in 

a new kambi and to serve as British Headmen of IaTq elders.

ifany officers deserve cr'edit for trying to find out what the 

proper process would be. They understood that the nyere wanted the

legitisate power but that they had lost interest in most of these tra

ditional customs. They also determined that the few remaining old men 

would cling to their power, and refusing cooperation in oonduoting the

ceremonies, could prevent the turnover.

What the officers failed to realize was that the entire pro

cess would take four separate lengthy oerdmonies, that each of tho 

ceremonies was possible only if the crops were good,’ and - most inqpor- 

tantly - that there was likely to be a breakdown in the process when 

the Mong'aro ceremony came-up because there was nobody who knew how to 

conduct it. The Wulumbere and Wnlakahi of the Kavuta Rika were the only 

ones who had been trained to.conduct this ritual, and of these, Pembe 

wa Mrimi and Bogosho wa Uenza had died, emd Wanje wa Hwadorikola alone 

remsdned. That one man could remember all the details was doubtful. 

Furthermore, in the past, a Mung’aro ceremony had been oonduoted by the 

Giriam only after the Bibe^ Kaum, Chonyi and Dzihana had cosseted
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their comparAWn oeremonies. At this tins theirs uere in the sans

oonfns^ state, as were those of the Giriama,

maoh as this seemed lUce a solution to the problemsrdf

leadershipt the atteiq>t to ItiatAll a new kanibl had built-in ooinpTioa-

tions. The-oeremonies vould be meaningless unless all of GiriamnlAnd

participated! the spirit of cooperation, Joy and friendliness had been

^ marred by the recent events, and the vagaries of the climate nado four

years of prosperity uncertain, at best.

But the British tried to install a now kanibi on severca ocoa--

slons in the 1920's. niey Tirged, pushed and prodded between 1920 and

1925, but promises rather than action were forthcoming. Finally, in

1925, the process was actually begun. Fees for Savo ra Hadhanga were

oolleoted in January from the nyere of Wulumbere. Wulakabi, Wulanyura,

' and Puku, Wulumbere and WnTal<«ht pei*formed this ritual at the kaya in

April. However, it was not well attended and only three men from all

of Gallana were there. Although they danced the Sayo through all parts

of Giriansland until June 17, the snail participation reflected the 
28

lack of interest.

. .4

In November, the kirao for Kitsoga and Nyoga was danced in 

the ka:^ and the Acting DC Malindi, W, S, l&rchant, was there to ob

serve. He expressed anasenant at the large participation and the 

efficient organiaation. This finally Installed Kitsoga and Nyoga as 

VnTwhl into the Kavuta Rika, but it still did not meet the main purpose 

of the series of ceremonies, lAioh was to retire I&ivuta Rika and to 

install the next rika. with the Woluaibere and Wulakahi (who had Just 

danced their Sayo) installed as kaidoi?^
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The Monptfaro was scheduled for Aprilt 1926, but for sojse 

reason, it never took place. The next request for installing the new 

rika came frpm Wan je wa Itoadorikola in 1937, He had watohed the exist

ing kambi dwindle in numbers and urged for the transferral of tradl-' 
tlons,^^ ^ 19^1 the Local Native Council, cos^sed of younger men, 

discussed the matter. Shadrack Harrison, an educated Christian who 

had been peripherally involved in political issues which concerned the 

Kikuyu and Luo at this time, spoke for the members. Although he agreed 

that the young' men objected to some of the customs^ such as dancing 

naked and killi^ (which nobody was variously suggesting), they thought 

the Mung'aro would bo an inq^rtant revival because 'it was formerly 

government and had great power,

By this time, the British were less interos-ted. The officer 

in charge said it would be futile to revive -the kambl just to learn 

what it Tised to do or to nalntain it in its old form, but ha favoured

merging the kambi with the existing scheme of administration. The

British had worked out a seml-effestive system of representatives

•through the Local Native Council, and they were less dependent upon

legitinaoy from -traditional authority than they had been ten years be-

fore. However, the nyere. for the first time, were experiencing pride

in Girians culture and, rather than resisting 'ancient ways,' they
32

pressed for their rights to serve as kambi.

. This new enthusiasm was insufficient. Although in February, 

19^7, J, D. Stringer, DC Halindi, 'visited the kaya to make preparations

for 'the oeremopy which was scheduled for April, the Mung'aro was never

held. British admlnis'tration continued without assls-tance from the
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kaja, where a few men resided and where one person agitnally served as 

hitnlar 'head of the Giriana,

!Ehe kaya underwent Its only subsequent revival when the Mlji- 

kenda Union was founded in 19^7* The intend purpose of joining 

these nine peojdes into a union was to promote trade, agricultural 

development,- cooperatives and education. Politically, Ronald Ngsla 

emerged as spokesman and the major issue was that of opposing the 

Msaniiao or separatist movement of the Arabs of the coast. The Arabs 

argued that they had a right to the coastal strip from the agreement 

signed by the -British with tlis Sultan of Zanzibar in 1895, The Mi ji- 

kenda opposed this, and they worked together to see that Mwaai^ao did not 

succeed. Part of the ability of the Mijikenda Union to be persuasive 

demnded that it be representative, so arrangements were nado to con

vince two representatives of each Giriama clan to come and live in the 

kaya. The revival suffered because no one remined who knew mny of 

the secrets, rituals, and customs. ^

Given the elaborations and con^jiioations pf the sooial and 

political organization which the Giriam had developed by the mid- 

nineteenth- century, it seems ia^wssible to think of their losing those 

without serious problems resulting. They had governed through councils 

of elders whose positions wore de-tormined by their promotion through 

age-sets into ruling marika and by their demonstration of capability 

to handle problems facing the Giriam generally. Clans and ancestor 

spirits were drawn in through the elaborate rituals which marked each 

stage of this promotionj Kwanza M'Kulu. Sayo ra Modhanga. Kirao and 

Mang'aro, These were all supplement^ by the four secret sooiotios of

33 ‘
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wilicsh -Vaya. was the most significant, Bacanse it had been their home 

for. so many years, the kaya had beoome the site idiere all ritual, 

political and economic activities had taken place,

Eovever, it would be wrong to assume that the kaya, the rit

uals and the elaboration of secret societies and age-sets were wrenched 

away from the Girlam, On the contrary, they had found these useful 

and had developed certain sophistications while it was convenient to 

do so when they all lived in the kaya in the early nineteenth century, 

and several rituals were interwoven with similar ones of the other 

Hijlkenda peoples, but some of the sophistications were more convenient 

than necessary to Giriama life. The Giriam adapted easily when cir

cumstances changed. The Ifaanza M*Kulu became more la^jortant for 

funerals than to 'out* age-sets. The elders continued to sit in ooun- 

oil and arbitrate regardless of any installation of their rika. Abil

ity suj^rceded seniority. This was also true for some of the other 

Mijikenda such as the Rlbo or the Iteihana, who renained in or near the 

site of their original kaya and thus did not have the excuse of dis

persal to account for the atrophy of rituals for promoting age-sets.

In fact, one way in which the Giriam demonstrated their 

recognition of ability over seniority for communal privileges was their 

willingness in the twentieth century to let younger and younger men 

join Vaya when a man's ability or wealth merited increased responsibil

ities of decision-making. The Vaya retained the special position in 

Giriam communities even after the people dispersed, and among the Vaya. 

~tha retention of strict controls by the Fisl waganga over now men who 

were allowed to buy and use thig potent medicine mintained the

. *
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is^>ortaiioe of these nsdlolne men.^^

A second way that the Girlam recognized ability over senior

ity was the growing aooeptance as their spokesoen educated men who were 

trained throu^'the missions and who increasingiy proposed new ideas.

In this way, the Vaya and Fisi waganga shared traditional authority with 

'new men* not so much because of their interest in working together but 

because the Girisiiia became increasingly willing to heed both factions. 

Both factions had been able to function outside the kaya sucoessfully, 

Qnoe the Giriana had move outside the kaya, they needed the spirit of 

the kaya more than the actual premises of the kaya to draw i^on a his

torical and ritual heritoge. Many Giriama living in the north today

are perfectly content to misintorprot the kaya as a fully functioning
1

political institution which is served by representatives frpm all the 

clans who take care of all significant matters concerning all Giriama 

and any matters of foreign relations,3^ Internal matters are handled, 

for the most part, in the malalo and have been for years.

The only time the Giriama needed the kaya after its closure 

was to initiate the age-sets of Kltsoga and Nyoga there beca\ise the 

first part of the ceremony had occurred there before its closure. But 

V the'loss of Uie use of-the kM'a had not been as detrimental to the 

Giriana as the loss of those nmny traditions which disappeared when 

the elders who kept the secrets died without passing them on.

However, even without the Mung'aro ceremony, the Giriaam. 

aanaged to set up a new ruling rika when the call came for forming the 

Mijikenda Union. The existing elders Zia wa Gunga as their spokesnan 

and picked Eaumba as the name for their rika. In so doing, they oom- 

plioated two Giriama traditions j- the one of naming a ruling rika and
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the other of nandiig a yotmg boy after his grandfather. The men Intehded

to skip over the nans of the proy^us ruling rika - Kavuta, which they

intez^eted to be that of their fathers - and to pick the nans of the

rlka inmedlately preoeeding it - kOcwavi, which would have represented

their grandfathers. Instead, they mde a nistaks and went back three

iTOT»Hm instead of two and chose the name Kaimha. Today, the Glrlana

speak of the current ruling rlka as the £aunba and they speak of the

Vaya as their government. The kaya is the spiritual hone and the jdaoe

^lere their ancestors are buried and -the current gwananuli. Pet^e wa

Benbere. is their spokesaan. mostly to outsiders,
<

The goal of having two representatives from each clan live in 

the kaya has never been achieved. Only six or eight nsn live there on 

any permnent basis. The council which can be called to convene In the 

kaya is a mere skeleton of the forml ruling, councils of last century. 

The Glrlana continue to give the ka3ra. emotional support, but many 

elders will not go to liveihere or even attend when called.

Through most of the colonial period, the Glrlana renedned 

barely a part of the administration and they remain so today. They pay 

their taxes and they recognize the power inherent in the Kenyan officers 

and their own mwanamuli in the kaya. but they remain aloof from that 

power in a spirit of independence that is consistent with their his- 

torioai past.
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CHAPTER X

COliCLIBION

A strong folk niyth about the Giriasa held by iiany people in 

Kenya describes their disinterest in wider politics- and education, 

Christianity and Islam, and wealth and achievement; their lack of 

strong cultural beliefs to justify their independent spirit} and their 

stringest unwillingness to adapt. These interpretations', based bn 

little fact, attribute such Giriana attitudes to the'iazy clinate of 

the coast' and the strong Giriana belief in witchcraft.

The lack of inTestigation about the Giriama has permitted 

such interpretations to go unchallenged for^half a century, and the 

inability to understand a society whose organization and behaviour do 

not fit into what became an accepted developing pattern has resulted in 

the tendency to dismiss the giriana as people behaving in 'strange, 

persistent ways.'^

Perhaps the greatest significance of the forgoing study is 

its transfer of the Giriana from the realm of myth into that of history. 

Not only that, but the existing references on the Giriama rising of 

1913-1914 were so dependent upon the one-sided perception of British 

officers and left out entirely all the vital things those officers 

failed to see. When the Giriama oral tradition is consulted a quite
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different picture energes. In the first place, the Giriama rising 

lacked the coordinated leadership id^oh has been snggested and it vas 

nerer a 'full-scale revolt,' Horeover, the rislng.ms merely a port 

of a lengthy, disoonjuncted, smny-faceted, and eo%le3E interaction 

between the Giriama and the British. The fighting itself was not the 

most ia^jortant aspect.

The Rising

The rising had two imijor phases. The ult4mte goal of both 

wa^ retention of political independence. The immediate goals, as well 

as the characteristics of each phase, were drastically different. The 

first phase, in July and August, 1913, focused on the wonan, Mskatalili, 

She was neither a prophetess nor a witch. Her capacity, for persuasive 

oratory and her ability to interpret to women, elders, and young men 

alike the threat each of them faced provided the articulation of the 

grievances most Giriama had been e^^essing individually. She was 

also well-acquainted with two of the four most Is^rtant men in Glriaca- 

land, Wanje wa Mwadorikola and Ngonyo wa Mwavuo,

Giriama society had grown more divided because the traditional

mechanisms for transferral of power from one generation of elders to

another had slowly broken down and because of the varied response to 

the alternatives which the British were offering. Someone outside the

structure was needed to tiy to overcome these growing gaps. The Issues

which had strained Girlam society had not all been caused by the Brit

ish but the longer the British stayed, the more obvious became the 

Giriama need for collective response. That was idiat Mskatalili urged.
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The object of this canpaign iias not opposition to the British directly 

but opposition to their agents within Giriam sooiety, Ihe aim was to 

bring to an end all Giriaim support of British activities. Recognizing 

that social change had strained their system and forced the Girlama to 

create new rules, nany Girlama wanted to stop those changes which were 

threatening their indejsendence. They aimed to end the demands for 

labour, which would take Giriaim sons from Giriamaland; to end the 

usurpation of their basic governmental insitutions, the councils of 

elders, which the British were trying to transform into agencies for 

British administrationt to end the tax from which they derived no bene

fit! azid to end the support so^ Girianm were giving to the British by 

serving as Headmen and agents for the disliked demnds. The women, in 

jartioular, wanted no more Giriam girls to be promised as brides to 

the neighbouring Swahili and Duruma.

The British interpretation of Mekatalili as a witch evolved 

from the taotio that was chosen by the Giriasm to try to solve the 

problem. This tactic was not Mekatalili'Z idea, but the suggestion of 

Hgonyo, a highly-respected Girlama elder. He told the Glriama to go 

to the kaya and to ask the ancestral spirits what to do. The resulting 

gathering at the kaya drew->people partly from curiosity, partly through 

coercion, and partly from genuine support for the goals of Mekatalili*a 

canpaign. The basic decision smde at this time was that no Girlama was 

to assist the British government in any way whatsoever.

The method used to communicate their decision to the Girianm

had a dual charaoter. People were supposed to go baok and tell others 

in their homesteads what decisions had been made. Moreover, the oath
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(Kifndu) of the women's secret soolety and the oath of Fisi. used by 

oouncUs of elders In judicial oases as a fiml appealt were taken by 

the men and women who gathered at the kaya. The oaths ensured that 

their takers would aot as had been agreed and ensured that if they did 

not, witnesses would testify against them. Then the msdioine from

these oaths was carried in calabashes to all parts of Giriamaland and 

'' poured in the waterholes. The technique was the same as that used by 

■ witchdoctors to eradicate witchcraft. Any witch uho drank from water

so treated by a witchdoctor would die unless he or she confessed. This 

allowed for the cleansing of entire communities. In this case, it was

- ••

a promise that the Giriana could start all over again without the

British,

However, medicines can be used for evil purposes. The same

msdioine man who knows how to mke medicines jxnrerful enough to coun

teract witch msdioine could also use his own medicine for evil purposes.

The Fisi oath, in particular, was supposed to kill, and frequently,it

was thought of as a poison oath, , Kius, the people at whom this oath

was really aimed - the agents of the British - interpreted the action 

as being nmlevolently directed against them and they feared being 

poisoned. They called Melatalili a witch, and they were afraid of 

their own people, with reason.

The results of this campaign were extremely effective. The 

British found their Headmen refusing to give them their support, coun

cils did not meet, taxes were uncollected, and labourers were nowhere 

to be found. The British reaction to this and their subsequent punish

ment of the Giriam oon^etely misinterpreted the situation on one
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erne ini leveli they thonght Hekatalili and Wan je had di^>ed 

people. They did not eonsider that they Ward laarely artlonlating a 

Tddely-heid attitude. Thus, they tried to end the opposition by re

moving the two 'leaders,* who wore deported to Kisii, They then 

prooeeded as if the difficulties were over.

It was precisely this continuation of British demands along-, 

side Giriam recognition that the previous tactic would not work which 

nade other alternatives possible. The Giriana, still holding to their 

original opposition, were soon afterwards faced..with an additional 

unacceptable demand - evacuation of the Trans-Sabaki, Since this issue

did not directly involve the Giriana south of the river, they tended to
>*

ignore it, Trans-Sabaki Giriana, however, began preparations for 

defense should the British try to remove them by force. They nade ar

rows and stored food. Many sent their cattle to bo cared for by others 

either along the Tana River or south of the Sabaki, Nowhere, however, 

is there indication of organization or training until the following 

July, and then it ronainod basically defensive.

It is here that the question of Giriana fighting tradition 

becomes pertinent in order to discern If the eventual 'risii^' was as 

uncharacteristic as the British supposed,' The Giriana had historically 

responded in several ways when conflict seemed imminent. They had 

escaped from the Galla several centuries before to avoid direct con

frontation, Iheir inadequate arrows shafted with leaves and tipped 

with bone were no natoh for Galla spears and shields. They had fought 

other Mijlkenda, after learning better tactics and acquiring more 

efficient tips for their airows, but the object of their wars was to

•V
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a previously acquired position and not to destroy, Uhen the 

Kwavi into Girianaland raiding for cattle, the Giriasa usually 

hid from them or else forfeited their cattle to the raiders. The

fought the Arabs -who were trying to take some of their people 

into slavery by choosing the tactic of guerilla warfare. They lured

the Arabs into the bush, trapped them without water, and shot their

In this conflict, the Giriana^ arrows from hiding places in the trees,

had first experienced firearms, but the guns were far from accurate

and the rAylAtiPt had successfully hidden in the bush. Their fight with 

the Mariakani Kamba in-1901 had begun over ^e honor of their women 

and the inconvenience of trade robbers. They lined up and each side 

shot a volley and retired for another round. Few people were killed 

in such a confrontation, Giriana fighting took little organization, 

little planning, and it occurred when an alarm was sounded for men of 

fighting ago to gather their hunting bows and arrows and to lino up in 

■ age-sets to fight. No official period of warriorhood existed, no 

special training was given, and unit leaders were not pemanent,

if, then, the Trans-Sabaki Giriana began defensive prepara

tions in case the British tried to force their evacuation and if they 

had the capacity to gather-a fighting force sinqOy hy calling the men 

with weapons to join the fight, Tlion itTjocomos difficult to discern 

if they started a fight or merely responded to the notification 

that they were at war. From their previous eaqjerience, it appears the 

Giriana would have begun such a fi^t only if they thought the eneny 

had challenged then or only if they thought they might hive a chance to

win.
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The demand In Godoma and Mangea on Augost 16, 1914. for men

to servo In the Carrier Corps was Just the issue over which the toiana

living In those regions were willing to fight. The knowledge that the
« .  ^ , .

JBritlsh were at war with the Gernmns and needed Girlama help, oombined

with stories they had heard about German designs to defeat the British,

gave them reason to think that they might win in a confrontation with

-V the British.

The 'rising* was never coordinated, much less previously 

planned. Fighting was begun in throe distinct regions for separate, 

unrelated reasons. In Godoma and Mangea the issue was labour. In the 

Trans-Sabaki, it was land. In Weruni and Biryaa, angry resentful nyere 

bad used the opportunity of conflict to force Headmen into oos^illance 

and to show their disapproval of the Influence of missions and govern

ment stations. Any leadership which existed emerged from those who had 

persistently opposed all British activities and nyere who wore dissa

tisfied with their own elders' cooperation with the British, There was 

no element of religious power| neither Mekdtalili nor any other woman 

was involved.

'

Despite this lack of coordination, however, the opposition to 

the British had mass support'. The anti-British feelings were so wide

spread that few Headman were willing to defy their own people openly to 

support the British. Those who did were threatened and had to buy 

their freedom and promise support to the Giriama or to floe for their 

life. One was murdered by his own people.

Although outside Infltiences obviously assisted the Giriama 

in their choice of tactics, the objections of most Giriama to the over

riding British challenge to their political an^ social autonony had
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remained consistent. Once tbs British moved beyond merely boUeoting 

taxes, most Girinnm, inolndiiig a number of Headmen, responded with pas

sive resistance. This continued after the non-cooperation oasqtaign . 

and lasted long beyond the 'rising' into the colonial period. The 

'rising' was just an interlude, raach shorter than the time spent collect

ing the fine which was dealt out as punishsant.

Dnrealistic Goals of the British

The Giriama were not the only ones who resorted to open war- 

..fare Out Si frustration and the feeling that war might accomplish what 

peace had not. The misunderstandings, the lack of communications, and 

the feeling that i^hey could easily win ware as significant tc the 

British interpretation of the situation as to that of the Giriama,

The British were not unaccustomed to using force to establish 

their rule in the Bast African Protectorate, They had organized a 

series of expeditions against recalcitrant,peoples early in the century 

- the Kandi (1901, 1905, 1906), the Embu (190if, 1906), the Gusii (1904, 

1908), the Kipsigis (1905), and the Bagusu and Kabra (190?), C. W. 

Hobley was himself responsible for the latter ona.^ Furthermore, even 

earlier, the Britsh East Africa Cospany had been confronted by Kikuyu 

attacking their stations .at Dagoretti, Fort Smith, Fort H2ill and Nyeri 

in response to the suffering they had expeidenoed when Count Teleoki 

and bt, Hohnel bad forced their way through Kikuyu country raiding for 

grain.

With the Giriama, the British had little need to conduct

expeditions into-their country to get grain and supplies. Moreover,
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the Glriam veire not a fighting people who needed to be 'pacified,' 

What the British did oonss to want from the Girlam was labourers but

However, it most beforce was the least logical way to acquire them,

' remembered that the British kept force in mind as a possible last re

sort. Like the Glrlama, the British ware unlikely to use force unless 

they were certain they were going to win. The lack of officers to 

police Girlama country had been a constant ooii^>lalnt. Obly if tb^ 

could call on additional men, such as the Kings' African Rifles, could
't

the British seriously consider 'forcing' the Glrlama,.to leave tiv and 

to .provide Jjibourers.

It can be argued, then, that the British were not so uzirecp- 

tive to the idea of a Giriana 'rising' which they could quell. Assis

tance by the K6B was just what was needed to 'force the Girlama into 

submission,' and the argument that Genian 'agents' wore 'stirring up 

the Girlama' provided reasonable cause for the KAR to come to their aid. 

The psychological need of a few British officers, a minority 

trying to administer a vast area, to have the people they are adminis

tering openly demonstrating a support for 'government's power' and to 

save face at all costs prevented their recognition of their own weak- 

ness. They believed their own nyths about British power, but their ' . 

difficulties in this situation were as con^ilex and sometimes as un

coordinated as those of the Girlama. Three overriding factors dominated 

the thinking of British officers in GirianBland. The Girlama were sup

posed to contribute to the overall development of the coast despite 

tbs lack of a development plan or an indication that they recognized 

a single benefit to themselves. Pressure enanated from-the tight
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financial situation liy which the province was supposed to pay for it

self. And in either a psychological; or.an actual confrontation with 

the Glrianai the British desmided of themselves and the Giriana that 

Government bo respected and that Government orders bo mat,

&ving ^d some a]q)erlence dealing with other African peoples, 

British officers seemed unwilling to be deterred from their goals by 

,&o fact that they were doalfflg with a people now to them. Therefore, 

most British officers did not atten^)! to understand the Giriana beyond 

merely accepting them to bo African. They behaved out of ignorance, 

but they thought they were acting with full knowledge. Misunderstand

ings dominated their relationship because'they misinterpreted so nany 

elements of Giriana life.

Four prevailing conditions wore misunderstood the British

des^te the in^ortance of'these conditions for the general British

administrative framework. They thought the Giriana had been able to

migrate northward because British rule had brought peace. This caused

them to ovorestinate British influence on the Giriana prior to active
«■

administration. They also thought that those men who bad gained 

wealth wore powerful due to the advantages brought hy European trade, • 

They failed to understand dat Giriana trade was basically Internal and 

that they exported via the Masrui, not the British. Furthermore, they 

kept trying to get the Giriana to work as labourers while failing to 

recognize that the the Giriana wore successfully exporting grain.

They thought that Giriana-Galla relationships had always been, and 

continued to be, hostile. Because of this, they failed to understand 

that these two enemies had developed now relationships and that the
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end q£ Galla domlnanoe allowed for inoreasing Giriana freedom, FinaUy, 

they failed to understand tbs Internal inoonosistenoy of their oun plans 

to get the Giriama into the labour iimrket without first establishing 

the administrative power to achieve it.

More specifioally, the traditional colonial view of Giriama 

society was based upon a series of misinterpretations of the mechanisms 

which Giriama society used for social control and development, British 

understanding of potential 'governing structures' was determined by 

the position in which that particular structure was seen vis a vis the 

British administrative needs. Thus, the Sambi were regarded as a group

of old men who had once made communal decisions but because the system

in which they worked appeared to have disintegrated, the as6ung>tion

followed that 'tribal' government was non-existent.

The secret societies were regarded as a threat, primarily due 

to their secrecy, and secondarily because they were approached with an 

historical esperience of similar societies among other Africans which 

had turned anti-colonial or anti-white. These societies were regarded 

as particularly dangerous, seen separately from a once-functioning 

govenuaent, and thus as a potential substitute. They thought that 

since age-sets were no longer initiated and had no special knowledge, 

that they appeared to be divisive rather than cohesive. Witchcraft 

and its potency ^ng the Giriama was seen separately‘from politics and

as proof of moral degeneracqr.

Oaths were thought to be potentially evil and not seen as an 

accepted system for passing new laws or spelling out new legitimate 

patterns of behaviour. As a last resort, an oath sworn to support the

t
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British was accepted ty them as a tecfanlqos to insure that one would 

not be swotTi in opposition. Medicine oen were thought to be sorcerers 

in disguise. This denied legitimacy to their positions. The British 

would have considered it improper to call upon such men unless the lat

ter forfeited their medical prowess for colonial law. The result of 

all this was an ultimate interpretation of Girianm 'anarchy* and the 

illogical conclxislon that local headmen should be ecqjloyed in British

service out of mutual need.

Fewer distortions would have occurred had more attention been

paid to the reports of A. M, Chaa^>lon, whose experience and knowledge 

exceeded all others, Ha suffered from a credibility gap basically be

cause he had failed in his initial administrative atten^it. That was

interpreted as sufficient reason so suspect his Interpretations about

the Giriaaa, In addition, when the Giriaaa became worthy of greater

British attention and an additional officer of higher rank was brought 

to Chanqjion's immediate area, his own authority was effeotedly reduced.
■W

His physical isolation at that instance prevented his confirming his
«

reservations against extending the punishment beyond those Girlama who 

were directly involved In the attacks on the cas^.

Ih the end, punishment of the Giriama, rather than winning 

the confrontation, beoeime the major British aim. As a result, it was 

not the war itself, but the ensuing punitive actions of the British 

which DBde the most lasting impression on the Giriama, It is also 

fair to suggest that the British were glad to have the excuse of punish

ment to get the assistance they did in obtaining labourers, evacuating 

the Trans-Sabakl and, for an interim, deaden the Giriama spirit for
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non-oooparatlon. These bad been their goals in the first piUoe, bat 

they had been enable to accomplish them with the few officers at their 

disposal.

Giriama Adaptations

One problem so often overlooked when examining the response 

of Africans to European administration is the kind of internal adap

tations the African societies were experiencing prior to and apart from 

British presence. The Giriama had eaqjanded to cover a much larger 

territory than the immediate kaya environs they had inhabited at mid

century. This had three’ main consequences. In the first place, the 

fertility of the hinterland had decreased over the previous century, 

and the Giriama needed to farm on larger plots-and to use them for 

fewer seasons than they had anticipated. This was true of the land 

until they got to the Sabaki River, where the land was much richer,

' The advance into these new lands, the fertiUty of the Sabaki River 

valley, and the Giriana mobility combined to give the. population free

dom and to allow for economic self-sufficiency. The British had seen 

the entire environment as harsh; from their own perspective it was.

They found it extremely difficult to travel, live or fight in Giriaiia 

country. The Giriama, on the other hand, adjusted to their environment, 

-used- it-effeotively and appreciated- its-' wealth.

Trade was another source of economic self-sufficiency. In

Cattle-keeping had of

fered such promises of wealth in the first few decades after the kasre. 

dispersal. However, it suffered a set-back daring the Kwavi raiding

, a

many cases, it aUowed for increasing Wi
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and did not thrlvo again until the Ewavl threat ceased after 1880. In

dividual rTi-pHnTna gained increasing control over resources through trade, 

cattle-keeping^ and cultivation.

In the second place, this migration and economic self-suffi

ciency forced some and allowed for other changes in Giriama political
■ 4

and social organisation. As in the Pare study made by Isaria Kinambo, 

^the Giriama offer a good example of political evolution in an African 

sooietyj but unlike the Pare, who became increasingly centralized, the 

Giriam developed in the opposite direction. Migration and subsequent 

dispersed settlement after the mid-nineteenth century had weakened the 

Glriasa coheslveness which had been based upon seniority, ascribed 

status, and ritual control. The functioning of their political system 

had been dependent upon consultation and cooperation. The loss of the 

opportunity for consultation meant a greater reliance on achieved sta

tus than seniority. The fragmentation of the Giriaamt into smller 

units made the continuation of some rituals less possible. The greater 

in^ct of individual aohievenents correlated with the decline in inter- 

est in these rituals. This, in turn, resulted in the loss of control
4

over ritual and tradition by the kambi and the Fisi waganga. and a slow

dying out of the age-sets.

The original Giriama cohesiveness was gradually replaced by 

new social units more dependent upon individual leadership and less on . 

kinship. Whereas one might have anticipated the'development of Glrlana 

homesteads into affinal units - a!g)andsd by blood-brotherhood and pawn

ing - many grew instead through growing inter-ethnic alliances, personal 

attachment and eoonomie success. Personal power cams to extend over
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■wider goegraphlcal ai^as, Ngonyo va l&iavuo of l&rafa was the best 

Girlam example of this. From his large landholding north of the 

river he oontroiled trade between the I&iami and the Kambai he kept his 

ovm slaves until slavery was outlawed; and, during famine, he provided 

food and security for a large number of people who became dependent on 

Hgonyo was so successful that he formed his own clan, but ho was 

^ exoeptioi;al in success, Che missions at Jilore and Ihiabayanyundo 

and the Giriana attached to them were able to provide soma of the same 

services and receive allegiance in retTirn for their landholding and 

trade. This general development of homesteads via economic endeavor 

and beyond affinal alliances facilitated cohesion of the Giriana into 

new social units.

him.

. A

The Glriama had become economically self-sufficient through 

migration, trade and cattle-keeping. They were in the process of 

adapting their political organisation into new units based on new 

principles. These combined to allow the Giriara more freedom in their 

response to British demands and. made Girinnrf Beadmen less effective as 

agents for the British, This can best be seen through comparisons 

with other societies. The trend toward the rise of 'new men' and the- 

weakening of the traditional"councils was not unique to the Giriana,

It had occurred among several societies in Kenya, Maqy of the 'new 

men' responded to now opportunities and reacted against restraints in 

their own societies. Some built their positions from adaptations of 

traditional authority by taking advantage of internal situations and 

by building on their personal ability, Kany became totally reliant 

tqjon the British for their new; power.
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Hofrever, the British had to be served-effectively in order 

to naintain that power acquired through them. Here the Giriama situa

tion was more unique. The Girlana Headmen were different from the 

Kikuyu and Kam^i for instance, in one fundamental way. They were un

successful at getting the taxes, providing the labourers, and developing 

their councils. This was so for two reasons. They were much less 

willing to ask their own people to go to work and therefore did not 

try to increase their authority for that purpose. Moreover, the eco

nomic self-sufficiency and the migratory pattern rna^nt the Giriama 

were not compelled to respond. Many Kikuyu eventually became labourers

because young men wanted freedom from constraints of the elders. Moving
!■

away from the Kikuyu heartland was accepted because of its advantages. 

Financial independence through a salary nade that freedom real. Soma 

went willingly. The pressure of nearby white settlers and the willing

ness of some of their own Headmen to coerce the Kikuyu to work for the 

British meant the only escape was a physical one which removed them 

from the heartland. For the Headmen, this widened the gap between 

themselves and their own people and mde them more dependent upon 

British support of their, new positions. For the 3roung Kikuyu, alter

natives were limited. They could not remove themselves from the 

pressures growing in Kikuyuland without the assistance of the British.

Circumstances were different for the Giriama. Those wanting 

to be free from the constraints of traditional authority did not need 

to accept recruitment as labourers to make this possible. They had be

come financially independent through migration, trade or cattle-keeping. 

Land was available i the Giriama were expanding. They could simply move
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away from tmfavotirable conditions. Even if the need of the younger men 

to break away from their elders was great, their need for outside assis

tance to aocon^iLish it was minimal, .And if the desire for some to 

acquire riches was great, the ability of the British to assist in this 

sphere was minimal, if not negative. The kind of labour the British 

wanted would have taken the Giriana. away from these sources of economic 

^ security and would have mde them dependent upon the British, That 

they wanted desperately to avoid.

Those who served the ISritish as Headmen were not dependent 

upon them for power, either. They were opportunists who wanted the 

prestige without the responsibility. Host did not want Giriama to work 

away from Giriamaland either and were unwilling to use coercion. Most 

significant, however, was that even those few Headmen who gave the 

British their full support were unable to coerce the Giriam,

The Significance of Giriaaa Resistance

Finally, after examining the questions about the causes, 

leadership, and development of the GiriaBa rising in particularj after 

a look at the inpact of misui^erstanxling and misinterpretations on the 

part of the Britishi and after reviewing the adaptations within Giriama 

political structure and the inpact of Giriama geographical diffusion, 

one broader question remains. How did the Giriama rising fit into the 

wider investigations about the oonplax range of African responses to 

the Inposition of colonial rule?

First of all, given what we have learned about the lack of 

leadership and coordination of the rising, wo cannot deny the involvo-
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msnt of tba people as a whole and their determinatlont despite their 

lack of training and preparation, to mintaln their political autonony

at all oosts. .-«

Secondly, investigations of African resistance have developed 

into a continuing dialog which has directed us hy stages to a fuller 

understanding of the phenomena involved. The Giriacm case oaxries thio 

/'dialogue further and suggests some now interpretations.

Initially, Africans who tried to use armed forces to oppose 

colonial powers were dismissed by European historians as foolish. Only 

those societies iddoh worked with the European powers were the objects 

of historical investlgatlctn. V/lth the works of Robinson and Gallagher^ 

and with Oliver and Fage,^ African societies were divided by their 

reactions into,one of two categoriesi collaborators and resistors.

The collaborators were seen as successful, but despite their interpreta

tion of resistors as failures, at least resistance was recognised as a 

response and not Just an instantaneous, absurd reaction. Furthermore, 

for these authors, a direct relationship was assumed between tba polit-
4

ioal struotTire of the society and the response chosen, CoUaborntors 

were’centrally organised, better Informed and morally engaged while 

resistors lacked central political organisation (or were engaged in 

immoral plundering) and wore loss informed.

The Glrlama would have, by this Interpretation, assumed the 

position of the 'less far-sighted, less fortunate or less well-advised',^ 

who attempted a 'romantic, reactionary struggle against the facts,

■ They did lose their land, but they also brou^t enough attention to the 

problem by fighting that the British thomsolvos reversed the decision

.8
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and gave the land back to them. So this theory proved far too sis^e 

for the Giriama situation and in retrospect is distasteful in its 

Eurooentrism,
*

At another stage of the dialogue on resistance, T. 0, Ranger 

still recognized two basic responses - collaboration and resistance - 

but he gave as^e evidence of oases, where resistors succeeded in gaining 

^ar more than was prevlousl;^ thought to be ihe oase.^ He could have 

used the Girlam for one of these examples. Certainly, having lost the 

war, the Girlama were dealt a harsh punishment. But ultimately, they 

regained their lands on the Trans-Sabakl and the British administration 

in Giriamaland was never mpre than a meagre success. Neither of those 

was reflection of respect or fear of Giriama military prowess. Far 

from it. But the fact that the Giriam would try to fight when they 

bad so few apparent advantages left the British with the unmistakable 

message that they were determined to remain politically autonomous. 

Ranger also argued that societies were not faced with only 

one alternative. Given one situation and one'set of circumstances, a 

people might have chosen to resist while at another time they might 

have collaborated. For exa^i^e, the Lozl, Baganda and Masai were 

expected to fight, but ooUabOTated. The Ndebele and the Kikuyu were
10

eoqpected to collaborate, but fought. If African societies had the

same goal - to gain as much as possible from the new colonial situation

and to lose as little as possible of their own power - then presumably 

it is the combination of situations, structure, and methods available 

at the time which explains why people reacted as they did.

The Giriama demonstrated their capacity, if not always their
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ability for effeotivo ezaeution, for several alternative responses to 

British desonds. This point speaks to a mjor argument mde by Gilbert

Gwassa in his discussion of Tanzanian resistance movements, Guassa
*

expanded these responses to include four techniquesi 1) active resis

tance by force of arms, 2) passive resistance in the form of non- 

conplianoe or reluctant acquiescence, 3) African adaptation in which 

certain societies sought to' employ the newcomers in a bid to advance 

their own local cause, and 4) mercenary techjuques adopted ty 'straight

^ It seems inpossible to j^oe 

societies into one of these categories alone. The Giriama response is 

distorted if they are merely labeled 'active resistors,' That would 

tell only part of the story. They could be better interpreted as 

having a basic response of passive resistance and turning to fighting 

only under particularly strained circumstances in an unusual situation

biisiness dealers after money and loot,'

and as a last resort.

Rather than placing whole societies into these categories,

I think it would be more useful to place the individ\ial Glriam in 

them. Such an approach indicates the internal conflicts and the forces 

which were oonpeting in this situation of external social stress and 

of the varying mechanisms called*upon to secure relief. Some few 

Giriama had always been willing to use their poisoned arrows against 

the British, They struck at officers long before an ABC came into 

their region permanently. At the other extreme because the traditional

sources for legitimacy of power were breaking down in Giriama society, 

some of those men who became Headmen or went to live at the missions

chose such an adaptation in hopes that they would be able to advance
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their oim local cause. However, no factions large enouf^ or well 

enough coordinated existed so that they could coUabora'te with the 

British against groins of their own people. To iny knowledge, no evi- 

dence exists that any Giriam tried the mercenaxy technique. This is 

an indication of how little the British were offering ; that was attrac

tive to the Giriama and how self-sufficient the Giriam were at the 

tine. Host of the Giriam consistently chose passive resistance. This 

is not to say that nore of them might not have tried other alternatives 

given different conditions, but to point out that not all Giriama felt

acted the same.

Individuals in societies, not societies in toto. i*espond to 

social stress. Because of this the response of one culture to another 

is usually more complex than is \isually realized. Shula Harks argued 

this in her investigation of the Kholsan responses to the Dutch in 

South Africa, and it certainly has boon jwovon true in the case of 

the Giriama. She suggested that a society considered to be 'small 

scale •'"either by size or social structiure was likely to respond at some 

times hy collaborating and other times by resisting. She stressed that 

the nat\]re of either response had, in part, to be related to social 

structure,In this, she was speaking to a point made previously by 

Ranger, He had pointed out the lack of correlation between political 

structure and response. But he had also suggested that, if anything, 

collaborators and resistors from centrally organized societies had more

. in common with each other than small-scale societies that could neither
Ih

Shula Ihirks urged modification ofresist nor e^qdolt colonial rule, 

any idea that centralization was necessary for a society to have more
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than one alternative.

It is here that I feel the Girlama investigation pirovideB its

most essential contribution. As one of those societies vh^h was small
*

scale in struoture and which had variations of non-oentraliaed govern

ment, the Gjjiam were often better able to thwart colonial rule in 

non-conquering situations for two reasons. They basically refused to ^ 

participate in the 'administrative activity' at all by ignoring the 

colonial requests. In this vay they were able to naintain their own 

position of strength through non-activity which was regarded, from the 

colonial perspective, as 'passive resistance,' This pointed iq) clearly 

the dependence the British bad on agents to work for them within any 

society they wanted to administer, Ifany years later, they were to 

suggest bringing in agents from other African societies for this purpose.

Most of the Giriama were persistent in their-resistance.

Their lack of a centralized political organization made passive resis

tance effective because the British did not have anyone to punish.

They tried to punish their own Headmen for not'controlling the rest of 

the Giriam, Even after the rising there was nobody to punish. After 

the first phase, they had mistakenly thought that the removal of Meka- 

talili and Wanje would end the'threat. After the second p^se, the 

officer in charge fimlly included that there were no leaders to be 

singled out for speoial' punishment; all the Girlama were responsible.

This raises the problem of the Involvement of the other 

Mljikezuia in the fight aga^^t the British, Some of these other

Mijikenda bad moved across the. Snbaki River before the Giriama had

arrived there. They were the only other Mijikenda touched by the
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demands of the British, with the exception of the Rabai ^o had ex

perienced a long-term process of change as a result of the mission of

Erapf and the settlement of exr-slaves in their community. Ifost of the
«

non-Giriam living north of the river returned to their old homes when 

the British first'gave the order. They probably did this for two rea

sons. Their relationships with the Giriama across the river had always 

been strained and they welcomed a chance to be given some land which

was slightly nearer the clans around the hinterland of Kilifl creek, A

few Kavuia did not move and did in fact fight with the Giriama, This

included one Headman, Taura wa Bura of Boret he. and his peo|d.e were 

punished as if they had been Giriama.

This points up another potential response - mere cooperation 

without collaboration. The difficulty in trying to understand the 

variations of responses is limited by our lack of knowledge about peo

ple such as the Duruma, Dzihana, Kauma and Kambe. If we work with 

only two alternative responses - collaboration and resistance - then 

perhaps it is easier for societies to choose one of these if they are 

centrally organized. But if we recognize that there exist a number 

of responses and "that societies are not liml-ted to one, or even to two, 

then the possible variations are e3qmnded, rather limited. Furthermore, 

we need to understand that individuals within societies did not always 

make the same choices. How they grouped in their responses nay be in

directly related to the nature of the political organization, but 

certainly not determined ty it.

The responses, to the in^sition of colonial, rule should f onm 

the begfning, not the end of our investigations. Hy attention was
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dram to the Giriama because they resisted force bat in the event 

the variation of their responses, their adaptability in some realms 

ATid conservatism in others were of far greater significance than their

short war.

In so far as this dissertation has been a study of a resis

tance, it has shown that if we do not rely solely on open warfare to 

understand resistance than it takes on new dimensions. By emniining 

the scope and tactics of extended Giriama resistance, we are provided 

with an opportunity to interpret the Giriama actions ns positive ones 

which aimed to uphold their .own society, . If this is interpreted from 

the British perspective as resistance, then so be it. It is iji5>ortant 

to see people like the Giriama not just in terms of conflict, but 

rather to understand their nature, the patterns of political and social 

. organization they developed to meet the changing situations, their 

needs together with the variations and limitations of those needs, the

environment in whioh.all of this occurs, and the external factors be-
*

yond their control.

More than their political organization or lack thereof, more 

than their leadership or lack therof, and more than the fact that they 

fought or did not fight, the economic and geographic independence of 

the Giriama and the fact that they shared few cultural values with the 

British enabled them to remain longer outside the stream of 'westerniza

tion* which seemed so inevitable to so many others.

This helps to explain for the most part why the Giriama re

mained outside the protest movements that began in Kenya in the 1920's. 

The nmjor difference between the Giriama and so smny other Kenyan
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peoples ms the fact that they trere left alone after 1917« Others were 

faced with intensified grievances in the post-^ar years, Ihey experi

enced loss of ^their land and the hnnll intion of registration idiich 

forced them to car^ passes. They were confronted with increased 

cospnlsory labour. The Girianm, on the other hand, had a chance to 

survive and perhaps to thrive outside the growing colonial system. So 

'^many others could not starve outside it; consequently they demanded to 

participate. The exceptions among the Giriama were the same as those 

who had assisted the British in their initial administrative efforts. 

Those men who wanted to partake of the benefits they saw through edu

cation and'‘political participation supported colonial administration.

The short-lived Giriama rising was not a prototype of Kenyan 

nationalism. If there is any connection between this prismry resis

tance movement and the modem mass nationalism of Kenya, it would be 

a negative one. The Giriama have remained consistent in their pref

erence for political autonomy# They were, initially, no more willing
#

to give it up for the sake of Kenyan nationalism than they were for 

British colonialism. They argued that only through regional development 

would societies such as theirs retain enough power in their own hands. 

Their growing change in attitude, however slowly, emerges from their 

growing tmderstanding of the change going on around them and the all- 

enoonpassing nature of that change. Before, only the British and a few 

Giriam could sense this. There had been little in 191^ to indicate

. •!

to the Giriama how inevitable the changes would be in favour of the

culture and the political and economic systems of western Europe, The 

apparent singularity of the Giriana resided in a combination of their
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past historical tradition and the conditions under i^ch they were 

confronting the colonial powers. When understood thus, they can be 

{Qaced in a much larger cos^jarative context than was before thought 

possible.
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of clarifying answers to specific questions.

(Vitengeni)

(Kayafungo)

(Garashi)

(Bungale)

(Kaloleni)
4

(Kanyumbani)

(Mwembekati)

(Bungale)

(Jilore)

(Jilore)

(Mikomani)

(Sekoke)

(Jilore)

(Bungale)

(Takaungu)

Anderson Kenga

Bakardi Nzovu

Bambare wa Charo

Bays wa Toya

Biria wa Masha

Boniface Kahindi wa Konde

Chak^ wa Hguyete (Chonyi) 

Charo wa Malta 

Chenibe wa Kajoro

Dai^el Ngumbao 

Danieli Mwavuo Thoya

Erastus Hare

Gona wa Ngum 

Gona wa Rimba

Have Charo (Kahonzl wa Kitl) (f)
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(Bungals) 

(Jilore) 

(Marafa) 

(Jilore)
•V.

(Marafa)
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(Kibwabwani) 

(Kanasai) 

(l^voeni) 
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(Chakana) 

(Mavueni)

Kaleso va Rnwa wa Jumwa (f) . , (Halesnreni)

(Ganse)
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(Basiba) 

(Chakam) 

(Garasbi) 

(Kajiwoni) 

(Mavueni)

Haue Chengo (f)

Hawo Karisa Nyevu Ifakarye (f) 

Hauesidi Kaboohe (f)

Bane Sidi Eatsoe (f)

Ishamel Eenga 
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